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NRC "Talking Points" - Current as of March 17, 2011, 0600 EDT

"'eactor Status

Fukushima Daiichi Units I - 6
* TEPCO is working to restore site power and anticipates restoration to Units 2.5. and 6 today and Units

1. 3. and 4 tomorrow.

Unit 1
" Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite di6sel

generators following the tsunami
" As of 2200 JST (0900 EDT) on March 14, it is reported that sea water is being injected withr d stable

cooling
" Containment described as "functional" .
" Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor bull ndary

containment)
" The spent fuel pool level is unknown
" Radiation levels 150-1000 mrem/hour at 1000 EDT on March 16. 2011. at ite cate is same for

each unit.)
" Core cooling is via the core spray header.

Unit 2
0 Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water cause f offsite power and onsite diesel

generators following the tsunami
* Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) has failed
* Secondary containment: Cut hole in the side of the rea - ui'ing superstructure to reduce likelihood of

hydrogen gas buildup
* Sea water injection restarted with core cooling re,.•snot stable
* Primary containment is intact V
* Radiation levels 150-1000 mrem/hour at 100 DT. 'n March 16-2011. at site gate. (Site gate is same for

eachunit.)
0 The spent fuel pool level is unknown. S ewaater is available as evidenced by steam emanating from hole.

Unit 3

Core damage due to insufficient ng water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel generators
following the tsunami

0 Sea water is being inje ported stable cooling
* Hydrogen explosion ef.. eated fuel-water reaction has severely damaged reactor building (secondary

containment)
* Primary containmerit,"described as "functional"
a The spent fu-0pol level is possibly drained - some evidence of steam.
* Radiation I /150-1000 mrem/hourat 1000 EDT on March 16, 2011, at site gate. (Site -ate is same for

& Unit u3 r tly TEPCO's priority (unclear whether reactor or spent fuel pool)
* W non should be onsite soon (as of 0400 EDT)

Unit 4
" Unit was in a refueling outage at the time of the event and core was off loaded to the SFP
" First fire in the reactor building was a small generator lube oil fire. IAEA reports that fire was put out at 2200

EDT, March 14.
* Radiation levels 150-1000 mrem/hour at 1000 EDTon March 16, 2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for

each unit.)
• Second fire began at 1645 EDT, March 15, 2011 in reactor building. Fuel reported to be uncovered.
" Radiation level outside Unit 4 reported to be 30R/hour following second fire.
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* High radiation dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4, source is suspected to be the Unit 4 spent fuel
pool.

" The spent fuel pool's ability to retain water is in doubt, no steam - likely dry.

,.nit 5
" The reactor is defueled.
" IAEA Reports Temoerature of oool at 64.5 deqrees C at 1500 EDT, March 16,.2011.
* Unit 5 diesel generator is providing power to cool Units 5 and 6 spent fuel pools.

Unit 6
" The reactor is defueled.
* IAEA Reports Temperature of pool at 61.0 degrees C at 1300 EDT, March 16, 2011.
" Power to cool the Unit 6 spent fuel pool is being provided by the Unit 5 diesel .enerao

Other Japanese Nuclear Sites:
" Fukushima Daini Units 1 - 4: As of 7:15 am on March 15 (Japan), Tepco re ase reports reactors

in cold shutdown and offsite power available.
* Onagawa Units I - 3: shutdown, stable, turbine building basement fire ished.
SKashiwazaki Kanwai Nuclear Power Station (Advanced Reacto " 5, 6, 7: normal operation

Units 2 to 4: regular outage
" Rokkasho: all units continue safe operations without malfupeip acts from earthquake quickly

mitigated (emergency diesel generators used, spilt SFP mined and recovered in liquid waste
treatment)

Protective Action Recommendations

For Fukushima Daiichi site, Japanese national gov tsued a protective action recommendation that
instructed evacuation for local residents within a 0 s of the site boundary and sheltering in place out to
30km for residents who stayed behind

* Japan has imposed no-fly zone (30km radi ( , unlimited) over Daiichi plants.
A RASCAL run at 06:54AM (EDT) on M rc/ 2611 for hypothetical combined core based on the following
assumptions: Units 2 & 3 each, 33% ",•iene & no containment; Unit 4, full core offload 100% melt in the Spent
Fuel Pool (SFP) with no roof, wind .e•o om West Northwest blowing out to the ocean. Results: PAG
exceded at 50 miles (80.5 km) with E of 24.0 rem, and CDE thyroid of 130 rem.

* Based upon the degrading siti at t e Daiichi plant, the US NRC recommends that Americans within 50
miles of the Daiichi plant t, a he area.

* The US State Departmenrha )proved voluntary authorized departure for US Government employees at the
Embassy in Japan.

Meteorological Con' o s:

Forecast meteo&ica data for the 24 hour period (until 1200 EDT on March 17, 2011) indicates wind headed
offshore 

(fro$
General T ' aoints

• TEPCO and US Forces in Japan (USFJ) are working together to allocate firefighting and heavy equipment
capable of pumping seawater from the ocean into containment.
o TEPCO appears to be supplying water by helicopter and water cannon.
o A list of additional equipment to provide for accident mitigation has been developed by NRC and provided to

USAID.
o Five portable pumps arrived at the Daiichi facility Thursday (1130 SST) from Yokota Air Force Base.

Additional equipment to connect pumps is being coordinated.
* Disaster Assistance Response Team arrived Sunday:
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o 11 NRC staff are in Tokyo with the Ambassador and getting information from Japanese officials.
* NRC continues to develop projections of the accident's progression, dose estimates and Q&As, including those

addressing the safety of reactors in operation in the US.
Government of Japan has accepted US offer to conduct aerial/ground monitoring and also requested potassium
iodide tablets. DOE Aerial Measurement Teams have completed fly over the Daiichi site. Awaiting results.

* The NRC has been asked to provide recommendations for solutions to the spent fuel pool issues durina
conference call with NISA and TEPCO.
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NRC "Talking Points" - Current as of March 16, 2011, 1900 EDT

Reactor Status

Fukushima Daiichi Units 1 - 6

Unit 1
* Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel

generators following the tsunami
* As of 2200 JST (0900 EDT) on March 14, it is reported that sea water is being injected with reported stable

cooling 
. //

• Containment described as "functional"
* Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor building (s

containment)
" The spent fuel pool level is unknown

" High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 torero/hour) at 0200 EDT on Ma~r t N >0 1 1, at site gate.

(Site gate is same for each unit.) .&gate.

Unit 2 /o N

• Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water caused by los of ower and onsite diesel
generators following the tsunami

" Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) has failed
* Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction dama ctor building
" Secondary containment: Cut hole to reduce likelihood of hyd ggs buildup
" Sea water injection restarted with core cooling reported a
" Primary containment is intact.
- High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 /h at 0200 EDT on March 15, 2011, at site gate.

(Site gate is same for each unit.)
* The spent fuel pool level is unknown. Some wet able as evidenced by steam emanating from hole.

Unit 3 e
S

Core damage due to insufficient coolin Watr caud by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel generators
following the tsunami//•' 4,

* Sea water is being injected with able cooling
* Hydrogen explosion from overh fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor building (secondary

containment)
• Primary containment des b 'functional"
* The spent fuel pool le sibl drained - some evidence of steam.
* High radiation levels ddc to 600 pSvlhour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15, 2011, at site gate.

(Site gate is sameofe unit.)

Unit 4
First fire e actor building was a small generator lube oil fire. IAEA reports that fire was put out at 2200

* Hi h levels reduced to 600 pSvlhour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15, 2011, at site gate.
(SI s same for each unit.)

* Se'co fire began at 1645 EDT, March 15, 2011 in reactor building. Reports indicate that this fire is not yet
'contained. Fuel reported to be uncovered.

" Radiation level outside Unit 4 reported to be 30R/hour following second fire.
" High radiation dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4, source is suspected to be the partially

uncovered Unit 4 spent fuel pool.
" The spent fuel pool's ability to retain water is in doubt, no steam - likely dry.
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Unit 5
0 The reactor is defueled.
0 Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.
* NC power available from Unit 6 diesel generator.

Unit 6
* The reactor is defueled.
* Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.
" A/C power available from diesel generator.

Other Japanese Nuclear Sites:
" Fukushima Daini Units 1 - 4: As of 7:15 am on March 15 (Japan), Tepco press rreleaa eactors

in cold shutdown and offsite power available. /

* Onagawa Units 1 - 3: shutdown, stable, turbine building basement fire extingui eI
* Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station (Advanced Reactors): Units 1, al operation /

Units 2 to 4: regular outage

Protective Action Recommendations

* For Fukushima Daiichi site, Japanese national government issued a prrle • ion recommendation that
instructed evacuation for local residents within a 20km radius of the 'oi ary and sheltering in place out to
30km for residents who stayed behind
Japan has imposed no-fly zone (30km radius, altitude unlimit ichi plants.

* A RASCAL run at 06:54AM (EDT) on March 16, 2011 for hy / combined core based on the following
assumptions: Units 2 & 3 each, 33% core melt & no contain t nit 4, full core offload 100% melt in the Spent
Fuel Pool (SFP) with no roof; wind direction from West fwe blowing out to the ocean. Results: PAG
exceded at 50 miles (80.5 kin) with TEDE of 24.0 re d DE thyroid of 130 rem.

Meteorological Conditions:wnpd b en 2m.h i

As of 1100 EDT, March 16, wind direction is West and wind speed is between 10-20 mph. This wind
direction not expected to change significanrtl M e next front comes through over the weekend.

General Talking Points

• Based upon the degrading si the Daiichi plant, the US NRC recommends that Americans within 50
miles of the Daiichi plant te the area.

• 6.1 Aftershock near Ham 'a:)o damage to reactors
o 5 reactors: 2 2, . efmissioned; 1 shutdown; 2 operating

* TEPCO and US c ro•.6s. Japan (USFJ) are working together to allocate firefighting and heavy equipment
capable of pun, seawater from the ocean into containment.

0 Ali daonal equipment to provide for accident mitigation has been developed by NRC andpfojedoUSAID.
SDisarstr ce Response Team arrived Sunday:

o C staff are in Tokyo with the Ambassador and getting information from Japanese officials.
* NRC con ues to develop projections of the accident's progression, dose estimates and Q&As, including those

addressing the safety of reactors in operation in the US.
• Government of Japan has accepted US offer to conduct aerial/ground monitoring and also requested potassium

iodide tablets. DOE Aerial Measurement Teams are expected to fly over the Daiichi site on March 17 at around
0900 local time (2000 EDT).
The NRC has been asked to provide recommendations for solutions to the spent fuel pool issues during
conference call with NISA and TEPCO.
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NRC "Talking Points" - Current as of March 16, 2011, 1400 EDT

Neactor Status

0 Fukushima Daiichi Units 1 - 6

Unit 1
* Core damage from insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel

generators following tsunami
' *Sea water being injected with reported stable cooling

* Primary containment described as "functional"
* Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction damaged reactor building

(secondary containment)
Spent fuel pool level is unknown 6 1ha
High radiation levels reduced to 600 microsieverts/hr (60 millirem/hr) at 2:0 (March 15) at
site gate. Site gate is same for each unit.

Unit 2
" Core damage from insufficient cooling water caused by loss of " er and onsite diesel

generators following tsunami
" Sea water being injected
* Core cooling reported as not stable 0
" Loud sound near containment building caused conce t ntainment integrity is not assured

o Reported at 7:30 AM EDT, March 15, that co is intact (better than previously thought)
o NHK cites NISA that there is partial damage t e ntainment

" Secondary containment: Cut hole to reduce . of hydrogen gas buildup
" Spent fuel pool level is unknown. Possibi' stm/snoke from water boil-off or zirc-water

interaction
*High radiation levels reduced to 600.,r .osi ertslhr (60 millirem/ hr) at 2:00 am EDT

(March 15) at site gate. Site, gate is s.4iar reach unit.

Unit 3
• Core damage from insuffi coing water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel

generators following tis 1
* Sea water being inj4e, ith reported stable cooling
* Primary contain cnibed as "functional"
" Hydrogen expoIoa) m overheated fuel-water reaction damaged reactor building (secondary

containment•].•=
* SDent fuelo .o -level is unknown. Possibility of steam/smoke from water boil-off or zirc-water

interaod.c

" Hi iiia~n levels reduced to 600 microsieverts/hr (60 millirem/hr) at 2:00 am EDT (March 15) at
i /a Site gate is same for each unit.

Unit 4
F•bst fire: Generator lube oil fire in reactor building; IAEA reports that fire out at 2200 EDT, March 14.

High radiation levels reduced to 600 microsieverts/hr (60 millirem/hr)at 2:30 am EDT
(March 15) at site gate
Second fire began 5:45am local time in reactor building. Reports indicate not yet contained. TEPCO
determining whether to use helicopter or fire truck to fight fire. Fuel reported uncovered.

" TEPCO reported 30R/hr inside Unit 4 following second fire.
• Reports of hydrogen explosion in Unit 4 due to uncovered fuel in the fuel pool.

Secondary containment is destroyed. There is no water in the spent fuel pool and the
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Pool's ability to retain water is in doubt.

Wnt 5
I 5 AEA reports that water level in the SFP was down 40 cm in 5 hours since 0800 EDT, March 15, 2011.

TEPCO plans to use operational diesel generator at Unit 6 to provide water to Unit 5.

Unit 6 stable
* Reactor spent fuel pool level unknown. Heatup reported.

Other Japanese Nuclear Sites:
* Fukushima Daini Units 1 - 4: As of 7:15 am on March 15 (Japan), Tepco press release reports~ eactors

in cold shutdown and offsite power available. id,

* Onagawa Units 1 - 3: shutdown, stable, turbine building basement fire extinguished. j.
" Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station (Advanced Reactors): Units 1, 5, 6, 7: nration /

Units 2 to 4: regular outage

Protective Action Recommendations

For Fukushima Daiichi site, Japanese national government issued a protecti o mmendation that
instructed evacuation for local residents within a 20kmn radius of the site bounoa sheltering in place out to
30km for residents who stayed behind
Japan has imposed no-fly zone (30km radius, altitude unlimited) over
A RASCAL run at 06:54AM (EDT) on March 16, 2011 for hypotheti ed core based on the following
assumptions: Units 2 & 3 each, 33% core melt & no containmen , ull core offload 100% melt in the Spent
Fuel Pool (SFP) with no roof; wind direction from West North g out to the ocean. Results: PAG
exceded at 50 miles (80.5 kin) with TEDE of 24.0 rem, and id of 130 rem.

leteorological Conditions:

As of 1100 EDT, March 16, wind direction is from the We nwind speed is between 10-20 mph. This wind
direction not expected to change significantly untiJ the. tront comes through over the weekend.

General Talking Points

0 Based upon the de grading situation t c t chi plant, the US NRC recommends that Americans within 50miles of the Daiichi plant to evacuate1•e area.

0 6.1 Aftershock near Hamaok "Q amage to reactorso 5 reactors: 2 are de .• ssned; 1 shutdown; 2 operating

TEPCO and US Forces* irJ .SFJ) are working together to allocate firefighting and heavy equipment
capable of puping s•eaw om the ocean into containment.

Aolist of additi•opl equipment to provide for accident mitigation has been developed by NRC and
provid ARID.

* Disaster Assist n ,Response Team arrived Sunday:
o 11 taa•re in Tokyo with the Ambassador and getting information from Japanese officials.

a NRC cor t develop projections of the accident's progression, dose estimates and Q&As, including those
addree* - fety of reactors in operation in the US.

• Goveý n•of Japan has accepted US offer to conduct aerial/ground monitoring and also requested potassium
iodid tablts. DOE AeNal Measurement Teams are expected to fly over the Daiichi site on March 17 at around
0900 local time (2000 EDT).

a The NRC has been asked to provide recommendations for solutions to the spent fuel pool issues during
conference call with NISA and TEPCO.
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NRC 'Talking Points" - Current as of March 16, 2011, 0630 EDT

'eactor Status

0 Fukushima Daiichi Units 1 - 6

Unit 1
* Core damage from insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel

generators following tsunami
* Sea water being injected with reported stable cooling
* Primary containment described as "functional"

Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction damaged reactor buildi
(secondary containment)

* Spent fuel pool level decreasing
" High radiation levels reduced to 600 microsieverts/hr (60 millirem/ hr) at T (March 15) at

site gate. Site gate is same for each unit.
" GE reports possible RCS breach L

Unit 2 water poweranoniedsl
" Core damage from insufficient cooling water caused by los and onsite diesel

generators following tsunami
" Sea water being injected
" Core cooling reported as not stable
* Loud sound near containment building caused e that containment integrity is not assured

o Reported at 7:30 AM EDT, March 15, th ontai ent is intact (better than previously thought)
o NHK cites NISA that there is partial d t the containment

* Secondary containment: Cut hole to r , dood of hydrogen gas buildup
* Spent fuel pool level decreasing X, j
* High radiation levels reduced to• •9miW ieverts/hr (60 millirem/ hr) at 2:00 am EDT

(March 15) at site gate. Site a " ame for each unit.

Unit3 0
" Core damage from in cie, cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel

generators followin li
* Sea water bein with reported stable cooling
* Primary contaip ent escribed as "functional"
* Hydrogen eoJposi rom overheated fuel-water reaction damaged reactor building (secondarycontainl #t)+\'

" No s uel pool information; zirc-water interaction
" Hi ia n levels reduced to 600 microsieverts/hr (60 millirem/hr) at 2:00 am EDT (March 15) at

at Site gate is same for each unit.

Uni Fst fire: Generator lube oil fire in reactor building; IAEA reports that fire out at 2200 EDT, March 14.
U High radiation levels reduced to 600 microsieverts/hr (60 Mr/hr)at 2:30 am EDT

(March 15) at site gate
# Second fire began 5:45am local time in reactor building. Reports indicate not yet contained. TEPCO

determining whether to use helicopter or fire truck to fight fire. Fuel reported uncovered.
0 TEPCO reported 30R/hr inside Unit 4 following second fire.
0 Reports of hydrogen explosion in Unit 4 due to uncovered fuel in the fuel pool.

Secondary containment is destroyed. There is no water in the spent fuel pool nor
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ability to retain water.

Init 5
* IAEA reports that water level in (RPV or SFP?) was down 40 cm in 5 hours since 0800 EDT, March 15,

2011. TEPCO plans to use operational diesel generator at Unit 6 to provide water to Unit 5.

Unit 6 stable
• Reactor spent fuel pool level unknown. Heatup reported.

Other Japanese Nuclear Sites:
" Fukushima Daini Units I - 4: As of 7:15 am on March 15 (Japan), Tepco press release re rtyreactors

in cold shutdown and offsite power available. (iw
• Onagawa Units 1 - 3: shutdown, stable, turbine building basement fire extinguished.j"i• f
* Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station (Advanced Reactors): Units 1, 5, 6, •- r ation

Units 2 to 4: regular outage

Protective Action Recommendations

• For Fukushima Daiichi site, Japanese national government issued a protectivai recommendation that
instructed evacuation for local residents within a 20km radius of the site n "d sheltering in place out to
30km for residents who stayed behind

* Japan has imposed no-fly zone (30km radius, altitude unlimited) over icp ants.
* On March 16, 0030, the PMT ran RASCAL offsite dose estimatio othetical Unit 4 spent fuel pool

zirconium fire scenario, and considering actual and forecasted rgical conditions for 24 hours.
Assumptions were conservative. PAGs for TEDE and CD out beyond 40 miles based on this
hypothetical scenario.

leteorolopical Conditions:

As of 0500 EDT, March 16, wind direction is from t W ad wind speed is approximately 15 mph. This wind
direction not expected to change significantly ur•tiI •u )% front comes through over the weekend (currently
expected to shift on Sunday).

General Talking Points.

SThe NRC provided tothe Ambsao •ur current understanding of condition at Daiichi and associated dose
projections to be shared with ,;anese government.

o We advise Amedri .. apan to follow the guidance of Japanese officials.
* 6.1 Aftershock near Ha oka o damage to reactors

o 5 retors 2 me missioned; 1 shutdown; 2 operating
" TEPCO and US •oro~in Japan (USFJ) are working together to allocate firefighting and heavy equipment

capable of pu r•'g seaater from the ocean into containment.
o A atp 'ional equipment to provide for accident mitigation has been developed by NRC andp4 t o U SAID.

Disaste ¢ce Response Team arrived Sunday:
0, RC team members are in Tokyo working with Ambassador Roos and getting direct information

m Japanese officials.
o Nine additional NRC experts arrived to support the Ambassador and Japanese government.

" NRC continues to develop projections of the accident's progression, dose estimates and Q&As, including those
addressing the safety of reactors in operation in the US.

* Government of Japan has accepted US offer to conduct aerial/ground monitoring and also requested potassium
iodide tablets. DOE Aerial Measurement Teams are expected to fly over the Daiichi site on March 17 at around
0900 local time (2000 EDT).
The NRC has been asked to provide recommendations for solutions to the spent fuel pool issues for conference
call with NISA and TEPCO.
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-'C "Talking Points" - Current as of March 15, 2011, 2230 EDT

dactor Status

Fukushima Daiichi Units 1 - 6

Unit 1
• ,- :•ore dame from. insufficient. cooling water caused by loss ofoffsite power and onsite diesel,

generators foilowing tsunami
Sea water being injected with reported stable cooling

* Primary containment described as "functional"
* Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction damaged reactor build*

(secondary containment)
* Spent fuel pool level unknown
* High radiation levels reduced to 600 microsievertslhr (60 millirem/ hr) at DT (March 15) at

site gate. Site gate is same for each unit.

Unit 2 
"3/ o

* Core damage from insufficient cooling water caused by loss and onsite diesel

generators following tsunami
* Sea water being injected
" Core cooling reported as not stable
* Loud sound near containment building caused co t containment integrity is not assured

o Reported at 7:30 AM EDT, March 15, t.' nment is intact (better than previously
thought) ywýh

" Secondary containment: Cut hole to redu od of hydrogen gas buildup
* Spent fuel pool level unknown -X
* High radiation levels reduced to 60DeR. "erts/hr (60 millirem/ hr) at 2:00 am EDT

(March 15) at site gate. Site gat *s5 for each unit.

Unit 3 ' 3* Core damage from insuffici ooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel
generators following mi

* Sea water being 1 ci reported stable cooling
Primary contain e e ribed as "functional"expf1s m overheated fuel-water reaction damaged reactor building (secondary

containment)iye
" No spe el pool information
* Hig dja •n levels reduced to 600 microsieverts/hr (60 millirem/hr) at 2:00 am EDT (March 15) at

sit: gatet gate is same for each unit.

Unit 4
V t fire: Generator lube oil fire in reactor building; IAEA reports that fire out at 2200 EDT, March 14.

High radiation levels reduced to 600 microsieverts/hr (60 Mr/hr)at 2:30 am EDT
(March 15) at site gate

* Second fire began 5:45am local time in reactor building. Reports indicate not yet contained. TEPCO
determining whether to use helicopter or fire truck to fight fire. Fuel reported uncovered.

* TEPCO reported 30R/hr inside Unit 4 following second fire.
• Reports of hydrogen explosion in Unit 4 due to uncovered fuel in the fuel pool.

Awaiting visual evidence.
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Units 5 - 6 stable
* Reactor spent fuel pool level unknown. Heatup reported.

Lner Japanese Nuclear Sites:
* Fukushima Daini Units 1 - 4: As of 7:15 am on March 15 (Japan), Tepco press release reports reactors

in cold shutdown and offsite power available.
" Onagawa Units 1 - 3: shutdown, stable, turbine building basement fire extinguished.
" Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station (Advanced Reactors): Units 1, 5;6, 7:-normal operation/

Units 2 to 4: regular outage

Protective Action Recommendations

* For Fukushima Daiichi site, Japanese national government issued a protective action rec e da that
instructed evacuation for local residents within a 20km radius of the site boundary and sh g i"place out to
30km for residents who stayed behind

Forecast meteorological data for the 24 hour period (until 5:00pm EDT 5115) indic t remaining toward
offshore (N, NW)O.

G Japan has imposed no-fly zone (30km radius, altitude unlimited) over Dal

General Talking Points

The NRC believes the Japanese response and protectiveai s parabletohow the NRC would
respond.

o We advise Americans in Japan to follow the guidance aneseofficials.

6.1 Aftershock near Hamaoka: no damage to react
o 5 reactors: 2 are decommissioned; I shu d rating

Tepco and US Forces in Japan (USFJ) are Wprl51,." gether to allocate firefighting and heavy equipment
capable of pumping seawater from the toýcontainment

o A list of additional equipment t , i fir accident mitigation has been developed by NRC and
provided to USAID.

Disaster Assistance Respons a ved Sunday:
o Two NRC team me in Tokyo working with Ambassador Roos and getting direct information

from Japanese ia
o Nine additiona"N Ie erts were dispatched to support the Ambassador and Japanese government.

* NRC continues rdin••aon with other Federal agencies and outreach to Congress and States.

t Press relea essage for US citizens: No harmful levels of radiation expected to reach US. Japanese
protectiv 0 lecommendations are not inconsistent with US. US citizens in Japan should follow Japanese
gover!meptions.

* NRC cn {1ues to develop projections of the accident's progression, dose estimates and Q&As, including those
addr~ssing the safety of reactors in operation in the US.

•Government of Japan has accepted US offer to conduct aerial/ground monitoring and also requested potassium
iodide tablets.
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update

March 18, 2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

This report was changed to include NRC's current understanding of the olq
situation in Japan. Historical and background information can be found in po

USNRC Status

At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode and / a ncy continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The Headquarters Opera,' is staffed 2417.

A total of 11 NRC experts supporting USAID response efforti= tv NRC are in Japan and
have engaged with the US Ambassador and his staff.

At 0550 EDT, March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in J a rted that the Japanese have
requested US technical assistance with cooling the Fu 'sa Daiichi Units, as needed. The
effort is being coordinated by the US Ambassa A.' ,09 EDT, March 15, 2011, the Japanese
government accepted DOE's Radiological A s n/c Program (RAP) team assistance, which
includes Aerial Measuring System CAMS) fly

On March 16, NRC provided the itth information on protective measures for NRC
staff in Japan and information to prol d;'ýdice for other federal workers in Japan. The current
protective action recommendatior•r citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of the
Fukushima Daiichi site is to

The US State Departm s roved voluntary authorized departure of family members at
the U.S. Embassy in , U.S. Consulate in Nagoya and the Foreign Service Institute in
Yokohama.

Japanese Min' nse appears to be taking on a larger role in the response effort.

NRC hawted numerous press releases related to the earthquake and tsunami. These press
relea .1hNe found online at: http:llwww.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/

CuU•I p Priorities
y, NRC's top priorities are determining radiological conditions, dose projections, and

~ctive action recommendations, as well as facilitating the design, procurement, and delivery
of temporary pumping equipment for emergency cooling.

Bechtel has completed engineering design work and is working with vendors to procure the
required material. USAID has not yet authorized payment for these activities. GE Hitachi may
be the organization that will install and operate the equipment.
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Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
NRC is discontinuing reporting status of NRC licensee and Agreement State facilities. NRC will
resume this reporting should any issues arise related to earthquake or tsunami effects. NRC is
currently working on a generic communication for distribution to the U.S. nuclear power reactor
fleet.

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level 1 Event Report (highe v )
to its members on the afternoon of March 15, 2011. It identifies 4 actions, with due 1,
requires a written response. In general, the actions include walkdowns and verifica
aspects of facility capabilities to address B.5.b equipment and procedures, Sever en
Management Guidelines (SAMGs), mitigation of station blackout (SBO) conditi r ation of
internal and external flooding, and fire and flooding events that could be im
concurrent seismic event.

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) issued two fact sheets on March 1 1 "Industry Taking
Action to Ensure Continued Safety at U.S. Nuclear Energy Plants" d Nuclear Fuel
Storage at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant."

Current Understanding of Japanese Faciitie•. J
(This information is compiled from TEPCO press rel IA information releases,
Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan, tomic Industrial Forum, World
Association of Nuclear Operators, the NRC in- ,tr te lm and others.)

Fukushima Daiichi
Japanese national government instructe vac ion for local residents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary and sheltering in pi ce• 30 km for residents who stayed behind. As of
March 12, a 10 km complete radiu acuation has been ordered for the public. IAEA confirms
a no-fly zone out to 30 km aroun% e heluishima Daiichi plant. As of 1830 EDT on March 15,
2011, there have been no u .s' lotective actions.

Japanese authorities h a ed the classification of the event from a Level 4 to a Level 5
"Accident with Wider / nces" on the International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale
(INES).

NHK media re oio arch 17, 0100 EDT stated that helicopter crews dumping water on Unit 3
reactor pig e orted dose rates at 375 R/hr at 300 ft. above the building.

An if trucks have been deployed at the site and appeared to be supplying / spraying
w'at Unit 3.

b ~lable information indicates that the majority of releases from the Fukushima site have
76 carried out to sea by the prevailing winds. Forecast meteorological data for the 24 hour

period until 2000 EDT on March 18, 2011 indicates wind headed offshore (from NW/westerly).

DOE Aerial Measurement Teams have completed two flyovers of the Daiichi site. Data from the
second flyover was received and is being analyzed.

The NRC in-country team is embedding a staffer at the TEPCO EOC.
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NRC Fukushima Daiichi
Priority STATUS as of 1500 EDT, March 17, 2011- (0400 Japan) Unit

Core Status: damaged
Core Cooling: RCS depressurized; radiation released; sea water
injected to cool core (Source: JAIF)
Primary Containment: some damage
Secondary Containment: lost (visual)
Spent Fuel Pool: 514 bundles in pool; low water level; helicopters
flew to drop water and water cannon truck sprayed water on
March 17. (Source: METI), fire trucks are supplying sea water for
cooling spray 3.N
Core Status:
Core Cooling 7
Primary Containment
Secondary Containment: lost (visual)
Spent Fuel Pool: 1201 bundles in pool; pool dry?; damage o u.
rods suspected; water was dumped on site with wate 'un /ns

2 fire trucks are supplying seawater for cooling spray, 4
Core Status: damaged
Core Cooling: RCS depressurized; sea water in c ot I core
(Source: JAIF) II
Primary Containment: possible torus dainaget
Secondary Containment: hole cut in sV, Il floor metal to
reduce H2 buildup
Spent Fuel Pool: 587 bundles• 4n " trucks are supplying

3 seawater for cooling spray 2' 2
Core Status: damaged /

Core Cooling: RCS d e rezd; sea water inject to cool core
(Source: JAIF) N "
Primary Contgfit.•: fctional

Secondary nt: lost (visual)

Spent Fu Po - N92 bundles in pool, water level unknown, fire

4 trucksr. 1 ing seawater for cooling spray I
Shutaoi" since January 3, 2011
ore/Siatus: core in RPV (Source: INPO)

S /.t Fuel Pool: 950 bundles; unit 6 emergency diesel generator
vailable 5
hutdown since August 14, 2010

Core Status: core in RPV (Source: INPO)

Spent Fuel Pool: 876 bundles; unit's emergency diesel generator
6 available 6

Common Spent Fuel Pool: 6,000 bundles located on land side of
Unit 4
Electrical Power: Restoration from Switchyard to Unit 2 480v

7 pumps (first) in progress N/A
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Fukushima Daini
a No changes to report

Onagawa
* No changes to report

Rokkasho
a No changes to report

I.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Conducting Two Analyses

PMT is actively working with DOE, NARAC, and other Federal Agencie b
offsite dose calculation models to estimate the potential for radio nuklie§
territories. The models assume fuel damage, containment damj,!.j
fuel pools with open access to the environment.

Ine and model
,ach US
age to some spent

Wind shift over land not expected until Sunday, March

=@,

Intternational Response 7
" IAEA sent a two person team to cj=utordination activities and to take

measurements. NRC commu IAEA to discuss the status and concerns.
* France has shared technica the NRC and publicly posted their assessment of

doses in Tokyo on the IR e.
* Spain Parliament is s&g and deciding on support levels.
* Italy is interested in di sing what the USG is doing, and might be interested in

helping in some, i
• China has offe l I.
* Russia has "am toToko.The U.S. team is planning to meet to understand

Russiana •bilis and to coordinate activities.
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Reference

Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
I rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update

March 17, 2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update

Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

Caution -This information may be dated and is subject to constant ch
ChangesfAdditions from previous updates are underlinedK '

USNRC Status

At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode and a ncy continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The Headquarters Operatit en is staffed.

A total of 11 NRC experts supporting USAID response effort th NRC are in Japan and
have engaged with the US Ambassador's staff.

At 0550 EDT, March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in J ,rted that the Japanese have
requested US technical assistance with cooling the , sma Daiichi Units 1, 2, and 3. The
effort is being coordinated by the US Ambassa *Jt 0 EDT, March 15, 2011, the Japanese
government accepted DOE's Radiological Assi anc Program (RAP) team assistance, which
includes Aerial Measuring System (AMS)fly-

NRC provided the White House with i06 'on protective measures for NRC staff in Japan
and information to provide advice f .ofrfederal workers in Japan. The current protective
action recommendation for U.S. reiz siding within 50 miles (80 km) of the Fukushima
Daiichi site is to evacuate.

The US State Departm as proved voluntary authorized departure of family members at
the U.S. Embassy inT• ]e U.S. Consulate in Nagoya and the Foreign Service Institute in
Yokohama.

NRC has iss us press releases related to the earthquake and tsunami. These press
releases c b und online at: http:l/www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/20111

/Sa " C Licensee and Agreement State Facilities

ime, NRC is discontinuing reporting status of NRC licensee and Agreement State

aties. NRC will resume this reporting should any issues arise related to earthquake or
tsunami effects.

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level 1 Event Report (highest level)
to its members on the afternoon of March 15, 2011. It identifies 4 actions, with due dates, and
requires a written response. In general, the actions include walkdowns and verifications of
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aspects of facility capabilities to address B.5.b equipment and procedures, Severe Accident
Management Guidelines (SAMGs), mitigation of station blackout (SBO) conditions, mitigation of
internal and external flooding, and fire and flooding events that could be impacted by a
concurrent seismic event.

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) issued two fact sheets on March 16, 2011: "Industry Taking
Action to Ensure Continued Safety at U.S. Nuclear Energy Plants" and "Used Nuclear Fu
Storage at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant."

Status of Japanese Facilities

(This information is compiled from available sources, including press releas e Tokyo
Electric Power Company (TEPCO) and information from the Internatio nergy
Agency (IAEA)).

IAEA reports that at 1331 UTC on March 15, 2011 a 6.1 magni uake occurred in
eastern Honshu, approximately 100 km from the Hamaoka r wer plant. Operational
units at the plant remain in safe status after the earthqua

Background:
There are 14 operational Boiling Water Reactor ,V• roximal to the earthquake zone (6 at
Fukushima Daiichi, 4 at Fukushima Daini, 3t awa, and 1 at Tokai)

Current Understanding of Japanese tus
(This information is compiled from r rss releases and IAEA information releases.)

Fukushima Dajichi
Japanese national governmg nstructed evacuation for local residents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary and, ering in place out to 30 km for residents who stayed behind. As of
March 12, a 10 km adius evacuation has been ordered for the public. IAEA confirms
a no-fly zone out tB round the Fukushima Daiichi plant. As of 1830 EDT on March 15,
2011, there hayv , o updates to protective actions.

Japanes utho es classified the event at a Level 4 "Accident with Local Consequences" on
the ,nte . nal Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) based on radioactive dose
mea en at the site boundary exceeding limit values.

n of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) reported at 1015 EST, March 16,

Dose rate at main gate (monitoring station 6) ranged from 150 mr/hr to 1000 mr/hr.
* 10 Rem/hr west of Unit 3 and 4 (assuming on roadway next to reactor buildings)
* 30 Rem/hr between Units 2 and 3
* 40 Rem/hr between Units 3 and 4

2 of 7
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NHK media report on March 17, 0100 EDT stated that helicopter crews dumping water on Unit 3
reactor building reported dose rates at 375 R/hr at 300 ft. above the building.

" Offsite dose measured in Tokai on the coast 100 km NE of Tokyo on March 14 at 1845
EDT was 5 uSv/hr.

* On March 14, NISA reported 160 people were exposed to radiation around the
Fukushima nuclear power plant. 170,000 people have been evacuated.

* A no-fly zone was implemented 30 km from the site from zero to unlimited altitud
Source from DOE NIT who talked with FAA.

* On March 16, DTRA data is from 165 miles SSW from the site.
All available information indicates that the majority of releases from the Fukushi a s
been carried out to sea by the prevailing winds. Forecast meteorological da 4 hour
period (until 1200 EDT on March 17, 2011) indicates wind headed offshore W).

Units 1, 2, and 3: shutdown due to earthquake Q ed

* At approximately 1000 EDT, March 14,2011, Unit 2 core wk gailncovered.

Units 4, 5, and 6: shutdown due to outage, prior to earthqua
" Operators and other personnel not directly involved e in.ejection have been

evacuated. 40-50 persons have been left onsite i e accident.
" Unit 5 diesel generator is providing power to 9 and Unit 6 spent fuel pool.

TEPCO is working to restore site power and ar toration to Units 2A and 6 today
and Units 1, 3, and 4 tomorrow.

Five portable pumps have arrived at the \ te and additional equipment to connect the
pumps is being coordinated.

DOE Aerial Measurement Team vompleted fly-over of the Daiichi site. Data was
received and is beina analvz

Priority Unit Fukushima Daiichi
STATUS AS OF 1500 EDT, 03117/2011 -(0400 JDT)

.Core Status Damaged, fuel >1/2 covered, RCS depressurized (FEPC)
K114".adiation released. Sea water injection sufficient to cool core. (WANO)

/S3 Containment Primary Containment, some damage. Secondary Containment
3 lost (visual).

/0 Spent Fuel Pool 514 Bundles in SFP (GEH) Low Level (JAIF), Dumping
/ water with helicopter suspended (NRC staff in Japan 0420 EDT)

Spent Fuel Pool ?Pool is dry? 1201 Bundles in SFP (GEH) Damage to fuel
2 4 rods suspected (JAIF) dumping water from helicopter suspended (Casto 0420

EDT)

3 2 Core Status damaged, fuel 2/3 covered, RCS depressurized (FEPC). Sea
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water inject enough to cool core (WANO)

Containment Primary Containment, some damage. Secondary
Containment, Hole cut in side of Fuel Floor metal to reduce H2 buildup, steam
coming from hole (visual).

Spent Fuel Pool 587 Bundles in SFP (GEH) No information on SFP status
(JAIF).

Core Status damaged, >1/2 fuel covered, RCS depressurized (FE L##
water inject enough to cool core (WANO) /

4 1 Containment PrimaryContainment functional (JAIF) Seco •tinment
lost (visual) ,e• a

Spent Fuel Pool 292 Bundles in SFP (GEH) SFP LelN (JAIF).

Shutdown since 1/3/11. Core in RPV. SFP 950iuric GEH), Unit 6 EDG
providing power tM IfP

Shutdown since 8114/10. Core in RPV. Aundles (GEH), Unit's
6 EDG available. ,0

Common Spent Fuel Pool: 6,00 !p;1 1' bundles (GEH) Located on land
7 NA side of Unit 4 (visual) - V7 NIA

Electrical Power Restorati oý frp Switchyard to Unit 2 480 v Pumps (first) in
progress \

(Sources: FEPC - Federation of Electqcq'Ne ,tompanies of Japan; GEH - General Electric
Hitachi; JAIF - Japan Atomic Industrial rF' o NVWANO- World Association of Nuclear
Operators)

Fukushima Daini 9
Japanese national go• instructed evacuation for local residents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary. 10 EST, March 12, 2011, an estimated 30,000.people have been
evacuated. FulleC a uon is not complete. As of 1830 EDT on March 15, 2011, there have
not been updatestdt oinformation. The Daini units have AC power, and were previously
reported tavds46st their ultimate heat sink.

Unit~ s t
A nits have stable offsite power

\MJnits are reported to be in cold shutdown with stable water level
V!,'Latest TEPCO reports do not mention any problem with the ultimate heat sink

Onagawa
At 2145 CET, March 13, 2011, IAEA reported that Japanese authorities had informed it that
radioactivity levels at the site boundary of the Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant have returned to
normal background levels.
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Unit 1-3
U All units are shutdown and stable

o The fire in the turbine building has been extinguished

Earthquake cut off power supply, but diesel generators were immediately connected. So
water spilled from spent fuel pool - liquid was drained and appropriately recovered in liq d
waste treatment system. Power supplies are restored to commercial electricity. All
operating.

NRC Evaluation of Radiation Measurements from the IUSS agan and
USS George Washington

On the morning of March 13, 2011, Naval Reactors notified the C dose rates were being
measured from the flight deck of the USS Reagan that was - . ical miles off the
Japanese coast. Dose rates from the overhead "plume" w ximately 0.6 mrem/hour
gamma with no measurable activity on the ship surfaces. C had received an IAEA .
report showing dose rates of 100 mrem/hour up winr te boundary measured - 20 hours
earlier and press reports for the previous day of plan , nig. Given the meteorological
conditions, wind speed of 3-5 mph and the calrlCss and E' weather stability for the 20-24
hour time period, a plume with low dose rat e venting is credible at this location.

NRC staff believes that US Naval readi 'aret inconsistent based on reports and shine
dose measurements received from J .'ptVe. ficials .during venting from Fukushima Daiichi
Units 1, 2, and 3.

The Navy sent the contami les to a base in Japan to perform an isotopic analysis to
determine the actual radionud s. The principle radionuclides identified were iodine, cesium,
and technetium, consisj,'tfta release from a nuclear reactor.

The US 7th Fleet l•sitioned its ships out of the downwind plume direction from the
Fukushima Daih 4ucl ar Power Plant after detecting low level contamination in the air and onDaii•! ue .area
its aircraft operating~gr~ he area.

The USO deretiified radiological data from the USS George Washington located at Yokosuka
Bas 33 VDT on March 15, 2011, that showed an air sample of 7E-9 pCi/mL, from which
tstimated a dose rate of 1.5 mrem/hour.theorsiae

Reactor Safety Team Worst Case Analysis

Hypothetical Worst Case Daiichi Units 1, 2 and 3 Accident Sequence Based on our Knowledge
of Current Plant Conditions
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In this hypothetical event in which no cooling water is added to the core, the water level in the
core will decrease, exposing the top of the core to a steam environment and a subsequent heat-
up of the fuel rods. As the water continues to boil and recede toward the core bottom, the heat-
up rate of the rods will increase rapidly resulting in fuel cladding failure and melt. With the
continued lack of cooling water, the melting rods will relocate toward the bottom of the core and
eventually into the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. Molten fuel and core debris entering th
lower plenum will then cause the lower plenum liquid to boil. If cooling water is added to
drywell to a level above the top elevation of the lower plenum, lower head failure can b
prevented. With no cooling water added to the drywell, the lower head will fail by cr
allowing molten fuel to enter the drywell. Moreover, the absence of cooling water ell
could also result in a containment failure. With cooling water added to the d V er, a
containment venting capability is also needed to preclude failure from over-p -s on. A
containment failure will result in a large radioactive release to the environm

Please note that failure to add water to the core and drywell is a hypot icIorst case event
that will result in containment failure and radioactive release to the vrod nt.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Worst Case a

A RASCAL run at 0654 EDT on March 16, 2011 for h ot tical combined core based on the
following assumptions: Units 2 & 3 each, 33% 9M mel no containment; Unit 4, full core
offload 100% melt in the Spent Fuel Pool (S with roof; wind direction from West
Northwest blowing out to the ocean. Result ceeded at 50 miles (80.5 kin) with TEDE of
24.0 rem, and CDE thyroid of 130 rem.

PMT has transmitted agreed sourctItnnt NARAC and is awaiting updated dose proiections
for alon-q Japan and trans-Pacifiobr •ids to US west coast. First AMS run data received.
PMT working to correlate Ar1ftiv& limited survey data from Japan.

Wind shift over land no ect until Sunday.

/N
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Reference

1700 EDT

Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update

March 17, 2011
Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

/

Caution - This information may be dated and is subject to constant cl
Changes/Additions from previous updates are underlined

USNRC Status

At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode and
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The Headquarters Operations C

fcontinues to
Wffed.

A total of 11 NRC experts supporting USAID response efforts fro are in Japan andhave engaged with the US Ambassador's staff.

At 0550 EDT, March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan e that the Japanese have
requested US technical assistance with cooling the Fu a-ichi Units 1, 2, and 3. The
effort is being coordinated by the US Ambassador.A9 )T, March 15, 2011, the Japanese
government accepted DOE's Radiological Assist am (RAP) team assistance, which
includes Aerial Measuring System (AMS) fly-ov s./

NRC provided the White House with info ati, nrotective measures for NRC staff in Japan
and information to provide advice for other Te, workers in Japan. The current protective
action recommendation for U.S. citi,••, jd- g within 50 miles (80 kin) of the Fukushima
Daiichi site is to evacuate.

The US State Department h a voluntary authorized departure of family members at
the U.S. Embassy in Toko. th~f.S. Consulate in Nagoya and the Foreign Service Institute in
Yokohama.

NRC has issued niner 'press releases related to the earthquake and tsunami. These press
releases can befo• line at: http:/lwww.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/

Sta ts ZC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Atb NRC is discontinuing reporting status of NRC licensee and Agreement State

,•. NRC will resume this reporting should any issues arise related to earthquake or
ts aimi effects.

/The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level 1 Event Report (highest level)
to its members on the afternoon of March 15, 2011. It identifies 4 actions, with due dates, and
requires a written response. In general, the actions include walkdowns and verifications of
aspects of facility capabilities to address B.5.b equipment and procedures, Severe Accident
Management Guidelines (SAMGs), mitigation of station blackout (SBO) conditions, mitigation of
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internal and external flooding, and fire and flooding events that could be impacted by a
concurrent seismic event.

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) issued two fact sheets on March 16, 2011: "Industry Taking
Action to Ensure Continued Safety at U.S. Nuclear Energy Plants" and "Used Nuclear Fuel
Storage at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant."

Status of Japanese Facilities..,1
(This information is compiled from available sources, including press releases by the O NJ
Electric Power Company (TEPCO) and information from the International Atomic E r
Agency (IAEA)).

IAEA reports that at 1331 UTC on March 15, 2011 a 6.1 magnitude earth crred in
eastern Honshu, approximately 100 km from the Hamaoka nuclear pow p erational
units at the plant remain in safe status after the earthquake.

Background:
There are 14 operational Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) pr0 he earthquake zone (6 at
Fukushima Daiichi, 4 at Fukushima Daini, 3 at Onagawa, Q Tokai)

Current Understanding of Japanese Reactor St
(This information is compiled from TEPCO pres rises and IAEA information releases.)

Fukushima Daiichi
Japanese national government inst , ya,• ation for local residents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary and sheltering p p out to 30 km for residents who stayed behind. As of
March 12, a 10 km complete r"ev uation has been ordered for the public. IAEA confirms
a no-fly zone out to 30 km ar n th ukushima Daiichi plant. As of 1830 EDT on March 15,
2011, there have been n to protective actions.

Japanese authoritie le the event at a Level 4 "Accident with Local Consequences" on
the International N c a Radiological Event Scale (INES) based on radioactive dose
measurements at tl boundary exceeding limit values.

Federatio ;,f1,6tric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) reported at 1015 EST, March 16,
2011:

e• te at main gate (monitoring station 6) ranged from 150 mr/hr to 1000 mr/hr.
I em/hr west of Unit 3 and 4 (assuming on roadway next to reactor buildings)

Rem/hr between Units 2 and 3
40 Rem/hr between Units 3 and 4

NHK media report on March 17, 0100 EDT stated that helicopter crews dumping water on Unit 3
reactor building reported dose rates at 375 R/hr at 300 ft. above the building.
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* Offsite dose measured in Tokai on the coast 100 km NE of Tokyo on March 14 at 1845

EDT was 5 uSv/hr.
" On March 14, NISA reported 160 people were exposed to radiation around the

Fukushima nuclear power plant. 170,000 people have been evacuated.
" A no-fly zone was implemented 30 km from the site from zero to unlimited altitude.

Source from DOE NIT who talked with FAA.
" On March 16, DTRA data is from 165 miles SSW from the site.

All available information indicates that the majority of releases from the Fukushima site have
been carded out to sea by the prevailing winds. Forecast meteorological data for the 24 h
period (until 1200 EDT on March 17, 2011) indicates wind headed offshore (from NW).

Units 1, 2, and 3: shutdown due to earthquake u o

* At approximately 1000 EDT, March 14,2011, Unit 2 core was againun,/or

Units 4, 5, and 6: shutdown due to outag., prio to earthquake" Operators and other personnel not directly involved in water inje been
evacuated. 413-50 persons have been left onsite to mitigate accid, Et. J

• Unit 5 diesel generator is providing power to cool Unit 5 ande* ~t6 snt fuel pool.

TEPCO is working to restore site power and anticipates resto=ati nits 2,5. and 6 today
and Units 1. 3, and 4 tomorrow. "

Five portable pumps have arrived at the Daiichi site a\i nal equipment to connect the

pumps is being coordinated. /

DOE Aerial Measurement Teams have comp DtfVver of the Daiichi site. Awaiting results.

Unit 1
" Core damage occurred due to...b cooinýo6ling water caused by loss of offsite power

and onsite diesel generato i10'g the tsunami
* As of 2200 JST (0900 E on 'ii6rch 14, it is reported that sea water is being injected

with reported stable c
* Containment describe "functional"
* Hydrogen explo fm'rnverheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor building

(secondary con r)
* The spent f evel is unknown
* Radiationl Is 50-1000 mrem/hour at 1000 EDT on March 16, 2011, at site gate.

(Site qa teis's e for each unit.)
SCGo coolg is via the core spray header.

U n des
kaJe damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power

/ and onsite diesel generators following the tsunami

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) has failed
Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction damaged the reactor building

* Secondary containment: Cut hole in the side of the reactor building superstructure to
reduce likelihood of hydrogen gas buildup
Sea water injection restarted with core cooling reported as not stable
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* Primary containment is intact.
* Radiation levels 150-1000 mrem/hour at 1000 EDT on March 16, 2011, at site qate.

(Site gate is same for each unit.)
* The spent fuel pool level is unknown. Some water is available as evidenced by steam

emanating from hole.

Unit 3
* Core damage due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and o site/

diesel generators following the tsunami
* Sea water is being injected with reported stable cooling
* Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged react

(secondary containment)
* Primary containment described as "functional"
* The spent fuel pool level is possibly drained - some evidence of stea
* Radiation levels 150-1000 mremrhour at 1000 EDT on March 16. a• te ate.(Site .gate is same for each unit.)'n - '

* Unit 3 is currently TEPCO's Priority (unclear whether reactor or$ .eor ,o
* Water cannon should be onsite soon (as of 0400 EDT)

Unit 4
s Unit was in a refueling outage at the time of the ev ore was off loaded to the
spent fuel pool

• First fire in the reactor building was a small g I be oil fire. IAEA reports that fire
was put out at 2200 EDT, March 14.

" Radiation levels 150-1000 mrem/hourat 0 DT on March 16, 2011, at site -gate.
(Site gate is same for each unit.)

" Second fire began at 1645 EDT, rc /1% 2011 in reactor building. Reports indicate
that this fire is not yet contained.. Frorted to be uncovered.

, Radiation level outside Unit 4p o be 30R/hour following second fire.
High radiation dose rates ea bjed- between Units 3 and 4, source is suspected to be
the Unit 4 spent fuel i

* The spent fuel pool's to retain water is in doubt, no steam - likely dry.

Unit 5
The reactor l

* IAEA Repo I1rature of pool at 64.5 degrees C at 1500 EDT, March 16, 2011.
* Unit 5 diesel/' rator is providing power to cool Units 5 and 6 spent fuel pools.

Unit 6
e ctonis defueled.

R/eports Temperature of pool at 61.0 degrees C at 1300 EDT, March 16, 2011.
1-V~ r to cool the Unit 6 s ~ent fuel pool is being Provided by the Unit 5 diesel generator.

Fiuk}shima Daini
/tJapanese national government instructed evacuation for local residents within a 20km radius of

the site boundary. As of 1510 EST, March 12, 2011, an estimated 30,000 people have been
evacuated. Full evacuation is not complete. As of 1830 EDT on March 15, 2011, there have
not been updates to this information. The Daini units have AC power, and were previously
reported to have lost their ultimate heat sink.
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Unit 14

* All units have stable offsite power
* All units are reported to be in cold shutdown with stable water level
* Latest TEPCO reports do not mention any problem with the ultimate heat sink

Onagawa
At 2145 GET, March 13, 2011, IAEA reported that Japanese authorities had informed it t
radioactivity levels at the site boundary of the Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant have return
normal background levels.

Unit 1-3
* All units are shutdown and stable
* The fire in the turbine building has been extinguished

Rokkasho were

Earthquake cut off power supply, but diesel generators were im nnected. Some
water spilled from spent fuel pool - liquid was drained and rc riatly recovered in liquid
waste treatment system. Power supplies are restored to co lectricity. All units
operating.

NRC Evaluation of Radiation Measur n om the USS Ronald Reagan and
USS George Washington

On the morning of March 13, 2011, Nadv ors notified the NRC that dose rates were being
measured from the flight deck of the SR agan that was -130 nautical miles off the
Japanese coast. Dose rates fro oehead "plume" were approximately 0.6 mrem/hour
gamma with no measurable 1/ e ship surfaces. The NRC had received an IAEA
report showing dose rates of mrem/hour up wind at the site boundary measured - 20 hours
earlier and press report ete evious day of plant venting. Given the meteorological
conditions, wind sp ph and the calm 'Class D and E' weather stability for the 20-24
hour time period, ah ith low dose rates from the venting is credible at this location.

NRC staff belieyet S Naval readings are not inconsistent based on reports and shine
dose mea remeInts received from Japanese officials during venting from Fukushima Daiichi

Uitsl

Th ent the contamination samples to a base in Japan to perform an isotopic analysis to
de, e actual radionuclides. The principle radionuclides identified were iodine, cesium,

netium, consistent with a release from a nuclear reactor.

The US 7th Fleet has repositioned its ships out of the downwind plume direction from the
Fukshima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant after detecting low level contamination in the air and on
its aircraft operating in the area.
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The US Navy identified radiological data from the USS George Washington located at Yokosuka
Base at 0300 EDT on March 15, 2011, that showed an air sample of 7E-9 pCi/mL, from which
the Navy estimated a dose rate of 1.5 mrem/hour.

Reactor Safety Team Worst Case Analysis

Hypothetical Worst Case Daiichi Units 1, 2 and 3 Accident Sequence Based on our Know•/
of Current Plant Conditions

In this hypothetical event in which no cooling water is added to the core, the water Il the
core will decrease, exposing the top of the core to a steam environment and a eq nt heat-
up of the fuel rods. As the water continues to boil and recede toward the corh ,e heat-
up rate of the rods will increase rapidly resulting in fuel cladding failure a e.th the
continued lack of cooling water, the melting rods will relocate toward thett of the core and
eventually into the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. Molten fuel ql ,lbris entering the
lower plenum will then cause the lower plenum liquid to boil. If CO a r is added to the
drywell to a level above the top elevation of the lower plenum, I r failure can be
prevented. With no cooling water added to the drywell, the will fail by creep rupture
allowing molten fuel to enter the drywell Moreover, the ab• )f cooling water to the drywell
could also result in a containment failure. With coolin dd ed to the drywell, however, a
containment venting capability is also needed to prec ae 'lIe from over-pressurization. A
containment failure will result in a large radioactiv r/ele/r e o the environment.

Please note that failure to add water to the c d ell is a hypothetical worst case event
that will result in containment failure and aioa e release to the environment.

Protective Measures Tea Worst Case Analysis

A RASCAL run at 0654 ET/orarch 16, 2011 for hypothetical combined core based on the
following assumptions:r 2 & 3 each, 33% core melt & no containment; Unit 4, full core
offload 100% melt i en Fuel Pool (SFP) with no roof, wind direction from West
Northwest blowing ut t~ti• ocean. Results: PAG exceeded at 50 miles (80.5 km) with TEDE of
24.0 rem, and CDo d of 130 rem.

NRC PMT' iscusion with DOE NIT and NARAC requested expedited AMS flyover data of
depositifryear site to provide better characterization of source term. Information is expected

av a aft61ma1 5am EDT.

/ over land not expected until Sunday.
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Reference

Units
I rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update

March 17,2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

Caution - This information may be dated and is subject to constant change.
ChangeslAdditions from previous updates are underlined

USNRC Status

At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode and continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The Headquarters Operations n affed.

A total of 11 NRC experts supporting USAID response efforts fro are in Japan and
have engaged with the US Ambassadors staff.

At 0550 EDT, March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japa that the Japanese have
requested US technical assistance with cooling the Fuj iichi Units 1, 2, and 3. The
effort is being coordinated by the US Ambassador. AT, March 15, 2011, the Japanese
government accepted DOE's Radiological Assist c/,5 'r am (RAP) team assistance, which
includes Aerial Measuring System (AMS) fly-ov r•

NRC provided the White House with infor atia n protective measures for NRC staff in Japan.
and. information to provide advice for oyhe.i d workers in Japan. The current protective
action recommendation for U.S. citi er;Lefds* g within 50 miles (80 km) of the FukushimaDaiichi site is to evacuate.•",

The US State Department h ra r voluntary authorized departure for US Government

employees at the Embassy ian.

NRC has issued nut , ss releases related to the earthquake and tsunami. These press
releases can be f e at: http:llwww.nrc.gov/reading-rmldoc-collectionsinews/201 1

Status C Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
At Uth NRC is discontinuing reporting status of NRC licensee and Agreement Statefa. I s. RC will resume this reporting should any issues arise related to earthquake or

G " ffects.

ThSlnstitute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level 1 Event Report (highest level)
to its members on the afternoon of March 15, 2011. It identifies 4 actions, with due dates, and
requires a written response. In general, the actions include walkdowns and verifications of
aspects of facility capabilities to address B.5.b equipment and procedures, Severe Accident
Management Guidelines (SAMGs), mitigation of station blackout (SBO) conditions, mitigation of
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internal and external flooding, and fire and flooding events that could be impacted by a
concurrent seismic event.

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) issued two fact sheets on March 16, 2011: "Industry Taking
Action to Ensure Continued Safety at U.S. Nuclear Energy Plants" and "Used Nuclear Fuel
Storage at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant!

Status of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from available sources, including press releases by the
Electric Power Company (TEPCO) and information from the international Atomic E
Agency (IAEA)).

IAEA reports that at 1331 UTC on March 15, 2011 a 6.1 magnitude earth c rred in
eastern Honshu, approximately 100 km from the Hamaoka nuclear pow peratonal
units at the plant remain in safe status after the earthquake.

Background:
There are 14 operational Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) " he earthquake zone (6 at
Fukushima Daiichi, 4 at Fukushima Daini, 3 at Onagaw Tokai)

Current Understanding of Japanese Reactor S s
(This information is compiled from TEPCO pr s I ses and IAEA information releases.)

Fukushima Daiichi t ara
Japanese national government instr e tion for local residents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary and sheltering p ý<o& to 30 km for residents who stayed behind. As of
March 12, a 10 km completer "v uation has been ordered for the public. IAEA confirms
a no-fly zone out to 30 km a the ukushima Daiichi plant. As of 1830 EDT on March 15,
2011, there have been n to protective actions.

Japanese authoriti iifie the event at a Level 4 uAccident with Local Consequences" on
the Intemational N cla d Radiological Event Scale (INES) based on radioactive dose
measurement-sat boundary exceeding limit values.:

Federat! oledtric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) reported at 1015 EST, March 16,
2011:Oe rate at main gate (monitoring station 6) ranged from 150 mr/hr to 1000 mr/hr.

ermlhr west of Unit 3 and 4 (assuming on roadway next to reactor buildings)
30 Rem/hr between Units 2 and 3

N 40 Rem/hr between Units 3 and 4

NHK media report on March 17, 0100 EDT stated that helicopter crews dumping water on Unit 3
reactor building reported dose rates at 375 RPhr at 300 ft. above the building.
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" Offsite dose measured in Tokai on the coast 100 km NE of Tokyo on March 14 at 1845

EDT was 5 uSv/hr.
" On March 14, NISA reported 160 people were exposed to radiation around the

Fukushima nuclear power plant. 170,000 people have been evacuated.
" A no-fly zone was implemented 30 km from the site from zero to unlimited altitude.

Source from DOE NIT who talked with FAA.
" On March 16, DTRA data is from 165 miles SSW from the site.

All available information indicates that the majority of releases from the Fukushima site have
been carried out to sea by the prevailing winds. Forecast meteorological data for the 24 h r
period (until 1200 EDT on March 17, 2011) indicates wind headed offshore (from NW).

Units 1, 2, and 3: shutdown due to earthquake
* At approximately 1000 EDT, March 14, 2011, Unit 2 core was again u

Units 4, 5, and 6: shutdown due to outage, prior to earthquake
" Operators and other personnel not directly involved in water inje i ve been

evacuated. 40-50 persons have been left onsite to mitigate cci
* Unit 5 diesel generator is providing oer to cool Unit5 a t pent fuel pool.

TEPCO is working to restore site power and anticipates rest ti nits 2,5, and 6 today
and Units 1, 3, and 4 tomorrow. S•wn

Five portable pumps have arrived at the Daiichi site d, i nal equipment to connect the

pumps is being coordinated.
DOE Aerial Measurement Teams havever of the Daiichi site. Awaiting results.

COEAraMesre metTashv comos fAveUnit 1 i

* Core damage occurred due O~ns' cooling water caused by loss of offsite power
and onsite diesel generators owifng the tsunami

* As of 2200 JST (0900 on arch 14, it is reported that sea water is being injected
with reported stable b ,i1g

* Containment descdiL "functional"
* Hydrogen expl q from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor building

(secondary m '=it)
* The spent ý.e'p' evel is unknown
* Radiatioa, "e)•s50-1000 mrem/hour at 1000 EDT on March 16, 2011, at site gate.

(Site .t`e`t1s same for each unit.)
* ,oolng is via the core spray header.

U/
ore damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power

and onsite diesel generators following the tsunami
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) has failed

* Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction damaged the reactor building
* Secondary containment: Cut hole in the side of the reactor building superstructure to

reduce likelihood of hydrogen gas buildup
* Sea water injection restarted with core cooling reported as not stable
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* Primary containment is intact.
* Radiation levels 150-1000 mremlhour at 1000 EDT on March 16, 2011, at site .qate.

(Site gate is same for each unit.)
* The spent fuel pool level is unknown. Some water is available as evidenced by steam

emanating from hole.

Unit 3
* Core damage due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and on ite/diesel generators following the tsunami•

Sea water is being injected with reported stable cooling ..
Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reacto(secondary containment)

* Primary containment described as "functional"
* The spent fuel pool level is possibly drained - some evidence of stea .,_

Radiation levels 150-1000 mrem/hour at 1000 EDT on March 16 t e oate.
(Site gate is same for each unit.)

* Unit 3 is currently TEPCO's priority (unclear whether reactor or -irt o0l)
• Water cannon should be onsite soon (as of 0400 EDT)

Unit 4
• Unit was in a refueling outage at the time of the ev ore was off loaded to the

spent fuel pool
" First fire in the reactor building was a small g at I be oil fire. JAEA reports that fire

was put out at 2200 EDT, March 14.
" Radiation levels 150-1000 mrem/hour at OOrED on March 16. 2011, at site gate.

(Site gate is same for each unit.) V%.-0
" Second fire began at 1645 EDT, PKc I1 I in reactor building. Reports indicate

that this fire is not yet contained. r orted to be uncovered.
* Radiation level outside Unit rk'0rt~dTo be 30R/hour following second fire.
* High radiation dose rates ea edbetween Units 3 and 4, source is suspected to be

the Unit 4 spent fuel poj
The spent fuel pool's ,t<to retain water is in doubt, no steam - likely dry.

Unit 5
* The reactor i e
* IAEA Repo Ierature of pool at 64.5 de-qrees C at 1500 EDT, March 16, 2011.
a Unit 5 die6seearator is providing power to cool Units 5 and 6 spent fuel pools.

Unit 6 1/: ,= ctor is defueled.
f., orts Temperature of pool at 61.0 deorees Cat 1300 EDT, March 16, 2011.

•o er to cool the Unit 6 spent fuel pool is being provided by the Unit 5 diesel generator.

IFukf shima Daini
Japanese national government instructed evacuation for local residents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary. As of 1510 EST, March 12, 2011, an estimated 30,000 people have been
evacuated. Full evacuation is not complete. As of 1830 EDT on March 15, 2011, there have
not been updates to this information. The Daini units have AC power, and were previously
reported to have lost their ultimate heat sink.
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Unit 1-4

" All units have stable offsite power
* All units are reported to be in cold shutdown with stable water level
" Latest TEPCO reports do not mention any problem with the ultimate heat sink

Onagawa
At 2145 CET, March 13, 2011, IAEA reported that Japanese authorities had informed it thatp
radioactivity levels at the site boundary of the Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant have returnet#
normal background levels.

Unit 1-3
" All units are shutdown and stable
* The fire in the turbine building has been extinguished

Rokkasho
Earthquake cut off power supply, but diesel generators were im ly nnected. Some
water spilled from spent fuel pool - liquid was drained and appr ,iat covered in liquid
waste treatment system. Power supplies are restored to co e ectricity. All units
operating.

NRC Evaluation of Radiation Measure n from the USS Ronald Reagan and
USS George Washington

On the morning of March 13,2011, Ncalii, rs notified the NRC that dose rates were being
measured from the flight deck of th I 'eagan that was -130 nautical miles off the
Japanese coast. Dose rates fro e `I ead 'plume" were approximately 0.6 mremlhour
gamma with no measurable a e ship surfaces. The NRC had received an IAEA
report showing dose rates o rem/hour up wind at the site boundary measured - 20 hours
earlier and press repoirts the evious day of plant venting. Given the meteorological
conditions, wind spee f mph and the calm 'Class D and E' weather stability for the 20-24
hour time period, a with low dose rates from the venting is credible at this location.

NRC staff belie es- S Naval readings are not inconsistent based on reports and shine
dose meas•i reme•nts received from Japanese officials during venting from Fukushima Daiichi
Units 1, 3.d3

The en the contamination samples to a base in Japan to perform an isotopic analysis to
d tn he actual radionuclides. The principle radionuclides identified were iodine, cesium,
#t etium, consistent with a release from a nuclear reactor.

The US 7th Fleet has repositioned its ships out of the downwind plume direction from the
Fukushima Daiichi NLuclear Power Plant after detecting low level contamination in the air and on
its aircraft operating in the area.
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The US Navy identified radiological data from the USS George Washington located at Yokosuka
Base at 0300 EDT on March 15, 2011, that showed an air sample of 7E-9 pCi/mL, from which
the Navy estimated a dose rate of 1.5 mrem/hour.

Reactor Safety Team Worst Case Analysis

Hypothetical Worst Case Daiichi Units 1, 2 and 3 Accident Sequence Based on our Kno
of Current Plant Conditions

In this hypothetical event in which no cooling water is added to the core, the water the
core will decrease, exposing the top of the core to a steam environment and a s eq ent heat-
up of the fuel rods. As the water continues to boil and recede toward the cor e heat-
up rate of the rods will increase rapidly resulting in fuel cladding failure a •,x1itr the
continued lack of cooling water, the melting rods will relocate toward th bott of the core and
eventually into the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. Molten fuel nd bris entering the
lower plenum will then cause the lower plenum liquid to boil. If c wr r is added to the
drywell to a level above the top elevation of the lower plenum, I er failure can be
prevented. With no cooling water added to the drywell, th d will fail by creep rupture
allowing molten fuel to enter the drywell. Moreover, the f cooling water to the drywell
could also result in a containment failure. With coolin ed to the drywell, however, a
containment venting capability is also needed to pre e i re from over-pressurization. A
containment failure will result in a large radioactiv Iel to the environment

Please note that failure to add water to the nd rywell is a hypothetical worst case event
that will result in containment failure andapi release to the environment

Protective Measures Te Worst Case Analysis

A RASCAL run at 0654 EDTo'Iarch 16, 2011 for hypothetical combined core based on the
following assumptions*0 _2 3 each, 33% core melt & no containment; Unit 4, full core
offload 100% melt io AD Fuel Pool (SFP) with no roof; wind direction from West
Northwest blowin out Ne ocean. Results: PAG exceeded at 50 miles (80.5 kin) with TEDE of
24.0 rem, and h id of 130 rem.

NRC PM iscusion with DOE NIT and NARAC requested expedited AMS flyover data of
depositVNhar site to provide better characterization of source term. Information is expected
by ar 'mely 5am EDT.

over land not ex:ected'until Sunday.
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Reference

Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem =! 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update

March 16, 2011
Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

Caution -This information may be dated and is subject to constant change.
ChangeslAdditions from previous updates are underlined

USNRC Status

At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode and the agen co s to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The Headquarters Operations Center W.

A total of 11 NRC experts supporting USAID response efforts from the N a apan and
have engaged with the US Ambassador's staff.

At 0550 EDT, March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan report Japanese have
requested US technical assistance with cooling the FukushirrD n h Jnits 1, 2, and 3. The
effort is being coordinated by the US Ambassador. At 090Q arch 15, 2011, the Japanese
government accepted DOE's Radiological Assistance 'rPr P) team assistance, which
includes Aerial Measuring System (AMS) fly-overs.

NRC provided the White House with information pe ve measures for NRC staff in Japan
and information to provide advice for other f eers in Japan. The current protective
action recommendation for U.S. citizens residi ng 50 miles (80 kin) of the Fukushima
Daiichi site is to evacuate.

NRC has issued numerous press re s lated to the earthquake and tsunami. These press
releases can be found online at: nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/

Status of NRC Li • Agreement State Facilities

At this time, NRC ii nuing reporting status of NRC licensee and Agreement State
facilities. NRCvdwll Ue this reporting should any issues arise related to earthquake or
tsunami effects,

The lnst f/Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level 1 Event Report (highest level)
to its e on the afternoon of March 15, 2011. It identifies 4 actions, with due dates, and
re p/a itten response. In general, the actions include walkdowns and verifications of

facility capabilities to address B.5.b equipment and procedures, Severe Accident
ent Guidelines (SAMGs), mitigation of station blackout (SBO) conditions, mitigation of

nnte•al and external flooding, and fire and flooding events that could be impacted by a
concurrent seismic event.
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The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) issued two fact sheets on March 16, 2011: "Industry Taking
Action to Ensure Continued Safety at U.S. Nuclear Energy Plants" and "Used Nuclear Fuel
Storage at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant."

Status of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from available sources, including press releases by the Tokyo
Electric Power Company (TEPCO) and information from the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA)).

IAEA reports that at -1331 UTC on March 15, 2011 a 6.1 magnitude earthquake occurred.
eastern Honshu, approximately 100 km from the Hamaoka nuclear power plant. Op r 10 1V
units at the plant remain in safe status after the earthquake.

Background:
There are 14 operational Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) proximal to the - zone (6 at
Fukushima Daiichi, 4 at Fukushima Daini, 3 at Onagawa, and 1 at Tokai

Current Understanding of Japanese Reactor Status
(This information is compiled from TEPCO press releases a ormation releases.)

Fukushima Dailchi w
Japanese national government instructed evacua fo I residents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary and sheltering in place out to m or residents who stayed behind. As of
March 12, a 10 km complete radius evacuatio/' n ordered for the public. IAEA confirms
a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fuki him aiichi plant. As of 1830 EDT on March 15,
2011, there have been no updates to pr e tions.

Japanese authorities classified th ev tat a Level 4 "Accident with Local Consequences" on
the International Nuclear and i I Event Scale (INES) based on radioactive dose
measurements at the site bo e ceeding limit values.

IAEA reported at 1340 arc 15, 2011:
Highest rea ence was 60 mrem/hour at 0200 EDT

. Reduction odos r es after the peak at 2122 EDT, March 14 (400 mSv/hr in area
surroundirwgt )

-30 rS rbetween Units 2 & 3, and 100 mSv/hr surrounding Unit 4
w2 sEDTMarch 15: dose info came in from DTRA. GIS will figure out locations.

S si" lose measured in Tokai on the coast 100 km NE of Tokyo on March 14 at 1845
was 5 uSv/hr.

14, NISA reported 160 people were exposed to radiation around the
ukushima nuclear power plant 170,000 people have been evacuated.

A no-fly zone was implemented 30 km from the site from zero to unlimited altitude.
Source from DOE NIT who talked with FAA.
On March 16, DTRA data is from 165 miles SSW from the site.
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All available information indicates that the majority of releases from the Fukushima site have
been carried out to sea by the prevailing winds. Forecast meteorological data for the 24 hour
period (until 1200 EDT on March 17, 2011) indicates wind remaining toward offshore (N, NW).

Units 1, 2, and 3: shutdown due to earthquake
a At approximately 1000 EDT, March 14, 2011, Unit 2 core was again uncovered.

Units 4, 5, and 6: shutdown due to outage, prior to earthquake
" All Units: all AC power on-site lost.
* Operators and other personnel not directly involved in water injection have been

evacuated. 40-50 persons have been left onsite to mitigate accident.

Unit 1 I
" Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of o1

and onsite diesel generators following the tsunami
" As of 2200 JST (0900 EDT) on March 14, it is reported that sea water

with reported stable cooling
Containment described as "functional"

• Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has da e eac
(secondary containment)

* The spent fuel pool level is unknown
* High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrrw,/ r t 0200 EDT

15, 2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each u

f•

jected

building

on March

Unit 2
* Core damage occurred due to insufficie I -oling'ater caused by loss of offsite powe

and onsite diesel generators followinW isu ami
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (R IC )' iled
Hydrogen explosion from overhea - ter reaction damaged the reactor building

* Secondary containment Cut h• o.i•'uce likelihood of hydrogen gas buildup
* Sea water injection restarted r~d'e cooling reported as not stable

Primary containment is"
•High radiation levels ed 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March

15, 2011, at site :ate./'e gate is same for each unit.)
* The spent fuel ovel is unknown. Some water is available as evidenced by steam

.r

;]

Unit3
* CA'/d.fiage due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite

dtq~l generators following the tsunami
/a ter is being injected with reported stable cooling

L/H rogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor building
• econdary containment)

Primary containment described as "functional"
" The spent fuel pool level is oossibly drained - some evidence of steam.
* High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March

15, 2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)
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Unit 4
" First fire in the reactor building was a small generator lube oil fire. IAEA reports that fire

was put out at 2200 EDT, March 14.
" High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March

15, 2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)
" Second fire began at 1645 EDT, March 15, 2011 in reactor building. Reports indicate

that this fire is not yet contained. Fuel reported to be uncovered.
* Radiation level outside Unit 4 reported to be 30Rhour following second fire.
" High radiation dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4, source is suspected to,

the partially uncovered Unit 4 spent fuel pool.
" The spent fuel pool's ability to retain water is in doubt, no steam - likely dry.

Unit 5
* The reactor is defueled.
* Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.

•A/C power available from Unit _6 diesel .generator.

Unit 6
* The reactor is defueled.
* Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.
* A/C power available from diesel enerat

Fukushima Daini
Japanese national government instruc, c tion for local residents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary. As of 1510 EST, rpji1 2.011, an estimated 30,000 people have been
evacuated. Full evacuation is no co te.' As of 1830 EDT on March 15, 2011, there have
not been updates to this infor 'je Daini units have AC power, and were previously
reported to have lost their ulta Ah sink.

Unit 1-4
* All units have Rffsite power
* All units ar rep to be in cold shutdown with stable water level
* Latest TEPi:) orts do not mention any problem with the ultimate heat sink

Ona
At 2 •5 T, March 13, 2011, IAEA reported that Japanese authorities had informed it that

levels at the site boundary of the Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant have returned to
background levels.

Unit 1-3
* All units are shutdown and stable
* The fire in the turbine building has been extinguished
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NRC Evaluation of Radiation Measurements from the USS Ronald Reagan and
USS George Washington

On the morning of March 13, 2011, Naval Reactors notified the NRC that dose rates were being
measured from the flight deck of the USS Reagan that was -130 nautical miles off the
Japanese coast. Dose rates from the overhead "plume" were approximately 0.6 mrem/hour
gamma with no measurable activity on the ship surfaces. The NRC had received an IAEA
report showing dose rates of 100 mrem/hour up wind at the site boundary measured - 20 hours,
earlier and press reports for the previous day of plant venting. Given the meteorological
conditions, wind speed of 3-5 mph and the calm 'Class D and E' weather stability for the
hour time period, a plume with low dose rates from the venting is credible at this locati*.,,%V"

NRC staff believes that US Naval readings are not inconsistent based on reports d s
dose measurements received from Japanese officials during venting from Fu ýiichi
Units 1, 2, and 3.

The Navy sent the contamination samples to a base in Japan to performnsopic analysis to
determine the actual radionuclides. The principle radionuclides ident d w re iodine, cesium,
and technetium, consistent with a release from a nuclear reatr

The US 7th Fleet has repositioned its ships out of the dowD me direction from the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant after detecting 6 iJ,5ntamination in the air and on
its aircraft operating in the area. /--

The US Navy identified radiological data from th G rge Washington located at Yokosuka
Base at 0300 EDT on March 15, 2011, that s a air sample of 7E-9 pCi/mL, from which
the Navy estimated a dose rate of 1.5 mrem/h

Reactor Safety Team Wor, i e alysis

Hypothetical Worst Case Daiic.nits 1, 2 and 3 Accident Sequence Based on our Knowledge
of Current Plant Conditi

In this hypothetical v which no cooling water is added to the core, the water level in the
core will decrease, ng the top of the core to a steam environment and a subsequent heat-
up of the fuel rod., s e water continues to boil and recede toward the core bottom, the heat-
up rate ofJfe rod9.Nill increase rapidly resulting in fuel cladding failure and melt. With the
continueTN of cooling water, the melting rods will relocate toward the bottom of the core and
eventIWh ntthe lower plenum of the reactor vessel. Molten fuel and core debris entering the
Iowncr will then cause the lower plenum liquid to boil. If cooling water is added to the
glevel above the top elevation of the lower plenum, lower head failure can be

v 'lled. With no cooling water added to the drywell, the lower head will fail by creep rupture
/efllo'Wing molten fuel to enter the drywell. Moreover, the absence of cooling water to the drywell
could also result in a containment failure. With cooling water added to the drywell, however, a
containment venting capability is also needed to preclude failure from over-pressurization. A
containment failure will result in a large radioactive release to the environment.
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Please note that failure to add water to the core and drywell is a hypothetical worst case event
that will result in containment failure and radioactive release to the environment.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Worst Case Analysis

A RASCAL run at 0654 EDT on March 16, 2011 for hypothetical combined core based on the
following assumptions: Units 2 & 3 each, 33% core melt & no containment; Unit 4, full core
offload 100% melt in the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) with no roof; wind direction from West
Northwest blowing out to the ocean. Results: PAG exceded at 50 miles (80.5 km) with TED
24.0 rem, and CDE thyroid of 130 rem. 

%4
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Reference

Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv= 10 mSv
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RST Plant
Status

Japan Earthquake and Tsunami
Dailichi

Daiichi Unit 1 (Shutdown)
Core Damage Yes
Rad Release Yes
Sea Water inject RPV
Pri Ctmt intact (poss RCS
breach (GE))
Sec Ctmt lost
SFP Status - no reported
problems

Daiichi Unit 2 (Shutdown)

Critical Safety Functions

ýurrent
03116/2011

04:59:56 (ET)
+1-2
Hours

Core Cooling &
Heat Removal

Containment<
Temperatur•/'

Press .,

Core Damage - Yes
Rad release-Yes
Sea Water Inject RPV
Pri Cmct- Believed intact
(Ulses 0640 3/15)(poss RCS
breach (GE))
Sec Ctmt lost
SFP Status- ??-

actor
ntegrity

C
• Power

V

k

U.

It

Rad.
Confinement &

Mitigation
Reactor

Shutdown /
CriticalityCore Damage - Ye!

Rad release Ye-'
Sea Water i R
Pri Ctmt ipjt~a~k 0o
breach lq4)

Sec lost
SF2 -us - no re

1

Licensee Event Classification
ported

, I

1S Daiichi Unit 4 (S/D
11/30/10)i I

/ Status Core unloaded to SFP
Rad release - possible from
SFPSite Evacuation to 20 km
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Sheltering out to 30 km
Fire in Unit 4 was a RB lube
oil fire (fire reported out)
Unit 4 spent fuel in pool for
105 days (GEH)

Nater inject to SFP - ?
3ec Ctmt lost
5 - S/D 1/3/11
5 - S/D 8/14/10

Looking Forward:

Flood Drywell UI
Better/Stable DC
Mobile Diesel Ge
Status?
SFP status incluc
:ommon SFP? ,
4 diesel pumpr
headina t iil

121

neratc

/

/

1%
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v
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N
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.7.0
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0
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Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update March 16, 2011 1400 EDT

USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
March 15, 2011

Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

Caution - This information may be dated and is subject to constant change.

ChangeslAdditions from previous updates are underlined

USNRC Status

At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode and the agencyc es to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The Headquarters Operations Center Se

A total of 11 NRC experts supporting USAID response efforts from the N et;apan and
have engaged with the US Ambassador's staff. L/J

At 0550 EDT, March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan reporteVaa Japanese have
requested US technical assistance with cooling the Fukushim- isnh nits 1, 2, and 3. The
effort is being coordinated by the US Ambassador. At 0900 hn 15, 2011, the Japanese
government accepted DOE's Radiological Assistance Pro m P) team assistance, which
includes Aerial Measuring System (AMS) fly-overs.

NRC provided the White House with information prote, e measures for NRC staff in Japan,
being able to provide advice for other federal 1rs Japan, and that U.S. citizens in Japan
should follow advice of the government of Japa

NRC has issued numerous press releas. Tel d to the earthquake and tsunami. These pressreleases can be found online at: htp:"4.n pc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collectionslnews/201 1

Stausof RCLice~nsee` _• reemn tt"Fclte

At this time, NRC is ing reporting status of NRC licensee and Agreement State'
facilities. NRC will re is-reporting should any issues arise related to earthquake or
tsunami effects. V

The Institute ;f Ni3clear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level I Event Report (highest level)
to its mem this afternoon. It identifies 4 actions, with due dates, and requires a written
responsj gperal, the actions include walkdowns and verifications of aspects of facility
capabil(i6s -address B.5.b equipment and procedures, Severe Accident Management
Guid&," •AMGs), mitigation of station blackout (SBO) conditions, mitigation of internal and
ý e ooding, and fire and flooding events that could be impacted by a concurrent seismic
venN
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Status of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from available sources, including press releases by the Tokyo
Electric Power Company (TEPCO) and information from the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA)).

IAEA reports that at 1331 UTC on March 15, 2011 a 6.1 magnitude earthquake occurred in
eastern Honshu, approximately 100 km from the Hamaoka nuclear power plant. Operational
units at the plant remain in safe status after the earthquake.

Background: 6
There are 14 operational Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) proximal to the earthquake, f
Fukushima Daiichi, 4 at Fukushima Daini, 3 at Onagawa, and 1 at Tokai)

Current Understanding of Japanese Reactor Status
(This information is compiled from TEPCO press releases and IAEA inform aes.)

Fukushima Daiichi
Japanese national government instructed evacuation for local re hin a 20km radius of
the site boundary and sheltering in place out to 30 km for reside stayed behind. As of
March 12, a 10 km complete radius evacuation has been or•i he public. IAEA confirms
a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi of 1830 EDT on March 15,
2011, there have been no updates to protective actio ,/

Japanese authorities classified the event at a Le "A'Ident with Local Consequences" on
the International Nuclear and Radiological Ev n ca (INES) based on radioactive dose
measurements at the site boundary exceedin lues.

IAEA reported at 1340 EDT, March 1 e"
- Highest reading at fence wa •re /hour at 0200 EDT
- Reduction of dose rates a tF/ peak at 2122 EDT, March 14 (400 mSv/hr in area

surrounding Unit 3)
- 30 mSv/hr between U _ & 3, and 100 mSv/hr surrounding Unit 4

S2227 EDT, Marc dos~ info came in from DTRA. GIS will figure out locations.
- Offsite dose mea Tokai on the coast 100 km NE of Tokyo on March 14 at 1845

EDT was5 5L$ "
On Mar.c4 ljk1 reported 160 people were exposed to radiation around the
FukushiacuT•ar power plant. 170,000 people have been evacuated.
A n/.• zone was implemented 30 km from the site from zero to unlimited altitude.
So r .from DOE NIT who talked with FAA.

an rc 16, DITRA data is from 165 miles SSW from the site.

A information indicates that the majority of releases from the Fukushima site have
aed out to sea by the prevailing winds. Forecast meteorological data for the 24 hour

perio (until 1700 EDT on March 16, 2011) indicates wind remaining toward offshore (N, NW).

Units 1, 2, and 3: shutdown due to earthquake
At approximately 1000 EDT, March 14, 2011, Unit 2 core was again uncovered.
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Units 4, 5, and 6: shutdown due to outage' prior to earthquake
. All Units: all AC power on-site lost.
- Operators and other personnel not directly involved in water injection have been

evacuated. 40-50 persons have been left onsite to mitigate accident.

Unit 1
- Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and

onsite diesel generators following the tsunami
- As of 2200 JST (0900 EDT) on March 14, it is reported that sea water is being injecte i

reported stable cooling o he tei-
- Containment described as "functional" hsag
- Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactorb I

(secondary containment) _,_,e t )
- The spent fuel pool level is unknown
- High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 020 arch 15,

2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)

Unit2 20./
- Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water ca s by oss of offsite power and

onsite diesel generators following the tsunami
- Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) has failed
- Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water re:: aged the reactor building
- Secondary containment: Cut hole to reduce likelih of ydrogen gas buildup
- Sea water injection restarted with core coolin rteras not stable
- There are reports of a loud sound at Unit 2 e inity of the suppression chamber. It

was reported at 0730 EDT on March 15, 20 containment is intact (better than
previously thought).

- High radiation levels reduced to 600p (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,
2011, at site gate. (Site gate is sa, foreach unit.)

- The spent fuel pool level is unk , nn. Pssibility of steam/smoke from water boil-off or zirc-
water reaction. Noe

Unit 3
- Care damage due "nt cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite

diesel generators ph i the tsunami
- Sea water is Pei ed with reported stable cooling
- Hydrogen extOsion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor building

(secondjý.containment)
- Prdma ,c ainment described as "functional"
- The .fu l pool level is unknown. Possibility of steam/smoke from water boil-off or zirc-

- rationlevels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,
1 at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)

Unit 4
- First fire in the reactor building was a small generator lube oil fire. IAEA reports that fire

was put out at 2200 EDT, March 14.
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- High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,
2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)

- Second fire began at 1645 EDT, March 15, 2011 in reactor building. Reports indicate that
this fire is not yet contained. Fuel reported to be uncovered.

. Radiation level outside Unit 4 reported to be 3OR/hour following second fire.
- High radiation dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4, source is suspected to be the

partially uncovered Unit 4 spent fuel pool.
- The spent fuel pool's ability to retain water is in doubt.
. Explosion (likely hydrogen) in Unit 4 due to uncovered fuel in the spent fuel pool (awaiting

visual confirmation).

Unit 5
- The reactor is stable.
- Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.
. IAEA reports that water level in was down 40 cm in 5 hours since 0800 E 15,

2011. It is not clear if this is the RPV or SFP water level. TEPCO e perational
diesel generator at Unit 6 to provide water to Unit 5.

Unit 6
.The reactor is stable. "K,
- Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up. p

Fukushima Dain/
Japanese national government instructed evacuation f I residents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary. As of 1510 EST, March 12, 2 izn e imated 30,000 people have been
evacuated. Full evacuation is not complete. 18 EDT on March 15, 2011, there have
not been updates to this information. The jaini tave AC power, and were previously
reported to have lost their ultimate heat ýink

Unit 1-4
- All units have stable offsite pi f
- All units are reported to b I ddown with stable water level
- Latest TEPCO reports do •ention any problem with the ultimate heat sink

Ona•awa
At 2145 CET, Mach 11, IAEA reported that Japanese authorities had informed it that
radioactivity levelst the site boundary of the Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant have returned to
normal back~ootid 1evels.
Unit 1-

Isre shutdown and stable
the turbine building has been extinguished
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NRC Evaluation of Radiation Measurements from the USS Ronald Reagan and
USS George Washington

On the morning of March 13, 2011, Naval Reactors notified the NRC that dose rates were being
measured from the flight deck of the USS Reagan that was -130 nautical miles off the
Japanese coast. Dose rates from the overhead 'plume" were approximately 0.6 mrem/hour
gamma with no measurable activity on the ship surfaces. The NRC had received an IAEA
report showing dose rates of 100 mrem/hour up wind at the site boundary measured - 20 houm
earlier and press reports for the previous day of plant venting. Given the meteorological/
conditions, wind speed of 3-5 mph and the calm 'Class D and E' weather stability for the
hour time period, a plume with low dose rates from the venting is credible at this Ioc

NRC staff believes that US Naval readings are not inconsistent based on report•.• l e
dose measurements received from Japanese officials during venting from F, aiichi
Units 1,2, and 3.

The Navy sent the contamination samples to a base in Japan to perfo, topic analysis to
determine the actual radionuclides. The principle radionuclides id d ere iodine, cesium,
and technetium, consistent with a release from a nuclear reacto

The US 7t Fleet has repositioned its ships out of the dow / me direction from the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant after detectine ntamination in the air and on
its aircraft operating in the area.

The US Navy identified radiological data from th S George Washington located at Yokosuka
Base at 0300 EDT on March 15, 2011, that s air sample of 7E-9 uCi/mL, from which
the Navy estimated a dose rate of 1.5 mre 0io

Reactor Safety Tea rs:9 ase Analysis

Hypothetical Worst s ich Units 1, 2 and 3 Accident Sequence Based on our Knowledge
of Current Plant . tio

In this hypo ticaafevent in which no cooling water is added to the core, the water level in the
core will d se, exposing the top of the core to a steam environment and a subsequent heat-
up of t, I r s. As the water continues to boil and recede toward the core bottom, the heat-
up ra fthk rods will increase rapidly resulting in fuel cladding failure and melt. With the
c , ~ck of cooling water, the melting rods will relocate toward the bottom of the core and
e••t uy into the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. Molten fuel and core debris entering the

4ower lenum will then cause the lower plenum liquid to boil. If cooling water is added to the
drywell to a level above the top elevation of the lower plenum, lower head failure can be
prevented. With no cooling water added to the drywell, the lower head will fail by creep rupture
allowing molten fuel to enter the drywell. Moreover, the absence of cooling water to the drywell
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could also result in a containment failure. With cooling water added to the drywell, however, a
containment venting capability is also needed to preclude failure from over-pressurization. A
containment failure will result in a large radioactive release to the environment.

Please note that failure to add water to the core and drywell is a hypothetical worst case event

that will result in containment failure and radioactive release to the environment.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Worst Case Analysis

A RASCAL run at 06:54AM (EDT) on March 16, 2011 for hypothetical combined core bas•'t
the following assumptions: Units 2 & 3 each, 33% core melt & no containment; Unit 4,j1i4 eA
offload 100% melt in the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) with no roof; wind direction from W
Northwest blowing out to the ocean. Results: PAG exceded at 50 miles (80.5 kmj w\ E ol
24.0 rem, and CDE thyroid of 130 rem. 0

.9
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Reference

Units

1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)

I Sievert (Sv) =.1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)

I rem= 0.01 Sv= lOmSv
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update

March 15, 2011
Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update

Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

Caution - This information may be dated and is subject to constant change.

ChangeslAdditions from previous updates are underlined

USNRC Status V

At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode and the ac nues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The Headquarters Operations Center e

A total of 11 NRC experts supporting USAID response efforts from the a in Japan and
have engaged with the US Ambassador's staff.

At 0550 EDT, March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan rep • aU the Japanese have
requested US technical assistance with cooling the Fukushi i' Units 1, 2, and 3. The
effort is being coordinated by the US Ambassador. At 09 Tlarch 15, 2011, the Japanese
government accepted DOE's Radiological Assistanc P) team assistance, which
includes Aerial Measuring System (AMS) fly-overs.

NRC provided the White House with informatiorn I hotective measures for NRC staff in Japan,
being able to provide advice for other federal 'in Japan, and that U.S. citizens in Japan
should follow advice of the government o an.

NRC has issued numerous press r O's related to the earthquake and tsunami. These press
releases can be found online at: nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/newsl20 11/

Status of NRC Licen n greement State Facilities
At this time, NRC is di . g reporting status of NRC licensee and Agreement State
facilities. NRC will this reporting should any issues arise related to earthquake or
tsunami effects.

The Institu of Nticlear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level 1 Event Report (highest level)
to its m rs this afternoon. It identifies 4 actions, with due dates, and requires a written
ressp eneral, the actions include walkdowns and verifications of aspects of facility
ca ilitie to address B.5.b equipment and procedures, Severe Accident Management
G (SAMGs), mitigation of station blackout (SBO) conditions, mitigation of internal and

tI flooding, and fire and flooding events that could be impacted by a concurrent seismic
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Status of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from available sources, including press releases by the Tokyo
Electric Power Company (TEPCO) and information from the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA)).

IAEA reports that at 1331 UTC on March 15, 2011 a 6.1 magnitude earthquake occurred in
eastern Honshu, approximately 100 km from the Hamaoka nuclear power plant. Operational
units at the plant remain in safe status after the earthquake.

Background:
There are 14 operational Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) proximal to the earthquake
Fukushima Daiichi, 4 at Fukushima Daini, 3 at Onagawa, and I at Tokai)

Current Understanding of Japanese Reactor Status
(This information is compiled from TEPCO press releases and IAEA info e ases.)

Fukushima Daiichi
Japanese national government instructed evacuation for local re ent in a 20km radius of
the site boundary and sheltering in place out to 30 km for resi• stayed behind. As of
March 12, a 10 km complete radius evacuation 'has been ord r s =e public. IAEA confirms

a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiich Pof 1830 EDT on March 15,
2011, there have been no updates to protective actio.

Japanese authorities classified the event at a e c ent with Local Consequences" on
the International Nuclear and Radiological Ev(INES) based on radioactive dose

measurements at the site boundary exceeding ues.

IAEA reported at 1340 EDT. March 15 ,-1
- Highest reading at fence wast6'*rd e/hour at 0200 EDT
- Reduction of dose rates after tlak at 2122 EDT, March 14 (400 mSvlhr in area

surrounding Unit 3)
- 30 mSv/hr between UrTs. ' 3. and 100 mSvlhr surrounding Unit 4

2227 EDT, MarciA4: doe info came in from DTRA. GIS will figure out locations.
- Offsite dose me.....i. Tokai on the coast 100 km NE of Tokyo on March 14 at 1845

EDT was 5

- On March.1• NIA eported 160 people were exposed to radiation around the
Fukushirfia.n6,r power plant. 170,000 people have been evacuated.

- A nonflv z06-e was implemented 30 km from the site from zero to unlimited altitude.
S e Afr4r DOE NIT who talked with FAA.

.c4h 16, DITRA data is from 165 miles SSW from the site.

All information indicates that the majority of releases from the Fukushima site have
•'ried out to sea by the prevailing winds. Forecast meteorological data for the 24 hour

pe (until 1700 EDT on March 16, 2011) indicates wind remaining toward offshore (N, NW).

Units 1, 2, and 3: shutdown due to earthquake
- At approximately 1000 EDT, March 14, 2011, Unit 2 core was again uncovered.
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Units 4, 5, and 6: shutdown due to outage, prior to earthquake
- All Units: all AC power on-site lost.
- Operators and other personnel not directly involved in water injection have been

evacuated. 40-50 persons have been left onsite to mitigate accident.

Unit 1
- Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and

onsite diesel generators following the tsunami
- As of 2200 JST (0900 EDT) on March 14, it is reported that sea water is being inject

reported stable cooling
- Containment described as "functional"
- Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reacto if

(secondary containment)
- The spent fuel pool level is decreasincg- High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 020C / rch 15,

2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)

Unit 2
- Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water ss of offsite power and

onsite diesel generators following the tsunami
- Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) has failed
- Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water rectO aged the reactor building
- Secondary containment: Cut hole to reduce likelihdto ioydroqen as buildup
- Sea water injection restarted with core coolin-/porte as not stable
- There are reports of a loud sound at Uni inity of the suppression chamber. It

was reported at 0730 EDT on March 1 5, 0 containment is intact (better than
previously thought).

- High radiation levels reduced to 60 ,. Sv , r (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,
2011, at site gate. (Site gate is s fo.,ach unit.)

- The spent fuel pool level is de as

Unit 3
- Core damage due to ffici t cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite

diesel generators fo he tsunami
- Sea water is be' gi d with reported stable cooling
- Hydrogen ex.ao n f m overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor building

(secondar-v. tain ent)
- Pi.mai•,ntdti~nent described as "functional"
- The .s fuel level is decreasinq, with zirc interaction
- H' iaion levels reduced to 600 uSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,

, site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)

- •rst fire in the reactor building was a small generator lube oil fire. IAEA reports that fire
was put out at 2200 EDT, March 14.

- High radiation levels reduced to 600 ilSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,
2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)
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- Second fire began at 1645 EDT, March 15, 2011 in reactor building. Reports indicate that
this fire is not yet contained. TEPCO is determining whether to use helicopter or fire truck
to fight fire. Fuel reported to be uncovered.

- Radiation level inside Unit 4 reported to be 3OR/hour following second fire.
- High radiation dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4, source is suspected to be the

partially uncovered Unit 4 spent fuel pool.
- There is a total water loss from the spent fuel pool with no ability to retain water in the pool;

and zirc interaction taking place
- There are reports of possible hydrogen explosion due to uncovered fuel in the spent fI

pool (awaiting visual confirmation).
- Unconfirmed reports of 30 R/hr at the Unit 4 SFP which is makin frhtinre d'

(March 15). Another fire at Unit 4 SFP.

Unit 5
-The reactor is stable.
- Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.
- IAEA reports that water level in was down 40 cm in 5 hours sinae 080 T, March 15,

2011. It is not clear if this is the RPV or SFP water level. TEP.EMI to use operational
diesel generator at Unit 6 to provide water to Unit 5.

Unit 6
- The reactor is stable.
- Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.

Fukushima Dalni
Japanese national government instructed or local residents within a 20km radius of150 ST M anestimated 3000people have be
the site boundary. As of 1510 EST, Marcp, 1, as t30,000 been
evacuated. Full evacuation is not convip1ete3 of 1830 EDT on March 15, 2011, there have
not been updates to this information.Je Daini units have AC power, and were previously
reported to have lost their ulti ea ink.

Unit 1-4
- All units have stabl site wer
- All units are repo in cold shutdown with stable water level
- Latest TEPCO e o not mention any problem with the ultimate heat sink

Onagawa
At 2145 JMarch 13, 2011, IAEA reported that Japanese authorities had informed it that
radioja Jtyvels at the site boundary of the Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant have returned to
no kground levels.

.All units are shutdown and stable
- The fire in the turbine building has been extinguished
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NRC Evaluation of Radiation Measurements from the USS Ronald Reagan and
USS George Washington

On the morning of March 13, 2011, Naval Reactors notified the NRC that dose rates were being
measured from the flight deck of the USS Reagan that was -130 nautical miles off the
Japanese coast. Dose rates from the overhead "plume" were approximately 0.6 mrem/hour
gamma with no measurable activity on the ship surfaces. The NRC had received an IAEA
report showing dose rates of 100 mrem/hour up wind at the site boundary measured ~ 20 urs
earlier and press reports for the previous day of plant venting. Given the meteorological
conditions, wind speed of 3-5 mph and the calm 'Class D and E' weather stability for
hour time period, a plume with low dose rates from the venting is credible at this Io I

NRC staff believes that US Naval readings are not inconsistent based on repp/t.• s ine
dose measurements received from Japanese officials during venting from F• a Daiichi
Units 1, 2. and 3.

The Navy sent the contamination samples to a base in Japan to pe a otopic analysis to
determine the actual radionuclides. The principle radionuclides i'tn'if ere iodine, cesium,
and technetium, consistent with a release from a nuclear re

The US 7th Fleet has repositioned its ships out of the do I me direction from the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant after detecti I contamination in the air and on
its aircraft operating in the area.
The US Navy identified radiological data fro t George Washington located at Yokosuka

Base at 0300 EDT on March 15, 2011, that s- n air sample of 7E-9-uCi/mL, from which
the Navy estimated a dose rate of 1.5 mr ou .

Reactor Safet Teyors Case Analysis

Hypothetical Wor 1 / "aaiichi Units 1, 2 and 3 Accident Sequence Based on our Knowledge
of Current Plapt dt' ns

In this hy t ti" event in which no cooling water is added to the-core, the water level in the
core wi •, rease, exposing the top of the core to a steam environment and a subsequent heat-
up o0 ue rods. As the water continues to boil and recede toward the core bottom, the heat-
u r.. of he rods will increase rapidly resulting in fuel cladding failure and melt With the

=0 " lack of cooling water, the melting rods will relocate toward the bottom of the core and
•ally into the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. Molten fuel and core debris entering the

lo r plenum will then cause the lower plenum liquid to boil. If cooling water is added to the
drywell to a level above the top elevation of the lower plenum, lower head failure can be
prevented. With no cooling water added. to the drywell, the lower head will fail by creep rupture
allowing molten fuel to enter the drywell. Moreover, the absence of cooling water to the drywell
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RST Plant Japan Earthquake and Tsunami
Status Daiichi

Daiichi Unit 1 (Shutdown)
Core Damage Yes
Rad Release Yes
Sea Water inject RPV
Pri Ctmt intact (poss RCS
breach (GE))
Sec Ctmt lost
SFP Status - no reported
problems

Daiichi Unit 2 (Shutdown)

Critical Safety Functions
03/16/2011re 04:59:56 (ET) +1-2

Hours

Core Cooling &
Heat Removal

Containmei
Temperatum.

PressP

Core Damage - Yes
Rad release-Yes
Sea Water Inject RPV
Pri Cmct- Believed intact
(Ulses 0640 3/15)(poss RCS
breach (GE))
Sec Ctmt lost
SFP Status -??

/ •nteg rity

ilability of AC
/ i Power

Rad.
Confinement &

Mitigation
Reactor

Shutdown /
CriticalityCore Damage -

Rad release Yei
Sea Water ir ,
Pri Ctmt iqfa(
breach 'EL)_

Sec A Jost
SF •taus - no

"poss RCS

reported

.4

Licensee Event Classification

/status

Daiichi Unit 4 (S/D
11/30/10)
Core unloaded to SFP
Rad release - possible from
SFPSite Evacuation to 20 km
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Sheltering out to 30 km
Fire in Unit 4 was a RB lube
oil fire (fire reported out)
Unit 4 spent fuel in pool for
105 days (GEH)

Water inject to SFP -
Sec Ctmt lost
5 - S/D 1/3/11
5 - S/D 8/14/10

.1

Lookinq Forward:

Flood Drywell U1, 2, 3
Better/Stable DC?
Mobile Diesel Generatc
Status? 4
5FP status includi
common SFP ?_
4 diesel pumli D
heading toaIaai

1%

*4, \(/J' v
I

/7'
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Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update March 16, 2011 1900 EDT

USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update

March 16, 2011
Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update

Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

Caution - This information may be dated and is subject to constant change.
ChangeslAdditions from previous updates are underlined

USNRC Status

At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode and the a nues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The Headquarters Operations Center e

A total of 11 NRC experts supporting USAID response efforts from the .a in Japan and
have engaged with the US Ambassador's staff.

At 0550 EDT, March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan repo athae Japanese have
requested US technical assistance with cooling the Fukushi at tlfUnits 1, 2, and 3. The
effort is being coordinated by the US Ambassador. At 090 ¶3 arch 15, 2011, the Japanese
government accepted DOE's Radiological Assistance - ,P) team assistance, which
includes Aerial Measuring System (AMS) fly-overs.

NRC provided the White House with informatio'n Kp tective measures for NRC staff in Japan
and information to provide advice for other fed / kers in Japan. The current protective
action recommendation for U.S. citizens rridinq Rithin 50 miles (80 km) of the Fukushima
Daiichi site is to evacuate.

NRC has issued numerous pres ele esirelated to the earthquake and tsunami. These pressreleases can be found online .twnrc.go~v/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/201 11

Status of NRC " and Agreement State Facilities
At this time, Nq i discJ ntinuing reporting status of NRC licensee and Agreement State
facilities. NRC• TW1-• e this reporting should any issues arise related to earthquake or
tsunami e cts

The I e Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level I Event Report (highest level)
to it e ers on the afternoon of March 15, 2011. It identifies 4 actions, with due dates, and
re ritten response. In general, the actions include walkdowns and verifications of

of facility capabilities to address B.5.b equipment and procedures, Severe Accident
/M gement Guidelines (SAMGs), mitigation of station blackout (SBO)'conditions, mitigation of

/internal and external flooding, and fire and flooding events that could be impacted by a
concurrent seismic event
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Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update March 16, 2011 1900 EDT
The Nuclear Eneray Institute (NEI) issued two fact sheets on March 16, 2011: "Industry Taking
Action to Ensure Continued Safety at U.S. Nuclear Energy Plants" and "Used Nuclear Fuel
Storage at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant."

Status of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from available sources, including press releases by the Tokyo
Electric Power Company (TEPCO) and information from the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA)).

IAEA reports that at 1331 UTC on March 15, 2011 a 6.1 magnitude earthquake occurr e
eastern Honshu, approximately 100 km from the Hamaoka nuclear power plant. Oper• i '
units at the plant remain in safe status after the earthquake.

Background:
There are 14 operational Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) proximal to the a e zone (6 at
Fukushima Daiichi, 4 at Fukushima Daini, 3 at Onagawa, and 1 at Tokai) LJ

Current Understanding of Japanese Reactor Status
(This information is compiled from TEPCO press releases a ormation releases.)

Fukushima Dadichi
Japanese national government instructed evacu a r n afolr" I residents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary and sheltering in place out to 3m or residents who stayed behind. As of
March 12, a 10 km complete radius evacuatio n ordered for the public. IAEA confirms
a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukfi)tha/aiichi plant. As of 1830 EDT on March 15,
2011, there have been no updates to prd6ý. tions.

Japanese authorities classified th e at a Level 4 "Accident with Local Consequences" on
the International Nuclear and i I Event Scale (INES) based on radioactive dose
measurements at the site bounty exceeding limit values.

IAEA reported at 1340 rch 15, 2011:
* Highest rea="! * Nnce was 60 mrem/hour at 0200 EDT
* Reduction•doj ..- s rates after the peak at 2122 EDT, March 14 (400 mSv/hr in area

surroundin.
* 30 n•Sv/I"'etween Units 2 & 3, and 100 mSv/hr surrounding Unit 4
* 22 E, March 15: dose info came in from DTRA. GIS will figure out locations.
* iteose measured in Tokai on the coast 100 km NE of Tokyo on March 14 at 1845

ED was 5 uSv/hr.
/ arch 14, NISA reported 160 people were exposed to radiation around the

' ukushima nuclear power plant. 170,000 people have been evacuated.
A no-fly zone was implemented 30 km from the site from zero to unlimited altitude.
Source from DOE NIT who talked with FAA.

* On March 16, DTRA data is from 165 miles SSW from the site.
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All available information indicates that the majority of releases from the Fukushima site have
been carried out to sea by the prevailing winds. Forecast meteorological data for the 24 hour
period (until 1200 EDT on March 17, 2011) indicates wind remaining toward offshore (N, NW).

Units 1, 2, and 3: shutdown due to earthquake
* At approximately 1000 EDT, March 14, 2011, Unit 2 core was again uncovered.

Units 4, 5, and 6: shutdown due to outage, prior to earthquake
* All Units: all AC power on-site lost.
* Operators and other personnel not directly involved in water injection have been

evacuated. 40-50 persons have been left onsite to mitigate accident.nt

Unit 1
Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of o / we
and onsite diesel generators following the tsunami

* As of 2200 JST (0900 EDT) on March 14, it is reported that sea water ected
with reported stable cooling 0

• Containment described as "functional"
Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has eactor building
(secondary containment)

* The spent fuel pool level is unknown /
* High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mr t 0200 EDT on March

15, 2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each

Unit 2
* Core damage occurred due to insufficie nog water caused by loss of offsite power

and onsite diesel generators following u Lmi
* Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (R h ailed
* Hydrogen explosion from °verha swater reaction damaged the reactor building

Secondary containment: Cut 4ttehe uce likelihood of hydrogen gas buildup
* Sea water injection resta d core cooling reported as not stable
* Primary containment is.kf
* High radiation levels r d to 600 pSvlhour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March

15, 2gate is same for each unit.)
* The spent fuel p is unknown. Some water is available as evidenced by steam

em anatinoq, f•

Unit 3
C amage due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite

e enerators following the tsunami
• water is being injected with reported stable cooling
'•;Jrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor building

secondary containment)
Primary containment described as "functional"

• The spent fuel pool level is possibly drained - some evidence of steam.
• High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSvlhour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March

15, 2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)
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Unit 4
" First fire in the reactor building was a small generator lube oil fire. IAEA reports that fire

was put out at 2200 EDT, March 14.
" High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March

15, 2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)
" Second fire began at 1645 EDT, March 15, 2011 in reactor building. Reports indicate

that this fire is not yet contained. Fuel reported to be Uncovered.
" Radiation level outside Unit 4 reported to be 30R/hour following second fire.
* High radiation dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4, source is suspected tc a

the partially uncovered Unit 4 spent fuel pool.
* The spent fuel pool's ability to retain water is in doubt, no steam - likely dry.

Unit 5

" The reactor is defueled.
" Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.
* A/C power available from Unit 6 diesel generator.

Unit 6
" The reactor is defueled.
" Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.

" NC power available from diesel aenra

Fukushima Daini
Japanese national government instruct• 'e tion for local residents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary. As of 1510 EST,*i' 0=12, 2011, an estimated 30,000 people have been
evacuated. Full evacuation is notco lete. As of 1830 EDT on March 15, 2011, there have
not been updates to this infor '% Je Daini units have AC power, and were previously
reported to have lost their ultW ( heat sink.

Unit 1-4
* All units ha ite power
* All units ar r p ed to be in cold shutdown with stable water level
* Latest.TE.P ports do not mention any problem with the ultimate heat sink

OnaQ~J
At T, March 13, 2011, IAEA reported that Japanese authorities had informed it that
/g•~y levels at the site boundary of the Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant have returned to

rn background levels.

Unit 1-3
* All units are shutdown and stable
* The fire in the turbine building has been extinguished
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NRC Evaluation of Radiation Measurements from the USS Ronald Reagan and
USS George Washington

On the morning of March 13, 2011, Naval Reactors notified the NRC that dose rates were being
measured from the flight deck of the USS Reagan that was -130 nautical miles off the
Japanese coast. Dose rates from the overhead "plume" were approximately 0.6 mrem/hour
gamma with no measurable activity on the ship surfaces. The NRC had received an IAEA
report showing dose rates of 100 mremrhour up wind at the site boundary measured - 20 rs
earlier and press reports for the previous day of plant venting. Given the meteorological
conditions, wind speed of 3-5 mph and the calm 'Class D and E' weather stability for thbQ.
hour time period, a plume with low dose rates from the venting is credible at this locat• .,

NRC staff believes that US Naval readings are not inconsistent based on repo ne
dose measurements received from Japanese officials during venting from Fu aiichi
Units 1, 2, and 3. r

The Navy sent the contamination samples to a base in Japan to pe rmj opic analysis to
determine the actual radionuclides. The principle radionuclides id t re iodine, cesium,
and technetium, consistent with a release from a nuclear reactorV

The US 7th Fleet has repositioned its ships out of the do me direction from the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant after detectin ontamination in the air and on
its aircraft operating in the area.

The US Navy identified radiological data from thl Sj George Washington located at Yokosuka
Base at 0300 EDT on March 15, 2011, that st1v air sample of 7E-9 pCi/mL, from which
the Navy estimated a dose rate of 1.5 mre{h6•

.~ .-

Reactor Safety Team Wo s nalysis

Hypothetical Worst CasE ajic6 nits 1, 2 and 3 Accident Sequence Based on our Knowledge
of Current Plant CondinA

In this hypothetical en iwhich no cooling water is added to the core, the water level in the
core will decrease ing the top of the core to a steam environment and a subsequent heat-
up of the fuel rI As the water continues to boil and recede toward the core bottom, the heat-
up rate o• rod•will increase rapidly resulting in fuel cladding failure and melt. With the
cantin .aof cooling water, the melting rods will relocate toward the bottom of the core and
eve /al]Nnto the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. Molten fuel and core debris entering the
lo•le• m will then cause the lower plenum liquid to boil. If cooling water is added to the
•0 o a level above the top elevation of the lower plenum, lower head failure can be

,nejited. With no cooling water added to the drywell, the lower head will fail by creep rupture
allowing molten fuel to enter the drywell. Moreover, the absence of cooling water to the drywell
could also result in a containment failure. With cooling water added to the drywell, however, a
containment venting capability is also needed to preclude failure from over-pressurization. A
containment failure will result in a large radioactive release to the environment.
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Please note that failure to add water to the core and drywell is a hypothetical worst case event
that will result in containment failure and radioactive release to the environment.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Worst Case Analysis

A RASCAL run at 0654 EDT on March 16, 2011 for hypothetical combined core based on the
following assumptions: Units 2 & 3 each, 33% core melt & no containment; Unit 4, full core
offload 100% melt in the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) with no roof; wind direction from West
Northwest blowing out to the ocean. Results: PAG exceded at 50 miles (80.5 kin) wit
24.0 rem, and CDE thyroid of 130 rem.
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Reference

Units
I rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
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RST Plant
Status

Japan Earthquake and Tsunami
Dailichi

Daiichi Unit 1 (Shutdown) Critical Safety Functions
Core Damage Yes
Rad Release Yes
Sea Water inject RPV
Pri Ctmt intact (poss RCS
breach (GE))
Sec Ctmt lost
SFP Status - no reported
problems

Daiichi Unit 2 (Shutdown)

03116/201104:59:56 (ET) +1-2
Hours

Core Cooling &
Heat Removal

7
I

Containmei
Temperaturi

PressdG

Core Damage - Yes
Rad release-Yes
Sea Water Inject RPV
Pri Cmct- Believed intact
(Ulses 0640 3/15)(poss RCS
breach (GE))
Sec Ctmt lost
SFP Status- ??

R. eactor
_ llIntegrity

Oilability of AC
% Power

IN
Rad.

Confinement &
Mitigation

Reactor
Shutdown I
Criticality

?

Core Damage -
Rad release Yes
Sea Water in'.
P ri Ctmt i n.6N

breach/ E`)ý.
Sec &'lost
SFRetllus- no

ftoss RCS

reported

.9.

_icensee Event Classification

ns
ý11

Daiichi Unit 4 (S/D
11/30/10)
Core unloaded to SFP
Rad release - possible from
SFPSite Evacuation to 20 km
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Sheltering out to 30 km
Fire in Unit 4 was a RB lube
oil fire (fire reported out)
Unit 4 spent fuel in pool for
105 days (GEH)

Nater inject to SFP - ?
Sec Ctmt lost
5 - S/D 1/3/11
5 - S/D 8/14/10

Looking Forward:
Flood Drywell Ul, 2, 3
Better/Stable DC?
Mobile Diesel Generat
Status?
SFP status includ !
zommon SFP 7

4 diesel pump %m DTRA
heading tr(Xj;hi

xmd)

Ar / S\A3
/V

0~%
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Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update March 16, 2011 1400 EDT

USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
March 15, 2011

Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

Caution - This information may be dated and is subject to constant change.

Changqes/Additions from previous updates are underlined

USNRC Status

At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode and the agen c /es to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The Headquarters Operations Center ips.e

A total of 11 NRC experts supporting USAID response efforts from the N"i Japan and
have engaged with the US Ambassador's staff.

At 0550 EDT, March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan report a Japanese have
requested US technical assistance with cooling the Fukushi ch• nits 1, 2, and 3. The
effort is being coordinated by the US Ambassador. At 0900 ch 15, 2011, the Japanese
government accepted DOE's Radiological Assistance Pr , P) team assistance, which
includes Aerial Measuring System (AMS) fly-overs.

NRC provided the White House with information / rote ive measures for NRC staff in Japan,
being able to provide advice for other federal ers Japan, and that U.S. citizens in Japan
should follow advice of the government of aiaplpa
NRC has issued numerous press rele~a4re•t- d to the earthquake and tsunami. These press

releases can be found online at: htp.• govlreading-ld-oleinsew201

Status of NRC Liescn• emn tt Facilities

At this time, NRC is disc g reporting status of NRC licensee and Agreement State
facilities. NRC will repqlkis reporting should any issues arise related to earthquake or
tsunami effects. .

The Institute, f ufN' .lear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level 1 Event Report (highest level)
to its mem ,, this afternoon. It identifies 4 actions, with due dates, and requires a written
respons - V eral, the actions include walkdowns and verifications of aspects of facility
capabil !es address B.5.b equipment and procedures, Severe Accident Management
Guiddehibee .VAMGs), mitigation of station blackout (SBO) conditions, mitigation of internal and
e Nve, . "ooding, and fire and flooding events that could be impacted by a concurrent seismic
even
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Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update March 16, 2011 1400 EDT

Status of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from available sources, including press releases by the Tokyo
Electric Power Company (TEPCO) and information from the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA)).

IAEA reports that at 1331 UTC on March 15, 2011 a6.1 magnitude earthquake occurred in
eastern Honshu, approximately 100 km from the Hamaoka nuclear power plant. Operational
units at the plant remain in safe status after the earthquake.

Background:
There are 14 operational Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) proximal to the earthquake
Fukushima Daiichi, 4 at Fukushima Daini, 3 at Onagawa, and 1 at Tokai)

Current Understanding of Japanese Reactor Status
(This information is compiled from TEPCO press releases and IAEA informa e s.)

Fukushima Daiichi
Japanese national government instructed evacuation for local re in a 20km radius of
the site boundary and sheltering in place out to 30 km for reside w tayed behind. As of
March 12, a 10 km complete radius evacuation has been or r e public. IAEA confirms
a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi of 1830 EDT on March 15,
2011, there have been no updates to protective action

Japanese authorities classified the event at a Le "NA/ ent with Local Consequences" on
the International Nuclear and Radiological Evqknt Ial• (INES) based on radioactive dose
measurements at the site boundary exceeding• " dues.

IAEA reported at 1340 EDT, March 15
- Highest reading at fence was /j•ndre.•/hour at 0200 EDT
- Reduction of dose rates aek at 2122 EDT, March 14 (400 mSv/hr in area

surrounding Unit 3)
- 30 mSv/hr between Unit'& 3, and 100 mSv/hr surrounding Unit 4
- 2227 EDT, MarchA'.Vse'V nfo came in from DTRA. GIS will figure out locations.
- Offsite dose me s Tokai on the coast 100 km NE of Tokyo on March 14 at 1845

EDT was 5 u
- On March4•4 IS reported 160 people were exposed to radiation around the

Fukushirnian1clear power plant. 170,000 people have been evacuated.
• - A n z066was implemented 30 km from the site from zero to unlimited altitude.

Sour / rom DOE NIT who talked with FAA.
-Sr~ 16, DITRA data is from 165 miles SSW from the site.

All le information indicates that the majority of releases from the Fukushima site have
be. ared out to sea by the prevailing winds. Forecast meteorological data for the 24 hour
period (until 1700 EDT on March 16, 2011) indicates wind remaining toward offshore (N, NW).

Units 1, 2, and 3: shutdown due to earthquake
- At approximately 1000 EDT, March 14, 2011, Unit 2 core was again uncovered.
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Units 4, 5, and 6: shutdown due to outage, prior to earthquake
- All Units: all AC power on-site lost.
- Operators and other personnel not directly involved in water injection have been

evacuated. 40-50 persons have been left onsite to mitigate accident.

Unit 1
- Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and

onsite diesel generators following the tsunami
- As of 2200 JST (0900 EDT) on March 14, it is reported that sea water is being injecte

reported stable cooling 
inj

- Containment described as "functional"
- Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reacto bu

(secondary containment) 0• T/

- The spent fuel pool level is unknown-High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 remhou) a 02

2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)

Unit 2
- Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water cr-by boss of offsite power and

onsite diesel generators following the tsunami
- Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) has failed
- Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water re o nmaged the reactor building

Secondary containment: Cut hole to reduce likeliho ofydrogen gas buildup
- Sea water injection restarted with core coolin orte as not stable
- There are reports of a loud sound at Unit 2 e v inity of the suppression chamber. It

was reported at 0730 EDT on March 15 2 containment is intact (better than
previously thought). , ,

- High radiation levels reduced to 600•,• h (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,
2011, at site gate. (Site gate is sa eaor 0 ch unit.)

- The spent fuel pool level is u_ wn. ossibility of steam/smoke from water boil-off or zirc-
water reaction.

Unit 3"

- Core damage due ent cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite
diesel generators .oloj* the tsunami

- Sea water is be... .gt ted with reported stable cooling
- Hydrogen expfbOijon from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor building

(second Yontainment)
- Prim o•; 6inment described as "functional"
- The .p6 fue1 pool level is unknown. Possibility of steam/smoke from water boil-off or zirc-

w .l ion.
- 1•i~diation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,

2"••1, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)

Unit 4
- First fire in the reactor building was a small generator lube oil fire. IAEA reports that fire

was put out at 2200 EDT, March 14.
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- High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,
2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)

. Second fire began at 1645 EDT, March 15, 2011 in reactor building. Reports indicate that
this fire is not yet contained. Fuel reported to be uncovered.

- Radiation level outside Unit 4 reported to be 3OR/hour following second fire.
- High radiation dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4, source is suspected to be the

partially uncovered Unit 4 spent fuel pool.
- The spent fuel pool's ability to retain water is in doubt.
- Explosion (likely hydrogen) in Unit 4 due to uncovered fuel in the spent fuel pool (awaiti /

visual confirmatioh).

Unit 5
- The reactor is stable.
- Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.
- IAEA reports that water level in was down 40 cm in 5 hours since 0500 E 15,

2011. It is not clear if this is the RPV or SFP water level. TEPCO plI operational
diesel generator at Unit 6 to provide water to Unit 5. kJ

Unit 6
- The reactor is stable.
- Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.

Fukushima Daini
Japanese national government instructed evacua;'fo I residents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary. As of 1510 EST, March 12, estimated 30,000 people have been
evacuated. Full evacuation is not complete. 0 EDT on March 15, 2011, there have
not been updates to this information. The- it ts have AC power, and were previously
reported to have lost their ultimate heasi&

Unit 1-4
- All units have stable offsite
- All units are reported to bIld shutdown with stable water level
- Latest TEPCO report no ention any problem with the ultimate heat sink

Onagawa

At 2145 CET, Mar 011, IAEA reported that Japanese authorities had informed it that
radioactivity v te site boundary of the Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant have returned to
normal ba ro undlevels.

Unit I-~
re shutdown and stable

re in the turbine building has been extinguished
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NRC Evaluation of Radiation Measurements from the USS Ronald Reagan and
USS George Washington

On the morning of March 13, 2011, Naval Reactors notified the NRC that dose rates were being
measured from the flight deck of the USS Reagan that was -130 nautical miles off the-
Japanese coast. Dose rates from the overhead "plume* were approximately 0.6 mrem/hour
gamma with no measurable activity on the ship surfaces. The NRC had received an IAEA
report showing dose rates of 100 mrem/hour up wind at the site boundary measured - 20 ou/•
earlier and press reports for the previous day of plant venting. Given the meteorologica
conditions, wind speed of 3-5 mph and the calm 'Class D and E' weather stability for,,-
hour time period, a plume with low dose rates from the venting is credible at this 10c• .a=,

NRC staff believes that US Naval readings are not inconsistent based on re hhine
dose measurements received from Japanese officials during venting from I Daiichi
Units 1, 2, and 3.

The Navy sent the contamination samples to a base in Japan to p p otopic analysis to
determine the actual radionuclides. The principle radionuclides ti ere iodine, cesium,
and technetium, consistent with a release from a nuclear react

The US 7th Fleet has repositioned its ships out of the do ume direction from the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant after detectig(1 e contamination in the air and on
its aircraft operating in the area.

The US Navy identified radiological data fro t George Washington located at Yokosuka
Base at 0300 EDT on March 15, 2011, that s n air sample of 7E-9 uCi/mL, from which
the Navy estimated a dose rate of 1.5 mr /ho

Reactor Safety Tea orst Case Analysis

Hypothetical Worst as iichi Units 1, 2 and 3 Accident Sequence Based on our Knowledge
of Current Planr-V'Co s

In this hyde-aica e-vent in which no cooling water is added to the core, the water level in the
core w 9c se, exposing the top of the core to a steam environment and a subsequent heat-
up of e• Il rods. As the water continues to boil and recede toward the core bottom, the heat-
up rtLS4'e rods will increase rapidly resulting in fuel cladding failure and melt. With the
d• d lack of cooling water, the melting rods will relocate toward the bottom of the core and

e ally into the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. Molten fuel and core debris entering the
lwer plenum will then cause the lower plenum liquid to boil. If cooling water is added to the

drywell to a level above the top elevation of the lower plenum, lower head failure can be
prevented. With no cooling water added to the drywell, the lower head will fail by creep rupture
allowing molten fuel to enter the drywell. Moreover, the absence of cooling water to the drywell
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could also result in a containment failure. With cooling water added to the drywell, however, a
containment venting capability is also needed to preclude failure from over-pressurization. A
containment failure will result in a large radioactive release to the environment.

Please note that failure to add water to the core and drywell is a hypothetical worst case event
that will result in containment failure and radioactive release to the environment.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Worst Case Analysis

A RASCAL run at 06:54AM (EDT) on March 16,2011 for hypothetical combined coreb r
the following assumptions: Units 2 & 3 each, 33% core melt & no containment; Unit ,
offload 100% melt in the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) with no roof; wind direction from
Northwest blowing out to the ocean. Results: PAG exceded at 50 miles (80.5 k wit'DE o
24.0 rem, and CDE thyroid of 130 rem.

•0
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Reference

Units

1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (morem)

1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)

1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update

March 15, 2011
Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

Caution -This information may be dated and is subject to constant change.

ChangeslAdditions from previous updates are underlined

USNRC Status

At 0946 EST, March 11. 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode and the ag Y ues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The Headquarters Operations Center e

A total of 11 NRC experts supporting USAID response efforts from the NC in Japan and
have engaged with the US Ambassador's staff.

At 0550 EDT, March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan rep a he Japanese have
requested US technical assistance with cooling the Fukush!i Units 1, 2, and 3. The
effort is being coordinated by the US Ambassador. At 090 arch 15, 2011, the Japanese
government accepted DOE's Radiological Assistance P) team assistance, which
includes Aerial Measuring System (AMS) fly-overs.

NRC provided the White House with informati n n"'p tective measures for NRC staff in Japan,
being able to provide advice for other federal n Japan, and that U.S. citizens in Japan
should follow advice of the government of %pan.fI.

NRC has issued numerous press rel-s ts related to the earthquake and tsunami. These press
releases can be found online at w~nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/

Status of NRC Licens na greement State Facilities
At this time, NRC is dis 0  . g reporting status of NRC licensee and Agreement State
facilities. NRC will his reporting should any issues arise related to earthquake or
tsunami effects. ,o

The InstitujD of uclear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level 1 EventReport (highest level)
to its me ertthin afternoon. It identifies 4 actions, with due dates, and requires a written
respos/ine neral, the actions include walkdowns and verifications of aspects of facility
cap a itreeto address B.5.b equipment and procedures, Severe Accident Management
Gu ',(SAMGs), mitigation of station blackout (SBO) conditions, mitigation of internal and

/ v flooding, and fire and flooding events that could be impacted by a concurrent seismic
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Status of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from available sources, including press releases by the Tokyo
Electric Power Company (TEPCO) and information from the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA)).

IAEA reports that at 1331 UTC on March 15, 2011 a 6.1 magnitude earthquake occurred in
eastern Honshu, approximately 100 km from the Hamaoka nuclear power plant. Operational
units at the plant remain in safe status after the earthquake.

Background:
There are 14 operational Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) proximal to the earthqua at
Fukushima Daiichi, 4 at Fukushima Daini, 3 at Onagawa, and 1 at Tokal)

Current Understanding of Japanese Reactor Statuse . )
(This information is compiled from TEPCO press releases and IAEA info 0 eases.)

Fukushima Daiichi
Japanese national government instructed evacuation for local r id *thin a 20km radius of
the site boundary and sheltering in place out to 30 km for r o stayed behind. As of
March 12, a 10 km complete radius evacuation has beeno for the public. IAEA confirms
a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daii s of 1830 EDT on March 15,
2011, there have been no updates to protective acti

Japanese authorities classified the event at a "Accident with Local Consequences" on
the International Nuclear and Radiological E (INES) based on radioactive dose
measurements at the site boundary ex ding i values.

IAEA reported at 1340 EDT, March 1fr 111._qes radngatfnce waR66mrrn m/hour at 0200 EDT

Reduction of dose rate.,tte 6eak at 2122 EDT, March 14 (400 mSv/hr in area
surrounding Unit 3)
30 mSv/br between UK 2 & 3. and 100 mSv/hr surrounding Unit 4

- 2227 EDT. Mar, T do-e info came in from DTRA. GIS will fi ure out locations.
- Offsite dose m ''fft in Tokai on the coast 100 km NE of Tokyo on March 14 at 1845

EDT was S
- On March V "NAA reported 160 people were exposed to radiation around the

Fukush-r rninu- ear power plant. 170,000 people have been evacuated.
A flyozne was implemented 30 km from the site from zero to unlimited altitude.

o e from DOE NIT who talked with FAA../ M rch 16, DITRA data is from 165 miles SSW from the site.

le information indicates that the majority of releases from the Fukushima site have
nrried out to sea by the prevailing winds. Forecast meteorological data for the 24 hour

pe d (until 1700 EDT on March 16, 2011) indicates wind remaining toward offshore (N, NW).

Units 1, 2, and 3: shutdown due to earthquake
- At approximately 1000 EDT, March 14, 2011, Unit 2 core was again uncovered.
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Units 4, 5, and 6: shutdown due to outage, prior to earthquake
- All Units: all AC power on-site lost.
- Operators and other personnel not directly involved in water injection have been

evacuated. 40-50 persons have been left onsite to mitigate accident

Unit 1
- Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power a d

onsite diesel generators following the tsunami
- As of 2200 JST (0900 EDT) on March 14, it is reported that sea water is being injec

reported stable cooling
- Containment described as "functional"

Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reacto• '6
(secondary containment)

- The spent fuel pool level is decreasing
- High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 torero/hour) at020E arch 15,

2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)

Unit 2
- Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water oss of offsite power and

onsite diesel generators following the tsunami

- Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) has failed
- Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water r ctJo maged the reactor building
- Secondary containment: Cut hole to reduce lilliho hydrogen gas buildup
- Sea water injection restarted with core coolii-/,xe:orted as not stable
- There are reports of a loud sound at Unit kihe icinity of the suppression chamber. It

was reported at 0730 EDT on March , 20NW at containment is intact (better than
previously thought).

- High radiation levels reduced to §0QjSV. ur (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,
2011, at site gate. (Site gate is s "eiot each unit.)

- The spent fuel pool level is as

Unit 3
- Core damage due t ht•fici nt cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite

diesel generator the tsunami
- Sea water is brn~g'i•eted with reported stable cooling
- Hydrogen expl n om overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor building

(secondarctainment)- Prima c t~mment described as "functional"
- The D .'t fuel level is decreasing, with zirc interaction

- • difton levels reduced to 600 ySv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,
1,site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)

- irst fire in the reactor building was a small generator lube oil fire. IAEA reports that fire
was put out at 2200 EDT, March 14.

- High radiation levels reduced to 600 ySv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,
2011, at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit.)
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- Second fire began at 1645 EDT, March 15, 2011 in reactor building. Reports indicate that
this fire is not yet contained. TEPCO is determining whether to use helicopter or fire truck
to fight fire. Fuel reported to be uncovered.

- Radiation level inside Unit 4 reported to be 30RIhour following second fire.
- High radiation dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4, source is suspected to be the

partially uncovered Unit 4 spent fuel pool.
- There is a total water loss from the spent fuel pool with no ability to retain water in the Poolo

and zirc interaction takinq place
- There are reports of possible hydrogen explosion due to uncovered fuel in the spent f

pool (awaiting visual confirmation). 
e ,s

-Unconfirmed reports of 30 R/hr at the Unit 4 SFP which is making fieihtina dd

(March 15). Another fire at Unit 4 SFP.
U n i t S p e n t f u e l p o o l is r e p o r t e d t o b e h e a t i n g u p .

feg0 tfn
- The reactor is stable.

- IAEA reports that water level in was down 40 cm in 5 hours since ,8 March 15.
2011. It is not clear if this is the RPV or SFP water level. TE C • to use operational
diesel generator at Unit 6 to provide water to Unit 5.

Unit 6
- The reactor is stable.
- Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.

Fukushima Daini
Japanese national government instructed evac i for local residents within a 20km radius ofnJestimateda30,000lpeoplenhave bee
the site boundary. As of 1510 EST, Ma 11, an estimated 30,000 people have been
evacuated. Full evacuation is not cor - of 1830 EDT on March 15, 2011, there have
not been updates to this informatio Daini units have AC power, and were previously
reported to have lost their ultim ea ink.

Unit 1-4
- All units have stabl ite wer
- All units are report. in cold shutdown with stable water level
- Latest TEPCO.o not mention any problem with the ultimate heat sink

Onagawa
At 2145J1, March 13, 2011, IAEA reported that Japanese authorities had informed it that
radio .ity• vels at the site boundary of the Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant have returned to
nor I b kground levels.

A[ units are shutdown and stable
The fire in the turbine building has been extinguished
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NRC Evaluation of Radiation Measurements from the USS Ronald Reagan and
USS George Washington

On the morning of March 13, 2011, Naval Reactors notified the NRC that dose rates were being
measured from the flight deck of the USS Reagan that was -130 nautical miles off the
Japanese coast. Dose rates from the overhead "plume" were approximately 0.6 mrem/hour
gamma with no measurable activity on the ship surfaces. The NRC had received an IAEA
report showing dose rates of 100 mrem/hour up wind at the site boundary measured - 20 rs
earlier and press reports for the previous day of plant venting. Given the meteorological
conditions, wind speed of 3-5 mph and the calm 'Class D and E' weather stability for t -
hour time period, a plume with low dose rates from the venting is credible at this Ioc i

NRC staff believes that US Naval readings are not inconsistent based on repne
dose measurements received from Japanese officials during venting from uaiichi
Units 1, 2, and 3.apntpe

The Navy sent the contamination samples to a base in Japan to pe a tr opic analysis to
determine the actual radionuclides. The principle radionuclides i I re iodine, cesium,
and technetium, consistent with a release from a nuclear rea

The'US 7th Fleet has repositioned its ships out of the dow cme direction from the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant after detecting• contamination in the air and on
its aircraft operating in the area.

The US Navy identified radiological data from th'US• George Washington located at Yokosuka
Base at 0300 EDT on March 15, 2011, that s air sample of 7E-9 uCi/mL, from which
the Navy estimated a dose rate of 1.5 mr e~nou .

Reactor Safety Tea or ase Analysis

Hypothetical Worst iichi Units 1, 2 and 3 Accident Sequence Based on our Knowledge
of Current Plant C ditioss

In this hyp ~ti a]event in which no cooling water is added to the core, the water level in the
core will $ease, exposing the top of the core to a steam environment and a subsequent heat-
up of e l'•ds. As the water continues to boil and recede toward the core bottom, the heat-
up ra of e rods will increase rapidly resulting in fuel cladding failure and melt. With the
con ck of cooling water, the melting rods will relocate toward the bottom of the core and

/i, 6l1y into the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. Molten fuel and core debris entering the
lo~ plenum will then cause the lower plenum liquid to boil. If cooling water is added to the
drywell to a level above the top elevation of the lower plenum, lower head failure can be
prevented. With no cooling water added to the drywell, the lower head will fail by creep rupture
allowing molten fuel to enter the drywell. Moreover, the absence of cooling water to the drywell
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could also result in a containment failure. With cooling water added to the drywell, however, a
containment venting capability is also needed to preclude failure from over-pressurization. A
containment failure will result in a large radioactive release to the environment.

Please note that failure to add water to the core and drywell is a hypothetical worst case event
that will result in containment failure and radioactive release to the environment

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Worst Case Analysis

On March 15, 2011, the PMT ran RASCAL offsite dose estimations for a hypothetical x-
core failure with loss of containment at a boiling water reactor (BWR) similar to Fuku
Daiichi Unit 2 with loss of containment. Two estimates were run: 1) no change in win, / ctior
(wind toward Tokyo) and 2) with the predicted wind shift counterclockwise over Ia and
back out to sea. For the steady wind direction scenario, Protective Action Gu e S) (>1
rem Total Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE) and >5 rem Committed Dose I t (CDE))
were exceeded at 50 miles beyond. Unit 2. For the wind shift scenario, P G's re exceeded
between 30 to 40 miles.

Another RASCAL run with assumptions to model the Fukushima nt fuel pool (SFP)
was updated to reflect a spent fuel inventory of 1331 bundle i served meteorological
data is unavailable, forecast meteorological data for the 2 ease period, which indicate
wind shifting offshore, were used. For the meteorologic s utilized, at 20 miles, the
PAG for TEDE is 1.4 rem, slightly above the I rem P miles, the TEDE is 0.9 rem.

As of 1900 EDT on March 15, 2011, we believe uns e bounding for all four units. The
PMT is working to update the RASCAL run fo t1Un 4 spent fuel pool, using actual
meteorological parameters.

oof
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Reference

Units

I rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)

1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)

1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
March 15, 2011

Earthquake/ Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team

Caution - This information may be dated and is subject to constant change.
Changes/Additions from previous updates are underlined

USNRC Status

At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode and the agen con esto
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. The Headquarters Operations Center' 2a

The two senior experts supporting USAID response efforts from the NR C pan and have
engaged With the US Ambassador's staff. Nine additional experts are ',in o Japan.

At 0550 EDT, March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan reporte Ata Japanese have
requested US technical assistance with cooling the Fukushi o )nits 1, 2, and 3. The
effort is being coordinated by the US Ambassador. At 090 arch 15, 2011), the
Japanese government accepted DOE's Radiological A rogram (RAP) team
assistance, which includes Aerial Measuring System (Sy-overs.

The NRC is evaluating the current plant status in rm-on, and based on the information
provided to date some fuel damage has occur NRC is monitoring the restoration of
cooling water to prevent additional fuel da r•e / rrent information indicates that the
structures that contain the reactor vessels' intact.

On March 14, 2011, NRC perform pr inary analysis based on the information available
from the Japanese authorities. /?t indicated the protective measures implemented by
the Japanese government, incl evacuation, sheltering, and potassium iodide, are not
inconsistent with the U.S. e tf Action Guidelines. The NRC does not expect the U.S. and
its territories to experien rmful levels of radioactivity.

NRC provided the WOe H use with information on protective measures for NRC staff in Japan,
being able to pro)i&e'a?!e for other federal workers in Japan, and that US citizens in Japan
should followadvig'fof the govemment of Japan.

NRC isl o nating with the International Atomic Energy Agency.

Q -been developed and shared with Regional State Liaison Officers to dialogue withSta• terparts.

NRC has issued 6 press releases related to the earthquake and tsunami. These press releases
can be found online at: http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/
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Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
At this time, NRC is discontinuing reporting status of NRC licensee and Agreement State
facilities. NRC will resume this reporting should any issues arise related to earthquake or
tsunami effects.

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level 1 Event Report (highest level)
to its members this afternoon. It identifies 4 actions, with due dates, and requires a written
response. In general, the actions include walkdowns and verifications of aspects of facility
capabilities to address B.5.b equipment and procedures, Severe Accident Management
Guidelines (SAMGs), mitigation of station blackout (SBO) conditions, mitigation of interna
external flooding, and fire and flooding events that could be impacted by a concurrentt
event.

Status of Japanese Facilities (This information is compiled from avaif rces,
including press releases by the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCOF formation from
the I nternational Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)).

IAEA reports that at 1331 UTC on March 15, 2011 a 6.1 ma M Jthquake occurred in
eastern Honshu, approximately 100 km from the Hamaok 9b power plant. Operational
units at the plant remain in safe status after the earthq•I '

Background:
There are 14 operational Boiling Water Reactors •tWIs) proximal to the earthquake zone (6 at
Fukushima Daiichi, 4 at Fukushima Daini, 3 at Ig'• a, and 1 at Tokai)

Current Understanding of Japanese ]le rSt tus
(This information is compiled from E Ppr ess releases and IAEA information releases.)

Fukushirna Dailichi

Japanese national goverment ucted evacuation for local residents within a 20kmn radius of
the site boundary and sh .e g in place out to 30 km for residents who stayed behind. IAEA
confirms a no fly zone m around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. As of 1830 EDT on
March 15. 2011. ther ha n no updates to protective actions.

Japanese authonf4 i classified the event at a Level 4 "Accident with Local Consequences* on
the IntermatrA•au6uear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) based on radioactive dose
measure, nt t the site boundary exceeding limit values.

All a formation indicates that the majority of releases from the Fukushima site have
be d out to sea by the prevailing winds. Forecast meteorological data for the 24 hour
perio•until 1700 EDT on March 16, 2011) indicates wind remaining toward offshore (N, NW).

Units 1, 2, and 3: shutdown due to earthquake
- At approximately 1000 EDT (March 14, 2011), Unit 2 core was again uncovered.
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Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update March 15, 2011 2230 EDT

Units 4, 5, and 6: shutdown due to outage, prior to earthquake
All Units: all AC power on-site lost.
Operators and other personnel not directly involved in water injection have been evacuated. 40-
50 persons have been left onsite to mitigate accident.

Unit 1 /
- Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling wa ter caused by loss of offsite power nr/d

onsite diesel generators following the tsunami
- As of 2200 JST (0900 EDT) on March 14, it is reported that sea water is being inj
- Containment described as "functional."
- Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged react .bu ' roof.
- Sea water is being injected with reported stable cooling
- The spent fuel pool level is unknown-Hi-gh radiation levels reduced to 600 mSv/hour (60 mrern/hour) at 020_rna_,e arch 15,

2011 at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit). 2

Unit 2
- Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water c b oss of offsite power and

onsite diesel generators following the tsunami
- Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) has failed.
- Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water r gt maged the reactor building
- Sea water injection restarted with reports of non-stA rnditions.
- There are reports of a loud sound at Unit 2 I vjcini of the suppression chamber. It

was reported at 0730 EDT on March 15, 2@f1-halontainment is intact (better than
previously thought).

- High radiation levels reduced to 600 m,. oL*60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,
2011 at site gate. (Site gate is samr Xa• unit).

- The spent fuel pool level is unkol f

Unit 3 i
- Core damage due to insffi cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite

diesel generators fol' the tsunami
- Sea water is bein * w th reported stable cooling
- Hydrogen explos fr overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor building roof.
- Phmary contaifr46 scribed as "functional.".

There is fuel ool information
- Hiah ra ',ion levels reduced to 600 mSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,

2011/af'iftgate. (Site gate is same for each unit).

Unit 4
-e in the reactor building was a small generator lube oil fire. IAEA reports that fire

put out at 2200 EDT, March 14.
High radiation levels reduced to 600 mSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15,
2011 at site gate. (Site gate is same for each unit).
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Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update March 15, 2011 2230 EDT

- Second fire beqan 1645 EDT, March 15, 2011 in reactor building. Reports indicate that this
fire is not yet contained. TEPCO is determining whether to use helicopter or fire truck to
fight fire. Fuel reported to be uncovered.

- Radiation level in the area of unit 4 reported to be 30R/hour following second fire.
- There is a possible water loss from the spent fuel pool and operators are having difficulty

providing adequate cooling and water level to the pool.
- There are reports of possible hydrogen explosion due to uncovered fuel in the spent fuel

pool (awaiting visual confirmation).
High radiation dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4, source is suspected to be e
partially uncovered Unit 4 spent fuel pool. t b

Unit 5
- The reactor is stable.
- Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.

Unit 6
- The reactor is stable.
-Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.

Fukushima Daini
Japanese national government instructed evacuation for ents within a 20km radius of
the site boundary. As of 1510 EST (March 12, 2011) d 30,000 people have been
evacuated. Full evacuation is not complete, As of 1 March 15,2011 there have
not been updates to this information. The Daini / I$kC power, and were previously
reported to have lost their ultimate heat sink.

Unit 1-4
- All units have stable offsite power ue
- All units are reported to be in co da with stable water level
- Latest TEPCO reports do not c any problem with the ultimate heat sink

Onagawa
At 2145 CET (March 13 ,IA reported that Japanese authorities had informed it that
radioactivity levels atoll oundary of the Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant have returned to
normal background I els

Unit 1-3
- All unit e shbtdown and stable
- The I e turbine building has been extinguished71

NRC Evaluation of Radiation Measurements from the USS Ronald Reagan and
USS George Washington
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Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update March 15, 2011 2230 EDT

On the morning of March 13, 2011, Naval Reactors notified the NRC that dose rates were being
measured from the flight deck of the USS Reagan that was -130 nautical miles off the
Japanese coast. Dose rates from the overhead "plume" were approximately 0.6 mrem per hour
gamma with no measurable activity on the ship surfaces. The NRC had received an IAEA
report showing dose rates of 100 mrem/hr up wind at the site boundary measured - 20 hours
earlier and press reports for the previous day of plant venting. Given the meteorological
conditions; wind speed of 3-5 mph and the calm 'Class D and E' weather stability for the 20-24
hour time period, a plume with low dose rates from the venting is credible at this location.

NRC staff believes that.US Naval readings are not inconsistent based on reports and shi4)i
dose measurements received from Japanese officials during venting from Fukushima
Units 1, 2, and 3.

The Navy sent the contamination samples to a base in Japan to perform an i alysis to
determine the actual radio-nuclides. The principle radionuclides identified w e, cesium,
and technetium, consistent with a release from a nuclear reactor.

The US 70 Fleet has repositioned its ships out of the downwind plun dire n from the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant after detecting low level 0 aN!Ation in the air and on
its aircraft operating in the area.

The US Navy identified radiological data from the USS Ge shinqton located at Yokosuka
Base at 0300 EDT on March 15, 2011 that showed aa irle of 7E-9 uCi/mL, from which
the Navy estimated a dose rate of 1.5 mrem/hour.

Reactor Safety Team Worst as -naýysis

Hypothetical Worst Case Daiic4dits 1, 2 and 3 Accident Sequence Based on our Knowledge
of Current Plant Condition ,

In this hypothetical e hich no cooling water is added to the core, the water level in the
core will decreaseýee . g the top of the core to a steam environment and a subsequent heat-
up of the fuel rodi.. A water continues to boil and recede toward the core bottom, the heat-
up rate of t~hhod ill increase rapidly resulting in fuel cladding failure and melt. With the
continued of cooling water, the melting rods will relocate toward the bottom of the core and
eventuoyiýo'e lower plenum of the reactor vessel. Molten fuel and core debris entering the
loweplk9u'r'j will then cause the lower plenum liquid to boil. If cooling water is added to the
d0c LeXtvel above the top elevation of the lower plenum, lower head failure can be
pr%'*iW With no cooling water added to the drywell, the lower head will fail by creep rupture
awllo(g -molten fuel to enter the drywell. Moreover, the absence of cooling water to the drywell
a,6uld also result in a containment failure. With cooling water added to the drywell, however, a
containment venting capability is also needed to preclude failure from over-pressurization. A
containment failure will result in a large radioactive release to the environment.
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Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update March 15, 2011 2230 EDT

Please note that failure to add water to the core and drywell is a hypothetical worst case event
that will result in containment failure and radioactive release to the environment.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Worst Case Analysis

On March 15, 2011, the PMT ran RASCAL offsite dose estimations for a hypothetical x-vessel
core failure with loss of containment at a boiling water reactor (BWR) similar to Fukushima
Daiichi Unit 2 with loss of containment. Two estimates were run: 1) no change in wind direc ion
(wind toward Tokyo) and 2) with the predicted wind shift counterclockwise over the island M
back out to sea. For the steady wind direction scenario, Protective Action Guides (PA~s
rem Total Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE) and >5 rem Committed Dose Equivalent~j P
were exceeded at 50 miles beyond Unit 2. For the wind shift scenario, PAGs were •'N=ded
between 30 to 40 miles.

Another RASCAL run with assumptions to model the Fukushima Unit 4 sol (SFP)
was updated to reflect a spent fuel inventory of 1331 bundles. Since ob •,6-' eorological
data is unavailable, forecast meteorological data for the 24 hour rele se, , which indicate
wind shifting offshore, were used. For the meteorological conditic. . , at 20 miles, the
PAG for TEDE is 1.4 rem, slightly above the 1 rem PAG. At 30 1ls, EDE is 0.9 rem.
As of 1900 EDT on March 15, 2011, .we believe the runs are inaq for all four units. The
PMVT is working to update the RASCAL run for the Unit J&,tfv pool, using actual
meteorological parameters. /
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Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update March 15, 2011 2230 EDT

Reference

Units

1 rem (rem) = 1000 millirem (mrem)

1 Sievert (Sv) = 1000 milliSieverts (mSv)

1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
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Quake TP_3_17.docx

OPA

TALKING POINTS

As of 3/17/2011 7:30 p.m.

Update: Addition of bullets on expanding EPZ to

ranking plants by vulnerab t•

report

uakes.

Based on calculations performed byR xperts, we now believe that it is

appropriate for U.S. residents i miles of the Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

Our recommendation is baVs •C guidelines for public safety that would be used

in the United States uQ mitmilar circumstances.

The 1O-miled cts the area where proiected doses from design basis accidents

at nuclear •*ants would not exceed the EPA's protective action guidelines, and
we are (on : tNthat it would be adequate even for severe accidents. However. the
10 iA 'was always considered a base for emergency response that could be

ex--•tMed if the situation warranted. The situation in Japan, with four reactors
eriencing exceptional difficulties simultaneously, creates the need to expand theO E beyond the normal I 0-mile radius.

We have said from the beginning of this crisis that the NRC would analyze this

situation for any lessons that can be derived to improve our oversight of U.S. nuclear
power plants. Emergency planning will be part of that review.
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Given the results of the monitoring and distance between Japan and Hawaii, Alaska,

U.S. Pacific Territories and the U.S. West Coast, the NRC expects the U.S. to avoid

any harmful levels of radioactivity. The NRC is aware of various intemet postings

depicting modeled radiation plumes for the ongoing events at the nuclear power

plants in Japan. All of the models the NRC has seen are based on generic

assumptions regarding the potential radiation release from the plants and e

unable to predict actual radiation levels away from the site. The NR s rng

closely with our federal partners to monitor radiation releases fro , anese

nuclear power plants. X

V
oactive releases from* The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to

Japan and to predict their path. 6ý ý

4
* The NRC continues to believe, base ,ail]lalable information, that the type and

design of the Japanese reactors, U with how events have unfolded, will

prevent radiation at harmful lI sEr reaching U.S. territory.

The Department of Ferg as4 een designated the lead agency for communicating

information to th&Nel~e',arding monitoring of radiation heading toward or over

the United SiwSd/X DOE's Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (National

Atmos e ese Assessment Center) is monitoring weather patterns over the

Pacikic •e . The Environmental Protection Agency maintains air monitoring

is throughout the country and has reinforced its monitoring effort. DOE will

ovide aerial monitoring. Questions about this effort should be directed to DOE at

202 586 4940.

[Status as of 9:35pm on 3/161 The NRC is closely monitoring information about the

spent fuel pools as well as radiation levels at the Japanese nuclear power plants.

Giwen the totality of the situation, the NKU's recommendation tor U.S. residents

within 50 miles of the Fukushima reactors to evacuate remains unchanged. That

recommendation was based on actual radiation levels in the nuclear complex.
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In accordance with established protocols, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)

employs several types of radiation detection equipment in its operations at both air

and sea ports, and uses this equipment, along with specific operational protocols, to

resolve any security or safety risks that are identified with inbound travelers and

cargo. Out of an abundance of caution, CBP has issued field guidance reiterat

operational protocols and directing field personnel to specifically monitor ai

and air traffic from Japan. CBP will continue to evaluate the potenti r* sed by

radiation contamination on inbound travelers and cargo and will tection

and response protocols, in coordination with its interagency f s.developments

warrant.

" The Japanese government has formally asked fo tance in responding to

nuclear power plant cooling issues triggered b n quake and tsunami on March

11. The NRC has eleven staffon the gro inian as part of the USAID team

" The NRC is coordinating its actio ther federal agencies as part of the U.S.

government response. The , N gadquarters Operations Center was activated at

the beginning of the eve 'as been monitoring the situation on a 24-hour basis

ever since.

* The NRC i looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S. reactors

and w ill a yze the information that comes from this incident. President Obama

ha iecte the agency to conduct a comprehensive review of the safety-of U.S.

4luleair plants:.the agency will do so.

i U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including

earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive

seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.
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The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be

designed to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported

for the site and surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margin for error to account

for the limitations on historical data. In other words, U.S. nuclear power plants are

designed to be safe based on historical data to predict the area's maximum credible

earthquake.

In response to MSNBC report ranking US NPPs according to vulnerail\

earthquakes: The NRC does not rank nuclear power plants accoro N r

vulnerabili to earthquakes. This "ranking" was developed a I = C reporter

using partial information and an even more partial undertan how we evaluate

plants for seismic risk. Each plant is evaluated indiv' uaI ording to the geology

of its site. not by a "one-size-fits-all" model - th h rankings or comparisons

are highly misleading.

K>'0/C
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Quake TP_3_16.docx

OPA

TALKING POINTS

JAPAN NUCLEAR SITUATION

As of 3/16/2011 7:15 p.m. EDT >

Update: Addition of bullet on status s

Based on calculations performed by NRC e ow believe that it is

appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 o e Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

Our recommendation is based on N ide es for public safety that would be used

in the United States under similari ces.

" Given the results of the _o,.oig and distance between Japan and Hawaii, Alaska,

U.S. Pacific Tern •Ihe U.S. West Coast, the NRC expects the U.S. to avoid

any harmful I el radioactivity. The NRC is aware of various internet postings

depictin adiation plumes for the ongoing events at the nuclear.power

plants (pJn. All of the models the NRC has seen are based on generic

as. ptions regarding the potential radiation release from the plants and as such are

tbS le to predict actual radiation levels away from the site. The NRC is working

•O closely with our federal partners to monitor radiation releases from the Japanese

nuclear power plants.

The NRC continues to believe, based on all available information, that the type and

design of the Japanese reactors, combined with how events have unfolded, will

prevent radiation at harmful levels from reaching U.S. territory.
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" (Status as of 7:00pm on 3/16] The NRC is closely monitoring the condition of the

spent fuel pools at the Japanese nuclear power plants. Our current understanding,

which js based on the best available information provided to NRC reactor experts in

Japan, is the following:

o Unit 4 - The SFP is. likely dry and the integrity of the spent fuel pool is

question.

o Units 2 & 3 - Steam is escaping which indicates that boiling il' -

occurring in the spent fuel pool. The current water level o • S

uncertain. (\4w/

o Unit I - The status of the SFP is unknown.

* In accordance with established protocols, U.S. C Border Protection (CBP)

employs several types of radiation detection e• in its operations at both air

and sea ports, and uses this equipment, al W specific operational protocols, to

resolve any security or safety risks e id ified with inbound travelers and

cargo. Out of an abundance of cau , P has issued field guidance reiterating its

operational protocols and 4ir•e• d personnel to specifically monitor maritime

and air traffic from Japill continue to evaluate the potential risks posed by

radiation contami bound travelers and cargo and will adjust its detection

and response rot s, in coordination with its interagency partners, as developments

warrant.(ea

SThefa government has formally asked for U.S. assistance in responding to

& uplea:power plant cooling issues triggered by an earthquake and tsunami on MarchyAl The NRC has eleven staff on the ground in Japan as part of the USAID team.

* The NRC is coordinating its actions with other federal agencies as part of the U.S.

government response. The NRC's headquarters Operations Center was activated at

the beginning of the event and has been monitoring the situation on a 24-hour basis

ever since.
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* The NRC is always looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S. reactors

and we will analyze the information that comes from this incident.

" The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases from

Japan and to predict their path.

" U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards,

earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with 6

seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a n-at sr.

The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, csy ,• cmponents be

designed to take into account the most severe na I en mena historically reported

for the site and surrounding area. The NRC th margin for error to account

for the limitations on historical data. In o U.S. nuclear power plants are

designed to be safe based on historic edict the area's maximum credible
earthquake. T ,. 3•
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OPA

TALKING POINTS

JAPAN NUCLEAR SITUATION

As of 3/16/2011 6:45 p.m. EDT (T)

* Based on calculations performed by NRC exp e ow believe that it is

appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 s Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

Our recommendation is based on gees for public safety that would be used

in the United States under similar e• Ances.

9 Given the results of them t! 2 ng and distance between Japan and Hawaii, Alaska,

U.S. Pacific Territo e U.S. West Coast, the NRC expects the U.S. to avoid

any harmful l I oactivity. The NRC is aware of various internet postings

depicting 0 iation plumes for the ongoing events at the nuclear power

plants .n ,;n 11 of the models the NRC has seen are based on generic

as ons regarding the potential radiation release from the plants and as such are

le to predict actual radiation levels away from the site. The NRC is workingO ¢osely with our federal partners to monitor radiation releases from the Japanese

Snuclear power plants.

The NRC continues to believe, based on all available information, that the type and

design of the Japanese reactors, combined with how events have unfolded, will

prevent radiation at harmful levels from reaching U.S. territory.
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In accordance with established protocols, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)

employs several types of radiation detection equipment in its operations at both air

and sea ports, and uses this equipment, along with specific operational protocols, to

resolve any security or safety risks that are identified with inbound travelers and

cargo. Out of an abundance of caution, CBP has issued field guidance reiterating its

operational protocols and directing field personnel to specifically monitor marn e

and air traffic from Japan. CBP will continue to evaluate the potential risks b

radiation contamination on inbound travelers and cargo and will adjust n

and response protocols, in coordination with its interagency partners eeopmenL

warrant.

The Japanese government has formally asked for U.S. c responding to

nuclear power plant cooling issues triggered by an eq n tsunami on March

11. The NRC has eleven staff on the ground part of the USAID team.

The NRC is coordinating its actions /h deral agencies as part of the U.S.

government response. The NRC's lers Operations Center was activated at

the beginning of the event and b monitoring the situation on a 24-hour basis

ever since.

' The NRC is al way king to learn information that can be applied to U.S. reactors

and we will e information that comes from this incident.

The NC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases from

an and to predict their path.

U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including

earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive

seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.
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The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be

designed to take into account the most severe naiural phenomena historically reported

for the site and surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margin for error to account

for the limitations on historical data. In other words, U.S. nuclear power plants are

designed to be safe based on historical data to predict the area's maximum credible

earthquake.
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OPA

TALKING POINTS

JAPAN NUCLEAR SITUATION

As of 3/16/2011 1:45 p.m. EDT

Based on calculations performed by NRC e ow believe that it is

appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

Our recommendation is based on NRIdai(es for public safety that would be used

in the United. States under similar cX/Inces.
4

The NRC continues to bel

design of the Japan e

prevent radiati at nf

VbAed on all available information, that the type and

X, combined with how events have unfolded, will

levels from reaching U.S. territory.

4

*The J1

nucle'

pa e oe, ernment has formally asked for U.S. assistance in responding to

r ptvWplant cooling issues triggered by an earthquake and tsunami on March

e'NRC has eleven staff on the ground in Japan as part of the USAID team.

*1 fbhe NRC is coordinating its actions with other federal agencies as part of the U.S.

government response. The NRC's headquarters Operations Center was activated at

the beginning of the event and has been monitoring the situation on a 24-hour basis

ever since.
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" The NRC is always looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S. reactors

and we will analyze the information that comes from this incident.

" The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases from

Japan and to predict their path.

Given the results of the monitoring and distance between Japan and Hawaii, Al. /

U.S. Pacific Territories and the U.S. West Coast, the NRC expects the U.S.%

AVOID any harmful levels of radioactivity.

" U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmen cluding

earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of eas, extensive

seismic activity are designed for safety in the event o disaster.

The NRC requires that safety-significant .•-ns, and components be

designed to take into account the most S vephenomena historically reported

for the site and surrounding area. e en adds a margin for error to account

for the historical data's limited •ua In other words, U.S. nuclear power plants

are designed to be safe b ¢ihircal data to predict the area's maximum

credible earthquake.
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OPA

TALKING POINTS

JAPAN NUCLEAR SITUATION

As of 3/15/2011 8:30 A.M. EDT

The NRC continues to believe that the type and " -"he Japanese reactors,

combined with how events have unfolded, J ýý radiation at harmful levels

from reaching U.S. territory. /

The NRC believes the Japanes resNsp to the reactor situations and the protective

actions they are taking are mpk e to how we would respond. We advise

Americans in Japan to 'Uthe guidance of Japanese officials..

The Japanese

nuclear p•g

11. Tlhe: C
o$¢ri%)C Pc

erpnt has formally asked for U.S. assistance in responding to

tooling issues triggered by an earthquake and tsunami on March

two staff on the ground in Japan as part of the USAID team and 10

rsonnel are enroutc.

1he NRC is coordinating its actions with other federal agencies as part of the U.S.

h, government response. The NRC's headquarters Operations Center is activated and

monitoring the situation on a 24-hour basis.
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" The NRC is always looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S. reactors

and we will analyze the information that comes from this incident

" The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases from

Japan and to predict their path.

* Given the results of the monitoring and distance between Japan and Hawaii, Alaska,

U.S. Pacific Territories and the U.S. West Coast, the NRC expects the U.S. to

AVOID any harmful levels of radioactivity.

" U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental haz ing

earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of are rove

seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of sI4Lh n disaster.

The NRC requires that safety-significant structims, and components be

designed to take into account the most sev pheomena historically reported

for the site and surrounding area. The tIhp e ds a margin for error to account

for the historical data's limited accu e ther words, U.S. nuclear power plants

are designed to be safe based on, data to predict the area's maxmum

credible earthquake.
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OPA

TALKING POINTS
/

mm
4Zr

JAPAN NUCLEAR SITUATION

As of 3/14/2011 3 P.M. EST

In a White House briefing this morning, Chairman Jaczko e and design of the

Japanese reactors and the way events have unfolded isi radiation at

haxmful levels will not reach the U.S.

Jaczko also said today that we believe

comparable to ones we would use heA

guidance of Japanese officials.

We steps the Japanese are taking are

we advise Americans in Japan to follow the

4
According to

applied to the

from this inci

Ahe NRC is always looking to learn information that can be

we will certainly be looking at the information that comes

government has formally asked for assistance from the United States as it

u to respond to nuclear power plant cooling issues triggered by an earthquake and

ýni on March 11. The NRC is assembling a team to send over in response to the requestI
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The NRC already has two experts in boiling-water reactors (BWR) in Tokyo offering

technical assistance. They are part of a USAID team.

The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases from Japan

and to predict their path. All the available information indicates weather conditions have

taken the small releases from the Fukushima reactors out to sea away from the population.

Given the results of the monitoring and distance between Japan and Hawaii, Alaska, the U

Territories and the U.S. West Coast, the NRC does NOT expect the U.S. to experience•,

harmful levels of radioactivity.

Nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, inclu g quakes. Even

those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic ae3•",t" designed for

safety in the event of such a natural disaster.

The NRC requires that safety-signiyicant structures, s omponents be designed to

take into account the most severe natural phenom• histc'ally reported for the site and

surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margi , r to account for the historical data's

limited accuracy. In other words, U.S. nu/1 o er plants are designed to be safe based on

historical data from the area's maxim cIr le earthquake.

The NRC is coordinating its • with other federal agencies as part of the U.S. government

response. The NRC's hel Operations Center is activated and monitoring the situation

on a 24-hour basis.,
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March 14, 2011

Talking Points
"or Internal Ue tOy

RESPONSE TO RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCIES INVOLVING NUCLEAR POWER#/
PLANTS IN THE U.S.

" in the event of an incident or explosion occurring at a nuclear power plant in t the
Department of Homeland Security would bring to bear the expertise and •s of
agencies across the Federal government. These roles are outlined in th n- Response
Framework, a guide to how the nation conducts all-hazards respons ee smallest
incident to the largest catastrophe. The NRF makes clear the rols a/ onsibilities of
federal agencies under all domestic incidents, so that all othec-M. of the nation's
emergency management team understand how the federal r po e would be coordinated. It
applies to both Stafford Act and non-Stafford Act events on the NRF, click here:
htti)://www.fema.gcov/odf/--emergency/-nrf/NRF FAQý

" Under this scenario, several agencies would ? oles in technical and operational
needs. For instance:

o The Nuclear Regulatory Commissio Would coordinate incidents at, or caused by,
a facility thaf is licensed by the o der agreement with the NRC, such as
commercial nuclear power pV'

o The Environmental Protec•,A.ency EPA would coordinate the Federal envirornental
response to mci•ents• • the release of nuclear/radioactive materials that occur in
the inland zone and l•,r 'oastal zones.

" FEMA would stand r upport the federal response efforts in any way needed, as
permitted under orities. We would leverage all of the resources our agency brings to
bear, includingb o rtise in disaster response and recovery coordination, help with staffing,
and other ne~d in support of the federal response and the impacted states and local
commu&"/

" h isters, strike, the first responders are local emergency and public works personnel,
_er=_rs, humanitarian organizations, and numerous private interest groups who provide
r !ency assistance required to protect the public's health and safety and to meet immediate

human needs.

While the NRC has a key role in working with many of the nation's nuclear power plants meet
regulatory requirements for emergency planning and preparedness for onsite nuclear power
plant activities, FEMA has a key role in working with states and local communities wLth
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emergency planning and preparedness for offsite radiological activities - meaning for the
residents and communities beyond the physical boundaries of the power plant.

FEMA established the Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program to provide state and local
communities the support and resources they need to ensure the health and safety of citizens
living around commercial nuclear power plants would be adequately protected in the event of a
nuclear power plant accident; and inform and educate the public about radiological emergency
prepared ness.

" As part of this effort, FEMA works closely with state, local and tribal communities to e ure
they have adequate emergency plans in place to protect public health and safety,
these plans can be used by emergency response personnel and include sufficien e "r s and
equipment during an emergency, and provided emergency preparedness traini ate and
local officials as needed. Under this program, FEMA also evaluates the alý, ntification
system for nuclear power plants, including outdoor warning sirens and • systems.

" FEMA cooperates closely with the NRC in these efforts and pro *desJings from these
evaluations to the NRC. ( ,

" As we do with all hazards, FEMA is focused on making -s r blic is aware of the various
risks in their communities and providing preparedn • d ety information about the
potential impact of a nuclear or radiological thre Fa 1ls that live near or around nuclear
power plants should become informed about o ps they can take to protect themselves
in the event of a nuclear explosion by conta in, eir local Office of Emergency Management,
referring to information in the local teteph ectory and publications received about
emergency preparedness. Individua j -•4 ilies can also visit
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Talking Points Provided by DHS - NATIONAL JIC
2:54pm, March 16, 2011

IF ASKED about any questions about harmful radiation headed towards the US: NRC
Chairman Jaczko continues to say the following: "You just aren't going to have any
radiological material that, by the time it traveled those large distances, could present any
risk to the American public."

Topline Points
* The United States is continuing to do everything in its power to help Japan and AI$B

citizens who were there at the time of these tragic events.

" USAID is coordinating the overall U.S. government efforts in support of •se
government's response and are currently directing individuals to www for
information about response donations.

" The President is being kept up to date and is constantly bein his national
security staff. The National Security staff in the White Ho i coordinating a large
interagency response with experts meeting around the• clo o onitor the latest
information coming out of Japan.

" We have offered our Japanese friends includes s response experts, search and
rescue teams, technical advisers with nucl ex e and logistical support from the
United States military.

" In response to the deteriorating sit he Fukhima Nuclear Power Plant, the
United States Nuclear Regulator•i. sion (NRC), the Department of Energy and
other technical experts in the . 2,o(Jernment have reviewed the scientific and technical
information they have co m. assets in country, as well as what the Government
of Japan has dissernmat . istent with the NRC guidelines that would apply to such
asituation in the U s, we are recommending, as a precaution, that American
citizens who live 4 0 miles (80 kilometers) of the Fulushima Nuclear Power Plant
evacuate the take shelter indoors if safe evacuation is not practical.

' We wantt• erscore that there are numerous factors in the aftermath of the earthquake
and T ingzfi•including ,*eather, wind direction and speed, and the nature of the reactor
pro/.tat affect the risk of radioactive contamination within this 50 mile radius or the

Q ili of lower-level radioactive materials reaching greater distances.

spoarrt our citizens there, the Embassy is working around the clock, we have our
c ar services available 24 hours a day to determine the whereabouts and well-being
of all U.S. citizens in Japan. U.S. citizens in need of emergency assistance should send an
e-mail to JapanEmergencyUSCrstate.gov with detailed information about their location
and contact information, and monitor the U.S. Department of State website at
travel. state.gov.
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As I said earlier, we have offered our Japanese friends disaster response experts, search and
rescue teams, technical advisers with nuclear expertise and logistical support from the United
States military.

* Secretary Chu announced that DOE offered and Japan accepted an Aerial Measuring
System capability, including detectors and analytical equipment used to provide
assessments of contamination on the ground. In total, the DOE team includes 34 people.

" USAID set up a Response Management Team in DC and sent a Disaster Assistanc
Response Team to Tokyo, which includes people with nuclear expertise from the
Departments of Energy and Health and Human Services as well the Nuclear
Commission (NRC). The NRC members are experts in boiling water nucl c s
and are available to assist their Japanese counterparts.

" Two Urban Search and Rescue Teams (LA County and Fairfax C 'wis) which
total 144 members plus 12 search and rescue canines and up to 4 ec tons of rescue
equipment have begun searching for survivors.

The Department of Defense has the USS Reagane coast of Japan and is
currently using an air facility in Misawa as a forw ti g base.

" The American Red Cross (ARC) International r'is team is supporting the Japanese
Red Cross Society (JRCS) to assess the a"dt mine response efforts, and assist the
people of Japan.

" USAID is hosting a daily conferenc •Ith Congressional staff, including
participation from DoD, DoS,N. and HHS. The U.S. officials will continue fo
provide a brief overview of ea ,geincy's efforts in the response to Japan and respond to
questions from the Con taff regarding humanitarian assistance, military
assistance, and the nuc lan I situation.

" Currently nearly military members are supporting the disaster relief efforts.
There are 8s uding the aircraft carrier USS Ronald Reagan, transport aircraft and
more than 1{)(0 _jfry helos are being repositioned to northern Japan to support the
"efforts. ~

" 4  ilitary has flown reconnaissance flights and provided the Japanese government
tages of the areas affected by the earthquake and tsunami. Search and rescue

and missions along the coast continue, relief operations including delivery of food,
er and other relief supplies also continue.

'Yokota Air Base is serving as a humanitarian relief operations staging area and Misawa
Air Base is serving as both a logistical hub for humanitarian relief and rescue workers as
well as an operating base for U.S., Japanese and other international helos and aircraft.

Here at a home, the government is doing a number of things as well.
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* The US Government will be studying every aspect of the Japanese disaster and the
Japanese government's response, with the goal of learning as much as possible from that
review.

* As the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has said, we do not expect to see radiation at
harmful levels reaching the U.S. from damaged Japanese nuclear power plants. As part of
the federal government's continuing effort to make our activities and science transparent
and available to the public, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) will contime •
keep all RadNet data available in the current online database. In addition, EPA p1
work with its federal partners to deploy additional monitoring capabilities to f "
western U.S. and U.S. territories.

As always, EPA is utilizing this existing nationwide radiation monitcli ,
RadNet, which continuously monitors the nation's air and regular il,-s drinking
water, milk and precipitation for environmental radiation. The "lenline searchable
database contains historical data of environmental radiation n data from all fifty
states and U.S. territories.

The FDA and USDA continues to ensure all our ood remains safe as they do
everyday

If there were to be a nuclear accident her epared to respond and FEMA and the
Department of Homeland Security exe c'thse preparedness plans with the rest of the
government and state and local offici . Release of radioactive materials can be
accidental or intentional and we 1! . ed plan to respond regardless of the cause.
The Nuclear/Radiological Incident- x. to the National Response Framework outlines
which department or agenic /dhive the lead for the Fedetal response depending on
the source and type ofr, r example, the Nuclear R egulatory Commission (NRC)
would coordinate a re to a release at nuclear power facilities licensed by the NRC.
The Department o •would coordinate a response to a release involving nuclear
weapons in DO, . The Department of Homeland Security would coordinate a
response to Nte attack using improvised nuclear devices or radiological dispersal
devices.
Giv rh ge of potential causes, from an earthquake to a terrorist attack, the plan

po the flexibility and agility we need to respond aggressively and effectively. In

n, state and local officials and nuclear facilities have detailed emergency plans that
\)• e specific protective actions, evacuation routes, and methods to alert the public of

ions to take in the event of an emergency. There is a robust and active nuclear power
N plant accident exercise program that includes Federal, State, and local involvement to test

plans and keep them current, and just last year we conducted such an exercise. Federal
protective action guides are used at all nuclear power plants and are widely accepted and
used in planning and exercises, and we will continue our efforts to plan and prepare for
the safety and security of the American people.
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Questions and Answers for OPA:
March 15, 2011; 8:50 pm

1. Can this happen here?

The events that have occurred in Japan are the result of a combination of highly unlikely
natural disasters. These include the fifth largest earthquake in recorded history and the
resulting devastating tsunami. It is highly unlikely that a similar event could occur in the
United States.

2. I live near a nuclear power plant similar to the ones having trouble in J
can we now be confident that this plant won't experience a similar prj

U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental haz E ing
earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located o ids leas with
extensive seismic activity are designed for safety in the evenn tb atural disaster.
The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, syster~va np t be
designed to take into account the most severe natural a histoncally reported
for the site and surrounding area. The NRC is confid robust design of these
plants makes it highly unlikely that a similar even.c d r in the United States.

3. Has this crisis changed your opinion ab ouft1t fety of U.S. nuclear power
plants?

No. The NRC remains confident the sign of U.S. nuclear power plants ensures
the continued protection of publ i" .•llnd safety and the environment

4. With all this happenin n'tq the NRC continue to approve new nuclear power
plants? q -
It is premature t s late what, if any, effect the events in Japan will have on the
licensing of lear power plants.

5. What dis..t doing in response to the situation in Japan?

T /C has taken a number of actions:
(lbi! ince the beginning of the event, the NRC has continuously manned its

Operations Center in Rockville, MD in order to gather and examine all available
information as part of the effort to analyze the event and understand its
implications both for Japan and the United States.

b. A team of 11 officials from the NRC with expertise in boiling water nuclear
reactors have deployed to Japan as part of a U.S. International Agency for
International Development (USAID) team.
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c. The NRC has spoken with its counterpart agency in Japan, offering the
assistance of U.S. technical experts.

d. The NRC is coordinating its actions with other Federal agencies as part of the
U.S. government response.

6. What other U.S. agencies are involved, and what are they doing?

The entire federal family is responding to this event The NRC is closely coordinating its
efforts with the White House, DOE, DOD, USAID, and others. The U.S. govemmeis/
providing whatever support requested by the Japanese government.

7. What else can go wrong? " '
The NRC is continuously monitoring the developments at the nuclde plants in
Japan. Circumstances are constantly evolving and it would be ir .e to
speculate on how this situation might develop over the comi d

B. What is the worst-case scenario? ,

In a nuclear emergency, the most important action t' ure the core is covered with
water to provide cooling to remove any heat fr 1el rods. Without adequate
cooling, the fuel rods will melt Should the Inalj/ inment structure fail, radiation from
these melting fuel rods would be release, atmosphere and additional protective
measures may be necessary dependi ors such as prevailing wind pattems.

9. The United States has tr op - n and has sent ships to help the relief effort -
are they in danger from t n?

The NRC is not the a o ederal agency to answer this question. DOD is better
suited to provide i orm on regarding its personnel.

10. Is there a d radiation making it to the United States?

In resp _,/ se/ uclear emergencies, the NRC works with other U.S. agencies to
m or 'dioactive releases and predict their path. The NRC continues to monitor

I ion regarding wind patterns near the Japanese nuclear power plants.
§e eless, given the thousands of miles between the two countries, Hawaii,

'ska, the U.S. Territories and the U.S. West Coast are not expected to experience
,any harmful levels of radioactivity.

11. Is the U.S. government tracking the radiation released from the Japanese plants?
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Yes, a number of U.S. agencies are involved in monitoring and assessing radiation
including EPA, DOE, and NRC. The best source of additional information is the
Environmental Protection Agency.

12. Has the government set up radiation monitoring stations to track the release?

The NRC understands that EPA is utilizing its existing nationwide radiation monitoring
system, RadNet, to monitor continuously the nation's air and regularly monitors drinking
water, milk and precipitation for environmental radiation. EPA has publicly stated it 0/
agreement with the NRC's assessment that we do not expect to see radiation at
levels reaching the U.S. from damaged Japanese nuclear power plants. Nev e s
EPA has stated that it plans to work with its federal partners to deploy additio
monitoring capabilities to parts of the western U.S. and U.S.territories.

13.The radiation "plume" seems to be going out to sea - what is n r of it
reaching Alaska? Hawaii? The west coast?

See response to Question 10.

14.1 live in the Western United States - should I be ssium iodide (KI)?

At this time, the NRC does not believe that p cti easures are necessary in the
United States. We do not expect any U.S it a;erritories to experience harmful
levels of radioactivity. In the unlikely evetrtha• circumstances change, U.S. residents
should listen to the protective action d- ? f their states and counties. These
protective action decisions could ir e ions such as sheltering, evacuation, or
taking.potassium iodide. The NRQ . vide technical assistance to the states should
they request it.

I 5..Are there other prot m msures I should be taking?

At this time, the es not believe that protective measures are necessary in the
United State-. o not expect any U.S. states or territories to experience harmful
levels of rada. In the unlikely event that circumstances change, U.S. residents
should lf$ir tode protective action decisions of their states and counties. These
pro cve a~oion decisions could include actions such as sheltering, evacuation, or
ta in otassiurm iodide. The NRC will provide technical assistance to the states should

re uest it. United States citizens in Japan are encouraged to follow the protective
ures recommended by the Japanese government. These measures appear to be

onsistent with steps the United States would take.

16. What are the risks to my children?

See response to Question 15.
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17. My family has planned a vacation to Hawaii/Alaska/Seattle next week - is it safe to
go, or should we cancel our plans?

The NRC does not expect that residents of the United States or its territories are at any
risk of exposure to harmful levels of radiation resulting from the events in Japan. Any
changes to travel are a personal decision. The NRC is unaware of any travel restri o
within the United States or its territories.

18. What are the short-term and long-term effects of exposure to radiation?

The NRC does not expect that residents of the United States or itt tre at any
risk of exposure to harmful levels of radiation resulting from the ents apan.

On a daily basis, people are exposed to naturally occurrin f radiation, such as
from the sun or medical X-rays. The resulting effects pa ent on the strength and
type of radiation as well as the duration of exposure.

19. 1 am traveling to Asia (not Japan). Should Idj y travel plans to avoid flying
through plume or being contaminated qce • . ground?
The NRC is not the responsible federa to advise U.S. citizens on foreign travel
restrictions. That responsibility be l fq a Department of State.

20. What is the official agen prt radiation numbers and what is the public
contact? 

P

NRC regulations r uirclear power plants to report any radiation doses detected at
the plant that d armful to the public. This would include doses that are
generated b nt or by an external source. During an event in the U.S., it is the
state's resp gibi to provide protective action decisions for public health and safety.
For thisi de he Japanese are responsible for reporting the public dose;
ne *the e'ss, should radiation doses be detected within the U.S., it would still be the

responsibility to provide protective action decisions for public health and safety.

many plants are located in seismic areas?

S Although we often think of the US as having 'active' and "non-active" earthquake zones,
earthquakes can actually happen almost anywhere. Seismologists typically separate the
US into low, moderate, and high seismicity zones. The NRC requires that every plant be
designed for site-specific ground motions that are appropriate for their location. In

4V
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addition, the NRC has specified a minimum ground shaking level to which the plants
must be designed.

22. Where would I get IOSAT Potassium Iodide If my city should experience fallout
from the Japanese nuclear disaster? Is this the right precaution or is there
anything else that can be done to protect myself?

We do not expect any U.S. states or territories to experience harmful levels of
radioactivity. As such, we do not believe that there is any need for residents of the
United States to take potassium iodide. U.S. residents should listen to the proeU'bj
action decisions by their states and counties. If necessary, protective action d(
could include actions such as sheltering, evacuating, or taking potassium io

Additional information regarding the use of potassium iodide can be f C's
webpage at the following link:
httD://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/emero-prepa rednesslabout-emerr q-
Dreparednesslpotassium-iodide-use. html

Since Potassium Iodide is classified as a drug. Additi ation is on the Food and
Drug Administration's web site. www.fda.qov

23. My loved one is overseas, how do I find out -h are ok?

We are directing public inquiries with t tconcem for loved ones overseas to the
State Department. Consular Service ,t 47-7004.
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Questions and Answers for Chairman Jaczko

March 11.2011 Japan Earthquake/Tsunami Aftermath
As of 11.30 a.m. 3/15/2011

1. What is the NRC doing about the emergencies at the nuclear power plants in Japan? Are you
sending staff over there?

Public Answer- We are closely following events in Japan, working with other agencies of the federt
government and have been in direct contact with our counterparts in that country. We have s
11 staff to Tokyo in response to the Japanese government's request for assistance. Two of
staff members, knowledgeable about boiling water reactors, are already in Japan partici ting- f%
USAID team.

Additional technical, non-public information:
We are taking the knowledge that the staff has about the design of the US nu and we are
applying this knowledge to the Japan situation. For example, this includ ul ons of severe accident
mitigation that have been performed. Tony Ulses and Jim Trapp are in- our earn led by Chuck
Casto enroute from various locations.

2. What's going to happen following the hydrogen expl o•e eryone's seen from the video
footage? Nv

Public Answer The NRC is aware of the Japanese~ tB stabilize conditions at the affected reactors,
and those actions are in line with what would b qcn'e the United States. The N RC continues to
monitor information on the status of the re ct• *e reactor vessel and the containment structure-
all three areas are important to controllin 0.Aituation and protecting the public.

Additional technical, non-public inff

The explosions affected the s5 r• containment buildings for Units I and 3 of the reactor plant. The
primary containment was u rfby the explosion. This does expose the spent fuel pools to
atmosphere but should - the integrity of the spent fuel pool. With the integrity of the Secondary
Containment breached i m re essential to maintain Primary Containment intact.

To provide ad iiopal*potection to Primary Containment, US reactors of the containment type similar to
Fukushima d4installed a hardened vent line from primary containment directly to the vent stack. A
hardene :p~r-Vides a release path which would prevent an overpressurization of containment as
exper . nd Fukushima Unit One. Venting from the hardened vent is typically a manual operation that
is • t= Ithe Emergency Operating Procedures as a last resort to protect the containment from
fail u•-- s vent path can be directly from the upper containment or from the torus (the preferred vent
p/ath d to scrubbing effect of the torus water).

t
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3. What should be done to protect people in Alaska, Hawaii and the West Coast from radioactive
fallout?

Public Answer: The NRC continues to believe that the type and design of the Japanese reactors,
Combined with how events have unfolded, will prevent radiation at harmful levels from reaching U.S.
territory.

Additional technical, non-public information: NRC is working with DHS, EPA and other federal partners to
ensure monitoring equipment for confirmatory readings is properly positioned, based on meteorological
and other relevant information.

Questions and Answers developed by Rob Taylor

4. Can this happen here i.e. an earthquake that significantly damages a nuclear power Are
the Japanese plants similar to U.S. plants?

Public Answer. All U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental • cluding
earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located in areas with low mdm erate seismic
activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The i s that safety-
significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into=• I~ven very rare and
extreme seismic and tsunami events. I()

The Japanese facilities are similar in design to several US faciliti

Additional technical, non-public information: 's7)
Currently operating reactors were designed using a "d ieisti or 'maximum credible earthquake"
approach. Seismic hazard for the new plants is dete4l jsing a much more robust probabilistic
seismic hazard assessment approach that explicitly a es uncertainty and very rare events, as
described in RG1.208. The NRC requires thata a emargin beyond the design basis ground shaking
levels is assured. The NRC further enhances S_ ,isafety for beyond-design-basis events throUgh the
use of a defense-in-depth approach..

In addition, the NRC periodically r a eismic risk at operating reactors when information may
have changed. Over the last few ye the NRC has undertaken a program called Generic Issue 199,
which is focused on assessi h rd or plants in the central and eastern US using the latest techniques
(developed in part durin g •• estem U.S. plants) and determining the possible risk implications
of any increase in the a ground shaking levels. This program will help us assure that the plants
are safe under excetio ire and extreme ground motions that represent beyond-design-basis

events.

5. What o0 u.S. plants do in this situation?

Pu b1l ler: The NRC requires plant designs to include multiple and diverse safety systems, and
plants st test their emergency preparedness capabilities on a regular basis. Plant operators are very

.ca ble of responding to significant events. In addition, N RC regulations require plants to have plans in
ptace that would allow them to mitigate even 'worst case scenarios".

Since 9/11, we have implemented requirements for licensees to have additional response capabilities for
extreme situations.
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Additional technical, non-public information:
U.S. nuclear plants have procedures in place to address a variety of accident scenarios, including
abnormal operating procedures, emergency operating procedures, severe accident management
guidelines and emergency plans. Additionally, the NRC activates ilncident Response centers in
Headquarters and individual Regions as necessary for the event to provide technical monitoring and
support.

The NRC is capable of providing access to many external agencies (i.e., FEMA, Homeland Security,
Military, etc.) to provide any additional help that individual plant sites may need. Additionally, the NRC
has access to real-time plant information through the ERDS System for each site in the US and can
monitor the status anytime.

6. Are U.S. power plants designed to withstand tsunamis?

Public Answer: Yes. Plants are built to withstand a variety of environmental hazards. plants that
might face a threat from tsunami are required to withstand large waves and the ri tl4nd minimum
wave heights at the intake structure (which varies by plant.)

Additional, technical, non-public information:
Tsunami have been considered in the design of US nuclear plants blication of Regulatory
Guide 1.59 in 1977, although the approaches that were used for • the existing plants varied
significantly. Nuclear plants are designed to withstand floodi nly tsunami, but also hurricane
and storm surge; therefore there is often significant margin ain ts nami flooding. However, it should
be noted that Japanese experience has shown that dra o~iN.. be a significant problem. Drawdown
was not generally analyzed in the past
Currently the US NRC has a tsunami research hat is focused on developing.modem hazard

assessment techniques and additional guidac•,iff h cooperation with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration and the Unit tes.-Geological Survey. This has already lead to several
technical reports and an update to Nb8d0. The NOAA and USGS contractors are also assisting
with NRO reviews of tsunami h z'egulatory guide on tsunami hazard assessment is currently
planned in the office of research, gh it is not expected to be available in draft form until 2012.

7. What happens whe t "melts down"?

Public Answer: In Z• ns ear power plants in the United States are designed to be safe. To prevent the
release of radi, ctdive6aterial, there are multiple barriers between the radioactive material and the
environmen uding the fuel cladding, the heavy steel reactor vessel itself and the containment
building, y eavily reinforced structure of concrete and steel several feet thick.

Ad ~i nical, non-public information:
Th •'core may melt through the bottom of the vessel and flow onto the concrete containment floor.

he cor may melt through the containment liner and release radioactive material to the environment.
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8. Why is KI administered during nuclear emergencies?

Public Answer: KI - potassium iodide - is one of the protective measures that might be taken in a
radiological emergency in this country. A KI tablet will saturate the thyroid with non radioactive iodine
prevent the absorption of radioactive iodine that could be part of the radioactive material mix of
radionuclides in a release. KI does not prevent exposure from these other radionuclides.

Additional, technical non-public information.
There are a range of protective measures that we use ... the most effective is evacuea . o
government officials are responsible for determining the best means to protect their s another
means for protection but evacuation and sheltering are the primary means tha i[i•gý

9. Was there any damage to U.S. reactors from either the earthqu r et tsunami?

Public Answer No 
tu#

Additional, technical non-public information: Diablo Canyo d 2 were the only US plants to
declare any type of an emergency classification. The site e e n "unusual event" based on a tsunami
warning from the State, NOAA, NWS, Coast Guard or em patcher following the Japanese
earthquake. They have since exited the "unusual e~de aration, based on a downgrade to a tsunami
advisory.

10. Has this incident changed the NRC 'ption about earthquake risk?

Public Answer: There has been in 9 the NRC's perception of earthquake hazard (i.e. ground
shaking levels) for US nuclear la/n is prudent, the NRC will certainly be looking closely at this
incident and 'the effects on &4r•panese nuclear power plant in the future to see if any changes are
necessary to NRC reg "

Additional, techniq.a(,°,- lic information.
We expect that th}e ould be lessons learned, etc. It appears that the sites did not have any critical
damage dueo.the ear•hquake from the fact that the emergency diesel generators initially responded to
provide p r\he site. The tsunami and consequential site flooding was responsible for the complete
loss of o the site, including the diesel generators which resulted in a Station Blackout.

; 11," iincident affect new reactor licensing?

ublic Answer: It is not appropriate to hypothesize on such a future scenario at this point

Additional, technical non-public information:
This event could potentially call into question the NRC's seismic requirements which could require the
staff to re-evaluate the staff's approval of the AP1 000 and ESBWR design and certifications.
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12. What magnitude earthquake are US plants designed to?

Public Answer: Each plant is designed to a ground-shaking level that is appropriate for its location, ,
the possible earthquake sources that may affect the site and its tectonic environment. Ground sha4l
a function of both the magnitude of and earthquake and the distance from the fault plane to the^'
probabilistic approaches currently used by the NRC account for a large number of different t

e

,,/X'N
Additional, technical non-public information:
In the past, "deterministic" or "scenario based" analyses were used to determine gro g (seismil
hazard) levels. Now a probabilistic method is used that accounts for all possible s coming frot
all possible sources (including background seismicity) and the likelihood that ea p cular hypothetica
earthquake occurs.

13. How many US reactors are located in active earthquake z which reactors)?

Public Answer: Although we often think of the US as havin "non-active" earthquake zones,
earthquakes can actually happen almost anywhere. Seismpa stypically separate the US into low,
moderate, and high seismicity zones. The NRC requi at ry plant is designed for site-specific
ground motions that are appropriate for their locati Au papition, the NRC has specified a minimum
ground shaking level to which the plants must 6\6 e

Additional, technical non-public informati rN idoaonal.

14. How many reactors are aionc areas that could be affected by a tsunami (and which
ones)?

Public Answer: Many pla D ted in coastal areas that could theoretically be affected by tsunami.
Two plants, Diablo Ca /n an Onofre, are on the Pacific Coast, which is known to have tsunami
hazard. There aregtso, nts on the Gulf Coast, South Texas and Crystal River. There are many
plants on the Atlan c~oast or on rivers that may be affected by a tidal bore. These include St. Lucie,
Turkey Poin AUnswi•k, Oyster Creek, Millstone, Pilgrim, Seabrook, Calvert Cliffs, Salem/Hope Creek,
and Su u mi on the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts occur, but are very rare. Generally the flooding
anticip ed fr hurricane storm surge exceeds the flooding expected from a tsunami for plants on the
Atlan If Coast.

Addi , al, technical non-public information: None

C

m
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15. How many U.S. plants have designs similar to the affected Japanese reactors (and which
ones)?

Public answer: Thirty-five of the 104 operating nuclear power plants in the U.S. are boiling water reactors
(BWRs), as are the reactors at Fukushima. Twenty-three of the U.S. BWRs have the same Mark I
containment as the Fukushima reactors.

Four of the U.S. BWRs are early designs which are similar to Fukushima Unit 1.

Nineteen U.S. BWRs are similar to Fukushima Unit 3.

Additional Information,• 'e

Fukushima Unit I is a BWR-3 with a Mark 1 containment similar to Oyster Creek, Nine Mile P
and Dresden Units 2 and 3.

Fukushima Unit 3 is a BWR-4 with a Mark 1 containment and a Reactor Core lsolatiorI CIC)
system. The remaining 31 U.S. BWRs use a Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCl .nstead of an
isolation condenser. Nineteen of those 31 reactors have a Mark 1 containment, hil mainder are
more recent designs.

16. What resources are the Japanese asking for?

The Japanese have formally requested equipment needed to cool fuel. This includes such
things as pumps, fire hoses, portable generators, and diesel fuel. C is coordinating with General
Electric, which has plant design specifications, to ensure a nNprovided will be capable of
meeting the needs of the Japanese.

17. What should the American public know about Ie( ident in Japan?

The events unfolding in Japan are the result of cataspic series of natural disasters. These include
the fifth largest earthquake in recorded histor esulting devastating tsunami. Despite these
unique circumstances, the Japanese appea 4 av :aken reasonable actions to mitigate the event and
protect the surrounding population. Since / 'beginning of the event, the NRC has continuously manned
its Operations Center in Rockville, MD ro to gather and examine all available information as part of
the effort to analyze the event and• a its implications both for Japan and the United'States.

18. What could you say ab . e ngers to the American public from our nuclear plants?

As the events in Japan to unfold, the NRC is focused on supporting the Japanese government
and people in bringing t is to closure in the safest manner possible. The NRC remains convinced
that U.S. nublear poe< are designed and operated in a manner that protects public health and
safety. The time willdbme, after this crisis is behind us, to evaluate what, if any, changes are needed at
U.S. nuclear i;; •r plants. We will assess all the available information and, as we have done with
previous n..ra sasters, such as the 2007 earthquake in the Sea of Japan and the 2004 tsunami in the
Indian 0 an, valt ate whether enhancements to U.S. nuclear power plants are warranted.

19. lpens next in Japan? How long will it take to assess the damage to the reactors?

T 6cu nt focus is ensuring that adequate cooling of the reactor fuel at each of the affected Japanese
4eactors is established and maintained. In the days, weeks, and months that follow, there will be
adequate time to assess the damage and determine next steps.
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20. Compare this incident to the Three Mile Island. What are the similarities?

The events at Three Mile Island in 1979 were the result of an equipment malfunction that resulted in the
loss of cooling water to the reactor fuel. Subsequent operator actions compounded the malfunction
ultimately resulting in the partial core meltdown. While details are still developing, the events in Japan
appear to be the result of an earthquake and subsequent tsunami that knocked out electrical power to
emergency safety systems designed to cool the reactor fuel. In both events the final safety barrier, the
containment building, contained the majority of the radioactivity preventing its release to the environment.

21. Why did the seawater fail to cool the reactor?

Based on information available to the NRC, it appears that the seawater has been effective at provi
some cooling for the reactor. While it appears that some fuel damage has occurred, there will b
of time once this crisis is resolved to determine the effectiveness of the measures taken in res n /to
this event

22. If Chemobyl was a 7 and Three Mile Island was a 5, when does this event m e 4
level?

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) rates nuclear events in accordarw* its International
Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES). IAEA has assigned the even tnri/J an INES rating of
4, *Accident with Local Consequences." This rating is subject to change: plt nfold and additional
information becomes available. INES classifies nuclear accidents bas on diological effects on
people and the environment and the status of barriers to the releas •ab n. IAEA determinations
regarding the INES rating of events are made independently.

Three Mile Island was assigned an INES rating of 5, "Accid • •er Consequences," due to the
* severed damage to the reactor core.

23. Are any Americans in danger - armed force in Tokyo?

the NRC, in consultation with the White House§p, U.,. Embassy, has advised United States citizens in
Japan to follow the protective measures recq•'e" by the Japanese government. These measures
appear to be consistent with steps the Un, Stalt's would take. The Department of Defense has
personnel trained in radiation protectiv% ea, 4 res and is responsible for providing guidance to U.S.
armed forces. Inquiries regarding in Japan should be directed to the State DepartmenL
Consular Services at 202-647-700&/

/N-%
24. What is the worst cas io for the plant?

In a nuclear emergenc t e o important action is ensure the core is covered with water to provide
cooling to remove Eknip m the fuel rods. Without adequate cooling, the fuel rods will melt. Should
the final containme cture fail, radiation from these melting fuel rods would be released to the
atmosphere a , dit nal protective measures may be necessary, depending on factors such as
prevailing wi ttems.

25. Asti, s on, does the chance for a meltdown increase?

Not rily. Each passing hour the fuel rods will become cooler. If adequate cooling can be
establi Jed and maintained, the risk of a meltdown will be mitigated.

26. Is our battery backup power less effective than the Japanese?

No. US regulations do not specify the length of time that you need to have the batteries operate
following a loss of offsite power (most sites plan to have battery backup capability for 8 hours).
Instead, the amount of time is dependent on the site recovery strategy and is based on
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providing sufficient capacity to assure that the core is cooled and containment integrity and
other vital functions are maintained in the event of postulated accidents.

27. Are we providing additional KI to the Japanese?

We have not been asked to provide KI.

28. What are US plants required to have for backup power? More than what the
Japanese reactors did?

US plants need to meet 10 CFR 50 Appendix A criterion 17. Reactor units must have 2
independent power supplies. All US (except Oconee) plants have diesels and battery b
systems. Most of the US plants with diesels have two diesels per unit and those that
one dedicated diesel have a swing diesel available. The regulations do not specify/ g of
time that you need to have the diesels and batteries operate following a loss of o / er
(most sites plan to run the diesels for multiple days and have battery backup or 8
hours). Instead the amount of time is dependent on the site recovery stra / S based on
providing sufficient capacity to assure that the core is cooled and en egrity and
other vital functions are maintained in the event of postulated accide V

ff[Japanese regulations to foflow from OIP.)) ell

29. Some in the media and in Hill briefings are g tg that Mark 1 containment is
flawed. What are the concerns about th yp containment? Are the US plants
with this safe?

BWR Mark I containments have relatively s a v mes in comparison with PWR
containments. This makes the BWR Mar - ment relatively more susceptible to
containment failure given a core melt .d9evere enough to (1) fail the reactor vessel and also
(2) severe enough so that the core / el aches the containment boundary. On the positive
side, BWRs have more ways of ter to the core than PWRs. This includes 2 water
injection sources which do not,-- AC electric power. These systems include Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling (RCIC) atig• aessure coolant injection (HPCI).

The NRC considers , h Mark I containment designs to be safe.

30. Any quic hit about how the Southeast Reactors performed during Katrina?
What rnrge did the flood water do? Any power loss?

The rea •pormed as designed. W.aterford was the most impacted while River Bend also
experi cadeome effects.

a V3 (near New Orleans, LA) did not have damage to any safety equipment during, or
/hortlfter Katrina. They shut down on August 28, 2005, in advance of the hurricane strike.

The flooding did affect local infrastructure, including communications and power distribution.
However, the plant successfully used their emergency diesel generators to furnish plant power.
Access was maintained to the plant throughout the event. On September 9, 2005, after a
comprehensive review by FEMA and the NRC, the plant was authorized to restart.
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River Bend Station (30 miles north of Baton Rouge, LA) did not experience damage to any
safety relate equipment and only minimal damage to emergency planning equipment (one siren)
during and after Hurricane Katrina. The station reduced power to 70 percent core thermal
power on August 28, 2005, due to reduced electrical grid loads. Access was maintained to the
plant throughout the event. On September 2, 2005, the plant returned to 100% power.

Also, in 1992 the eye of Hurricane Andrew, a category 5 hurricane, passed directly over the
Turkey Point nuclear plant. The plant was shut down prior to the hurricane making landfall and
an assessment of the plant following the hurricane demonstrated that the plant sustained v
little damage and all of the safety equipment was intact. (Most of the damage was too tht
security fences being blown down).

31. With NRC moving to design certification, at what point is seismic ca a ested
- during design or modified to be site-specific? If in design, whao•
seismic event must these be built to withstand?

The regulations related to seismic requirements are contained in ID CF , pendix A
critenon 2. ,

During design certification, vendors propose a seismic desig p iof a ground motion
spectrum for their nuclear facility. This spectrum is called a rdesign response spectrum
and is developed so that the proposed nuclear facility c s,•at most locations in the
central and eastern United States. The vendors sho h s design ground motion is suitable
for a variety of different subsurface conditions such as ock, deep soil, or shallow soil over
rock. Combined License and Early Site Permits Ii n are required to develop a site
specific ground motion response spectrum th tes to account all of the earthquakes in the
region surrounding their site as well as the lo geologic conditions. Applicants estimate
the ground motion from these p stulatedq q es to develop seismic hazard curves. These
seismic hazard curves are then used toMte• e a site specific ground motion response
spectrum that has a maximum n liu od of lx104 of being exceeded. This can be
thought of as a ground motion w., 1000 year return period. This site specific ground motion
response spectrum is then co• •the standard design response spectrum for the
proposed design. If the sta r da esign ground motion spectrum envelopes the site specific
ground motion spectrum ethe site is considered to be suitable for the proposed design. If
the standard design s;, s not completely envelope the site specific ground motion
spectrum, then the p cant must do further detailed structural analysis to show that the
design capacity js'd•ýd,1-. Margin beyond the standard design and site specific ground
motions musta s4e demonstrated before fuel loading can begin.
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I A Introduction I
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Nuclear Power Facility Construdi -ck Record
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Figure 2.7-1 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
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A Severe Accident involves Core Degradation

Core melting I dell
have occurred in
Fukushima Daiichi Unit

At this stage,

Safety Objectives:

Minimize and control
radioactivity release to
the environment, by

-maintaining integrity of
containment boundary

-retaining coolable
configuration of corium
inside the reactor pressure
vessel (lower head)
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0 NRC NEWS
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 301/415-S200
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

E-mail: ona.resource;6)nrc.eov Site: www.nrc.Rov
BIon: httn-//nuhlie-hlnv nrr-pateavvnv

No. 11-050

i

Mat

NRC PROVIDES PROTECTIVE ACTION RECOMME]
BASED ON U.S. GUIDELINES I

Is

Under the guidelines for public safety that would be i
similar circumstances, the NRC believes it is appropriate for
the Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

*ted States under
s within 50 miles of

Among other things, in the United States proti .ons recommendations are
implemented when projected doses could exceed 1re e body or 5 rem to the thyroid. A
rem is a measure of radiation dose. The average• riycais exposed to approximately 620
millirems, or 0.62 rem, of radiation each year n al and manmade sources.

In making protective action reco ions, the NRC takes into account'a variety of
factors that include weather, wind d' 1! speed, and the status of the problem at the
reactors.

Attached are the resu two sets of computer calculations used to support the NRC
recommendations.

In response ar emergencies, the NRC works with other U.S. agencies to monitor
radioactive release d dredict their path. All the available information continues to indicate
Hawaii, Alask eD. Territories and the U.S. West Coast are not expected to experience any
harmful •IsIf radioactivity.

s releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
.nrc.wov/ ublic-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE

In. - notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRCs website.
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C'O Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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No. 11-050 Marc

NRC PROVIDES PROTECTIVE ACTION RECOMMEND
BASED ON U.S. GUIDELINES

Under the guidelines for public safety that would be used in under
similar circumstances, the NRC believes it is appropriate for U.S i ,within 50 miles of
the Fukushima reactors to evacuate. . ,)

Among other things, in the United States proteec recommendations are
implemented when projected doses could exceed 1 re c&o ody or 5 rem to the thyroid. A
rem is a measure of radiation dose. The average _ c exposed to approximately 620
millirems, or 0.62 rem, of radiation each year n rat and manmade sources.

In making protective action reco f dati ns, the NRC takes into account a variety of
factors that include weather, wind di"e •t peed, and the status of the problem at the
reactors.

Attached are the resu of computer calculations used to support the NRC
recommendations.

In response t ar mergencies, the NRC works with other U.S. agencies to monitor
radioactive releas a "d ict their path. All the available information continues to indicate
Hawaii, Alas erritories and the U.S. West Coast are not expected to experience anyharmfu /l l s,•% a io activity.harmful lI• •

releases are available through a free Iistserv subscription at the following Web address:

.nrc.aov/ ublic-involveAistserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.
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15 March 2010 02:51am (EDT), NRC Operations Center, Protective Measures Team

This data is based on system Condition estimates for a hypothetical, single reactor site, 2350
MWt, Boiling Water Reactor. Model results are projections only and may not be representative
of an actual release. This projection uses modeled forecast meteorological conditions and is
subject to change.

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - Close-In

Dist from release 
0

miles 0.5 1. 1.5 2. 3. 5. 7. 10.
(kilometers) (0.8) (1.61) (2.41) (3.22) (4.B3) (8.05) (11.27) (16.09

Total EDE 5.4E+03 2.0E+03 1.2E+03 8.2E+02 4.BE+02 2.4E+D2 1.6E+02 9
Thyroid CDE 2.8E+04 1. 1E+04 6.2E+03 4.3E+03 2.5E+03 1.3E+03 8.4E+02
Inhalation CEDE 3.7E+03 1.4E+03 8.0E+02 5.6E+02 3.3E+02 1,7E+02 1.1E+02'
Cloudshine 1.9E+01 9.3E+00 5.8E+00 4.1E+00 2.5E+00 1.4E+00 9.71
4-day Groundshine 1.7E+03 6.5E+02 3.8E+02 2.6E+02 1.5E+02 7.3E+01 46 1+01 1.8E+01
Inter Phase 1st Yr 2.4E+04 9.4E+03 5.4E+03 3.8E+03 2.2E+03 1 E+03 6. .9E+02
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 1.1E+04 4.4E+03 2.6E+03 1.BE+03 1.0E+03 9 _.t.2- 1.8E+02

Notes:
* Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined. /
* Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
* Intermediate-Phase EPA PAGe: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 /\

• indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = Inhalation CEDE + Cloudshine + 4-Day Grou ineV"/

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - To 5

Dist from release
miles Is 20 3 40 so
(kilometers) (24.1) (32 i •'48.3) (64.4) (80.5)

Total EDE 8.6E+01 . 3.7E+01 1.BE+01 8.IE+00
Thyroid CDE Y13,E+- -7E+a .3-E+02 -. 9E+01 2.3E+01
Inhalation CEDE 3.9E+04' 3.1E+01 1.3E+01 4.4E+00 1.3E+00
Cloudshine 4 .8E-01 1.7E-01 7.4E-02 2.7E-02
4-day Groundshine 3.2E+01 2.4E+01 1.3E+01 6.7E+00
Inter Phase 1st Yr 2 4.8E+02 3.BE+02 2.2E+02 1.3E+02
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 3. + 2.3E+02 1.BE+02 1.1E+02 6.9E+01

Notes:
* Doses exc g PkAs are underlined.
* Early-Ph AGs: TEDE - I rem. Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
Interm e se PAGe: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year -0.5 rem

ir, ir• t~values less than 1 mrem
: Ti all lues - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
&- CEDE Inhalation + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

*ute Bone = Bone Inhalation + Cloudshine + Period Groundshine
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16 March 2010 12:24pm (EDT), NRC Operations Center, Protective Measures Team

This data is based on system condition estimates for a hypothetical, four reactor site. Model
results are projections only and may not be representative of an actual release. This projection
uses modeled forecast meteorological conditions and is subject to change.

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - Close-In

Dist from release
miles
(kilometers)

Total EDE
Thyroid CDE
Inhalation CEDE
Cloudshine
4-day Groundshine
Inter Phase 1st Yr
Inter Phase 2nd Yr

./
0.5 1. 1.5 2. 3. 5. 7. 10.
(0.8) (1.61) (2.41) (3.22) (4.83) (8.05) (11,27) (16.09)

5.4E+03
2.9E+04
3.8E+03
2.2E+0-1
I.SE+03
2.6E+s04
1.3E+04

1.5E+03 6.7E+02
7.9E+03 3.6E+03
1.0E+03 4.8E+02
8.OE+00 3.9E+00
4.1 E+02 1.9E+02
7.OE+03 3.2E+03
3.5E+03. 1.6E+03

3.9E+02
2.1 E-'03
2.812+02
2.3E+00
1.1E+02
1 .9E+03
9.2E+02

1.8E+02 7.5E+01
9.6E+02 4.0E+02
1.3E+02 5.4E+01
S.E-01 2.6E-01
5.OE+01 2.1E+01
8.5E+02 3.SE+02
4.2E+02 1.BE+02

4.OE+01
2. 1E+02
2.9E+01
2.1E-01
1. 1 E±011

1

Notes:
" Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
" Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem. Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
* Intermediate-Phase EPA PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

- indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
, Total EDE = Inhalation CEDE + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshi/'

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - To 50

Dist from release
miles 15 20 INC
(kilometers) (24.1) (32 2

40
(64.4)

+01 1.0E+01
+01 4.9E+01
+-00 7.6E+00

Total EDE
Thyroid CDE
Inhalation CEDE

1.1E
5.2E-
77E

50
(80.5)

9.9E+00
4.8E+01
7.3E+00
6.6E-02
2.5E+00
4.3E+01
2.1E+01

Cloudshine 1.2E-01 X'9.7E-02 7.3E-02 7.0E-(
4-day Groundshine 4. `%A.4E+00 2.8E+O0 2.6E+
Inter Phase 1st Yr 6.0E+01 4.7E+01 4.5E+
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 1 3.OE+01 2.3E+01 2.2E+

Notes:
" Doses exceading .AVS underlined.
" Early-Phas AG T"DE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
" Intermed -Phas 'PAGs: 1st year- 2 rem, 2nd year -0.5 rem
• - ind• •lsueS less than 1 mrem
STo v lu - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
" T • CEDE Inhalation + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

To Bone = Bone Inhalation + Cloudshine + Period Groundshine

T E'-Total Effective Dose Equivalent
- Committed Dose Equivalent

/CEDE - Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
PAGs - Protective Action Guidelines
EPA - Environmental Protection Agency

02
00
01
01
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NRC NEW:S
U.S..NUCLEAR REGULATW CO.•SSION

* O~~ffice of Public Affairs V~e1o 31435-8200
Washington, D.C. 2T,53-00381 "

,. E-mail: oparesourcefa.nrc.eov Site: www.nrc.gov
Blog: http://public-bloz.nrc-gateway.Roy

No. 11-049 Marl

NRC ANALYSIS CONTINUES TO SUPPORT JAPAN'S PROTEC TIONS

NRC analysts overnight continued their review of radiation data re~da ldthe damaged
Japanese nuclear reactors. The analysts continue to conclude the ste end by Japanese
authorities parallel those the United States would suggest in a siil tuan.

The Japanese authorities Monday recommended evao " 20 kilometers around the
affected reactors and said that persons out to 30 kiiometerAir"d elter in place.

Those recommendations parallel the protec Ivti the United States would suggest
should dose limits reach I rem to the entire bod ay 5 im for the thyroid, an organ particularly
susceptible to radiation uptake. The currently rXNL Odpanese radiation measurements are well
below these guidelines.

A rem is a measure of radiation eThe average American is exposed to approximatelyA ren i a easure ofrdt0S
620 millirems, or 0.62 rem, of ra T h year from natural and manmade sources.

News releases , through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:

http://www.nrc.gov/Dublipvol elstserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notificaltio,4re sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.
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~NRC NEWS
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Office ofPublic Affaiirs -. T..epoione: 301/415-8200

co Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

E-mail: opa.resource(enrc.gov Site: www.nrc.gov
Blog: htt'/ipubtie-bloit.nire-Lateway.go2v

No. l1-048R Marlo:

REVISED: NRC SENDS ADDITIONAL EXPERTS TO ASSIST J

The NRC has sent nine additional experts to Tokyo to provide assi r uested by the
Japanese government. Acting as part of a U.S. Agency for International D• oe' ent assistance
team, the NRC has dispatched the experts to Tokyo to provide assistan a sted by the
Japanese government. astbh

The first members of the team left the United States M Q~ ing and were due to arrive
in Tokyo Wednesday afternoon. The team includes addition experts, intemational affairs
professional staffers, and a senior manager from one of our operating regions.

The team members come from the NRC's ,,l/qua s in Rockville, Md., and from offices
in King of Prussia, Pa., Chattanooga, Tenn., an The team has been instructed to: conduct
all activities needed to understand the status f safely shut down the Japanese reactors;
better understand the potential impact a the environment of any radioactivity releases;
if asked, provide technical advice and u• ugh the U.S. ambassador for the Japanese
government's decision making proc ss; ý-addw on NRC-headquarters expertise for any other
additional technical requiremen • will be in communication with the Japanese regulator,
the U.S. Embassy, NRC headq an other govenmment stakeholders as appropriate.

The team is led b A. Casto, deputy regional administrator of the NRC's Center of
Construction Inspectip in NRC's office in Atlanta. Casto has worked in the commercial
nuclear power inditpsattree different nuclear power plants, including Browns Ferry, which has
three boiling wat<re ,ad s, operated by the Tennessee Valley Authority in Alabama. He has also
worked as a • nsyreactor operator and operator instructor. Casto will provide a single point of
contact fo•MS. Ambassador in Japan on nuclear reactor issues.

o reactor experts sent Saturday to Japan will participate as members of this assistance

Note To Editors: Revision reflects an additional team member, there are now a total of 11
/NRC staffers on the assistance team.

News releases are available through a free listerv subscription at the following Web address:

http/Iwww.nrc.gov/tublic-involveistserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.
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p
No. 11-047

JAPANESE GOVERNMENT ASKS FOR ASSISTANCE WITH RI
U.S. GOVERNMENT AND NRC PREPARING RES

Marcl

I
VENTS;

The Japanese government has formally asked for as
continues to respond to nuclear power plant cooling issues
tsunami on March 11. As part of a larger U.S. government:
possible replies to the request, which includes providingA

t'LUnited States as it
n earthquake and
NRC is considering

Included in a U.S. Agency for International eyve ent (USAID) team dispatched
earlier to Japan to assist with the disaster are two .ir-water reactor (BWR) experts from the
NRC. They are currently in Tokyo offering tec istance. USAID is the federal
government agency primarily responsible f o ing help to countries recovering from a
disaster.

The NRC has been monito .g I41anese reactor events via its Headquarters
Operations Center in Rockville: 24-hour-a-day basis.

The NRC will no en on hour-to-hour developments at the Japanese reactors. This
is an ongoing crisis for ese who have primary responsibility.

N eases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
w & i-involvelistserver.htm. The NRC homepage at www.nr.ogov also offers a SUBSCRIBE

link,_-Vl n~ifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.
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No. 11-046 Ma

NRC SEES NO RADIATION AT HARMFU LEVELS REACI
FROM DAMAGED JAPANESE NUCLEAR POWER PLA

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is coordinating with p
other federal agencies in providing whatever assistance the Jap e g
respond to conditions at several nuclear power plant sites fol. 'i' Iarcl
tsunami. The NRC has sent two boiling-water reactor exp an as part
for International Development team.

I
I

nent of Energy and
ent requests as they
h 11 earthquake and
of a U.S. Agency

In response to nuclear emergencies, the l' woldwith other U.S. agencies to monitor
radioactive releases and predict their path. All tvavable information indicates weather
conditions have taken the small releases fro t N• shima reactors out to sea away from the
population. Given the thousands of miles ee eetwo countries, Hawaii, Alaska, the U.S.
Territories and the U.S. West Coast arn e ted to experience any harmful levels of
radioactivity.

During a nuclear even• has requirements to protect populations around reactors.
For instance, the U.S. evac iio'ttandard at 10 miles is roughly equivalent to the 20-kilometer
distance recommended •ne instances in Japan. The United States also uses sheltering in
place and potassi protective measures also available in Japan.

The NR wi comment on hour-to-hour developments at the Japanese reactors. This
is an ongo for the Japanese who have primary responsibility.

ews releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http. www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE

link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.
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No. 11-045 March

NRC EXPERTS DEPLOY TO JAPAN AS PART OF U.S. GOVERNME NSE

Two officials from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission with boilingIntemaprimarily
water nuclear reactors have deployed to Japan as part of a U.S. Internati A ncy for
International Development (USAID) team. USAID is the federal gov/ qmen cy primarily
responsible for providing assistance to countries recovering from tsas•• ninistering.

"We have some of the most expert people in this fi world working for the NRC
and we stand ready to assist in any way possible," said egory Jaczko.

The NRC has stood up its Maryland-based • dq rs Operations Center since the
beginning of the emergency in Japan, and is op itg n a 24-hour basis.

The NRC will not provide informa on e status of that country's nuclear power
plants. Check the NRC web site or blo th-ro est information on NRC actions. Other sources
of information include: N1/ -

USAID - www.usaid.
U.S. Dept. of State -- V state.-ov
FEMA -- www. ov
White Houseitehouse.ov
Nuclear Ene• I-fo ute -- www.nei.org
Interna.••.ul. c Energy Agency - www.iaea.org/press/

Fo ckgr6ohnd information on generic operations at a boiling-water reactor, including an
animat r c, visit the NRC's website at www.nrc.gov.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.govypublic-involve/istserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.eov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscnrbers when news releases are posted to NRCs website.
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No. 11-044 Mac

NRC IN COMMUNICATION WITH JAPANESE REGULA

Officials at Nuclear Regulatory Commission headquarters in Rockled., have
spoken with the agency's counterpart in Japan, offering the assistanc f1chnical experts.
Should the Japanese want to make use of this expertise, NRC s w, ensive background
in boiling-water reactors are available to assist ongoing effortsm,

The NRC is coordinating its actions with other F o agcies as part of the U.S.
government response. The NRC is examining all avail le' nation as part of the effort to
analyze the event and understand its implications b . 24I an and the United States. The
NRC's headquarters Operations Center is operatgon 2.-hour basis.

U.S. nuclear power plants are built d environmental hazards, including

earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those e located outside of areas with extensive
seismic activity are designed for safe t 0event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires
that safety-significant structures, s an' u~d components be designed to take into account the
most severe natural phenomen , 'o yl estimated for the site and surrounding area.

For background i ati on generic operations at a boiling-water reactor, including an
animated graphic, visi s website at www.nrc.gov.

N eases are available through a free listserv subscription at.the following Web address:
h o/.*/Dublic-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.pov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
itifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.
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No. 11-043 March I

NRC CONTINUES TO TRACK EARTHQUAKE AND TSUNAMISS

Senior officials at U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission headquarters le, Md.,
are following events related to the Japanese earthquake and subsequent tsddition, the
agency's regional office in Arlington, Texas, will continue to monitor the ab Canyon Power
Plant's handling of a notice of unusual event (NOUE) at the site, n eg ' Obispo, Calif.,
for the duration of the event.

"We offer our condolences to all those in Japan ese tragedies," said NRC

Chairman Gregory Jaczko. "The NRC is ready to provi assistance we can to our
Japanese counterparts, should there be a specific requ tr closely coordinating with other
federal agencies."

Friday's tsunami warning, issued after ted 8.9 magnitude earthquake occurred
off the eastern Japanese coast, prompted P-ra'ic i and Electric Co. (PG&E), operator of the
Diablo Canyon two-reactor plant, to dec autionary NOUB at 4:23 a.m. EST Friday.
PG&E has reported both reactors a ed online throughout the event While PG&E has
reported only minor tsunamni-relat -e ithe plant is well-protected against tsunami
conditions as required by NR( l'i~ s. NRC staff at the plant are keeping track of the
plant's response during theryyftd remain in close contact with plant operators.

Nuclear powe9 LQ Y built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes
and tsunamis. Even is ts that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity
are designed fo 'it e event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires that safety-
significant stru:s, systems, and components be designed to take into account the most severe
natural p omenahistorically reported for the site and surrounding area.

S"dition to the Diablo Canyon plant, the NRC is following events at the San Onofre
nu 1 er plant, the Humboldt Bay spent fuel storage site and NRC-regulated nuclear
pftNRIs sites in Hawaii and Alaska to name a few. Personnel at all those sites have informed
/theNC conditions remain safe.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.pov/public-involve/listserver.htmi. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.eov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's Web site.
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No. 11-042

NRC MONITORS NOTICE OF UNUSUAL EVENT AT
DIABLO CANYON POWER PLANT, TSUNAMI ISSUES

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, through its regional o•
is monitoring a notice of unusual event (NOUE) at the Diablo Canyon Ie
San Luis Obispo, Calif. Senior NRC officials are working at the ageys v
headquarters to coordinate NRC activities with respect to the JapF VR qUak
subsequent tsunami. -

Marc

I

Sngton, Tex.,
ant, located near
ille, Md.,
:e and

I

"The NRC is closely monitoring this situation as i with respect to nuclear
facilities within the United States. NRC staff is work* with its resident inspectors who
are on site to ensure safe operations," said NRC Chai egory Jaczko.

Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (PG&E), ato of the Diablo Canyon two-reactor plant,
declared a precautionary NOUE Unusual en .\ 3 a.m. EST today after receiving a tsunami
warning from the West California E n agement Agency. The tsunami warning was
generated after an estimated 8.9 ma g e°• quake occurred off the eastern Japanese coast.

The licensee reported I Canyon plant is stable and both units remain on line.
The plant is well protected a tsunami conditions as required by NRC regulations. The NRC
has staff at the plant kee " tra of the plant's response.

Nuclear po Fr are built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes
and tsunamis. Eye os plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity
are designed fo".ie the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires that safety-

signicfn tes, systems, and components be designed to take into account the most severe
natural t ena historically reported for the site and surrounding area.

In.Idition to the Diablo Canyon plant, the NRC is also monitoring the San Onofre
ower plant, the Humboldt Bay spent fuel storage site and NRC-regulated nuclear

m irs sites in Hawaii and Alaska to name a few. Site personnel have informed the NRC they
are prepared for possible tsunami effects.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.oov/public-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.zov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's Web site.
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 18,2011)4 .
Status of TEPCO's Facilites and its services after Tshoku-Talheayou-eld Eawthquake (ee of 10:00AM)

Due to the Tohoku-TaLheiyou-Oki Earthquake which occurred on March l1th
2011L. TBPM-s facilities including ou nuclear power stations have been
severely damaged. We deeply apologies for the anxiety and inconvenience
caused.

Below is the status of TEPCO's major facilities.
*new items are underlined

[Nuclear Powse Statione
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Powrt Station:

=nite 1 to 3s shutdown due to earthquake6(units 4 to 6: outage due to regular inspection)

The national government has instructed to evacuate for those local
residents within 20)m radius of the site periphery and to remain indoors
for those local residents bet-eon 201k and 30km radius of the site

periphetr.

* Unit 3
The explosive sound and white smtoke was confirmed near unit 1 wh
quake occurred at 3:36pm, March 12th. We have started injection o a
water at 8:20 pV and then boric acid into the reactor afterwards

* Unit 2

it 1:23 pm, March 14th, since the Reactor Core Isolation C ing tem
ha fai It wee determined that a specific incident ated
article lb. clause 1 of Act on Special Mease resC
Emergency Preparedness occurred (failure of reactsor n).
At 5:17 pm. while the water level in the reactor t o h
fuel rod. we have restarted the water injection9  ve operation.
At approximately 6:14 an, March l1th, the - s confirmed
near the suppression chamber end the press hatter
decreased afterwards. It was determined 1ta possibility that

something happened in the euppression ItSsea wa"ter injection
to the reactor continued, T-CO ewpl t.an A)r z from other companies
not in charge of injection work e tat e evacuation to a Date
location.
Sea water injection to th c 1 er operation.

* Unit 3
At 6:50 am, March 14th. statr ectlon to the reactor was under
operation, the pressure /t reactor containment vessel increased to 530
kha. An a result, at 7! a a determined that a specific incident
stipulated in articl wue occurred (abnormal increase of the
pressure of react t vessel) . Afterwards. the pressure has
gradually decress (as o : am. 490 S.a)

r apprxiea 1 a rch 14th. an explosion followed by white smoke
occurred ne z 3. employees and 3 workers from other companies
(all o ccos) have sustained injuries and they were already

dispat to tFe hospital by ambulances.

As tAirmraturm of water in the spent fuel pool rose. spraying water by
helizpt wth the support of the Self Defense Force was considered.

#Wz~ths k.rk on March 16th was cancelled.

Lt ijam. March 17th, the pressure of the Suppression Chamber temporally
% rea d. hut currently it is stable in a certain range. Monitoring will

Qinued.

orde to Cool spent fuel pool, *water dischazge by helicopters has been
ete on March 17th with the cooperation of Self-Defense Force.

At approximately past 7:00 pm, March 17th. Self-Defense Forces and the
police had started water discharge by water cannon trucks upon ovur request
for the cooperation. At B:09 pm, March 17th, they had finished water
discharge.

Unit 4

At approximately 6:00 am, March 15th. an explosive sound occurred and the
damage in the Sth floor roof of Unit 4 reactor building was confirmed. At
9:3s am, the fire near the north-west part of 4th floor of Unit 4 reactor
building was confirmed. At approximately 11:00 am, TEPeO employee confirmed
that the fire was off.

At approximately S:45 am. a TEPCO employee discovered a fire at the
northwest corner of the Nuclear Reactor building. T0CC imoediately
reported this incident to the fire department and the local government
and proceeded with the extinction of fire. At approximately 6:15 am,

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/I 1031802-e.html 3/18/2011
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TECO staff confirmed at the site that there are no signs of fire.

On March 10th, regarding the spent fuel in the common spent fuel pool,
we have confirmed that the water level of the pool is secured. A

detailed inspection is under Preparation.
* com • pent fuel ponol: a event fuel pool for commo use set in a

separgte building in a plant sits in order to preserve spent fuel
which are transferred from the spent fuel pool in each Unit building.

On March 17th," we patrolled buildings for dry rasks and found no signs
of abnormal situation for the casks by visual observation. A detailed
inspection is under preparation.
* dry cask: a measure to store spent fuel in a dry storage casks in

storages. Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station started to utilize
the measure from August 195.

* We will continuously endeavor to securing safety, and monitoring of the

surrounding environment.

fuhuahima Dsni Unclear Power Station,

Units 1 to 4: shutdown due to earthquake
The national governcmt has instructed evacuation for those local

residents within 10km radius of the periphery.

* In order to achieve cold shutdown, reactor cooling function was restored
and cooling of reactors was conducted. As a result, all reactors achieved
Cold shutdown: Unit 1 at 5:00 pmo. March 14th, Unit 2 at 6:00 pm. Mýrch
14th, unit 3 at 0:15 pm, March 12th, Unit 4 St 7:1S am, March 16th.

* Since March 12th, we had been preparing measures for reducing the pressure
of reactor containment vessels (partial discharge of air containing
radioactive materials to outside), but en March 17th. we released such

irear-ation in all Units.

- (Unit 2) •0
As it is confirmed that the teaperature of the Emergency Equipment Cooling
water System 12 has increased, at 3:20 pm, March 10th, we stopped the
Residual Heat Removal System (B) for the inspection. Subsequently, failure
was detected in the power supply facility associated with the pumps of the
emergency Equipment Cooling water System. At 4:23 pm. March 15th. after
replacing the power facility, the pumps and the Residual Heat Removal
System (B) have been reactivated.

* (Unit 4)
as it is confirmed that the pressure ac the Outlet of the pumps Of

zmergency Equipment Cooling water System
t
l has baee decreased, at

March 15th. we stopped the Residual Heat Removal System (5) for t

inspection. Subsequently, failure was detected in the power supply
facility associated with the pumps of the Emergency Equipment coon
water System. At 0:25 pm. March 15th, after replacing the t
facility, the pumps and the Residual Meat Reeoval System hive en
reactivated.

'1:emergency water system in which cooling water (pure lates
which exchanged the heat with sea water in order cgol hearing pumpa
and/or heat exchangers etc. /

zashiwazai Earivwa Nuclear Power nation.
Umits 1, 5, 6, 71 normal operation
(Units 2 to 4: outage due to regula i

[Termal Powe station)
Hirano Therýal Power Station Units a down due to earthquake
Hotachinaka Thermal Power Sti it own due to earthquake

Rashima Thermal Power Station . , : shutdown due to earthquake

Higashi-ohgism Theral Pwer On Unit 1: shutdown due to earthquake

[Hydro Power Station)
*All the stations hay 6-n/ stored.

ATessubieation CsAll sutbstatione earthquake have been restored.

(Slackout in TP . re, a rea)
Total of a 00 households are out of power (as of , .,
March 17, 20fli4
Tokyo 0 /

RaajPtef . :1:.Prcf-: .

a3re. 0
Pref :2,062Tswana• Pref- 0

Fret: 0 (east Of Fuji River)

upply and Demand Statue within TEPCO's Service Area to S•curs Stable
fsr supply)
Backup supply from Shinshinano Conversion Station: 600MW
Backup supply from Sakuma Conversion Station: 300MW
Backup supply from Higashi Shimisu Conversion Station: IOOW
Backup supply from Kitahon Interconnection Facility: 600MW

Considering the critical balance of our power supply capacity and expected
power demand forward, in order to avoid unexpected blackout. TEFCO has
implemented rolling blackout (planned blackout alternates from one area to
another) since yesterday. We will make our utmost to secure the stable
power supply as early as possible.
For customers who will be subject to rolling blackout. please he prepared

for the announced blackout periods. Also for customers who are not subject
to blackouts. TzPCO appreciates your continuous cooperation in reducing
electricity usage by avoiding using unnecessary lighting and electrical
equipment.

ww.tepco.cajp/enlprcss/corp-comlrelease/1 1031802-c.htlFJ 2340 ofIhtp://w
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jotbers)
Please do MOT touch cut-off electric wires.
In order to prevent fire, please make sure to switch off the electric
appliances such as hair drier and to shut down the breaker of distributioo
board when you leave your house.
For the customer who has in-house power generation. please secure fuel for
generator.

a D=cto ICg W48
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Puress Releases 4
Press Release (Mar 18,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daichi Nuclear Power Station (as of 2:00 PM Mar 18th)

*new items are underlined

11i C n•
4

* nE Wnb nsX.h4n l4.h Wn~e~r iear Un• titer54.d4n hn.A hA.. ehnt#~hd
1 6 unit of M•uku ma ..... h Nue r................... be

Unit 1 (Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and

were confirmed after the big quake occurred at 3:36PM Mar W
assumed to be hydrogen explosion.

- We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pre

as

Unit 2 (Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down and the level of rea

and the reactor pressure had increased because
Cooling System stopped. Measures were taken t4
the Reactor Containment Vessel and to inject A
while carefully confirming safety. The le* of
pressure of the Reactor resumed.

-At approximately 6:00AM on March 15,
emanating from nearby Pressure Suppiion ("ae
within this chamber decreased. o .

- We have been injecting sea water'to !e react

Re Jtor Core Isol
Vr te pressure wi
•wih into the Reas
; ctor coolant and

tormal noise began

sber and the pressure

or pressure vessel.

ion
in

or
he

Unit 3 (Shut down) 4 ) I' 1%
- Reactor has been shut down./R (r, the explosive sound and white smoke

were confirmed at 11:0 Mar V. It was assumed to be hydrogen
explosion.
At 8:30AM on March I ike steam was confirmed arising from the
reactor building.

- At approximately 5lSA~ o March 17th the pressure of the Suppression
Chamber has tep ril increased.

- We have been~, c sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 4 (ounge auto regular inspection)
- Reacto bean 'hut down. However, at approximately 6AM on March 15th.

We ha firmed the explosive sound and the sustained damage around the
St r ftop area of the Nuclear Reactor Building.

- 0 MarcI Sth and 16th, we respectively confirmed the outbreak of fire
he 4 h floor of the northwestern part of the Nuclear Reactor Building.

lately reported this matter to the fire department and the related
rities. TEPCO employees confirmed that each fire had already died

ao by itself.
this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside the

reactor containment vessel happened./

Unit 5 (outage due to regular inspection)
- Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of

ensure safety is maintained.
- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant

reactor containment vessel happened.

reactor coolant to

leakage inside the

Unit 6 (outage due to regular inspection)
- Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant to

ensure safety is maintained.

http//www.tcpco.co.jp/en/press/corp-commrelease/I 1031803-e.html 3/18/2011
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Press Releas (Mar 17.2011)
Match 17th (Thu): Group 4 (Original Schedule: 18:20 -22:003

-Blackout Period; Approximately 3 hours 118:20PM - 22:00PH)

-txpected HNuber of Customers, Approximately 2,310,000 custo-ers
-Applicable Region: Saitsa prof., xanagawa pref.. Tokyo,. Ya- ashi pref.,

GCura pref.,Tochigi pref

go.A
Kawaguchi oity, Soke city. Yashio city. Varabi city

No. -

Saitams cityUcrawa ward, Minusa ward, Sasura ward, Nishi ward, Octya ward,
Chus ward, tinami ward, KitA ward, Mudori ward), Toda city, Kawaguchi city.

loohars city, Atsugi city. zame city, Ssqe.ihara citydCh.u ward,
Minami verd, Hidori vard). Machide city, Aikawat town

No.D
Okegaws city, Kazo city, Kuki city, SBtte city, Ageo city, Miyas

Shiasoka town, Ina town, HSasuda city

No.z

Inagi city, Kunitachi city, .kiaihmi city, Himo city, a• /ity,
Tachikaoa city

Nokohasa citylT.uruini ward). Kawasaki cityllaivai war •t ward.
Nakehara ward)

Saitsms Citylkinuma ward, Nishi ward, niy ja rd, cite ward],
Fujimino city, Okegawa city, Sayasn city. Swnagi , Kounosu city.
Sakado city, Ages city, iiiz.y cty, s) it'. K a city, Yoch town,
Yokose town, Mirmano town, Nagato own ahoiqichibs village,
Chichibu city. Asaka city, Tsurugas i NHiashioatsuyama city,
Hidaka city, Ogose town, Moyac 0 j I city, Hanco city,
Tokigawa town, Nes.gawa tow, awa town, Kawajia town,
Htatoyama town, RanZan town, ty. o city

Koohu city, Kai city, K ty, Y nshi city, Ichikawafisato town,
ChuO city, Showe town i city, Minaniarupuso city

Ito.! ?s

Is"saki city. i eodo town, Oizsmw town, Oura town, Sanagaye city

i tdor, Kiu city, Ota city, Monjo city, Ashikaga city

ssit catyrawa ward, Hinami ward, iidori ward), Tods city, earabi city,

N.am tylUrawa ward, Oiya ward, Minami ward, Midori ward), Toda city.
w uchi city. Hatogays city, Carabi city, Aachi ward

Sa city, Hadans city. Yugawara city, Hakone town, Kaioei town,
Vaakita town, Matsuda town, Oi town, Nakai town, NinamLashigara city

Iwafune town, Tatebayashi city, Sane city, Ashikaga city, Tochigi city,
Chiyoda town, Itakura town, Meivw town, OQua town

*No. is based on each substation's coverage area.

-we will make maximum efforts to continue supplying electricity to the
railroad services and may not carry out the rolling blackout.
Newly applicable areas due to operationa icom substations. However, those
areas could be out of the target if the network systems change in. future.
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Press Release (Mar 17,2011) 4 ..
March 17th (Thu): Group I (Original Schedule: 18:60 .20:30).a c ...... (.. u): .r u ........ .......... ................. ............................ ....... . .. . ........................................... ..... ... ....

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (16:50PH - 20:30PM)
-Customers (planned): Approximately 2,890,000 customers
-Areas : Chiba pref., Tochigi pref., Saitama pref., Gunma pref. 4,O,

NoAKanagawa pref. ý
No.A

Kyonan Town, Kamogawa City, Tateynma City, Kimitsu City, •h•I1NA ty,
Sodegaura City, Chonan Town, Nagara Town, Minamiboso City ut City,
Mobara City, Kisarazu City

No.B
Sakura City, Otawara City, Nasukarasuy"ama City, City,
Nakagawa Town, easu Town, Yaita City

No.C
Saitama City (Nishi ward), Fujimino City, ayama City, Sakado City,
Shiki City, Tokorozawa City, Niiza Cit . awag City, Asaka City,
Miyoshi Town, Iruma City, Fujimi City, .

No.D
Yotsukaido City', Isumi City, S a Oamishirasato Town,
Ichihara City, Chiba City I anamigawa Ward, Wakeba Ward,
Chuo Ward, Niheme Ward, Midori0ea t Funabeshi City, Ichinomiya Town,
Chosei Village, Chonan Tow a'a Town, Shirako Town, Mutsuzawa town,
Togane city, Yachimata ae 'yo city, Mobara city

No. E
Minano Town, Ogano Wn, 'chibu City, Yorii Town, Nagatoro Town,
Kigashichichibu 1 e, Yokoze Town, Hanno City, Ogawa Town, Tokigawa Town,
Ranzan Town

No.F/
Yokosuka ItN ,Yohama City (Isogo Ward, Sakae Ward, Kanazawa Ward,

Ronen Waz.4{ fl Ka ura City, Chigasaki City, Hayama Town, Zushi City,
Fui -a/ ty

gak City, Funabashi City, Shiroi City

aki City (Saiwai Ward*, Kawasaki Ward*)

No.1
Midori City, Isesaki City, Kiryu City, Tamamura Town, Maebashi City

No.J
Aikawa Town, Kiyokawa Village, Ayase City, Isehara City, Ebina City,
Chigasaki City, Atsugi City, Samukawa Town, Zama City, Sagamihara City
( Chuo Ward, Minami Ward), Yamato City, Fujisawa City, Hiratsuka City

No.K
Shibukawa City, Maebashi City, Showa Village
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 17,2011)
Thursday, March 17: Group 3(Original Schedule 15:20 - 19:00)

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours'( 15:20 - 19:00
-Customers (planned): Approximately 2.9 million-Areas:Saitama pref, Tokyo Metropolitan, Chiba pref, Kanagawa pref

Tochigi pref, Yanmanashi pref, Gunma pref and/p ef
Shizuoka pref(limited area).

No.A
Fujimino City, Shiki City, Niiza City, Asaka City, Miyosh &o
Itabashi Ward, Fujimi City, Wako City, Nerima Ward

No.B
Inzai City, Shisui Town, Abiko City, Sakura City .),
Shibayama Town, Oamnishirosato Town, Narita Cit o City,
Yachimata City, Tomisato City

No. Cr
Miura City*l, Yokosuka City*l, Zushi Cit

No.D
Akiruno City, Hamura City, Akishi y, utama Town, Mizuho Town,
Hinode Town, Hinohara Village, O.m='0 F Hachiouji City,
Musashimurayama City, Fussa C' DsugT Village, Tabayama Village,
Iruma City, Moroyama Town, Ha t tyTokorozawa City

No.E
Utsunomiya City, Shioy T u Town, Shimotsuke City, Kaminokawa Town,
Kanuma City, Nishikata , Tochigi City, Nikko City

No.F tO)
Yokohama City (I W , Totsuka Ward, Kounan Ward, Kouhoku Ward,
Kanagawa War ard, Tsurumi Ward, Minami Ward, Hodogaya Ward),
Kawasaki Cit a•Jai Ward, Kawasaki Ward, Nakahara Ward)

No.G
Sait C (Urawa Ward, Iwatsuki Ward, Minuwm Ward, Nishi Ward,
.m'Wprd, Chuo Ward, Kita Ward, Midori Ward), Kasukabe City,

Mi'a ro Town, Sugito Town

0
ai ity, Kofu City, Nirasaki City, Hokuto City

Odawara City, Hadano City, Manazuru City, Yugawara Town, Matsuda Town,
Minamiashigara City, Atami City 12

No.J
Kokubunji City, Kunitachi City, Mitaka City, Koganei City, Kodaira City,
Akishima City, Nishitokyo City, Chofu City, Higashimurayama City,
Higashiyamato City, Fuchu City, Musashimurayama City, Musashino City,
Tachikawa City

No.K
Tatebayashi City, Ota City, Chiyoda Town, Oizumi Town, Oura Town,
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Mooka City, Ashikaga City

No.L
Saitama City (Urawa Ward, Hinuma Ward, Sakura Ward, Nishi Ward, Omiya Ward,
Chuo Ward, Minanmi Ward, Kita Ward, Midori Ward), Hanyu City, Okegawa City,
Toda City, Gyoda City, Konosu City, Ageo City, Ina Town, Kitamoto City,
Hasuda City, Warabi City

No.M
Yokosuka City, Kamakura City, Hayama Town, Miura City, Zushi City

No.N
Utsunomiya City, Iwafune Town, Mibu Town, Shimotsuke City, Kaminokawa Town,
Sano City, Kanuma City, Oyama City, Mooka City, Ashikaga City,
Tochigi City, Nikko City, Nishikata Town, Shioya Town

No.0
Isesaki City, Ku•agaya City, Gyoda City, Kamisato Town, Kamikawa Town,
Misato Town, Fukaya City, Ota City, Yorii Town, Higashimatsuyama City,
Namegawa Town, Yoshimi Town, Ogawa Town, Ranzan Town, Honjo City,
Oizuni Town

No. Ptt 0

Yokohama City (Sakae Ward, Totsuka Ward, Ronan Ward)

-Locations are divided into each blocks based on each substat on 4

coverage area.

*1 Newly applicable areas due to opeartions from substaitis. Heever,
those areas could be out of the target if the netwrs change in

future.
*2 Shizuoka prefecture including Atami City is not IIjeci

blackout, however, customers in Atami City wh el?
through inter-prefecture lines from the pre _r
blackout. /

o the rolling
supplied

have the rolling

We will make maximum efforts to continue
railroad services and may not carry outC

Lng electricity to the
Ling blackout.

DEUCTO NH U
T

%I

'4
•/i

-N

/IN
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Press Releases__

Press Release (Mar 17,2011)
Thursday, March 17: Group 5(Originsl Schedule 13:50 - 17:30)

-Blackout Period:Approximately 3 hours ( 13:50 - 17:30 rot
-Customers (planned):approximately 3.1 million
-Areas:Chiba pref., Yamanashi pref., Kanagawa pref., Gumnma pref.,

Saitama pref. Tochigi pref. and Tokyo Metropolitan

No.A
Misato City, Soka City, Yashio City /

No.3

Koshu City, Yamanashi City, Otauki City, T Ct n ak Village,Nishikatsurs Town, Oshino Village, Fujikawaguch rusawa Village,

Fujiyoshida City, Kosugevillage

No.C

Hiratsuka City, Oiso Town, Ninomiya Town chars ity, Chigasaki City,
Atsugi City, Hadano City, Ebina City, S Town

No.D
Otawara City, Utsunomiya City, Sak Cit (Tochigi pref.), Nikko City,
Yaita City, Nasushiobara City,<&a- 4 Town, Shioya Town

No.E' *

Annaka City, Shimonita Towa Ton, Nanmoku Village, Takasaki City,
Tamamura Town, Kanisato R ikawa Town, Misato Town, Fukaya City,
Kanna Town, Chichibu t ka City, Tomioka City, Honjo City

No. F
Koshigaya City a a Ward, Misato City, Kawaguchi City, Soka City,
Adachi Ward, 6Ya

No. G (A
*Yokoham (i a Ward, Tsuzuki Ward), Kawasaki City (Miyamae Ward,
Takatsu7 aI)

No.
I City, Kusatsu Town, Nakanojo Town, Naganohara Town,

/ Village, Takasaki City, Tamamura Town, Shibukawa City,
Q3 ashi City

eikawa Town, Uenohara City, Saganihara City (Chuo Ward, Minami Ward,
Midori Ward), Machida City, Doshi Village

NO.3

Utsunomiya City, Sakuta City (Tochigi pref.), Nasukarasuyama City,
Yaita City, Otawara City, Nakagawa Town, Ichikai Town, Motegi Town,
Kaminokawa Town, Shioya Town

No.K
Yokohama City (Isogo Ward, Sakae Ward, Totsuka Ward, Konan Ward,
Izumi Ward, Minami Ward), Kamakura City, Fujisawa City
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No.L
Abiko City, Kamagaya City, Matsudo City, Kashiwa City, Shiroi City,
Noda City, Nagareyama City

No.M
Kunagaya City, Gyoda City, Fukaya City, Honjo City

No.N
Hiratsuka City, Aikawa Town, Kiyokawa Village, Zama City, Isehara City,
Atsugi City, Hadano City, Ebina City

-Locations are divided into each blocks based on each substation's
coverage area.

We will make maximum efforts to continue supplying electricity to the
railroad services and may not carry out the rolling blackout.

RM PK1U 112I
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 17,2011)
Impact to TEPCO's Facilities due to Tohoku-Taihelyou-Okl Earthquake (as of 10:00AM)

Due to the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake which occurred on March 11
2011, TEPCO's facilities including our nuclear power stations have
severely damaged. We deeply apologies for the anxiety and inconveienc
caused.

Below is the status of TEPCO's major facilities.
*new items are underlined

IlNuclear Power Station)
Fukushima Daijchi Nuclear Power Station:

units 1 to 3: shutdown due to earthquake
(Units 4 to 6: outage due to regular ins

* The national government has instructed to eyI te or those local

residents within 20km radius of the site p pher d to remain indoors
for those local residents between 20km an 0kradius of the site
periphery.

*Unit \CI nea Uni
The explosive sound and white c firmed near Unit 1 when the big
quake occurred at 3:36pm, March '2tb% ave started injection of sea
water at 8:20 pm and then bor• aCd• •nto the reactor afterwards.

*unit 2
At 1:25 pm, March 14th, Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
has failed, it was det d t at a specific incident stipulated in
article 15, clause 1 cc ed (failure of reactor cooling function).
At 5:17 pm, while wate level in the reactor reached the top of the
fuel rod, we hav r ed the water injection with the valve operation.
At approximat 4 March 15th, the abnormal sound was confirmed
near the supesf er and the pressure inside the chamber
decreased- rwar s. It was determined that there is a possibility that
somthing•hap in the suppression chamber. while sea water injection
to the r4 t•or continued, TEPCO employees and workers from other companies
not *r'chaiýse of injection work started tentative evacuation to a safe
lo ion. V
SeIw er injection to the reactor is still under operation.

t5so am, March 14th, while water injection to the reactor was under
operation, the pressure in the reactor containment vessel increased to

"Z30 kPa. As a result, at 7:44 am, it was determined that a specific
incident stipulated in article 15, clause I occurred (abnormal increase
of the pressure of reactor containment vessel) . Afterwards, the pressure
has gradually decreased (as of 9:05 am, 490 kPa).

At approximately 11:01 am, March 14th, an explosion followed by white
smoke occurred near Unit 3. 4 TEPCO employees and 3 workers from other
companies (all of them are conscious) have sustained injuries and they
were already dispatchep to the hospital by ambulances.

As the temperature of water in the spent fuel pool rose, spraying water
by helicopters with the support of the Self Defense Force was considered,
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however the works on March 16th was cancelled.

At 6:15 am Today, March 17th, the.Dressure of the Suppression Chamber
temporally increased, but currently it is stable in a certain range.
Monitoring will be continued.
In order to cool spent fuel pool, water discharge by helicopters has
been conducted today on March 17th with the cooperation of Self-Defense
Force.

* Unit 4
At approximately 6:00 am, March 15th, an explosive sound occurred and the
damage in the 5th floor roof of Unit 4 reactor building was confirmed. At
9:38 am, the fire near the north-west part of 4th floor of Unit 4 reactor
building was confirmed. At approximately 11:00 am, TEPCO employee
confirmed that the fire was off.

At approximately 5:45 am, a TEPCO employee discovered a fire at the
northwest corner of the Nuclear Reactor Building. TEPCO immediately
reported this incident to the fire department and the local government and
proceeded with the-extinction of fire. At approximately 6:15 am, TEPCO
staff confirmed at the site that there are no signs of fire.

*We will continuously endeavor to securing safety, and monitoring of t
surrounding environment.

Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station:
Units 1 to 4: shutdown due to earthquake
The national government has instructed evacuation for th

residents within l0km radius of the periphery. r

* In order to achieve cold shutdown, reactor cooling s restored

and cooling of reactors was conducted. As a resu tors achieved
cold shutdown: Unit 1 at 5:00 pm, March 14th, Unit pm,
March 14th, Unit 3 at 0:15 pm, March 12th, Unit 5 am, March 16th.

* (Unit 1)
As it is confirmed that the temperature o Eme ency Equipment
Cooling Water System *1 has increased, at, 0 , March 15th, we stopped
the Residual Heat Removal System (B) f i pection. Subsequently,
failure was detected in the power supply, c,.ty associated with the
pumps of the Emergency Equipment Cok ~ Wer System. At 4:25 pm, March
15th, after replacing the power .461 1he pumIps and the Residual Heat
Removal System (B) have been _' Necr

* (onit 4)

As it is confirmed that ess•e at the outlet of the pumps of the
Emergency Equipment Coo n W System*l has been decreased, at 8:05 pm,
March 15th, we stopped esidual Heat Removal System (B) for the
inspection. Subsequ ti, alure was detected in the power supply
facility associat th th pumps of the Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water System. At-•wOI March 15th, after replacing the relevant
facility, the •nd the Residual Beat Removal System (B) have been
reactivated. (/WNN

:emerge4ýy.a system in which cooling water (pure water) circulates
which exch!&i ged the heat with sea water in order to cool down bearing
pu anOp r beat exchangers etc.

(Ui~~s ~,5, 6, 7: normal operation
5.s 2 to 4: outage due to regular inspection)

IVr al Power Station)
r Thermal Power Station Units 2 and 4: shutdown due to earthquake

Hitachinaka Thermal Power Station Unit I: shutdown due to earthquake

Kachima Thermal Power Station Units 2, 3, 5, 6: shutdown due to earthquake
Ohi Thermal Power Station Unit 2: shutdown due to earthquake
Oigashi-Ohgishim Thermml Power Station Unit 1: shutdown due to earthquake

(Hydro Power Station)
All the stations have been restored.

[Transmission System, etc.)
All substation failed due to the earthquake have been restored.
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[Blackout in TEPCO's Service Area]
Total of about 2,600 households are out of power (as of 10:00 today).
Tokyo: 0
Kanagawa Pref.: 0
Tochigi Pref.: 0
Chiba Pref.: D
Saitama Pref: 0
Gunma Pref.: 0
Ibaraki Pref:2,561
Yamanashi Pref: 0
Shizuoka Pref: 0 (east of Fuji River)

[Supply and Demand Status within TEPCO's Service Area to Secure Stable
Power Supply)
Backup supply from Shinshinano Conversion Station: 600MW
Backup supply from Sakuma Conversion Station: 300MW
Backup supply from Higashi Shimizu Conversion Station: 100MW
Backup supply from Kitahon Interconnection Facility: 600MW

Considering the critical balance of our power supply capacity and
expected power demand forward, in order to avoid unexpected blackout,
TEPCO has implemented rolling blackout (planned blackout alternates fri
one area to another) since yesterday. We will make our utost to a
the stable power supply as early as possible. t':For customers who will be subject to rolling blackout, please b Car
for the announced blackout periods. Also for customers who art
to blackouts, TEPCO appreciates your continuous cooperatu g
electricity usage by avoiding using unnecessary lighting a el cal
equipment. / I

Op /4

!

[Others]
Please do NOT touch cut-off electric wires.
In order to prevent fire, please make sure to
appliances such as hair drier and to shut down
board when you leave your house.
For the customer who has in-house power g
generator.

'Te electric
tr of distribution

lease secure fuel for

I uwtwg M IN

1W

I

A b
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Press Release (Mar 17,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daiichl Nuclear Power Station (as of 9:00 am Mar 17th)

All 6 units of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station have been shut
down.

Unit l(Shut down)
-Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and wh J

smoke were confirmed after the big quake occurred at 3:36PM 12t
It was assumed to be hydrogen explosion and currently undrh
investigation.

-We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pres ves 1.

Unit 2(Shut down)
-Reactor has been shut down and Reactor Core Isol ng System
has been injecting water to the reactor. Howev r pressure has
increased because the system stopped, causing / cto water level to
drop. Following the instruction by the governmen with fully
securing safety, measure to lower the pr 1ev within the reactor
containment vessel and injection of sea ter ere taken, reactor
pressure and water level resumed.

-we are continuing the injection of sea er into the reactor.
-At approximately 6:00am, an abno ' noise egan emanating from nearby
Pressure Suppression Chamber and/tr e' ure within this chamber
decreased. 44

-While we continue sea water i~ operations, the temporary
transfer of TEPCO employe an ýrers from other companies not
directly involved in th "k hs begun.

Unit 3(Shut down)
-Reactor has been • d However, the explosive sound and white

smoke were confijAd atol11 OAM Mar 14th. It was assumed to be hydrogen
explosion and c9u'N&*.uder the investigation.

-As fog like $tqpconfirmed from reactor building at 8:30AM on
March 16th, / tr• serred the workers to safe area. After that, we
decided tdd cha e water to the upper side of reactor building by
helicop*r',•-•b could not do that because there was a trouble with
implen)l/e]eaion of work.

-We •an to•discharge water in order to cool spent fuel pool after we
c te the preparations by confirming the process of discharging,
'soff1l, and a situation of the site.

'-we'ontnue monitoring as it was reported that the pressure of the
Sup ession Chamber temporally increased at around 6:15AM on March 17th.

'i !ave been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

nit 4 (shut down due to regular inspection)
-Reactor has been shut down. However, we have confirmed the sustained

damage around the 5th floor rooftop area of the Nuclear Reactor
Building.

-Afterwards, we confirmed the outbreak of fire at the northwestern part
of Nuclear Reactor Building. We immediately reported this matter to the
fire department and the related authorities.

-However, at approximately 11:00am, when TEPCO employee arrived at the
seen to confirm, the fire had already died down. At 5:45AM on March
16th, we confirmed the outbreak of the fire again but could not confirm
it at 6:15AM. We will continue to monitor the situation carefully.
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Unit 5 (outage due to regular inspection)
-Reactor has been shut down and sufficient level of reactor coolant to
ensure safety is maintained.

-Currently, we do not believe there is any reactor coolant leakage
inside the reactor containment vessel.

Unit 6 (outage due to regular inspection)
-Reactor has been shut down and sufficient level of reactor coolant to
ensure safety is maintained.

-Currently, we do not believe there is any reactor coolant leakage
inside the reactor containment vessel.

Casualty
-2 workers of cooperative firm were injured at the occurrence of the
earthquake, and were transported to the hospital.
-1 TEPCO employee who was not able to stand by his own with his hand
holding left chest was transported to the hospital by an ambulance.
-1 subcontract worker at important earthquake-proof building was
unconscious and transported to the hospital by an ambulance.

-The radiation exposure of I TEPCO employee, who was working inside the
reactor building, exceeded 100mnv and was transported to the hospital

-2 TEPCO employees felt bad during their operation in the central cont
rooms of Unit 1 and 2 while wearing full masks, and were transfer4Fukushima Daini Power Station for consultation with a edical adv r.'

-4 workers were injured and transported to the hospital after expl ve)
sound and white smoke were confirmed around the Unit 1. 47

-11 workers were injured and transported to Fukushima Dain" r
Power Station after explosive sound and white smoke were o a
around the Unit 3.One of the injured workers got medic ea nt on
March 16th, but the worker reported a flank pain. we ' o the
offsite center that the worker should be transport( hospital.
After that, the helicopter of JSDF arrive d tra the worker
to the FUKUSHIMA Medical University Hospital a•

-Presence of 2 TEPCO employees at the site is n'/con irmed.

Others r
-We are currently coordinating with the r evan authorities and "
departments as to how to secure the co " w er to cool down the
water in the spent nuclear fuel pool of/ e-ant.

-We measured radioactive materials A&rde ONthe nuclear power station
area (outdoor) by monitoring caqa -• n rmed that radioactive
materials level is getting hai hQ R rdinary level. As listed below,
we have determined that speci e Tca~ents stipulated in article 15,
clause I (Abnormal increas n itaýon dose measured at site boundary)
have occurred. A- u
Determined at 4:17 pm r t round Monitoring Post 4

-Determined at 8:56 am 3th (Around Monitoring Post 4

-Determined at 2:'15 4• • th (Around Monitoring Post 4
-Determined at 3: Mar 4th (Around Monitoring Post 6
-Determined at 4:/ r 14th (Around Monitoring Post 2
SDetermined a 7 Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 3
'Determined an 931 p Mar 14th (Around main entrance
*Determine a j6:5j am Mar 15th (Around main entrance
.DeterminedAt am Mar 15th (Around main entrance
*Determine at 4:17 pm Mar 15th (Around main entrance
*Det ed'kt 11:05 pm Mar 15th (Around main entrance

- w continue to make announcements when it was determined that a

fi!incident stipulated in article 15, clause I has occurred.
LThe ational government has instructed evacuation for those local

dents within 20km radius of the periphery and evacuation to inside
for those residents from 20km to 30km radius of the periphery, because
t's possible that radioactive materials are discharged.

-Today, at approximately l0am, we observed 400mSv/h at the inland side
of the Unit 3 reactor building and 100lmv/h at the inland side of the
Unit 4 reactor building.

-We will continue to take all measures to restore the security of the
site and to monitor the environment of the site periphery.
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Press Releases
M rh1t (T u:G o p2 (Original Schedule: 12:20:.1.6:00) ....................................

Press Release (Mar 17,2011)March 17th (Thu): Group. 2....alShdle 22 -1:0

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (12:20PM - 16:00PM)
-Expected Number of Customers: Approximately 3,220,000 customers
-Applicable Region: Saitama pref., Chiba pref., Kanagawa pref.,

Tokyo, Tochigi pref., ?amanashi pref.

(Areas] No. is based on each substation's coverage area.

No.AF7
Sayama City, Sakado City, Tokorozawa City, Kawagoe Ci ,ru shima City,
Hidaka City, Ogose Town, Moroyama Town, Iruma City, n.
Tokigawa Town, Kawashima Town

No.B
Sakura City, Narashino City, Yachiyo City

No.C /

Sagamihara City (*Chuo Ward, *Minami lard), Kawasaki City
(Asao Ward), *Machida City

No.Df
Hanyu City, Okegawa City, Kazo CfiVK, City, Rumagaya City, Satte City,
Gyoda City, Rounosu City, ge, raoka Town, Kitamoto City

No.E
Inagi City, Komae City, a ty, Koganei City, Tama City, Chofu City,
Fuchu City, Musashino

No.F
Iwafune Town, N wn, anuma City, Oyama City, Tochigi City/

'No.G
Saitama Cit ra ard, Sakura Ward, Omiya Ward, Chuo Ward, Minami Ward,
Midori Waid) Koigaya City, Yoshikawa City, Toda City, Misato City,
Kasukab -y, 'fwaguchi City, Soka City, Matsubushi Town, Warabi City

No.
I City, Matsudo City, Funabashi City

Notr
,hi saki City, Samukawa Town, Oiso Town, Hiratsuka City

.3
Kamagaya City, Ichikawa City, Narashino City, Chiba City (Hanamigawa Ward,
lWakaba Ward, Mihama Ward, Midori Ward), Funabashi City, Yachiyo City

No.K
Hino City, Hachioji City

No.L
Akishima City, Hino City, Hachioji City

No.M
Saitama City (Urawa Ward, Iwatsuki Ward, Sakura Ward, Minamni Ward,
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Press Release (Mar 17,2011) 4
Plant Status of Fukushima Dalnl Nuclear Power Station (as of 9:00 am March 17th)

[No Latest Developments since 9:00pm, 16th March]

Unit Status
I * Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power a La able.

- No refrigerant is leaked in the reactor contaminant ves~ el
- Maintain average water temperature at 100C in the prhure rltraint.

2 - Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsit available.
* No refrigerant is leaked in the reactor cont vejel.
* Maintain average water temperature at 100-C s sure restraint.

3 - Reactor cold shutdown, stable water lev power is available.
* No refrigerant is leaked in the reacto nt vessel.
- Maintain average water temperature at the pressure restraint.

4 * Reactor cold shutdown, stable wat ve, ffsite power is available.
* No refrigerant is'leaked in the acto contaminant vessel.
* Maintain average water tempera t O*C in the pressure restraint.

other none

[The next information in rega 'A o ant is planned to be released at
0:00 pm, 17th March.]

isp rle m

I
/N
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Press Releases

Press Relese (Mar 172011)
March 11th (Thu): Group I (Original Schedue: 9:20•13:00)

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours 19:20AM - 13:00PM)
-Expected uomber of Nouseholde: Approxioateiy 2,90.000 customers
-Applicable tegion: Chiba petf.. Tochiqi pref.. Saitama pref.,

Gunea pref. . anage-a pref.

ju.s) • o. is based on eCh SUbstationoa "o"rags area.

Wo .A
Byonan Town, Kabogawa City. Tateysm City. Iilsitso City, Ichihara City,
Sodegaura City, Chonan Town, Nagare Tows, Minasiboso City, rutteu City,
Hobera City. Kisarazu City

NO.5

Sakura City. Otrewar City. Nasukaresuyaoe City, Nasuzhiobara City,
Nakagawa Town, War Town, Taite City

Saitama City (Nishi ward), rujimino City, Soysma City, lakado City,
Shiki City, Tokorolsvs City, RiLzA City, Kawagee City, AMaka City,d /
MIyoshi Town. lr, City, Fuj•iso City, saeo City

No.D
Yotsukeido City, lsumi City, Sakura City, OCvomishiressto Tq {
Ichihera City, Chin City (inage Bard, Henamigase Bard, W Bard,
Chuo Ward, Kihaoma Vard, Hidori Bard), runabashi City, IZ• y own.
Cho: al VIilage Chonan Town, Ngt onShrs s-Town,

Togene City, lachiata City, Yachiys City. H.b.a. Cit

Kaesn Town, Hineno Town, OganO Tow•, Chichibu C oriiT
'Ngators Town. Higashichichibu Village, Yoko u'a' City,
. Tows. Totigawa Town, Rense, Towsn

Yokosuka City, Yokohama City (sogo • '1114d•d Kaeazawa Ward,
noan Ward), Kamakura City, Chigaseljty. Ssae Town. Sushi City,

Fujiswaw city

NO. -
Koa-gay& City, Funsbashi Cit i City

RoNx
Kawasaki City Issiui dr- sakS Bard')

N0.1
Midori City, lea C1 ryw City, TasioMura Town, Maebashi City

eusa Tin•.s iyka flage. Lyass City. sooehrs City. Ethna City,
Chigssk L /tftylistsi City. Sa. mauka Town, aama City, Saemihara City
tChuo.d k.4alft Ward), Yansito City, rujisaWa City, Hiratask City

K ak]• City. Iasbhshi City, Shows Villsge

,' Ays. City, Yskohama City Mlakas Ward, Totauha Ward. Kanso Ward,
L%.!owrlINerd). Itemkura City, Chigasmki City, yeeato City. rujisaws City,

%j it!uks City

gsrdisg railroad systems, TEPCO is endeavoring to secure continuous
supply of electcicity. Fox this reason, rolling blackout may ot, be
implemented is same areas.

S•eoly applicable areas due to operations from substations. However,
those areas could be out of the target if the network systems change in
future.

........................ - .4 , .........

/0
'V
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Implementation plan of rolling blackout on and after Thurm, March 17,2011............... ....................................................................... ............................................................................ ................. .................

Due to the power supply-demand balance, TEPCO has been imple

rolling blackout on and after Monday, March 14. We sincere gre
to cause the anxiety and inconvenience to our customers a/fht &ciety.
We appreciate your cooperation in conserving electricit ns ption.

olmplementation plan of rolling blackout on Thurs,
Regional block and time periods planned to havy I lackout based
on electricity supply-demand today are as fo actual extension
of blackout for each block are planned to be to pproximately
3 hours each.
For customers who will be subject to rol g lackout, please
be prepared for the announced blackou io . Also for customers
who are not subject to blackouts, TEP ciates your continuous
cooperation in reducing electricit sage y avoiding using
unnecessary lighting and electricM b'jfrent.

[Expected rolling blackout time nods in each region)
Block 5: 6:20 - 10:00
Block 1: 9:20 - 13:00
Block 2: 12:20 - 36:00
Block 5: 13:50 - 37:30 -,
Block 3: 15:20 - 19
Block 1: 36:50 -
Block 4: 19:2D -

ePlease refer e tachmentl for the detailed region of the blocks.
(The websi/ý$ TrCO provides inforniation including "Chome".
http:// .tedco.co.jp/index-j html)

eLtarti and ending time of blackout periods may slightly differ.
.Depend'ng'~n supply and demand conditions on the actual days, planned
b j uptslmay not been carried out. In addition, in case electricity
sply nd demand exceeds our forecast, we will reconsider the rolling

,%/# :plan and inform you before we implement the revised planned
~kouts.

J e lackout may occur in the adjacent areas where the planned blackouts
e carried out.

olmplementation plan of rolling blackout from Fri, March 18 to Tue,
March 22 Please refer to the attachment2 for the detailed plan.

ePlease refer to the attachmentl for the detailed region of the blocks.
eThe rolling blackout will be changed every day. Starting and ending time

of blackout periods may slightly differ.

hap://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/110'31610-e.html 3/16/2011
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*Depending on supply and demand conditions on the actual days, planned
blackouts may not been carried out. Also, in case supply and demand
exceeds our forecast, we will reconsider planned blackouts and inform
you before we implement the new planned blackouts.

[Others]
eIn order to prevent fire, please make sure to switch off the electric

appliances such as hair drier and to shut down the breaker of
distribution board when you leave your house.

eFor the customer who has in-house power generation, please secure fuel
for generator.

[Improvement for implementing planned blacko
&We are basically carrying out the existing

have problems. We will consider and improv
the customers' point of view.

<Reference>
oPrediction of Demand

Estimated Demand
Supply Capacity

and Supply on March 16
35,000 MW(18:00-1
33,000 MW

oExpected demand and supply on March 17
Estimated Demand 38,000 MW(18:00-l
Supply Capacity 33,500 MW

uts]
plans, but realize that they
e implementation plans from

9:00)

9:00)

ýut (planned) (PDF 16.IKB)

Appendices:

attachmentl:Groupl (PDF 9.35KB)
:Group2(PDF 10.1KB)
:Group3(PDF 9.81KB)
:Group4(PDF 10.0KB)
:Group5(PDF 12.7KB)

attachmtnnt2:Weekly Schedule of Roll

I
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Impact to TEPCO's Facilities due to Tohoku-Talhelyou-Okl Earthquake (as of
.............................................. •........ .......... ..................................................................................

Due to the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake which occurred o
2011, TEPCO's facilities including our nuclear power stat '
severely damaged. We deeply apologies for the anxiety an -c
caused.

6th

0 ience

Below is the status of TEPCO's major facilities.••w
*new items are underlined

[Nuclear Power Station)
Pukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station: /

Units 1 to 3: shutdown due to earthquak

(Units 4 to 6: outage due to regular c n)

* The national government has instru e t vacuate for those local
residents within 20km radius of ••-bf riphery and to remain indoors
for those local residents between 30km radius of the site
periphery.

*Unit 1
The explosive sound and smo e was confirmed near Unit 1 when the
big quake occurred at 3:3,6 March 12th. We have started injection of
sea water at 8:20 pm the boric acid into the reactor afterwards.

* Unit 2

At 1:25 pm, Mar ,/4,1 since the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
has failed, e d ermined that a specific incident stipulated in
article 15, cause' occurred (failure of reactor cooling function).
At 5: 17 p, /,w•e the-water level in the reactor reached the top of
the fue~,p/d, we- have restarted the water injection with the valve
ope r a t i'.

At ely 6:14 am, March 15th, the abnormal sound was confirmed
nl he suppression chamber and the pressure inside the chamber
de • r afterwards. It was determined that there is a possibility that

o ing happened in the suppression chamber. While sea water injection
th reactor continued, TEPCO employees and workers from other

co anies not in charge of injection work started tentative evacuation to
a safe location.
Sea water injection to the reactor is still under operation.

* Unit 3
At 6:50 am, March 14th, while water injection to the reactor was under
operation, the pressure in the reactor containment vessel increased to
530 kPa. As a result, at 7:44 am, it was determined that a specific
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'Unit 3
At 6:50 am, March 14th, while water injection to the reactor was under
operation, the pressure in the reactor containment vessel increased to
530 kPa. As a result, at 7:44 am, it was determined that a specific
incident stipulated in article 15, clause 1 occurred (abnormal -increase
of the pressure of reactor containment vessel). Afterwards, the pressure
has gradually decreased (as of 9:05 am, 450 kPa).

At approximately 11:01 am, March 14th, an explosion followed by white
smoke occurred near Unit 3. 4 TEPCO employees and 3 workers from other
companies (all of them are conscious) have sustained injuries and they
were already dispatched to the hospital by ambulances.

*Unit 4
At approximately 6:00 am, March 15th, an explosive sound occurred and
the damage in the 5th floor roof of Unit 4 reactor building was
confirmed. At 9:38 am, the fire near the north-west part of 4th floor
of Unit 4 reactor building was confirmed. At approximately 11:00 am,
TEPCO employee confirmed that the fire was off.

At approximately 5:45 am, a TEPCO employee discovered a fire at th
northwest corner of the Nuclear Reactor Building. TEPCO immediatel
reported this incident to the fire department and the local co•%•
and prepared to extinguish the fire. However, durinn an inspec _'n
approximately 6:15 am, TEPCO staff found no signs of fire.

Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station:
Units I to 4: shutdown due to earthquake t i

*The national government has instructed evacuation f oral
residents within 10km radius of the periphery. *

*As the radiation dose at the site boundary ex t limitation,

it was determined that a specific incident stip d in article 15,
clause 1 occurred (Extraordinary increase radi ion dose at site
boundary) at 9:58 pm, March 14th and at 0 jD , March 15th.

*Reactor cooling function was restore nolingf rectors was
conducted. As a result, all reacto.0 ed cold shutdown: Unit 1
at 5:00 pm, March 14th, Unit 2 atl6:% March 14th, Unit 3 at
0:15 pm, March 12th, Unit 4 at •am, March 15th.

*(Unit 1

As it is confirmed that te pre ture of the Emertency Equipment
Cooling Water System "hhasbendcreased, at 3:20 pm, March 15th, we
stu : he M uarch15'h eval System (B) for the insRection.

S ubsequently insection.buently, fa in the power sudply facility
associated with thms of the EmeSency Eruipment Cooling water
System. At 4:25 C trcS 15th, after replacinh the power facility,
rthe placs ang. the, 'readual ieat Removal S stem (s) have been
Re va e reactivated.
*(Unit

As it-i-c irmed that the p~ressure at the outlet of the pumps of

themeren a syt em in w coolin Water S wste r has ueen decreased,
atw p, March 15th, we stopped the Residual Beat Removal System

r 'he insrnection. Subsequently, failure was detected in the

pe Unnd/o facilith ex schanger d with the pumps ofthe Emergenc
•ument Cooling Wa-e Sysem ht 9:25 pm,_ March 15th, after

replacing the relevant facility, the Pumps and the Residual Heat
Removal System (B) have been reactivated.

*l:emergency water system in which cooling water (nure water) circulates
which exchanged the heat with sea water in order to cool down bearin
pumpDs and/or heat exchangers etc.

Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station:
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Units 1, 5, 6, 7: normal operation
Units 2 to 4: outage due to regular inspection

[Thermal Power Station]
Hirono Thermal Power Station Units 2 and 4: shutdown due to earthquake
Hitachinaka Thermal Power Station Unit 1: shutdown due to earthquake
Kashima Thermal Power Station Units 2, 3. 5, 6: shutdown due to earthquake
Ohi Thermal Power Station Unit 2: shutdown due to earthquake
Higashi-Ohgishima Thermal Power Station Unit I: shutdown due to earthquake

[Hydro Power Station]
* All the stations have been restored. /

/

[Transmission System, etc.]
All substation failed due to the earthquake have been restored.

[Blackout in TEPCO's Service Area]
Total of about 5,100 households are out of power.

Tokyo: 0
Kanagawa Pref.: 0
Tochigi Pref.: 0
Chiba Pref.: 0
Saitama Pref: 0
Gunma Pref.: 0
Ibaraki Pref:5,100
Yamanashi Pref: 0
Shizuoka Pref: 0 (east of Fuji River) V

[Supply and Demand Status within TEPCO's Service Are e Stable
Power Supply)

Backup supply from Shinshinano Conversion Statio
Backup supply from Sakuma Conversion Station: 3
Backup supply from Higashi Shimizu Conversion St1o• : 100MW
Backup supply from Kitahon Interconnection J>i'lit 600MW

Considering the critical balance of our .p ly capacity and
expected power demand forward, in ord• ' oid unexpected blackout,
TEPCO has implemented rolling b L Zed blackout alterates
from one area to another) since yegtekda'we will make our utmost to
secure the stable power supply a lyas possible.
For customers who will be subjct/1N•6 iling blackout, please be
prepared for the announced ut eriods. Also for customers who
are not subject to blackou PjEP appreciates your continuous
cooperation in reducing ele icity usage by avoiding using unnecessary
lighting and elcria ipTnt.

[others]
Please do NOT tou o f electric wires.
In order to pre'ven , please make sure to switch off the electric
appliances suc. hair drier and to shut down the breaker of distribution
board when ou e~ve your house.
For the c er Who has in-house power generation, please secure fuel for
genera~(
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Wednesday (March 16th): Group 3 (Original Scheduled Time:18:20PM - 22:O0PM)

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (18:20PM - 22:00PM)
-Expected Number of Blackouts: Approximately 2,620,000 custoig
-Targeted Region: Saitama pref., Tokyo, Chiba pref., Toch - f
Guma. pref., Yamanashi pref., Kanagawa pref..
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No" Areas

A Fujimino Cit1 Shild Cit, Niiza City Asaka City Miyoshi Town, Itabashi Ward,

Fujiixi Cit1 Wako Cit, Nerim aWard

B Inzd City Shiumi Townm Abko City, Saura City (Chiba Pref.), Shibayma Town,

Oamishirosato Town, Narta City Shiri CitmYachimata City. Tomisato City

C Akirumo City, Ham=ra City Akisbima (Ity, Ok-utam a Town, Mizubo Town, Hinode

Town, Himohara Villap, Oume Town, Hachiouji Citz Musashimuryama City,

Fussa City, Mosuge Wiage, Tabyanma VlUag, Iruma City, Morvyama Town,

Hanno City, Tokorozawa City

D Utsunomiya City, Shioya Town, Mibu Town, Shimotsuke Oift Kamimkawa Town,

Kanuma City, Nishkata Tovn, Tochigi City, Nikko City

E Satama City (Urawa Ward, Iwatsuld Ward, Minuma Ward, Nishi Ward, Oin

Ward, Chuou Ward, Kita Word, Midor Ward], Kasukabe City, Miyasbiro

Sito Town

F Ma City, Kofu City, Nirasalo City, Hokuto CityTj
a2 Odmawa City, Hadano City, Manazunu. City, Yugawar-a Town, Tomn.

Minamiasbhigra City, Attai City'- 1%

H Kokubunji City Kunitacbi City. hntaka Cit1 Kogand City, .shm

City, Nishitokyo City, Chodu City, Higashiaw 11 iB iy

____Fuhu City, Musabiirsauroa City. Musashiwo Ci aCt

I Tatebyashi City, Ota City, Chiyoda Town, V Oura Town, Moka City,

J Saitama City (Urawa Ward. Mnuxa akuri Ward' Mshi Ward, Omya

Ward Chuo Ward, Mnwi Ward Kit w Miri Ward), Han7u Citx Okegawa

citz Toda ait, ryoda city, KoIrs/dcf Ageo City, Ina Town. Kitamoto City,

Hasuda cit1, WMara city 6 1
K Yokosuka Cit Kaniak= ýI Hama Town. mura city, Zusb city

L Utsunomiya City. -Town, Mibu Town, Srimotsuke City, Kaminokawa

Tovn, S o Kp n City. Oyara Ct. M oka Qt-. Ashikaga City, Tocligi

ciy 0,Mbikata Tovwn, Shicya Tow

M Ises ýCit~y, Mageya City. Oyoda City, Kardsato Town, Kaniikawa Town,
'O . .. .

L~dV Fukaya City Ota City, Yon Town, Hpiuatlsuyama Cit~y,

N Ie'gawaTown. Yoshimi Town, Ogawa Towin, Raman Town, Honjo City, Oizurmi

Ykohama C•ty(Sak& Ward, Totsukm Ward, Konan WarcD

1ons are divided into each blocks based on each substation's
/ cverage area.

*2: Shizuoka prefecture including Atami City is not subject to the rolling
blackout, however, customers in Atami City whose power is supplied
through inter-prefecture lines from the prefecture subject to the
rolling blackout may have blackout.

1 a backto, page tot)
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Fire occurrence at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station Unit 4

At approximately 5:45 am, a TEPCO employee discovered a fire at
northwest corner of the Nuclear Reactor Building while transorl
battery to the central control room of Unit 4 of Pukushima
Nuclear Power Station.
TEPCO immediately reported this incident to the fire e
the local government. In addition, TEPCO also contact a ed
about this incident and began immediate preparatikon eingu:
fire.

and
parties

ish the

M

a baet t page tep
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Press Releases 4t,

Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Fire occurrence at Fukushima Dalichi Nuclear Power Station Unit 4 (2nd Release)

At approximately 5:45 am, a TEPCO employee discovered a fire ay't)
the northwest corner of the Nuclear Reactor Building while ansp• ing
a battery to the central control room of Unit 4 of Pukus • 'ihi
Nuclear Power Station.
TEPCO immediately reported this incident to the fire't and
the local government. In addition, TEPCO also contac lated parties
about this incident and began immediate preparatioit/tttinguish
the fire. (previously announced)

However, during an inspection at approximatel. S: M, TEPCO staff found
no signs of fire. The area will be kept un stri t surveillance.

I
N
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Impact to TEPCO's Facitlhes due to Tohoku-Talheiyou-Okl Earthquake (as of 2:00PM)

Below is the status of TEPCO's major facilities that suffered from the
Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake that occurred at 2:46PM, March 11th 2011.
-new items are underlined

[Nuclear Power Station)
Pukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station: 0
Units I to 3: shutdown due to earthquake
Units 4 to 6: outage due to regular inspection at the occurrence of

earthquake

*The national government has instructed to evacuate for those local
residents within 20km radius of the site periphery and to reV
indoors for those local residents within 30kz radius of the
periphery.

-Since the value of radioactive materials (iodine, etc)
(outside) measured by monitoring car exceeded the o, 1 1e,

it was determined that a specific incident stipulated Ij e 15,
clause 1 occurred (Extraordinary increase of red at site
boundary).
- 4:17 pm, March 15th at the main ,€/ate of th ±
- 11:05 p, March 15th at the main cate of te

Unit 1 oew '6The explosive sound and white smoke near Unit 1 after
the big quake occurred at 3:36pm Maeh/1 - have started sea
water injection at 8:20 pm and the_ re ac d into the reactor.

'Unit 2
At 1:25 pm, March 14th, sin r Core Isolation Cooling System
has failed, it was determi t a specific incident stipulated in
article 15, clause 2 occurr, failure of reactor cooling function).
At 5:17 pM, while the 1 ~ in the reactor reached the top of the
fuel rod, we have reger md the water injection with the valve operation.
At approximately 6:1 / • 15th, the extraordinary sound was
confirmed neas t asion chamber and the pressure inside the
chamber decreas t ds. It was determined that there is a
possibility the h met ng extraordinary happened in the suppression
chamber. Whidt se' r injection to the reactor continued, TEPCO
employees workers from other companies not in charge of injection
work st -•tentative evacuation to a safe location.
Sea A er/niecifon to the reactor is still under operation.

6X am, March 14th, while water injection to the reactor was under
eiatn, the pressure in the reactor containment vessel increased to

b.Jc~Lu As a result, at 7:44 am, it was determined that a specific
ci ant stipulated in article 15, clause 1 occurred (abnormal increase

he pressure of reactor containment vessel). Afterwards, the pressure
has gradually decreased (as of 9:05 am, 450 kPa).

At approximately 11:01 am, March 14th, an explosion followed by white
smoke occurred near Unit 3. 4 TEPCO employees and 3 workers from other
companies (all of them are conscious) have sustained injuries and they
were already dispatched to the hospital by ambulances.

'Unit 4
At approximately 6:00 am. March 15th, an explosive sound occurred and
the damage in the 5th floor roof of Unit 4 reactor building was
confirmed. At 9:38 ax, the fire near the north-west part of 4th floor
of Unit 4 reactor building was confirmed. At approximately 11:00 am,
TEPCO employee confirmed that the fire was off.
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At approximately 5:45 am, a TEPCO employee discovered a fire at the
northwest corner of the Nuclear Reactor Building. TEPCO immediately
reported this incident to the fire department and the local government
and prepared to extinguish the fire. However, during an inspection at
approximately 6:15 am. TEPCO staff found no signs of fire.

Pukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station:
Units 1 to 4: shutdown due to earthquake

*The national government has instructed evacuation for those local
residents within 10km radius of the periphery.

-As the radiation dose at the site boundary exceeded the limitation,
it was determined that a specific incident stipulated in article 15,
clause I occurred (Extraordinary increase of radiation dose at site
boundary) at 9:58 pm. March 14th and at 0:00 am. March 15th.

*Reactor cooling function was restored and cooling of rectors was
conducted. As a result, all reactors achieved cold shutdown: Unit I
at 5:00 pM, March 14th. Unit 2 at 6:00 pm, MarCh 14th, Unit 3 at
0:15 pm, March 12th, Unit 4 at 7:15 am, March 15th.

* (Unit 1)
As it is confirmed that the temperature of the Emergency Equipment
Cooling Water System " has increased, at 3:20 pm, March 1Sth. we
stopped the Residual Heat Removal System (B) for the inspection.
Subsequently, failure was detected in the power supply facility

associated with the pumps of the Emergency Equipment Cooling Water
System. At 4:25 pm, March 15th, after replacing the power facility,
the pumps and the Residual Heat Removal System (B) have been
reactivated.

* (Unit 4)
As it is confirmed that the pressure at the outlet of the m o

the Emergency Equipment Cooling Water System' has been decreased
at 8:05 pm, March 15th, we stopped the Residual Heat Removal e
(B) for the inspection. Subsec yently. failure was detected i §k

power supply facility associated Vith the pumps of the Emse.ie
Equipment Cooling Water System. At 9:25" V. March 15th. ete "
replacing the relevant facility, the pumps and the Re aa
Removal System (B) have been reactivated.

*1:emerqency water system in which Cooling water e wat0 circulates

hihexchanged the heat with sea water in ord&: to 01o down bearing
pumps and/or heat exchangers etc.

Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station: -
Units 1, 5. 6. 7; normal operation
Units 2 to 4: outage due to regular

(Thermal Power Station) -
Mirono Thermal Power Station na m2 ,4°shutdown due to earthquake
Hitachinaka Thermal Power Stat: nit shutdown due to earthquake
Kashima Thermal Power Stati S. 6: shutdown due to earthquake
ohi Thermal Power Station t• shutdown due to earthquake
Higashi-Ohgishima Thermal /ow Station Unit 1: shutdown due to earthquake

[Hydro power Station•
* All the stations arestored.

[Transmission Stm
All substatio ledJe to the earthquake have been restored.

[Blackout ,iP 'CO's Service Area]
Total oa/aou5,100 households are out of power.

S•Pref.: 0
igi a ef.: 0

!hi Pre .:0
Saita Pref: 0

Pref.: 0
araki Pref:5 100

% -maneshi Pref: 0
Shizuoka Pref: 0 (east of Fuji River)

(Supply and Demand Status within TEPCO0s Service Area to Secure Stable
Power Supply)

Backup supply from Shinshinano Conversion Station: 600MW
Backup supply from Sakuma Conversion Station: 300MW
Backup supply from Higashi Shimizu Conversion Station: 100MW
Backup supply from Kitahon Interconnection Facility: 600MW

Considering the critical balance of our power supply capacity and
expected power demand forward, in order to avoid unexpected blackout,
TEPCO has implemented rolling blackout (planned blackout alternates

from one area to another) since yesterday. We will make our utmost to

secure the stable power supply as early as possible.

p://www.tepco.co.jp/enDpress/corp-com/release/1 1031608-e.html FJ 2367 ofht



For customers who will be subject to rolling blackout, please be
prepared for the announced blackout periods. Also for customers who
are not subject to blackouts, TEPCO appreciates your continuous
cooperation in reducing electricity usage by avoiding using unnecessary
lighting and electrical equipment.

[others)
Please do NOT touch cut-off electric wires.
In order to prevent fire, please make sure to switch off the electric
appliances such. as hair drier and to shut down the breaker of distribution
board when you leave your house.
For the customer who has in-house power generation, please secure fuel for
generator.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/1 1031608-e.html 3/16/2011
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Transfer of Fukushima Dal4chi Power Station Workers

At approximately 6:00 today, an abnormal noise began emanating from nearby
the pressure suppression chamber of Fukushima Dai-ichi power Station.
Given that the pressure within this chamber had decreased, it was believed
that this was an indication that an abnormality had arisen. From this
point on, while water injection operations are still underway, the
temporary transfer to a safe place of TEPCO employees and workers from
other companies not directly involved with this work has begun. Currehtly,
at Pukushima Dai-ichi Power Station, the remaining workers are do
beat to secure the safety and security of the site.

The parameters for Unit 2'8 nuclear containment vessel and the coat
vessel show no significant change.

We are aware of and sincerely apologize for the great distress
inconvenience this incident has caused to not just those inha
residing in. the immediate vicinity but also society at large

http://www.tepco.co.jp/enlpress/corp-com/release/l 1031604-e.html 3/16/2011
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Wednesday (March 16th): Group 2 (Original Scheduled Time:15:2OPM.- 19:OOPM)

0. - ý kl'*
-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours 1S..20PN - 19:0OPM)
-Expected Number of Blackouts: Approximately 3,00,O00 customers
-Targeted Region; SaLitama pref., Chiba pref., Kanagawa pref., Tokyo,
Tochigi Pref.. Yamanashi pref.

Rolling blackout areas 115:20PM - 19:00PM)

No Areas

A Seyama Ciy Sakado City Tokonzama Cty, Kawroe GCitR Tzurugashim, d,

Hidaka City Opse Town. Moroysma Toun, 1zruitta City, H-~ City.

Town. Kawashizu Town /
B Sakurs City (Chiba pre).NarwhziCfy.Ychitwi City/

C Kawasaln City (Asao WarcD)S

D Hanyu City Goka Town, Okegawre. Cit. Kaz C' Kuh Liegya city,
StmCity OdaCir KoumsuCiftAg City. Town, KWmi tD City

E Ine Ct. •Kne CU Mitak. C. 'Kopm2 Cy " City Fuchu

City, Musasbizm City %7
F Iwafim 70"n, Nogi ToWn, anuza & Ity Toeig City
J Saamsau Ciy (Urao Warit " -O iya Ward, Ch• m Ward. Mfnwai

Warebdor i •W" , Ward),, Fabt\ ikaf Cit Toda City MLso City.
Kasukadb City. K awn W ,IN Cityi, Matrubush Town, Werdi City

H lchik~woCit.M=4g F= hmi Cit

I Chgawki C•it, M• - Town, Oi•o Town, Hiratsuka. City

3 " amna;gs immaw ity. N mshio Cit•. Ch ,ba ,ty manamigum Ward
Wakaba ard, Midari Warcd, Funmabasi City. Tachiyo City

L Ay-hNage ity okhm City Ash i W ard Cit y aWd.AbWrd zmWrd

M Tmwk W'a d, Hodo(U aym Ward, Miduki Ward), Ebina City. Yarna Wo City

p R/uncbi mry.'Mitayka City Tain Ci d Macds City, C City- Hixo City,

Hachioi Ci tF k Faum City

0 ,

1 t= I0Da WCl:

http://Www.teprco.co~jp/en/press/corp-coni/release/I 1031 603-e.html 3/16/2011
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Wednesday (March 16th): Group I (Original Scheduled Thme:12:20PM - 16:00PM)......... ............................................................................. ............................ .... .. ............ .. ................ .... ............................. .................. Iff to 11hff

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (12:20PM - 16:OOPM)
-Expected Number of Blackouts: Approximately 2,390,000 customers
-Taxgeted Region: Saitama pref., Chiba pxel., Gunma pref., Kanagawa pref.

Rolling blackout areas (12:20PM - 16:00PM)
No Area,

A Stama Ciy (Nisli Ward, F'tiino Cit Sama City Sakamo CitA Skiki tS,

FAjili 01:3 w•'o city •

B Ieumi Cit Sakuma Cit Oanisbirarto Town, Ichiha C•it

Town, Shrk Tova), Mutsuaxm Town•, Topme Or* Y w•grhiyo Qtx

C K Town, Minmo Town. Opm Tow, C•a City, Tow, Nagdoro

D YokosukaCity, Yoko1hn~e City Queen SkaN* =zw~r*Rn

WarcD, Kamakurs City '4-N 4I~ own, Zushz City, Fgfsaua City

E Karagaya Citz Fumbash CL0Vi ' .A
F M~dozi Cit Isemaki Q!,tSi,. ToCn Mabs CGay
G Aikom Town )Ki , Cit Isehara Cky, Ebiria CIty, Cbigavaki

Cit3L Atrugi City, 3a 1 own, Z CamaGt Sa-a~ridar CitY ( Chuo Win-d,

MinaiW. at a4• FujisawaCity,'Hixuk.katy

H ShibukzwckAzwaha City Bkmws~il~

I ? alm City (Sakae Warcl, Totsuka Ward Korma Ward. Iturni
SCitry, Cagwalak City; Yauato CAMy Fufisimwa CityHirgslks Qity

C
ve

a c

0'

http://Www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/1 1031602-e.html 3/16/20'
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Wednesday (March '1th): Group 5 (Original Scheduled Time:9:20 - 13.'00PM)

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (9.20AM - 13:00PM)
-Expected Number of Blackouts: Approximately 2,320,000 customers
-Targeted Region: Saitama pref., Yamanashi pref., Gunma pref. , Tokyo,

Kanagawa pref., Tochigi pref., Chiba pref.

Rolling blackout areas (9:20AM - 13:OOPM)

N. I Areas

A IMisato City, Soka City, Yashio City

9 R ohu City, Ri City, Yarnanashi Cit Uenohara City Otsuki City. /

Fuedui City, Tsu-u City, Yarziankako VMloae, Nishikatsure.

Town, Dos Vllage, Oshino VWlaee, Fujilawaguchiko Town,

Narusa~wa Village, Fuiyoshi da City, Lsugfe Village

C AnnkL City, Shimonita. Town, Rawra Town, Nannoku Vlage,,

Tolcasald Cityj Taniamura Town, Ramisat Town, Fwarika:
Town, Misato Town, Fukaa Cit, Ueno VWaie, Fana. To_•l

Chichibu City, •'ujiokL CityS, TomiokLm City, Ho~o C"Sitx

D Koshig•y City, Aralcwa Ward, Misato City, FRaww N9,

E Yokohana City (Rohoku Ward, Aoba Ward. 4, Midori

WaLrd,), Ka~wasaki City (Myainiaa War War d, Twa=

Ward, Nakulahra Ward, MAss WarcD

F Annod-a City, Isesakt City, Kt. ,Tqwn, Nakzncjo Town,
Napmoham• Town, Ts Dj'idl¢ Xifahiaainma Town,

Takeawa Cito, TaUm Cit, a a wa City, Mashhi CWta,

Yoshiolm Town c- ,U mC-o w

a e A w, L w Town, U Town, ltazninokawa, Town, anuma CWty,

M71 ty. teksa)uysina, City, N asuhiobaa City.

Srwya Town, Icka Town, Motegi Town. Yaita City

S•okohama. Cit (aogo Ward, Saka~ Ward, Totrtk• Ward, Loa,

Wakrd, Ikumi Ward, Minami War dO, Keanakura City, Fujisawa City
H a Cit, Abiko City, Kanaya City, Sakura City (ChiS. pTow.),

Mataudo Cy, NCity Cty, Funaarshi City, Eashiwa City, Shir.i

City, Nod w nty, Nar.ToeyMa t Ci T o
SKuma. City, yod.a City, Fuamag ya City, HonS o City

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/I 1031601 -e.html 3/16/2011
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ET Chronology Descending

i201 1/0311 NRC is In monoring mode as of 0948 EST Chronology Ofor- Kevin VMt at 10:5210 on 3111/2011 R.4V has taiwtla lead
10:5128 ET EST Chronology Offier- Kvn.Wyt at 10.52:43 on 3/11/2011

1011 14 l" NRC is nmomnltoringomode as of 0946
JV051:26E
201 1/03/1I
'111".28 ET NRC as in moritoring mode as of 0946 EST Chronology Officer - Kevin Vdt at 10.52:10 on 311M2011

111 ET Mike Peck is resident at Diablo Canyo and is monroring the situation

21E".5a T- e Rep Japanese regultor s in Emergecy OpervAng Alode (not acrlnned)

12011/03/11 Emegncy Diesl Generator has been procured FRe at Onigawa in turbine bilding (ground floor) lkP usd Not
10:.57:55 ET. Japese rep oonfrmed from Tokyo

:2011/03/11 OlbOCno sa i 1e n oii~aepce

12011100 I Ja ET- 2n rep 3 unit s were ateviausly wn outage
111:35:2 ET-

111:02:43 1ET - rep NRC asrlequce is not needed at thi tie from Japanese C ogulntor

1°11:. 1 31r0 l
211/:D4.5-7 ETdoJaPanese Reps t reuupp or s
201VO0:37p.l Diablo Canyo is at lull power and no Impact is x.

[11:39:37 ET__

2011 1= I Japanese representativg has d ps cent Next b1:sping scheduled:201"/03/I 1, Crmcto tea ha otrqete R upr
111:16:43 Tl.imisonc~l~ ha nteueld R B~~~f

2011/03/11

11:35:2 Cab2e fro Us emxected atia b o teents about Japanese reactors- question whetherdrleor wi rmIdtan

. __.___5______ _/_1,-.._-- -_---n I

N2011AatIcanyon as of 0423 PrSTqSome preHauloniry measures have been pemert 2t IT06-

2011/03vdO/11 ..... el308Oln/1/211___!110:3.31 le.ing SONE e any1opattignonnaly

.13:05;58 • • td st Dab/o canyons• d3S
s201er . .. Is notd rue oldt BN., agreeent staes have been sontamor No etfes fron trumi reported

201131 :. z= • deing 14 operational B foRs r locio olewlhquate 11 unts were oerating. all have been SutTdown

:1:10. ________ 
_____

, 0 10 1 E " O b- Fire In tutune l , idMng has been ek ingitstbe • 2.di ,4, 3.4 rnetar s of water a o efuel level ,
?1/ 3

.1210 . P/ Japanese deread"-khtiened State dEnmergeny o•• cauony. Nvca on oalofrscte•Ionlal "e
131 0News reports indicate raciakon levels mnctesang ..-

2011/03111
-2011 " LT is pabeirlly staffed worcing wntsa drali pars and -usao rawerelogico emrigen-y rep

:201 1103111

;2011/03/1I
113/3:57 ET

ET- LT update

Discussed option of R-IV standing down response mode dure to minimal impact on NRC liceae d H taki lead t
laison actites

Update from Liaison Team:) .
Have the Japanese reactors e ineir oesg bes r7 SO pursuing... -uata f re•.n• umsnma er•m obtaned -us-
Departiiert of Health and Hunun Serwes (l*S) is requestg informnaton abut iL~.~, ,_.ed a-CAe

Department ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ jwV we beent aske 
Hua 

forHH)i e namtmaMMsf

i .... I ,, e we been asked tor•
- international assislance?

-201 1 .0/ 11 Length of Japanese earhfthqme fault is approximately 200-300 km Assumed GM magnitude (desgni bass)17.7,aa -

114290•2 Er-JapaneseReP magntude was 8.8!2 0 1 1 • 3W 1 1 - . -
14 32: 1 1 ET. -Japanese Rep DIscussion from Japanese rep about opening Fucushtma Unit I vessel to relieve pressure (unconfirrred)

4 ' ET - RIV update Threat to R-IV lcensee Is dimin Waves at Diablo are stil within ao Iable levels 1

.2...... 1ET. - RIV U.oe Stard down RIV IRC; RIV staff still maintain cognizance on International perspective
.14:D443 -
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_ping) EST Chronolgy Officer - Kevin Wi at 20:01:45 on 3M11V20111

2011/01I iT.r LT ,,,d,'te NRC to send rep to Japan on fight scheduled for 5111 oi3 n I ld by USADJ

- Genral Cartwgt ditscussion with Japan Chief of Delense - No need for assistance with etai w s - Need
2011M01ET Cdawith engneering assim P from US (requetwil owmethau~ i ambassador): Very inportant that Itmaes to NRC and DOE, but
20:27:11 DAgosi•o NRC may have mor reWtan, expeience -DOE does not hae expansJve cvil nudwexped"se Of"ned to oordinat•

assistance with GE, NRC to take lead wili coodination EST Chnonclg Oficer - Kevin Witt at 2033M0 on 311 = I
- Gen al Camwfght discsion wlh Japan's Chief of Dfense - No need for assisance with •wla I - Need20f31M ET Callwit wengeering aessfit e from US [request "ll come thrug ambassador). Very importM that it cmes to NRC and bu,

r-:11 Vgomno NRC may have more relemant axpenance - DOE does not hae expansive civlil nuear expebse

1201103/11 ET updateM - Chairman request staff to reengVe Exelon and GE - OIP offered NRC support to NISA and JNES
120:34.22 Chairman
12011)03/111
20:3621 ET LI to oordinate with Dep••tientof Sbat tocoordmate assistance with Japans request for engneeing sarport21:240:321 E 0"Q are getting dam ose camp:l•=ien" -~ Moe e In y °oOWWe- Mome from A)ite H°ouse about €°rmiM

121:2125 publi - WMite House request for Chairmn partiipatdon in morning onferenc /

9 011103/11 Request from French Nuclear Regulator (ASN) for infoTmation about situation at Japanese pomer Epreuest conact
021:25,M be handle through OIP

12 MET rieffrorRST - Communication with GE still being pursuad - Status updats being generated1212:08 / 1/ie rm S
L;1/3t1All commercil figjhu to Japan am cartoeMe at this time Marmy fliht will be d• to approx•.__t

2011)0311I ET updse trom LT 2300 EST Wil not be edS to send NRC rep an that tlight due to Ilravel from IR ll : s*s r to sand NRC Rap
to Japan morning of 3Y12 on romrnerdal light

2011031251 • efrom RST Slualion has been assigned on the Irternatiomal Event Scale OINES) a 3

2011/0311l ET- Brief for riefng or Chairman corna ng
=29:10 - Chairman
201M1 1I ET - Chairman - Discussed ommunication•s trtegy - Not much fechni•ol information reireVe *ng platu - W c
= f 9".31 BifwM% GE- GE rot in touchwih,• Japanese -Ho Itornal reques tiomn J3 government for engineering 851tac

201 I/3M1I ET- - WM cutrent status and no interveni•g acomns potential for 3112- GE says that thre is no power aroundthe plant site (unconfirmed) -.Chairmanr M e we conarm.Is•a ff reactor adpower awiablity,
12011)[M/1ET -Cheirman Chaiman requests summary of plart siatus and curreent '/• M; being done byr NRC and GE
2242:31 Brief n o

12011=0311ET Brief fo" - Jin Trap is NRC rep to be sent to Jap - Pont of LIS tear-ft ,& - Miltay FiqMhtD depart wriin ft howt• and NP, rep
122-.43:38 Chairman canot wnak he nth 11M eels up at 1130M - Chorinllfalis NRC rep to be on the fght•er

211031 1 ET Brte fog r - Alternate NRC rep bw*e to be on fight to - Chairman requests staff to do everythirg possible to get the
249:26 Chairman afternate repan thie lih

201 113111 ET Brief for
22.251:56 Chairma nA44Um4

1201103/11 ET Brie for Discussion on doin aalysis for Unit Unt I iaoser to ystir CreeK Unit 2 ts morm likey to havesigrnifcant
5436 Chaaman ge: Staff stll anayzn wheO/ "Ipit I or2

1201 1'3nI ETrBrieffor CAgrieshdued for 2315
225&50 Charm.an ry/ ,n.
201110311 ET"Ibrlf General asesent that Is detenca'alig aithouh limited r to r omabno site altha*g the belief is that no

22:5:25 Chainangood. inom Tqion trending worse.
23:00:.19 Charman , "I

123010:/19 / chama Briefing at 0700 EST
Units shut down. Iste power. EDGs stlted and ran for some time. 35 foot wave hit site. EDO fuel oi tanks above
g9rUnd Ond" 0ep8PwA". SBO. UntA I isoondermiKI plant Unit 2 has RCIC. Been in SO for 14 hours. Cornalronmnt

prestir sublanall 80 psig incowanrsnent building. EJs Of design pressure. OpeRtOrs Ventin caiairner Not
larRMT spoken with GE support fadlity and ExetorL Running simulator scanarbs to ge handle on

201103/11 ,. ned Wiatif 550 continues unbated, twe will be core damage. I9 conoainrsrt pressure worsens. will
23:16:06 CA-ie td prevent catastrophic failure Hypothesizewill rats at INES Level 3. Numberoftmeetings at VWte Hcslevel.

- ng togelha team oa tech assistants from federal tanrily to get on military light to tavl t Japan. Toy Ulses win
make mriltary flight ta leaves wagit Japanese govt interested m gL.ting engneenrg assistance fmom US.

oped series of QaLAs. Staff woulong m-ft work- Just c•npleted turnover at 11 pM. WOt do 8not•er * a • 3M tI

2-%0 -1mn fr~om vehicles to pow-er pumps to get water into core.j.• , /' Unit I has :oedmge. In process of vetn corltalrnment. ven direction btowing to sea. Usn lire huelc and b:tteries

2011/31=2 Dan Do.rm rlieved hilike Wab-r
211/03)12 .100:0523 Mk ec

20100:112 Tony Ulses is on plane to Japan
211/03/12: 00: Held phone call with LAEA to exchunge acts as we know them. Explained that we hamve no cornt with japan. IAEA asked
03-'S6:26 • for our aseset We stated theat we cannot provide asesmn Wihu more facts.2011/31M2,0E -Dm on Held call with DOE. Asked for verifcation of DOE Tokyo email describing explosion. DOE said the were passing on

M03.43.46/& Dave Bowman infmtornao1 Ihey saw in the media. DOE is not In •tacte with Japanese. They wre getting inormation from media as wall.

03:5•56 Resumed cal with IAEA. Requested that IAEA let NISA know that we are standing by to provide assistance.

20
11

,.
1 2 

Meli News images show what appears to be containment exploding. Calling Chairman.

: 12:40 hIffonmed Chairman of the loss of cortanment04.12.40

2011/03/12 Sent situation report to DHS
04:26:53
21/03/12 Briefed Chairman on stalus
0)4:50:03S201 1)032LI f 4 NISA conduced press conference. No discusson of rad leaks. NISA expanded evawation rone to 20 krm NOAA still

tsunami advisory. Disaster Assistance Response Team on ground in Tokyo. Working with Japanese govr to prioritize seardc
04:54:43 amcal and resale. I
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2011103*12 NISA W1ed IAEA Mred reort an epos_ in b macte r btillng. NSA ilied IAEA and mpe aneaplsim a the plant
0&.06:31 EST CW*vno ffer - MWgie lW)alas at 06:11:07 on 3/12,2011
2M1/03L2 NISA wid AEA said epmortedneplso in fth nmm~r builintg.
M06:31
2011T03m12
W-0e:5l-3 04ý1 ,,

;20111012 HETd briEDO

2 0 :I 45 " " E T" bri fe N RC O M M,• n e W On vk o 01* 515 of e, O G W R 49 " g 'D be stea r 0 3m )

20° 1 1I M- 2 I- N R C sbff m anw er~x en route J RP ;m o g w rrimin e r ; i m p l ft W va e

20111031 /
20I032Held CA Wx~

07:34:211

1l M.2(6(b))(6) INPO NWl• iddei03l SH,,,,,ing= t so Ndenser pant readiedh from~ IstO Tofy soprTess. ion pool, to ~lp l2Op• doaftes

Sto CR wanl up 1000 tUme and 8 tnes at uib• Imdu. bairws hooked up. on4 e tioed• yet

091:2 •Redcl•ed pre~sun by 50%" Dose rate 1t0mRlr at bcuarr"y Droed to 7 0.C wtldh birdeates fus met
7:1nr pn~e of l iin nten wlth borated sea v~er. MaUri below of• comnlant U2 as notF0"'03112  readid cl d sh•kw yet. Vorldng to reuce tenmeralve. Has RCIV peal•.•sm atsuwatm twe. No

DI Uansr S g~ M maer, status update. New r oumaoo 40 GE 'stel"1n wh adage. 4 ci-wnkutad DOS

2011)3/'2 •(b)(5)

20 11 3,. s= u u'pda e ]n o m a m "U ha eisU l ~ i l K g . D isastewr espo 'ss t ,inn in m ute, 2 N RC , -reri r r .
Z010f2•.rOutseadi to IAVL Dt•iS inlera~ons regaring • ing. DOE assat stge in Llas Vegas to do atmil.loing•.

16:'4:49 -"EPAo ,wes ms&. May need to develop[,• ~t a' S tate . .a. ..s
Stabs of Friwshira Dalicthi NPS as 012am JS3T (1•L -•T Mata 13: Unrt 1 Reactor struldownuseun miiatr.

1I0)1~QPreparing to reducovessel pressure. Un•t "shut dram. Continue 10 inject waterb u -gh Press Core lrneduim
17:38:.19 ... Syam Prp~ tordc vesset No k einside coanet Un•t 4.6 Rea~lis bed been shut

down with at:iiernt colantL No oat' e

201 1103112 -rChairmen U~pdae No programs eatdbtremngudte.DvlpigtglwI • o p
1t225s -"eviewby, Chatlmwi Neal 10pm Nest CA bief 1:30pm.

lJ201912NISA • IS Dot,`E~ ilc Un!t 1 may be Posu : • e pra bie m with pump. NISA US Rep. Mlded Cfsotn EST Ckwnrg

19t33•45 " " ofmer -AlanFra.ieratl lg •21201

1?4L:21 -"
2 011 10 3

/
12

J1apan Rep.'Daitcle UTit I m pane waterinettha Unite pwtrobnlem tpe n a'•vJ• ul t9Sm01•/2HS S•D'iU••wtr• with pump.
1a:33:45 "- - ""

211:1. ofmSecretryNews JS iwater (notseawatr ded b.or~c ckiaddtt25pm JST and warend oflbtaI~fl

211/03/12 DO • S..I a mute-genc'y ¢811 to sharem iaton'n•~ Wnd 5i0gm meea Time TB0.
21A18:21 Paaa

Roor

21:48:37

22:4up212M1 2a ouse Shnn Room c'1l eapeted ii 11:30 PM EST. No change from last melt. Room u wn rtoinh r

renached onldi shtdow yti. £7 wa snd to lng~ epointus t tHe s C iamu fort thev 1N0oueg

I12 workCondug'ted assis of Commission offices and other NRC stat. Net briefing wIll be at 7:30 Nsd f5T.

1F2:43753o f127

CA Bre.Sau-pae nooin a sSmbAmL1 '"sonatw nrue Roet.2DI= TOteclWAHi O setsae nLsVea/od wroicig

MZ41:49 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F 2375 oforn Wetcatf27e2D5O~iP;,go'nS~tki



• 01:2 6 :3 1 3 : 'l E Tn b m c .p P " °P n e N IS A c o n ta c t (N e iq a n d p e r d is c u s s io n w ith th e C h a irm a rý wa p r a eon• c f td ( b (6I

20 VO 3(b)(6) Ito t coor'd~rn bOrL.

03:00:30 OlP Recived Coniation tai Tony Ulses has amved in japan at 14:23 local time.

120:•13 TEPCO Upate Update from TEPCO tIZOD PM JST): At FulWiStma DaNChN Unit 3. TEPCO took acron.to mduce contalmetri presse and
ten reactor vessel pressum, and began ineeing sea water and botic acid.
Inteagency a1lc onlerenca held. The Disaster AssAnent Response Team (DART) has amved in Japan The.NRC teamed

26.M38 LI that Tony Utses is beiC Iko-n 1ooyotr a meetg Japanese authorities (NISA. JNES. et). He wo then meet vAth
Ambassador ROOM to discus messages to Amercans in Japan. DART will decide on deployment of NRC StMin Japan sitar

Re,,teed ca- fm- Adeal Donald, DuieOcOr.ot Naval RocOtOr Coordinated call wih Depu" Secretary Ponemas Navy
031)03113 ~~~ships opeckVr PpiMrna*t 50 mites alaoe dn ire borne contarmiation in escess of watW they believe would beH654 aval Reactors exPeld iertgaailele vt altmr (ass 10.B uC*III,AtMQ Navy Peraomirel who kamed eouireinent to a japanese go~m- back coro atmicati a shds1 0o. NavoyM ib a fthey" bsMewa inIC3e89 the Prne S Ograter than

0:M6:24 WhdinTte Call wirth Aental Donald and Be" Seacretary Ponramrr. and staf priorties.

4209,41033 Tokyo no arid M!n up1 wth Ambassador Roms

L2("I/M .. ecahed w e Irom M ..A~ i ,g reac or vesset oaw ',o both Da ihi Unts 1and 3 below tfhe opo active tuar
i'0:1649 Udt(Unt 1 baelow indeing rn and Unit 3 bwe 0 and 200D ci below the top of active tuel)

!201110M3)3DOE Naval
f M510 Reactors

Navy mfornmd Japanese Foreign Ministry of contanation encountered on US Navy and Japanese•s• s. Tq t6 i
mechanism, to get same Informatn to METI, Japanese Minishy of Economy. Trade. and Industry. NR will try/t•ok tt'rgh
Ie M-- I !- Or thog

1)02)13 SWte RHouse
13:2t:24 Situation Room

2 11 016 3M rp13:34.-9 JmTa Provie one-mag. Trappen mute to Amrbassad=o rsidence for cal with JaPanese
meeting ta today EST Chomnolo Offoaer-Alan Frazier at 13:41-55 on 311312011

113:3459 Tp
pm0ii03f3 OPA

US Dsaste Rettonse Team-id US Ambassador request iat of Questions to ask,
p,-wide on esint.
Pimrelemease issued 29M. No hWWW~ *Ot vtOt radiationespatedle reach

I142014 14JZ32nnMI

14=:4A6 OPA Pmas release issuad 2peft

kT01IUMi Chiatmari
3n.1:022

DOE Secretary OMti saast V wa enamiRequt -Ing 0ira
ftem Na") and analysls avaitb* an rest slalkaton report. Add I
on MWO eternal releases_ am__ __

,liJm PMVAide

I in Tokyo TeV Utses delayed util Mariay. Press release

a se. 3i11 tax tomorrow m

let of DOE questons YJII wnsidu the question dutngrhiactions with

tpo new tUme TIBD Jn was able to confinn Mht last night Und 3 ost
'and pressur increased The Japanese beleve •ty have now restored
R instrumentation issues with, lin 3. Lind 3 remains their bowest onnenm

II

Unit 3 reactor btxIdIg at 11am JST. Possible Hydrogen explosion. I
.9

Stin the reactor buildmig at F ukushimn Unit 3 [
r ue Conmnisson TAs an•d oter NRC staft Next brmltqng w be at ?m3Q AM

al with Jim Trarp and Tony Ubse& Stalus-update wt the U.S. Embassy and Japan as been postpcned as a
hyrdogenexplosimn at Fulwuhimr Daikc lnk 3. The containment was confused to be intact japan c Rines
water to Units 1 and 3. 1

[Er through 3/18/11 Redacted]
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. NRC TRAVELER INFORMATION IN JAPAN

NRC TRAVELERS IN JAPAN

Name Phone Number Email Flight Arrival (in
Eastern Daylight
Time)

Jim Trapp (b)(6) Arrived
Chief,L
Tony Ulses Anthony.ulses@nrc.gov Arrived
Chief, Reactor Systems Branch ,f•,•

Chuck Casto Chuck.casto@nrc.gov 12:30 AM
Deputy Regional Administrator,
Region II 1
John Monninger John.monninger@nrc.gov 8:10 M y
Deputy Chief-of-Staff, Office of the
Chairman __ _ _ _ _ _

Tony Nakanishi Tony.nakanishi @ nrc.gov P Tuesday
Reactor Systems Engineer,
Reactor Systems Branch
Tim Kolb (b)(6) Timothy.kolb@nrc.gov '/ :10 PM Tuesday
Senior Reactor Engineer, Operator
Licensing and Training Branch
Jack Foster Jack.foster@nrcA, f 8:10 PM Tuesday
Chief, Licensing Branch (FSME)
Bill Cook William.c•.u.gw 8:10 PM Tuesday
Senior Reactor Analyst
Richard Devercelly Richard.dI rc y@nrc.gov 3:15 AM Wednesday
Reactor Technology Instructor,
Technical Training Center _ _ _

Kirk Foggie @nrc.gov 8:10 PM Tuesday
Intemational Relations Officer
Brooke Smith Broe.smith@nrc.gov 8:10 PM Tuesday
International Policy Analyst _ _ __"_ _

HOTEL IN TOKYO

(b)(6)
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ET07 HocFroIm: iI

From,
,ent:

c:
Subject:

HOO Hoc
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:21 PM
LIA07 Hoc; OST01 HOC; OST02 HOC; OST03 HOC
ET07 Hoc
FW: Rokkasho Status (03/16/2011)

From: Haney, Catherine
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:08 PM
To: HOO Hoc
Cc: Weber, Michael; Sheron, Brian; Johnson, Michael; Johnson, Michael; Leeds, Eric
Subject: Fw: Rokkasho Status (03/16/2011)

Can you provide this email to the ET.

I suggest it also be included in the briefing books being prepared for the office director

/

I

4

Thanks
Cathy

From: Hiltz, Thomas 4

To: Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; Tschiltz, Michael; Guttmann,
HOO Hoc

lnt: Wed Mar 16 20:17:06 2011
!bject: FW: Rokkasho Status (03/16/2011)

lack; Bailey, Marissa; Kinneman, John;

FYI

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta (Hiruta@denjiren
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:16'
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta 603116
Subject: Rokkasho Status (031

Dear friends,

Though Fukushirna is •ov;lthe critical situations, I remind you here that Rokkasho doesn't have problems with the
earthquake. I sum ze/eourse of the events at the Rokkasho Site.

a. The earthd~a urred at 2:46 PM on March 11.

b. Since th, •thquake cut off the power supply, all facilities at the Rokkasho Site were immediately connected to
emergerj"o, diesel generators and kept operating safely. It was confirmed that no fire, no damage to equipment, and no
injuries'to personnel occurred. Radiation levels were measured at a normal level of safety. [As of 9:00 AM on March 12 in
Japa ( Time]

.... At 12:00 AM on March 12, it was observed that 600 liters of water spilled from a spent fuel storage pond. The spilt
ter was drained and appropriately recovered in liquid waste treatment system.

d. At 10:22 PM on March 13, the power supply for Reprocessing Plant was restored to the commercial electricity from the
emergency diesel generator.
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e. At 3:12 PM on March 14, the power supply for Enrichment Plant was restored to the commercial electricity from the
emergency diesel generator.

At 5:10 AM on March 15, the power supply for Spent Fuel Receiving and Storage Facility was restored to the
immercial electricity from the emergency diesel generator.

g. At 11:25 AM on March 15, the power supply for Vitrified Waste Storage Center (dedicated to returned waste from
France and UK) was restored to the commercial electricity from the emergency diesel generator.

Currently, all facilities at the Rokkasho Site continue safe operations without any malfunctions.

Please feel free to contact me if you have questions or you need more details.

With best regards,
Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA
FEPC Washington Office
"The federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan*

1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel: 202466-3507
cell:1 (b)(6)

fax: 202-466-6758

2
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2

(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

9:01 a.m./03:58 a.m.

MS. HOWELL: This is going to be a

briefing on the earthquake that occurred earlier

today, for some of us late last evening, in Japan, an<

what we thought we would do is run through

background information that we currently have

for the domestic perspective, and t - the

conclusion of that we are going to ha Mamish

and Jack Ramsey provide a y of some

international information animpacts in the

energy sector over in Japa ight be of interest

to people.

the news th

march 11th

I thin ý fvpeople have already seen on

is; / at 2:46 p.m. at the epicenter on

Rt'%as an earthquake off the coast of

IB8.9 magnitude, and since that time

been a number of aftershocks in the range

to 5.9.

NRC staff between the headquarters

operations center and Region IV made early contact on

this, which was expanded at about 03:23 this morning

when Diablo Canyon made a declaration of a notice of

unusual event, and that was due to the issuance of a

tsunami warning for coastal areas of California near

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W.

(202) 2344433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-3701 www.nieaIross.c
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22
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24

25

Diablo Canyon.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Linda.

MS. HOWELL: Excuse me?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Linda, this is

(inaudible) sorry to interrupt you but your time, yoi/

are going to be giving in central, is that correct

MS. HOWELL: Yes, unless rse

stated.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Thank o

MS. HOWELL: Okay-.tee their

tsunami procedures which in lctions such as

evacuating intake struc es rea down to 85C

(phonetic). Our reside IQ .ector prepped and has

reported on site anybody has any specific

questions at t usion of the brief then he'll be

prepared to dr s those.

terms of actual tsunami impact, near

the enter of the earthquake, there is a tsunami in

a was (inaudible, possibly "right where it

rted") about 9.2 feet near Hanasaki and about 4.6

feet near Honshu.

As far as west coast warnings and

advisories, the tsunami warning actually extends from

the Oregon, Washington border down to Point

Conception, California, and for reference that is

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W.
(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-3701 www.neargross.com
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1 between Santa Barbara and Santa Maria, California.

2 South of that there is a tsunami advisory

3 that remains in effect so in terms of the plants,

4 Diablo Canyon would sit in the tsunami warning area

5 and San Onofre would sit in the tsunami advisory area<

6 Reporting for locations that have ala

7 been struck by the tsunami, Midway had a 0

8 wave. Guam and the Marianas were reportin -foot

9 rise in sea level. Both of those occurr e ier this

10 morning around 4:28 a.m. central t'

11 As far as Hawa in terms of

12 reporting, the estimated L time for Hawaii

13 should be right about in terms of reporting

14 that we were able ate this morning, estimates

15 were possibly uq two-meter wave there.

16 Hn aii, they have already evacuated the

17 inundati e and restricted beach roadways. As far

18 as f .ities of NRC interest there are several

i91 facilities that sit just off-of the Waikiki

2q ch area but they are at higher elevations.

21 They do possess Category 1 and 2 sources

22 so are DNMS folks will be following up with them later

23 this morning and we can report out via email or

24 through another briefing if needed in terms of any

25 impact there.

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRiBERS
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In terms of projected arrival time and

amplitudes on the western coast, we are looking at

three areas of interest. The first would be Humboldt

Bay, and that's estimated arrival time at 7:22 Pacific

time, estimated wave of 1.13 meters.

Port San Luis is the next poin

interest for us and that would be closer to

Canyon. The estimated arrival time arc• a.m.

Pacific time and wave amplitude is es at ' at 2.14

meters. •/J

/

And then the third f interest is La

Jolla, California, with m •d arrival time of

around 8:40 a.m. Pacific N and an estimated 0.72

meter wave and tha e closer to San Onofre.

We ot heard of any -- having gone

back and vied procedures and actions for

(inaudib e hey are not in a position right now

where ey have activated or entered any abnormal

cures. That might change if the warning is

ended further southwards.

In terms of federal reporting, DHS is

sending out awareness reports and (inaudible) have

been sharing notes (phonetic) with appropriate staff.

We can talk probably at the end of the briefing if

others have not gotten those reports and would like to

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE.. N.W.

(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-3701 www.nealrgross.com
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6

be included in that group.

But FEMA's Regions IX and X are currently

at level one and under full activation. Fema Region IX

has been in contact with U.S. territories as well as

Hawaii and their respective emergency operation<

centers have all been activated.

So that would include Guam and Haw

activated their emergency operations c The

National Response Coordination Ce r also

activated at level one, which is ivation, and

all emergency support fun are currently

activated.I

FEMA

teams

incident management

and the Washington Stateassistance

emergency

nal~personnel in response to the tsunami

at the national operations center of

1

2

2;

2.

2,

D r/NAnd that is really all that we have for usright now. I'd ask if anybody has specific

questions about Diablo Canyon, perhaps if Chris or

Michael Peck our senior resident inspector, who are

both online could respond to those?

MR. COLLINS: Hey Linda, this is Elmo. I

would suggest that Michael Peck, if he would, or

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE, N.W.

(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-3701 www.nealrgross.com
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Chris, give just a quick summary of the Diablo design

and with respect to tsunami. Yes Michael, go ahead.

MR. PECK: Okay. They basically -- there's

a design basis tsunami which is generated, created

based on the typography of the shore outside of th<

plant. They look at both distant and near prod

tsunamis.

1

1

They limit that the L

tsunami is about 35 feet. The inlet

is built with historical devices u /

can still circulate through

pumps given that worst cas un i.

The plant it its abot

mean sea level, so not expected

by the effects unami. Now, what

prior to t•/wa coming in, the w•

so that air

to be affected

we would see is

ater would come

of course the circulating water pumps

e heat sink pumps are likely to lose

MS. HOWELL: Thanks Michael. Does anybody

have any specific questions relating to Diablo Canyon?

MARTY: Linda, this is Marty. Good

morning.

MS. HOWELL: Good morning.

MARTY: The state of California, what

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-3701 www.nealrgross.com
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interactions have we had with the state?

MS. HOWELL: None yet, Marty, but we will

be reaching out to California soon.

MARTY: Okay it would be probably good to

make sure they are on the same page as us with regard

to -

MS. HOWELL: Right, and

state liaison officer on board to do

not activated their emergency operati

we ha,

1:

1!

2J

business hours.

say anything

that might beabout local

affected?

beach clos:

MS Yes. The question was

closing that might bewhether

(s that Orange County plans to close down beach

at 8 a.m. Orange County would be closer to San

And further south there was reporting that

Los Angeles County does not expect or has not

announced any anticipated closings. We have not seen

any reporting on San Luis, Obispo County yet.

MR. PECK: This is Peck from Diablo

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE.. N.W.
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Canyon. The highway patrol here is in the process now

of closing the Diablo access road, and so the station

has just basically dismissed all non-essential

personnel to leave, and then we expect the highway

patrol to prevent both incoming and outgoing traffi

until after the tsunami warning is rescinded.

MS. HOWELL: Michael, maybe C

also expand that to reflect on how that act

any egress within the EP emergency plan ng e.

MR. PECK: Well, o an affecting

Avila Beach directly, I believe there

necessarily would be a c -ffect, because the

!ss from the north. So I

ct impact on emergencydon't believe

planning.

"LL: Okay, great. Thank you Mike.

PARTICIPANT: The other question

2

2

2

2.

th~a been --

MR. BORCHARDT: Good morning, this is Bill

chardt, I am on the road right now, but what's the

operating status of Diablo?

MR. PECK: Both units are operating at

full power. The licensee is in the process of

evaluating the tsunami information as it passes Hawaii

and from that they will make a decision on whether to

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS
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initiate a rapid shutdown.

MR. BORCHARDT: And that would be because

of the anticipated loss of net positive suction head

on the third (phonetic) pump?

MR. PECK: That is correct.

MR. BORCHARDT: Yes, okay. And do you a.

any idea when they will make that decision? 1 IN

MR. PECK: I believe they a '•g an

internal conference call right now to ri ate that

decision.

12

1!

MR. BORCHARDT:

just ask you to send out

results of that decisi ;/'

MR. PE •s

follow up wit ail

whether or ft/t shut dow

4r11I, if I could

when you have the

so I have the action, do we

following the decision on

'n Diablo or to allow it to

MR. BORCHARDT: Yes, thank you very much.

MR. WEBER: This is Mike Weber. Linda, you

(ked about sources in Hawaii, any concerns about

Guam or Alaska?

MS. HOWELL: Thanks Mike. In Guam we only

have a couple of portable gauge users so risk there is

minimal. Alaska, we don't have any large facilities

along the areas where the tsunami is projected. We do

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS
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1 have, of course, sources that are sizeable but they

2 are further inland right now, so we are not aware of

3 any risk at this point in time.

4 But my colleague from DNMS sitting across

5 the table will be looking into that shortly and w

6 would update that as necessary.

MR. BORCHARDT: Sounds good. Than 1 E

are you comfortable with where we are as a ?

9 MR. COLLINS: Yes I am Mi. think we

1 will see -- we still have some and I would

11 suggest we watch it unfold. eed to, we can

12 increase our responsemodeut th Michael Peck on

13 site we have a good re 4t/i ght now.

14 MR. BO . Okay.

15 MR. / NS: Any other questions for
I1 Region IV?

17 FARNHOLTZ: Tom Farnholtz from the --

18 regig duty officer, Region IV. I do have one

19 k entry that I was emailed this morning I think

2qt I should put out, and that's concerning Humboldt

//•l Bay and their (inaudible, sounds like "if-sti-sea").

22 They called this morning the HOO

23 (phonetic) to say that they were in their procedures

24 for a tsunami warning on site but expected to take no

25 action. Evacuations are being conducted in the area
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but they will stay on site at Humboldt Bay.

MS. HOWELL: Thank you Tom. Elmo, did you

3 have a question?

4 MR. BORCHARDT: This is Bill again. I just

5 wanted to raise the topic of press releases, if we ha

anything under way, and I wanted to raise

7 sensitivity regarding interaction or anythin at we

8 say to the public affairs or anything about

SJapan.

10 MR. BURNELL: Bill, th cott Burnell.

11 We have only had one call so R euters and that

12 was focused more on U.S. r nts for U.S. plants.

13 We had word that Diablo declared the UE so I

1 shared that with R nd explained to them it was

15 more an expectee t on the non-nuclear side of the

1E plant.

17. 0 don't have any press releases currently

18 wor i I wouldn't expect we would do anything unless

19 upped its response level or if we decided to do

2q, hing resembling activation here at headquarters.

21/ MR. BORCHARDT:m *
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MR. BURNELL: I am certainly aware of that

Bill. I was actually the source of tha•

misunderstanding, even though I was clear,

reporter's interpretation was not, so I am

aware of the need to be very clear of wha • and

are not doing.

D

1:

i"

1'

MALE PARTICIPAM

Nader on the phone.

MS. HOWELL-

was going to make one

follow up on the

Canyon, and we 6 Vllect

on to the s hat they

via HOO 'cciht later thi

B:

we put Nader on, I

decision-making for Diablo

can distribute it, perhaps

Let me go ahead and turn it over to you

einternational perspective.

MR. MAMISH: Thank you Linda I will just

say a few words and then turn it over to Jack for some

details. We have taken a number of actions. We have

got a couple of people, Kirk and Jack who have been

busy this morning following up on a number of issues.

The first thing that we have looked into

NEAL R. GROSS
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is whether or not we have any one -- any of our staff

out on some international trip in Japan and at this

point we are not aware of anyone who is actually out

on travel.

We were going to have a handful of pE

that were going to go out and because of the CR,

staff pulled the plug on the trip, so we are

of anyone who is out in Japan on some

point. A
We have offered to th 0 I AQese, we have

enough of the NISA staff here g the RIC and we

have offered for them to V the ops center and

you know, monitor the -now, have dialogue with

their staff and ot Japan, and I have just been

told that they 0 eng to take us up on that offer.

expect them to come to the ops

centerr •/ e And with that', the only other point I

wante o make before I turn it over to Jack is that

,(\ the Japanese regulator, has stood up their

agency preparedness emergency response facility in

Tokyo to monitor all the issues. Jack?

MR. RAMSEY: Thanks Nader. Let me just

catch everybody up real quickly on a couple of

additional things that are going on. The first thing

that I would mention is please remember in doing this,
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please look at and understand the significance of this

event.

Not just from a nuclear perspective, but

from a non-nuclear perspective this is a horrifically

bad tragedy that has struck Japan.

In the general area, in the immediate

of where this quake has hit, there ar(

operating BWRs in the immediate area

remember we are also looking at both %`e

related aspects of it and the tsu

of it.

1

1o

1:

1!
D*

Lted aspects

All Vh Japan. are located

search any of the news

ually showing pictureschannels right now

of them. '0 S

•< e have hard so far is that most of

them, is f the reactors that were actually

opera g when the quake hit, have been shut down.

t much all of the plants in Japan have a seismic

N capability and it activated.

What isn't clear, and what we are trying

to get clarification on, is 1'hat kind of damage has

been seen at the plant and are the plants in safe

shutdown conditions, again both from the earthquake

standpoing and from the tsunami standpoint.
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It's not particularly a good situation for

our Japanese counterparts. As Nader mentioned, quite a

few of their senior people as well as a number of

their seismic specialists were in town this week for

the RIC.

We have been working with NISA, with.

Japanese regulatory authority and their t a

support organization, JNAT (phonetic) to

understand and get some additional info on what

is going on with the various facil' at have been

affected.

As you can ma e', s a very difficult

situation for them, but e trying to see what we

can -- what kind clai we can obtain.

We y have touched base as well with

the emerge o rations center and other people at

IAEA. T Y in the same situation we are. They are

tryin get some additional information and we have

•Stended offers to them to do what we can to help

Swith their incident response capabilities.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Jack, just very

briefly, have we received any confirmation on whether

or not one of the nuclear power plants, whether it has

power, whether it has fire in the turbine building?

MR. RAMSEY: No, there have been press
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reports that indicate fire in the turbine building. It

would be a BWR. We have seen a conflicting report as

to whether it's a fire associated with the natural gas

facility that is located close to the reactor, or

whether it's the turbine generator of the reacto<

itself.

You can imagine, they have all

site power, they are all running on emerq@

DC power at this point in time and

any additional clarification that i il

now.

1

1

able right

1:

i,

2!

1"

1'

1(

MR. MARKLEY:

note that the seismic e

RIC left yesterday -

back home.

/A Mike Markley. I just

we had speaking at the

he left Wednesday to go

that I

'0 AMSEY: Okay. The only other thing

C mention, which is a secondary issue,

11 I heard you were on the phone, I knew you

ie are heading up into Region II with our

2

2

2

We have not heard

anything related to I (b)(5) I but for Bill and
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Marjie, there may be some interest in our Russian

counterparts in trying to touch base with their

colleagues back in Moscow.

MR. MAMISH: Any questions? This, you

know, from an international perspective, we could ge

a number of press inquiries so we will be working 4i4n

OPA throughout the day to give them the la n

greatest that. we have heard, and I appre ill's

caution.

So we will be working •Jem closely.

MICHAEL: Nader, 1 the misleading

press reporting, or the co se• ress reporting about

nuclear power plants, ar/e eaching back through the

interagency, throu federal coordination center

to make certai•• the U.S. government is sharing

what we kno nd peaking with one voice?

/4 MAMISH: We will do that. We haven't

done 4t yet Michael, but we will do that. Thank you.

MICHAEL: Thank you. Bill are you still

MALE PARTICIPANT: We may have lost him.

Any other.questions from back here?

(No response)

Any other topics that we need to cover?

(No response)
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1 MR. COLLINS: Okay Mike, I am not hearing

2 any. I think we will close out the brief. I just note

3 a couple of actions from Region IV, to reach out to

4 the state of California with what they are doing and

5 with respect to their EOC, and we will promulgate th /

6 licensee's decision with respect to the opera1.

status of Diablo Canyon units. a

8 I would offer that if th in a

shutdown I will reconvene a decision-ma one call

10 to reconsider whether or not we introduce a

11 (inaudible).

12 MICHAEL: Soun Elmo.

13 MS. MCINTO H: is is Angela McIntosh,

14 FSME. Can I plea with the Region IV duty

15 officer befor off the line please?

1E ISH: Okay, Mike, can we have two

17 actions, briefly, we will reach out to our

18 feder partners to make sure we speak in one voice

is • e will stay in contact with OPA on the latest

2(1 , ormation that we hear from our international

2•' counterparts.

22 MICHAEL: Sounds good.

23 MR. MCDERMOTT: This is Brian McDermott.. I

24 have two things, one Nader had asked that if you guys

25 are just making sure that communication channels with
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State Department are open. As I understand, that is

how we would get a formal request for any assistance.

The other thing is this. We will be -- set

up some people in the ops center to help the Japanese

visitors and provide what information we can.

MR. COLLINS: Thanks Mike. Thanks for __

the help.

MS. HOWELL: Elmo, do you

for any further briefing, or would we l

1

1 projected impac

pull together t

1.

2.

understood your

MS.

mary and this coul d be following

:t times for th n coast and just

he picture h he impacts were?

COLLINS: not sure that I fully

qu • 7  nda. I think it would --

One, I guess do we see the

fu her briefing or in lieu of that,

to instead put together a summary on

atus, possibly following the projected

need for

a• time on the west coast?

MR. COLLINS: I think for the immediate,

let's prepare a briefing we can distribute via email

from what we know and from this call. If Diablo Canyon

begins a shutdown, let's reconvene a decision-making

phone call.

2:

2:

2,

2! Does that make sense Linda?
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MS. HOWELL: Yes it does.

MR. COLLINS: And then --

MR. LEEDS: Elmo this is Eric. A thought

that we have here is we have an approximate time that

we understand the tsunami is supposed to hit Humbold•

Bay and Diablo, and one of the thoughts that we^-

shortly before the tsunami hits, such

online during that time period, you InN

MR. COLLINS: We

I don't know that I would• 'tf that comfortable --

itdown, then we can do

that and get an
~e call.

1would that be Linda, to schedule

that call?

HOWELL: Somewhere shortly before 19

-al.

2:

2:

21

2,'

MR. COLLINS: So Eric, why don't we just

ffer a 10 a.m. central call at any rate.

MR. LEEDS: Good, good. Yes, I'd

appreciate that. You know we are just going to get on

-- we will call into the ops center. 10 central is 11

here, right, 11 o'clock. We will just get online.

MR. COLLINS: That way we can share
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whatever information we have. If the licensee begins a

plant shutdown I will reconvene a decision-making

phone call in advance of that.

MR. LEEDS: Makes sense to me, Elmo.

5MR. COLLINS: Linda, any Other questions?

MS. HOWELL: None from here.

MR. COLLINS: I appreciate that he

is at work to pull this together Linda IV

staff, 0IP, INTER (phonetic), NRR a1 hose who

anPhonetwco

2. have contributed, so thank you vermm )

MALE PARTICIPANT: ou Elmo.

Out. MALE PAR•TIcIpA. s office is signing

S out. ,

Ms. MC] Waiting for a duty Officer.

MR. S: I 'm here.

nINTOSH: Hi, yes, thank you (phone

non the line before signing off. I just

wan e o make Sure I understood the Outreach you are

to do as a result. Are you going to reach out to

state of California, just with to just see where

they are at or --

MR- FARNHOLTZ: What we normally did, Bill

Maier is the state liaison Officer here in Region IV.

He has notified this, he has been working the phones

to -- he's got a list of contacts, folks that he deals
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with. So whatever we can do to work with the state

2 folks to do that. I don't know any particular thing.

3 MS. MCINTOSH: Oh, okay. Okay. I just

4 wanted to make sure I understood the nature of that

5 outreach. Is he just -- I won't bother him, he'

probably busy, but I just wanted to kind of under s 01

7 the nature of that outreach.

8 MR. FARNHOLTZ: It's fairly i It's

nothing -- he knows these people perso 1 d so he

1 gets on the phone and talks to out what the

1 conditions are, what we can exBm at we are doing,

12 what they might be doing,• w e can support them,

13 that sort of thing.

14 MS. MC ••Okay.

15 MR. OTT: This is Brian McDermott.

16 On that ou ch just -- the sensitivity there and

17 I'm sure pi has it, is to make sure that we are not,

18 you hitting the states and locals multiple times

19 he same -- you know, asking for information that

2q i should be getting from the FEMA regional response

2I coordinating center contacts.

22 MR. FARNHOLTZ: Right. That's a good point

23 and Bill is sensitive to that, and in fact we leave

24 all state contacts left with Bill so we don't have

25 multiple folks here at Region IV contacting state
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people. Bill does that all for us, so --

MR. MCDERMOTT: Sounds good.

MS. MCINTOSH: Okay, and there was one

other action item Region IV was going to do, maybe it

was related to reactors though?

MR. FARNHOLTZ: I didn't catch that ond

I am afraid I don't have any answers for you

MS. MCINTOSH: Oh, okay. I ju ht I

heard it. Maybe I didn't. Okay. All ri that --

so they are not going to distribu of a summary

of this telecon. They are - .V ing to convene

shortly before, or around a\/ central time, which

is shortly before the is due to hit Diablo

Canyon. I thought tat I heard.

MR. 0LTZ: That's what I heard as

1

1

well and
1ethat -- unless it changes, you

make a decision to shut the plant down I

:lmo said he would convene earlier than that.

MS. MCINTOSH: Okay, well I will be

calling Region IV in a half hour anyway for my normal

contact, you know, daily contact with them, and I

don't know if you would want to be part of that at

all, but I guess that's Region IV's decision, but

maybe there will be an update by then.
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MR. FARNHOLTZ: Yes, I am sure there will

be. The information is changing even as we speak so --

MS. MCINTOSH: Okay.

MR. FARNHOLTZ: Linda Howell is actually

kind of running the show up in the incident respons<

center for Region IV, keeping a close eye

everything.

MS. MCINTOSH:

MR. FARNHOLTZ:

MS. MCINTOSH;

lot, I'll go and make sure

I know at the moment.

Okay.

All right'

All ri~t

Scott know what

Wght, sounds good.

All right, thanks a lot,

I'll talk to

/MRNHOLTZ: You bet. Bye-bye.

MCINTOSH: Bye-bye.

(Conference call concludes

:30 a.m.)

at 9:33

2,

2:

2d
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

9:39 a.m./04:36 a.m.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Hey good morning Mr.

Collins, how are you doing sir?

MR. COLLINS: Very good this is Elmo.

MR. MCDERMOTT: Elmo, it's I

McDermott, we have got Mike Weber here in t ps

center along with Pat Hieland (phonetic) •hers.

There seems to be a lot of activity ae agency

right now, Elmo, in terms le seeking

information and the Chairman h ut a request for

talking points as well as a s report on all U.S.

facilities that pot Pn/ could -be adversely

affected by the tsu• Y he wants it by 10.

MR• 'Y S: Okay.

• •BER: (This must be Mr. Weber since

Mr. Co1 dresses speaker as "Mike" but unclear

whn ngeover between interlocutors occurs. I have

ued on assumption that this speaker is Weber

ow.) So here is my strategy. I think in order to

coordinate communications on our agency response, I

thought we ought to go into a monitoring mode and

coordinate those communications through the ops

center, through Region IV.

MR. COLLINS: I'm thinking the same thing
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Mike. We were on the verge of -- you know we have been

waiting for the last 30 to 45 minutes for a licensee

decision, and we are -- of course as you know we were

planning the playoff of that with respect to the

agency mode.

But because of the level of interes

think I agree with you, I am there ready t / ka

decision to go to monitor -- we are alrea y. The

people, the resources are deployed, th e eare in

place, at least in Region IV statu M

MR. WEBER: What ake sense to me

and I'll juts propose this at ou have the lead for

monitoring the U.S. plns\ sources and that we will

take the lead bac on interagency coordination

and internation) cts.

.XLLINS: Yes.

. WEBER: Does that make sense?

MR. COLLINS: Yes. No, that's excellent.

&st trying to decide how we actually make this

m is ion official.

MR. LEEDS: I think that the -- Elmo, this

is Eric. I think the regional administrator suggests

it to Kevin or concurs on it and then the agencies do

monitoring.

MALE PARTICIPANT:
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didn't know you were on the phone Eric. Good.

MR. COLLINS: I decide to put the agency

in monitoring mode with your concurrence, Eric?

MR. LEEDS: I concur.

MR. COLLINS: And ops officer, would. yo

note the time? ý4

7 MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes sir, I'll

8 time as 09:46 and the agency is in monitor

MS. HOWELL: Elmo, Art I

10 MR. WEBER: You shoul e a

11 couple of other things. I'm to jot Bre

12 he is about to go on a go /e-wide commu

13 conference call that OP iIng to be monit

14 The Ch•. s asked us to pre

ware of a

nicators'

pare some

1

1

1i

1.

21

talking points

well as thOM

could share with the public, as

can share with the other federal

And we have received a draft of those

2:

2'

2,

2ý

1 here and one other thing. We have a press release

from TEPCO that says that they have commenced an

evacuation in the vicinity of Fukushima Daiichi, and

it's out three kilometers in the vicinity of the

nuclear power station..

We are still unclear on the condition of
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that plant but the press reporting indicates that they

are having difficulties in terms of maintaining

cooling at least at one of those units.

MR. COLLINS: Okay thank you Mike. Yes, it

MS. HOWELL: Elmo, there is also ano

update that we just pulled in San Luis, Obis u t"y

and evacuations are -- immediate evacuatio b eing

recommended to several areas around Di o 0 nyon, to

1 include Port San Luis, Avila •• Pismo Beach,

1 Oceano and Cayucos.

12 MR. COLLINS: 1 right Linda. Let's

13 get the incident res activated with, I

14 believe we already, sed the staffing we would

15 have in place.

1 • •OWELL: Yes, Elmo, this is Art and

17 I'll c Im Becker and let him know we are

18 mon t ng. We are expecting a decision from them

19 minutes on what they -- (inaudible)

2q MS. HOWELL: Elmo let me -- go ahead.

21 MR. COLLINS: Well I was just going to ask

22 you at the right time, Linda, if you would for the

23 benefit of all of us, summarize what actions we have

24 outstanding and what we need to accomplish in terms of

2 communication in summary.
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MS. HOWELL: Certainly, and maybe Mike

Weber can update this if we don't have the latest.

One, we anticipate a decision-maker call if Diablo

does make a decision to shut down the plant.

Once that decision is made, we owe

summary out to, probably going to the HOO to

appropriate members of the senior management

We are still reaching out to e of

California and have attempted to rea to the

state of Hawaii. There are some issues with

both of those states so we 114?l working that

issue.

MR.

of the

I understand we have a

briefing

line

MS. t: Correct, we have an open

brief e< ed for 10 a.m. with all parties who

joi• earlier this morning. Jim Trapp of the

's office has been notified that that will
N

%,and I understand that he may join us during that

'clock central, 11 o'clock eastern call.

MR. WEBER: Jim from the EDO's (phonetic)

office --

MS. HOWELL: I'm sorry, sorry Mike. And I

also understand that through Jim, a briefing of the

Chairman was scheduled for 11:45 eastern. I would
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expect that if the Chairman joins us at 10 o'clock

that may be preempted.

MR. WEBER: I think the Chairman is

planning to participate at 11 o'clock.

MS. HOWELL: Okay.

MR. WEBER: But that could ch•

obviously, if we go into response mode at er

level for Diablo or (inaudible). Linda, sure

when you joined the call. At 09:46, _m made the,'/y
decision to go to monitoring in co N on with Eric.

Region IV is in the lead f/ U.S. sites and

headquarters is taking th el'X for tracking of the

international.

MS. HO Understood. I have also

just, for ever t %w-ledge, have been working with

Nader Mami //Ran Nader is going to have his staff

cti

about, I

was the

possible

brief us

(202) 234-4433

able to join us at the 11 o'clock

call to talk from the international

Lve.

. There's been some enhanced reporting

think it's the Onagawa plant in Japan, which

one that lost cooling systems and some

degradation of the situation there.

So Nader is checking in on that and will

with whatever he has been able to capture at
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iI.

MR. WEBER: Yes, we understand that it is

Fukushima Daiichi.

MS. HOWELL: Okay.

MR. WEBER: And did you hear

from the Chairman, Linda, for a status

writing on the U.S. facilities?

MS. HOWELL: No, we had notj

that yet.

MR. WEBER: Yes, he

around 10 o'clock, but that's

MS. HOWELL: in

for that

1

1

change in the

status?

MS S: No, there's been no change

status actually might get covered

points.
MR. WEBER: These are the ones from Scott

MS. HOWELL: Yes.

MR. WEBER: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: There's been no change

in status so there might be a change in Diablo any

minute, but --

MS. HOWELL: So, right, at the present
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time Mike there's no change from those OPA talking

points.

MR. WEBER: Okay. o we can go ahead and

forward them up to the Chairman?
/

MS. HOWELL: Yes.

MALE PARTICIPANT: There's a -- I

that what's missing is -- I don't know if the i an

would want to discuss or not -- but I u d at

Diablo Canyon they are evaluating whet t shut the

plant down, and I think we are I ng that with

our on-site (inaudible). I ee that in the

talking points.

It's clear t have our (inaudible) on

site but is it cle -- it's just not clear that

they are consi• / hat actions -- what steps would

be taken ne 4 1wih could include a plant shutdown.

you copy that?

MS. HOWELL: Yes we did. We could have --

ve got a public affairs officer here in our

er and we can have that added to the second

bullet, but I don't know if we would want to have the

Chairman broadcast that publicly when the decision

hasn't yet been made.

MR. WEBER: Yes, I don't know the exact

words Linda, but at least put in there something about
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I the licensee is you know, monitoring it closely --

2 MS. HOWELL: Yes, we will craft that and

3 have that updated and sent up.

4 MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes, I think they're in

5 talking points so it's not a press release.

6 MR. WEBER: I think it's fair Linda,

7 I'm sure the residents could validate this u

the licensees must have a preplanned action ress

this type of situation, and we are w ah to make

1 sure that the --

11 MS. HOWELL: Cor

12 MALE PARTICIP Cor implemented.

13 MS. HOWELL: Correct. We will get

14 something in there.

15 CIPANT: Okay.

1 E ARTICIPANT: And then that is true.

17 The lice s as implemented a number of actions.

18 MR. WEBER: All right so can you work on

1 • and then get those back here and also up to the

2 irman?

MS. HOWELL: Consider it done.

22 MR. WEBER: Thank you. Nader, are you on

23 the phone?

24 MR. MAMISH: Yes, sir.

25 MR. WEBER: Do we have any updated
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information on the status of the Japanese nuclear

facility?

MR. MAMISH: The latest that I have

received indicates that -- as you indicated, the

Fukushima Daiichi plant, it's Article 10 of the Act oe

special measures, nuclear emergency, has heigh t

alert conditions.

And then for the other plant, , it

says some sort of a fire, C02 extingui , started

at 17:15. I don't know what tha So we are

checking into both of these i we are hopeful

that we can get an update "

MR. WEBER: we have seen a press

release that was i TEPCO as of 10 p.m. Japan

time and that \ press release that talks about

the evacua t three kilometers, and it also

refers oQ fire, but the fire was reported at

Fukus ' a Daini and it occurred in a service building,

was extinguished six hours before the press

~ease was issued.

MR. MAMISH: Okay. All right. So we will -

- I guess we are on for a bulletin in about an hour

and we will try to get an update.

MR. WEBER: Right, but the Chairman would

like, whatever our best accurate information is on the
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Japanese facility as of this time, that he can share

with other federal agencies --

MR. MAMISH: Okay, who is --

MR. WEBER: that don't have -- go ahead.

MR. MAMISH: Who is putting th<

coordinated information together?

MR. WEBER: You are.

MR. MAMISH: Nono, I mean R put

together the international stuff, but • we feed

it to?

MR. WEBER: to the ops

center.

MR.

MR. Region IV has the lead on

the U.S.

RKMISH:

WEBER:

Okay.

as reflected in the talking

MR. LEEDS: Hey Mike, this is Eric. Can I

Cak in for second?

MR. WEBER: Sure.

MR. LEEDS: Yes, this is for Elmo and

Region IV. I know Pat Hieland is also on the line.

Elmo, let us know what kind of assistance NRR can

provide you guys in terms of seismic experts. I don't
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know if anybody has tapped research yet, but certainly

we could act as liaison to research and get you

whatever you need.

So just let us know how we can support

you.

MR. COLLINS: Okay, thank you very

Eric. Sure will.

MR. WEBER: Eric, Pat Hieland

over here but they are advising us

meeting with the Japanese in 6D4 P

on seismic --

.c) and it's

exchange.

MR. WEBER:

10 or so represent

agencies in tha

rral exchange and there's

our Japanese counterpart

: Outstanding Elmo, I know where

I can ge help

MR. COLLINS: Okay. This is Elmo. I am

to drop off this bridge, Linda, I guess, and

• ion IV, I am anticipating an ET bridge will be

maintained between the ops center and the Region IV

team (phonetic) response center.

Can you confirm that Region IV?

(No response)

I'll have to go back and --
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Elmo, can you repeatMALE PARTICIPANT:

the question?

MR. COLLINS: I was just -- just looking

ahead to the complete activation of our ops center for

monitoring. I used a bad word.

MALE PARTICIPANT: I'll tell you, we a

staffed for monitoring.

MR. COLLINS: Well I think "• EV is

too and so we just need to get communic 6 ridges.

MS. PRUETT: : Yes, V is staffed

for monitoring. This is Troy. c)

MR. COLLINS: To% ay, good.

2(

2:

the -- mak

executive t

MS. HOWELL: 4!full team is here Elmo.

MR. CO Yes, I was just looking for

e s is--will this serve as the

dge, this bridge?

HOWELL: Do we have a headquarters

officer on line?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes sir, this is the ET

MR. COLLINS: Okay good, so we are good.

MS. HOWELL: Right. Elmo, and Mike; I

don't know if you are still on, I have provided an

updated to our public affairs officer for the

Chairman's talking points. It will be going out
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through Scott Burnell with a copy to Jean Marshall

(phonetic) and Brian McDermott in INTER.

MR. WEBER: Okay, and you are copying the

ops center on that?

MS. HOWELL: Yes, they will get a copy.

MR. WEBER: Thank you.

MR. MAMISH: Mike, I'm going to•

and see what information I can ge our

counterparts.

MR. WEBER: Are you g Jack over

here?

MR. MAMISH: I ng to just do that,

get out of my office, d at. I may even come down

the center myself.
MR./ Okay.

MISH: Thanks.

.WEBER: Thank you.

MR. COLLINS: Art, are you on the bridge?

(No response)

MR. COLLINS: Or Troy, would you ask Art

to give me a call separately? And Troy, I believe you

are the Region IV base team manager?

MS. PRUETT: I am the Region IV base team

manager, and I understand you want Art to call you

2

2

2

2 separately?
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MR. COLLINS: All right. Thank you very

much.

MR. LEEDS: Is Mike Weber still on? It's

Eric Leeds.

MR. WEBER: I'

MR. LEEDS: YE

separately? 'll give you a

MR. WEBER: We

MR. LEEDS: O1

MR. WEBER: Ca

MR. LEEDS:

call you back in a minute.

MR. WEBER: R1

MR. LEE

m here Eric.

_s, Mike, can I talk wi

call on your Blacks

11i, I'm in the E.

:ay.

11i me ba 01-816-

5807 t. Thanks.

5807.

I'll

:e call concludes at 9:55

a.m. /04:52
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

9:57 a.m./04:53 a.m.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Mike.

MR. WEBER: Go ahead.

MALE PARTICIPANT: We have the Chal

here.

41

/

I

MR. WEBER: Okay. A*
CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Hey Mike.

MR. WEBER: Good mi Chairman. We

understand you are looking for• e.

CHAIRMAN JACZKI .

MR. WEBER \u are going to have

(inaudible) update .S. facilities and then we

will go to tional programs on what we

understand e Japanese situation, and Holly

Harringt here to talk about the federal agency

coor tion and communication.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay great. Thanks.

MR. WEBER: Want to take it, Region IV?

MS. HOWELL: Sure Mike. Currently

Humboldt Bay has notified us that they have entered

their offnormal (phonetic) procedures but they don't

anticipate the need to take any action.

Evacuations are occurring in the area
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around the plant --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: And those evacuations

are for what purpose, because of the actual tsunami

effect?

MS. HOWELL: Yes, it's a precautionar

measure directed by local government organizations

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, and we a ng

to -- Holly you are prepared to mthat

effectively? Because that will likel t tfairly

soon, that we are ordering -- t cuations are

being ordered around the nucle• ity.

MS. HARRINGTON: Region IV is pulling

together a press relea• /n at will incorporate any

new information pl talking points you have

already seen.

I JACZKO: Okay.

SHOWELL: The next point of interest

is San Luis and the area around Diablo Canyon.

unty -- San Luis, Obispo County has issued some

cuation directions this morning, and I don't have a

time stamp on that, but basically includes Port San

Luis, Avila Beach, Cayucos and Oceana.

Diablo Canyon remains in notice of unusual

event for their procedures, because they are in a

tsunami warning area. That tsunami warning area
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extends from near Santa Barbara, in between Santa

Barbara, Santa Maria, up to the California-Oregon

border.

South of that is only a tsunami advisory

but the plant currently plans to remain at full power

They have released all non-essential personnel 0

the plant zone.

And then further south, point •erest

would be around La Jolla and San Onofr T area is

only under tsunami advisory and f re has not

taken any additional actions ed any offnormal

procedure status at thist V
CHAIRMAN JCZ, Ad the projection, from

what I understood r, for the wave height or

however we wou• ibe it for the tsunami, is that

or is that w hin the tsunami design basis for the

facility

k MS. HOWELL: It is within the design

•\ for the facility at Diablo Canyon and the most

S nt update that we received from our resident

\inspector staff, who is on site monitoring the

licensee actions, is that the licensee currently

anticipates a three-foot wave surge at the plant

intake structure.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.
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MS. HOWELL: Design basis is 30 feet.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MR. WEBER: Linda, can you say something

briefly about the drawback and what implications it

may have on plant function?

can speak to that. I just got off the phone

Becker, the site vice president. They are

a drawdown of approximately three feetn

structure. Jm

to screen clogging as

operational impact in

seen, exN ed drawdowns due

muc x feet without much

a / ater system. That's the

a man. And then the OP

has additional margin which he

1

1

1

1

24

cannot speak to

are trying to

qm to call me back within the next few minutes if

they have any assessment about the period of the

drawdown.2.

2

2

2.

But they believe that because of the

drawdown it's only going to be three feet and that

would be will within' the design basis of the plant,
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and that factored heavily into their decision to

at 100 Percent POWer.

MR. WEBER: Okay. And then Sari Onofre

not in a tsunami watch, they are at a warning o

advisory?

MWarning 
or

leveSan s o their They are at the adv-

oleve and SO their Procedures would not call

8 to escalate or take further actions.

updtesth . WEBE'R. Okay. Good. w ave any

( Updates then from Hawaii on any ma issues?1MS. HOWELL. Cu iSues?

S Updates on materials issu W•avbe monitoring

14 HaUSGS reporting and t esignificant 
impact for

14 e Hawaii a 2 in the Maui area. We have

1 extended Over 28 _minuted Period.

1 ep EB : 'But from what you have

17 exp rted Ously Linda' am correct that you

ap the Sources would be out of harm's way

2 e they are away from the coastline?

SMS. HOWELL: Thatfs correct. In Hawaii we

would be looking at some hospital facilities that

2 carry category 1 and category 2 SOurces. But they sit

2 On they do not sit at shoreline elevation. They are up

24 on the hill so we don't anticipate any -- didn,t

25 anticipate any impact and have not yet been notified
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that there was any adverse impact.

MR. WEBER: Okay. And can you remind me,

is Hawaii an agreement state or not?

MS. HOWELL: Hawaii is not an agreement

state. It is a non-agreement state.

MR. WEBER: Okay. So there are licens

MS. HOWELL: That is correct.

MR. WEBER: Okay.

MR. WEBER: And in Guam th .• standing

was that we only had some portable

MS. HOWELL: Tha ect, a couple of

portable gauge licensees. a.mVeport -- its impact

period was at approxima 4:30 central time this

morning and the re hat we saw there was just a

two-foot sea le 'e.

BER: Okay, thank you. Any other

reports,e n IV, on facilities or sources?

MS. HOWELL: None at this time. Thank you

MR. WEBER: Okay, Nader?

/

L1•-lJEr rer'I\±4 k.±lrn1tn ; :- It M UL-r y, J USL.

updating, we are going into monitoring mode in Region

IV.

MALE PARTICIPANT: We are

MALE PARTICIPANT: We are
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okay, and the reason for that is?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Coordination on the

communications associated with the earthquake as well

as the coordination with the other federal agencies.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay, thanks.

MR. WEBER: Okay, Nader?

MR. MAMISH: Okay. Chairman, t re

four sites that are closest to the quake

occurred, the Onagawa, which has three r ng BWRs,

the Fukushima Daiichi, which has rating BWRs,

Fukushima Daini has four ope WRs, and Tokai,

which has one operating BW

A number \ Whese units were in

maintenance mode. at were operating all are

(inaudible). A• f 11 units (inaudible).

oation that we have at this point,

although of it is somewhat sketchy, is that

thereIa significant flooding in one unit. We have

• een able to pinpoint which unit that is. The

oding is the result of the tsunami.

One of the units at the Fukushima Daiichi

has some cooling issues, loss of feedwater for its

cooling system, but based on the press release that we

have seen, they indicate that the reactor coolant has

a significant amount of water for cooling and that
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there's no danger of the fuel being exposed.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MR. MAMISH:' And finally, there was

apparently some fire at one of the Fukushima Daini

units that was extinguished and there is

precautionary evacuation of three kilometers a

all the plants that were in the vicinity he

earthquake occurred.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. ere have

been no requests for any assis t us at this

point, have there?

MR. MAMISH: 90N H y de t

CHAIRMAN 1C Okay. Thanks.

MR. WEB~Ykav. Holly? Update on the

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

. PRRINGTON: Chairman, as you know we

have ta oints that you and your staff already

have. ese are if asked only at this point. We have

& emedia inquiries, not a-whole lot, and we are

them with one individual so that we have

got consistence of message.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, good.

MS. HARRINGTON: We are now also working

on a press release out of Region IV, which we will

talk about. They are going into monitoring mode and we
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shall incorporate some of the generic talking points

that we have already got about earthquakes and tsunami

design basis and that sort of thing.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MS. HARRINGTON: We will get that to FEM•

as soon as we are through our approval process

posting it. I believe FEMA will be as is

doing some sort of a round-up press releas

sort of take bits and pieces from e o

lll release and put it into one

press release.

We did alre,

call this morning, yo

press releases yet U

A lot of fo l j

iav'a nickel (phonetic)

) There 's not a lot of

•st of the federal agencies.

ust sort of mobilizing and

standi ng by d i~at sort of thing at this point.

here may be a nickel call this afternoon

sunami materializes and they are saying or

ýs not, if it really turns out to not be very

then it's unlikely there will be another nickel

call.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. Good.

MR. WEBER: Okay, anything else?

(Inaudible) do you want to summarize federal status?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Right now Chairman we
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have made contact with the National Operations Center

run by FEMA. We are making preps to get a liaison

there if needed. FEMA is itself (inaudible). We

understand that Administrator Fugate had a request in

to full staffing of their Regional Responst

Coordination Centers in the two affected FEMA regi.

or potentially affected FEMA regions.

And we also know that they aking

preps internally, this is for what we call the

J/

disaster-initiated review. That w a follow up

if there were any impacts on n ergency planning

zone around one of the fac It's the look that

they do after that nat r aster to make sure that

reasonable assura / the offsite ability to

implement emer ans is maintained.

e have coordination with them
actually gh my division in INTER.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MR. WEBER: *And the National Response*

rdination Center is staffed up, but we were not

requested to send someone down there, but we are

pushing to get an invite to go down there so that we

don't have other agencies speaking for us.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Exactly, okay. And if

you have trouble with that Mike, let me know, and I'll
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raise that wherever I can, if I need to.

MR. WEBER: Okay. Will do. Anything else?

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: No, appreciate the

updates and next time when we do this, it would be

helpful for me to have some of this on a piece o

paper so I can refer back to it. John has done a

job here of taking some copious notes but it be

easier probably just to have it directly 1 of

you.

MR. WEBER: Understood r

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: ' d obviously this

is not any serious inciden.rin the United States

yet, and -- but I apprI everybody kind of you

know, responding Q (ng prepared and obviously

there's a lot -- my biggest concern right now

is one, ob & ' / you know, making sure that things

stay at , hi ants within our expected parameters, and

th~e je other piece is just making sure we get

y of communication, because there's a lot of

lation in particular about what's happening in

Japan that is I think leading to a bit of, I want to

say -- I don't want to say panic, but perhaps

overreaction in some places about the status of their

facilities.

MR. WEBER: Yes sir, we understand.
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CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, great. Appreciate

it.

MR. WEBER: So next briefing is at 11

o'clock?

that going

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: What do you t

to be too early?

MR. WEBER: It probably will be.

put that off until after the w

and then we will have actual*Inf-

5hink,

suggest we

west coast

will

change between now and then.

CHAIRMAN JACZKM with

that.

MR. we will shoot for 11:45?

be a : lter just let me know when you think

is. So I'll anticipate something around

1

noon and one let's say.

MR. WEBER: Okay.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay?

MR. WEBER: All right.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Thanks Mike.

MR. WEBER: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Thanks everybody.

call concludes at 10:11 a.m./05:08 a.m.)
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(CONFERENCE 
CALL INITIATED)

10:11 a.m./05: 0 8 a.m.

MS. HOWELL: 
Mike, this is Region I

are still Online.
MR. WEBER: Yes, any suggested time

that next update?

MS. HOWELL: That's what I was j

to ask about. 

0

MALE PARTICIPANT: 
We had 

at t

EDO's Office before and they were 
something

for 11:45.

MALE PARTICIP 
heard 

the Chairma

S say give us SOme more ae Oose between 12 and 1.

Os, shall we say 12:30?

time. 

CIPANT: 
12:30 eastern 

standarc

cl and .HOWELL: 
Okay, we will all plan to

call aMike, I'm not sure that the talking points

has prepared capture all of the tidbits yet.

can give some notes from here.

How would you like us to Coordinate

getting that up so that Nader can add in anything that

he might have if we want to get a one-pager up to the

Chai rman?

MR. WEBER: Linda, we are pulling in folks
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for the liaison team so that's where we have the most

staff in terms of headquarters, so if you would just

funnel it to the liaison team and then we will get it

from OIT (phonetic) and package it.

MS. HOWELL: Okay, we will forward it o0

through the HOOs and make a request that they se

on to the liaison through Brian.

MR. WEBER: Thank you. It so e we

should plan to have a situation report -hat next

call, right?1

1 MR. MAMISH:

o'clock? Does that make sei

Get what, 12

(inauc

MR. WEBER ethe liaison team --

MALE P T: We will pull together

lible) an ••ere by 12 noon.

.XBER: Okay, all right. Okay. Thanks4 ing to go on mute.

(Conference call concludes at 10:12

15:09 a.m.)

all. W
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

10:12 a.m./05:09 a.m.

MR. COLLINS: Say Troy, this is Elmc

MS. PRUETT: Yes sir.

MR. COLLINS: Yes, just for the t

points for the Chairman, you know, we, just

reminder, we do have the lead for really

facilities, Region IV facilities. You kno•

up already I view as just round one e n

those and probably the quicker pull

together the better, to get a4IA j vision t

-a

1

1

1;

2:

ii

iC

L that

o save

the pertinent that is pert

, we are updating that

continually.

MR kS: Yes, okay good, I like that.

of me. Thank you.

PRUETT: All right.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Elmo, you got the word

~\30 then for the next Chairman's brief?

MR. COLLINS: Right, right. That's right,

so I'll be -- let's have a couple of minutes on the

phone in advance of that Troy --

MS. PRUETT: Okay.

MR. COLLINS: and Linda. So I would

appreciate that.
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MS. HOWELL: Okay.

MR. COLLINS: Yes, thank you. I thought it

was a good brief Linda. Thank you very much.

MS. HOWELL: We are on target here, Elmo.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes sir, thank you.

(Conference call concludes at

a.m./05:11 a.m.) R

D:
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

10:14 a.m./05:11 a.m.

CHRIS: Are you there Jim?

MR. TRAPP: Yes.

CHRIS: What can I do for you?

MR. TRAPP: Oh, no question, I just

to coordinate and make sure that the ChairmanW

information he needs.

CHRIS: Yes, well youC

called in about 35 minutes ago.

MR. TRAPP: Okay.

CHRIS: And I n' k has all he

The next brief for the is 12:30 easteri

MR. T rY y well, it sounds 2

wants.

a time.

are in goodi sha~ftr1WQJive him what he needs, then.

I Right, and just an update, Diablo

stay at full power, and there's no --

expect any significant impact to Diablo

at all.

IMR. TRAPP:

Chris. Take care.

(Conference

a.m./05:12 a.m.)

Very well. Thanks so much

call concludes at 10:15

2:

2,

2ý
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

10:15 a.m./05:12 a.m.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Region IV, are you on

the line?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes we are.

MALE PARTICIPANT: We just receivei

update from reactor counterpart link a]

of Diablo. We understand that they are

one-foot drop in water level from dra

are expecting a three-foot rise o c<

of hours from that.

next couple

1

.1

1

*1

1

1.

21

thing we heard.

MALE

expecting any<

Is that corot.t?

Okay. So they are not

the tsunami at Diablo.

fLE PARTICIPANT:
MALE PARTICIPANT:

MALE PARTICIPANT:

That's correct.

Okay.

(Inaudible) tsunami has

*ed?

MALE PARTICIPANT: I guess we can't say

that the tsunami has passed because they haven't seen

the high waves.2.

2,

2.

MALE PARTICIPANT: That's right. We were

doing some research on tsunamis here. It looks like
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12
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16

17

18

1.
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it's a two- or a three-hour phenomenon anyway from

beginning to end, so --- but based on the one update

they only have (audio drops) a three-foot rise so --

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay. We are going to

notify the Chairman of that information.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: You know, t, ident

is- planning to go on at 12:30 we undef • eastern

time. £1)
M

through our

anything about

ALE PARTICIPANT:

ALE PARTICIPAr Md we also understand

reachback t does not plan to say

t the plants in Japan.

CIPANT: Okay.

SARTICIPANT: Okay?

LLE PARTICIPANT: Any headquarters report

22

23

24

25

/ N MALE PARTICIPANT: Not right now. I think

are doing well.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

MS. HOWELL: One question. It's Linda. We

have got an update of current -- it would be 1100

eastern, and I am preparing (inaudible, phone

interference) which address or recipient would you
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

ic

12

12

14

15

16

17

1E

19

2ý

22

23

24

25

like me to send it to?

MALE PARTICIPANT: You could send it just

to the HOOs and they'll get it to the liaison team if

they haven't already established it.

MS. HOWELL: Okay, great. I will go ahea"

and reach back from the liaison team, separate

any of our conversations, asking for a briei or

the Chairman. Are we all coordinated that ••doing

that briefing at 12:30 eastern through •c ral line

(inaudible, phone interference).

MALE PARTICIPANT: are trying to

collect information for thr. (phonetic).

MR. WEB ER.• ink the answer to your

question is yes, going to do that through a

coordinated cal re.

.WELL: Okay. I just wasn't sure if

there w allel things going on, so I just wanted

to ma sure we are all clear. Thank you.

MR. WEBER: Yes, we had asked the Chairman

his preference was with respect to does he want

to avoid the conflict with the President's briefing

from the White House, and I think the answer was he

wanted to have any updates that we could provide with

respect to Diablo before the President goes online.

But as far as I know we are still planning
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to do the briefing at 12:30.

MR. MCDERMOTT: And Linda, this is Brian,

in advance of that, I think folks are reaching out

from the liaison team trying to collect up Region IV

input, the OIP input.

JEFF: Linda, Jeff (inaudible) here."

to Mike also, they have activated and

1

1

(inaudible).

liaison officer

reports sent toat this time but they do

the (inaudible) crisis a

out to

SITREP

in herE

MS. HO VOkay, I can send this update

HOOs an hoever is going to formulate the

rep •/, could have sufficient information

a1 it down to a concise SITREP input.

< MALE PARTICIPANT: Ned Wright and Lisa

(phonteic) are working on that and they -- I

they called you for input into that SITREP

report.

MS. HOWELL:

Wright on this thing, okay

MALE PARTICII

Okay, all right, I'll cc Ned

Thanks, appreciate

that.
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MS. HOWELL: All right.

MR. WEBER: Linda, if you want the direct

the liaison team, it's L-I-A-0-1.H-O-Cemail for

(phonetic).

MS. HOWELL: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: @nrc.gov.

MR. WEBER: Okay we are going

mute.

(Conference

a.m./05:16 a.m.)

call concli

1~

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

10:20 a.m./05:17 a.m.'

MS. HOWELL: H

JOE: Yes.

MS. HOWELL:

ley Joe?

Linda here. I think

11:45 briefing that happened earlier, est,

Jim Trapp at the EDO's office was transfe:

12:30 that we discussed during the last br'

JOE: Okay, so there is no :4

briefing is at 12:30.

MS. HOWELL: That' / ct.

JOE: Okay, thq~k yo1

0iright. Thanks Joe.

:all concludes at 10:201

1

1

1

1.

1

2!

a.m./05:17 a.m

2.

2.

2

2.
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

10:21 a.m./05:18 a.m.

JOHN: Hey Mike, John Monenger (phonetic)

calling.

MR. WEBER: Hey John.

JOHN: Hey, Chairman will be back

about five minutes or so. I guess we got the

that you guys wanted to -- were readyd

briefing in about 10 minutes or so.

MR. WEBER: Yes, we kn he w

have an update on Diablo's ion bef

President goes on at 12:30

JOHN: Oka 4j just wanted to

line in place befor ows up.

MR.~ Okay.

anted to

ore the

get the

1

1

1

1

1

1

2q

X.We are on mute.

WEBER: All right. Thanks John.

(Conference call concludes at 10:21

5:18 a.m.)

2:

2.

2,
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

10:21 a.m./05:18 a.m.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Hello.

MR. WEBER: Hi Chairman.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Hi Mike.

MR. WEBER: Just to give you a

update. We understand that you are aware the

goes (inaudible) at 12:30.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Yes.

MR. WEBER: And becau • at we
tolt o ko wa e o ~ DaboCayn

1

I.

1

I.

ii

ii

to let you know what we now kngMVkN'Diablo Canyon.

CHAIRMAN JACZK• , great.

MR. WEBER: on reporting from the

site, they are exp, g about a one-foot decrease

in ocean level /4 the drawback, and with that they

would expec tXee-foot wave to come back, but that

wave ris r the span of one to two hours.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MR. WEBER: So that confirmed the earlier

Dcast that they do not expect to be threatened by

the tsunami at Diablo Canyon.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, good.

MR. WEBER: And we understand that the

President does not intend to say anything about the

nuclear situation in Japan.
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2 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay good.

3 MR. WEBER: And that's through our

4 contacts with the national security staff.

5 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Good.

MR. WEBER: *But I think that's the

total of what we currently understand. A/

8 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

9 MR. WEBER: Would you li t ave thet

10 briefing at 12:30 or would you to watch the

1i President?

12 CHAIRMAN JACZ mean, right now, it

13 seems like there's no ssues at this point, is

14 that correct? i

15 MR. That's correct. The thing that

16 we still h a arge amount of uncertainty about is

17 what is I n with respect to the Japanese plants.

18 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

19 MR. WEBER: We had a representative of

2q, here in the operations center this morning. He

/1 received an updated call from his contacts in Japan

22 but he was reluctant to share additional information

23 with us until he had the opportunity to confirm that

24 information.

25 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.
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MR. WEBER: There was some discussion

about getting a mobile emergency diesel generator at

at least one of the plants, but we were thinking that

there could still be some translation challenges there

in understanding what the current situation was.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. Well, my pers

sense here, and please, tell me whether youf ee or

disagree with it, is that I don't want tc don't

want to be a distraction to the Japan I any way,

shape or form, that they are managpf event.

provid

If I: d~to be engaged to make sure we can

e h ith whatever they request. Otherwise I

Kggest that we continue to get information

we can, but we do not do anything to burden them

2,

2!

domestically with their issues.

MR. WEBER: Understood, sir, and that's

the position that we took in our interactions with the

JNES representative.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. Good.
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1 MR. WEBER: We offered assistance. None

2 was requested, and so he went off and continued to

3 work his contacts to do whatever support he could

4 decide.

5 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay good. Good. Well,

would just suggest then that you keep me posted

I'm sorry? Oh, I would suggest that you keep I sed

8 if something were to change, in particular y of

9 our plants or licensees, or again, t e was a

10 specific request for informatio request for

1 assistance from our Japanese c ts

12 MR. WEBER: Ok i understood.
12 CHAIRMAN J "

1JC . Good. Thanks everybody.

14 Appreciate it.

15 MR. Thank you.

16 1 JACZKO: Bye.

17 COLLINS: Mike Weber, can you hear me?

18 MR. WEBER: I hear you.

1 MR. COLLINS: Given that we just did this

2q i-brief for the Chairman and we probably won't have

2 to back-brief him again other than to tell him that we

22 are spinning down, do you see a need to put everybody

23 back on for one more brief to get them all up to

24 speed?

25 MR. WEBER: That's what we were just
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talking about, about the benefit of doing that,

because there have been some offices,, like this last

call we didn't have international programs on or we

didn't get an update from public affairs.

MR. COLLINS: Right.

MR. WEBER: If we are going to do tha

were thinking it would be wise to avoid the• fC

with the President's presentation at 12:30OI

MR. COLLINS: Okay, so

want to do this, one o'clock eastec

work? O.X

MR. WEBER: I

from our end and t;

commissioner assis

up to speed o,^ is

nk1We o'clock would work

y we can also do a

ief so that they were kept

going on. Is that enough

I (inaudible) think that

works ,,r us on the bridge.

MR. WEBER: Okay, so we do the similar

Znat, we'd have the update on the U.S. regulator's

activities, then we would go to international programs

and then the update on communications and

coordination.

MR. COLLINS: Okay.

MR. WEBER: Okay. So let's shoot for one
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o'clock and that gives us the opportunity to watch the

President at 12:30.

MR. COLLINS: Okay. Good. Thanks much.

MR. WEBER: Okay, thank you.

MR. COLLINS: Say Troy?

MS. PRUETT: Yes sir.

MR. COLLINS: This is Elmo. I had

trouble getting on the bridge. Did I mi 4 rief

for the Chairman?

MS. PRUETT: Well, itd of a last-
kri.

minute kind of thing. It cau surprse but yes

you did miss it.

I:

1:

12

was a short one then,

huh?

MS -- T: It was very short,

essentially/ respect to the (inaudible)

faciliti,( 7e harbor buoy close to Diablo Canyon

regis ed a one-foot decrease in level and based on

4Diablo doesn't expect to see anything more than

ree-foot rise in level at the intake structure.

MR. COLLINS: Okay.

MS. PRUETT: And I think they have

already seen a little bit of a rise start to occur

already, no more than two feet so far.

MR. COLLINS: They believe that's
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indication of the wave passing Diablo Canyon?

MS. PRUETT: That's right, it is -- and

just so you know, it's about a -- anywhere from a one-

to three-hour event, the tsunami is, in terms of level

changes. So we don't anticipate anything more than th•

three feet, which is well within the facility dea

basis of about 35 feet . ta t

MR. COLLINS: Okay. Understoo

MS. PRUETT: And we have reaching

out to the states and we haven't any adverse

information from any of the with respect to

ICIý4.0 Yes, we have contacted

cat 2 licensees in five

Id nothing adverse has beenstates affei

reported.

/ / r . COLLINS: Okay, thank you.

k MS. PRUETT: Right and then I think Bill

e -- we are getting all this into talking notes

t now, but -- and Linda will correct me if I am

wrong, but the Hawaii state EOC did go to full

activation --2:

22

2,

2!

MS.

MS.

full activatior

HOWELL: Correct.

* PRUETT: that California, with the

n at the SOC, I don't know what that
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stands for, I apologize.

MS. HOWELL: The State Operations Center

and the three regional operations centers.

MS. PRUETT: And the three regional ops

centers, and FEMA IX also went to full ops.

MR. COLLINS: Thanks. Understood.

Okay, well I appreciate the efforts to F he

information and report out. I guess we h ux mber

of calls scheduled that --

MS. PRUETT: If es down to

(inaudible) there's a call sc for one o'clock

eastern time, 12 o'clock r and we will get a

hold of you barring s~omeý jumping on (inaudible)

1

1

1

21

MR 3: Well, I appreciate that, and

flexibility.I also appi

Tww, that

commissioner

PRUETT: All right.
(Laughter)

MALE PARTICIPANT: And Elmo, just so you

one o'clock will be set up as a

's assistants brief.

MR. COLLINS: So we will do that in

with the call that's scheduled?

MALE PARTICIPANT: At one o'clock eastern.

MALE PARTICIPANT: That's right.
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MR. COLLINS: Right. Very good.

MS. PRUETT: But Elmo, just so you know,

we are putting the finishing touches on a PE

(phonetic) and we hope to be able to get that out in

the not too distant future.

MR. COLLINS: Okay, excellent. Thank

very much.

MS. PRUETT:

MR. COLLINS:

(Conference

a.m.)

All-righty. Bye

Bye.

call c
1

1

at 10:30

a.m./05:27
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

10:30 a.m./05:27 a.m.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Hey Mike?

(No response)

MR. MCDERMOTT: Brian McDermott. Mike

stepped away for a minute. A

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Who is this? _Ais

Greg Jaczko.

MR. MCDERMOTT:

McDermott.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:

MR. MCDERMOTT:

CHAIRMAN J'z

can track down th r

information abo 0 aote fi

i, how are you?

. Hey, can we see if we

interagency contacts some

tom the Secretary of State

s transported some really

F

Force ha:

N MR. MCDERMOTT: Yes sir. We will get our
i n team on that.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay thanks. If you

could just send me an email when you find out, if we

have any understanding what exactly that was or what

that meant.

MR. MCDERMOTT: Will do.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, thanks.
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(Conference call concludes at 10:31

a.m./0 5 : 2 8 a.m.)

I I

1.

1

I

i.

1I

i.

11

1

21
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2
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

10:31 a.m./05:28 a.m.

MR. WEBER: This is Mike Weber. We

received a cable through international programs which

5 came from the Ambassador in Vienna, and we just want

6 to alert you to this, not thAt you need to do an

7 with the information, but to make sure that• v

8 awareness of it.

9 It's a brief cable that 'zes the

10 current perspective of the Interna. omic Energy

11 Agency with respect to the nuclear

12 power plants in Japan.

13 And thereome somewhat alarming

14 language that talk and I'll just quote, "The

15 IAEA tells us hquake triggered a power failure

1E at the Fuk ma Daiichi unit 2 nuclear power plant,

17 and the a backup generator also failed, the

18 cooli system was unable to supply water to cool the

1 c r.

2q "Specialists at the IAEA understand the

,21 fuel core is still covered by water, but they question

22 if it will remain so.." End quote.

23

24

25
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MALE PARTICIPANT: .t thanks.

MR. WEBER:

(Conferenc concludes at 10:33

a.m./05:30 a.m.)
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

10:37 a.m./05:34 a.m.

MR. MCDERMOTT: This is Brian McDermott at

headquarters operations center. Thank you all for

joining us. We have a commissioner assistant<

briefing planned for you to provide an update on

situation relative to the earthquake and eni

originated in Japan. 80

First I would like to tu I over to

Region IV to talk about the sta the domestic

situation. We will trans t oOffice of

International Programs to kJ out the. situation as

we know it in Japan.

Then ffý will touch on the federal

1:

1:

.on. And with that, Elmo,coordination

take it forj ;do% I V.

(o/~~. PRUETT: Yes, this is Troy Pruett in

Regio 4 am the base team manager for the incident

VSV se center, Region IV. We are going to touch on

reactor plant status first. Geoff Miller will be

doing that. He is the branch chief for Diablo Canyon.

We will then run through the materials,

licensee status, and Chuck Cain will do that. And then

Linda Howell will follow up with the state

interactions that we have had today.
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So with that, Geoff, why don't you kick it

2 off.

3 MR. MILLER: Thanks. By way of a brief

4 background, at 4:23 eastern time this morning the

Diablo Canyon power plant declared a notice of unusua•

event. That was based on receiving a tsunami war*

7 as a result of the earthquake experienced a an

8 earlier this morning.

At that time the licensee t actions

10 including an evacuation of person the station

1 inlet structure, which is th portion of the

12 plant. They also briefed c 11i oom operators on the

1 rapid shutdown ro and established

14 communications wit n Luis, Obispo emergency ops

15 center, and t tblished fire brigade and local

16 command cen

17 so the resident inspectors responded to

18 thes and they are now still in the control room

19 ring the situation and licensee actions.

2Q •This morning the time the licensee

2 predicted that the maximum wave surge they expected to

2 see there' at the site would be approximately three

23 feet at the intake structure. Based on this

24 information they made a determination to remain at 100

25 percent power and the station is, still at 100 percent
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power at this time.

About 11:30 eastern time the licensee

started observing the first potential tsunami effects

at the site. They saw a one-foot drawdown based on

buoy information in the harbor.

They still, based on that drawdown,

about a three-foot surge, confirming their.,%k•

11

L:
mhe normal tidal

not expect it torange of the station and

V T water and seawater systems

'impact on plant operation or anyand have not

we are in continuous communication

residents and the control room.

San Onofre nuclear generating station is

expected to be less severe than at Diablo Canyon. They

were under a tsunami advisory and they have not

reached any emergency action levels, and they continue

-- San Onofre continues to operate at full power.

At this time there are about -- as I said
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there are no other impacts observed at the site. They

have evacuated all personnel from the intake structure

until the conclusion of the event and they are

discussing the criteria for unusual event termination

once they reach the peak here.

The state (phonetic) has closed

normal access road to the plant and t he

evacuated the low-lying areas along the The

licensee does have a north access rou to he site.

They have driven that down. It is e but it is

not yet in use.

They still have day shift did make

it into the plant and. 5o he watch but the night

shift is still on, * That's all for the current

1

1

i1

1

2q

Okay. Chuck, do you want to

2:

2,

2!

MR. CAIN: On the materials side, we have

61, fiCed that we have 17 cat 1 cat 2 licensees in

'J states of Hawaii and Alaska. We have contacted

about half of those so far and none of them have

reported any effects from a tsunami.

All these licensees are (inaudible) users,

primarily radiographers and irradiators. There is also

one in our C (phonetic) licensee, cat 1 cat 2 in
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Sacramento, and we have yet to contact them, but we

will continue until we have contacted all of cat 1 cat

2 licensees.

We have also been in contact with the

Humboldt Bay plant which is in decommissioning 19

northern California, and the licensee has rep•

that they have seen no effects from them

effects at that location as well.

And then we have contac 0 program

directors for the three agI states --

California, Washington and 0 and they have

indicated that they have t are monitoring the

situation in those s at nd that none of their

licensees have yet d any effects from tsunami.

I think that's

had. Is "ayUETT: I think that's all Region IVany questions for Region IV?

If not I will turn it back to1

1

2

2

2

2

2

MR. MCDERMOTT: Okay, let's move on then

to international.

MR. MAMISH: Thanks Brian. There are 14

operational BWRs that are close to where the

earthquake took place. There are three units at

Onagawa, six at Fukushima Daiichi, four at Fukushima
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1

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

2Q

22

23

24

25.

Daini and one at Tokai.

All three units at Onagawa were operating

and all were automatically shut down. Three units of

the six -- three of the six units at Fukushima Daiichi

were operating and three were in maintenance outage

All three units that were operating were shut down:;j

operating and all of them were also shut

automatically shut down.

So in total,

operating, and all 11 of t1

A fire was. co

the turbine buildi

at Onagawa. The * as su

1. 1 14 units were

we shut down.

Qed to have occurred in

.s common to all three units

Nhe Fukushima Daiichi, unit 2

fered a loss of feedwater to its coolant

to a lack of power.

At least one (inaudible) diesel generator

has been delivered on site. According to some recent
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information that I just received from one of my staff,

apparently there's at least 3.4 meters of water above

the fuel for that unit where Fukushima Daiichi unit 2,

so there is still -- at this point it appears that

there is still plenty of water.

The Japanese regulatory authority

declared a heightened state of alert at the F h/ama

Daiichi site. They have ordered onary

evacuations out to three kilometers ni esidents

between three kilometers and 10 k•e rs have been

Veter in place.

are no reports of

received officiallyradiation leakage

from our Japanese

12:30 tha

know what

Lt ra • were rising. We don't really

t mK•ns and we have not confirmed that.

Y have no NRC staff currently in Japan on

travel that we are aware of, and I believe

all the information that we have at this

MR. WEBER: You may have seen -- this is

Mike Weber -- some press reporting quoting the

2
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/
/

The President, when he had hi

12:30 today was also asked the ques

i Secretary of State's comments. Hi 0  nse was when

11 he spoke to the Prime Ministmorning that he

12 offered assistance and a included offering

13 assistance for -- to t e P ar plants.

14 No re that time was requested,

15 however the Pre ) said that he asked Secretary Chu

1 to work c y with his counterparts in Japan to

1 provide w ver assistance the United States can

18 offer.

19 And when Brian talks about coordination, I

2q, nk you will have more to talk about. We have

2 actually gotten a request -- the U.S. government has

2 -gotten a request for assistance, not the NRC.

23 Any questions for Nader on international?

24 MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes, this is

25 (inaudible). We -- I was looking at the TEPCO website
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1 and the "TEPCO website reported that at Fukushima

2 Daini, unit 1, it had a loss of coolant accident as

3 evidenced by high containment pressure.

4 Do you have any information on that?

MR. MAMISH: No, we do not have an•

information on that.

7 MR. SNODDERLY: This is Mike S eIy

from Commissioner Apostolakis's staff, and ible)

the TEPCO website to be very ii h yve. It

10 (inaudible) the problem is in uni I also talked

11 about the (inaudible) that the een actuation of

12 the emergency core coo tem due to high

13 containment pressure.

14 So we to try to -- we were

15 interested in if that was correct.

1 ISH: We will follow up on that

17 statemei re not aware of that.

18 MR. SNODDERLY: And also, Commissioner

19 lakis has asked me to follow up with -- and

2q in we understand this is a very fluid situation and

2 this isn't a turnaround, but he was just curious

22 whether they had exceeded their design basis

23 earthquake, in other words whether it exceeded the

24 (inaudible).

25 MR. MAMISH: We don't have that
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information either, but we can certainly ask back

through channels.

MR. SNODDERLY: Thank you very much. And

also the TEPCO site did confirm also that there had

been evacuations (inaudible) three kilometers. /

MR. MAMISH: Right. We did get

information. .4

MALE PARTICIPANT: Any other

activity -- we are coordinating with

IAEA sent out a cable that came

the IAEA but Ambassador Davie ut

talked about the status o^ eVAEA wi

response to the JapangseN thquake, a

continuing to cooirc•th our folks

with the IAEA.

t

in

i

-- well, not

a cable that

h respect to

d so we are

.n Vienna and

.'OWELL: Mike, can I get some

clarificO t that you said that the federal

gove• -t had received a request from Japan for

E# ance but we, the NRC, had not. Is that correct?

MR. MCDERMOTT: This is Brian McDermott.

Actually, the request Mike was referencing is we have

an unconfirmed at this point report that the Japanese

ambassador has requested support from the Navy,

specifically the USS Ronald Reagan, but that is as

much as we have heard about that request.
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The DHS National Operations Center was

activating what is called its crisis action team, and

that is a -- there's a standing body but then there is

also an expanded complement which includes actually

some NRC staff who will provide support.

They did not go into that exp

activation of that group, and in fact we

they are looking at standing down if t11 the

U.S. continue to go as it appears atA is--point in
time. J0,WC

And that is wha rave for federal

coordination. We do have p io of a liaison team at

the headquarters operat nter. They are working

with Region IV and °rdinating with our federal

partners, inc/ the FEMA REPP, radiological

emergency p arness program folks as well.

at's what we had for federal

coord• tion. Any questions on that before we ask for

sate from public affairs?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Brian, (inaudible)

MALE PARTICIPANT: It will go to the

national response coordination center.

MR. MCDERMOTT: That's FEMA's basically

main ops center. That's where all the real direction

if you will, to move assets, to tap departments and
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1 MS. HOWELL: Okay. That's helpful. Thank

2 you.

3 MR. MCDERMOTT: What I can tell you about

4 the rest of the federal government, I think

Administrator Fugate at FEMA was definitely wanting to

have FEMA stood up and ready for any impact on

7 United States.

8 Earlier today they had activv two

9 FEMA regional response coordination cen atrat would

10 deal with the west coast in th ial area of

11 impact and staffed those facil*

12 They also fu affed the National

13 Response Coordination m which includes support

14 for the 15 emergen rt functions that represent

15 different secto ur economy and response.

1E a in the process of sending a liaison

17 down to 0  RCT and we may gain some insights about

18 what being requested of the federal government

19 • oh that channel.

2Q But by protocol, official requests for

/i/ U.S. support should be coming in through the State

22 Department, and we would be hearing about it through

23 that channel. We are monitoring that, but at this time

24 we have no requests for technical assistance from the

25 NRC.
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agencies to provide support, is funneled through that

center. Is there a question on the line for

coordination?

TAD: This is Tad Kappelman (phonetic).

I'd like to get back to the previous topic. As

understand it, (inaudible) that are in question,

are all at Fukushima Daiichi. The Fukushi D n

reactors, there are four of them there are

fine, right?

also shut

MR. MAMISH: That's

down, as far as we k

TAD: Right. ^u

But they are

briefed about the

loss of unit 2.

MR.

1.

1

21

TAD y, now we have been getting --

some of u av been getting emails that OIP is

forwardi the latest one talks about unit 1 at

that Me having rising radiation levels and rising

4S1`nment pressure.

MR. MAMISH: I'm sorry, who are you

getting that from Tad?

TAD: Darren Saskowitch (phonetic).

MALE PARTICIPANT: We do have some

different reports and one thing to be cognizant of is

that there are two stations, so you will see things
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labeled as Fukushima 1, but that could refer to the

first station. It could be Daiichi instead of Daini.

And so there's a -- as we understand it

from the cable, the cable that came from the

ambassador, it's Fukushima one dash two, so that woul

be Fukushima Daiichi, unit 2.

MALE PARTICIPANT: But that's the at

has the loss of feed.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Right.

TAD or PAT: What's g

Daiichi unit 1?.

MALE PARTICIP t's what we have to

track back Tad (or Pat, c), we don't know.

PA:because we are getting the

indications th•rmation that EDCTS (phonetic)

automatical st ted up and we have a reactor --

rising dion levels at that unit, so it sounds to

me li at Fukushima Daiichi, there may be problems at

its.

MR. MAMISH: I think that there is a

little bit of a translation -- we will go back and

chase it. But Daiichi in Japanese means one.

TAD: Correct. (Inaudible) Fukushima site

and then there is Fukushima Daini, because the

(inaudible) that's how you count in Japanese. That's
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about all I know. (Inaudible) if you could make sure

that everything is clear because (inaudible).

The next question I have is regarding that

emergency (inaudible) emergency diesel. Has that been

hooked up and is that providing power? Ag

MR. MAMISH: We don't know. A

PAT: Okay. Thank you.

MS. TADESSE: Rebecca T from

Commissioner Magwood's office.

wanted to know or get confirmal

email, it says that the A•/

coolant to the Fukushima Atmb

correct?

.f/, (inaudible)

has delivered

one plant. Is that

I
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MALE PARTICIPAN

MR. BRENNER: A

•T : 1^ 1 N r d it .

plA will report back

Q whatever I find out.

way until it's time for me

throughout t

Now, I'll st

to tell what oing.

LENARTICIPANT: You're up.

BRENNER: I'm up. Okay. You have seen

what have done. One press release. Some talking

n .Going forward, it's my intention as we ramp

in Region IV to do another press release that

sort of walks back from that particular position and

shifts the focus to NRC leaders are meeting to

determine what can -- how to respond, that we have not

received a specific request for assistance but we

would be prepared to do so.
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I am absolutely (inaudible) by requests

for people to go on television, which we are not at

the moment entertaining. It may be something we deal

4 with a little down the road. -'m pawning some of this

off to ANS (phonetic) and NAI (phonetic).

We have heard from every news agency

7 the sun and then some. We have posted (inaudi b og

8 and we will post a second one later.

As I circulate or as irculates

10 talking points, (inaudible) two t One, I would

11 appreciate it if these did not he building, and

12 two, that if anybody recei • re ests for interviews,

13 that you funnel them thr -ublic affairs.

14 And th in a nutshell.

15 MR. Any questions for Eliot on

1E public commy.t ons?

17 KE: Mike, this is Mike Kranowitch.

18 (Phon c)" I just want to go back to where Pat was

19, quickly because we seem to be -- I don't think

2 quite closed that out yet.

2MR. WEBER: No we have not. We have to ask

22 those questions and get the official word back through

23 channels.

24 MIKE: Absolutely, and what I would like

25 to know, and to get " at it is, our Japanese
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counterparts that are either here or that there is any

contact wit , do we know whether any cooling is going

on for the unit that is in trouble at Fukushima,

whichever unit that may be?

MR. WEBER: You were breaking up Mike. Ca<

you ask that again?

MIKE: From our counterparts, an se

counterparts that are either here or we ar ntact

with, do we have any confirmation that ers cooling

going on to the unit that is in t t Fukushima,

any kind of --

MR. MAMISH:

here in the ops cents

the information t

information !

Af

pass

-- th

Vcdo

er, the

ed on

at we

not (inaudible)

(inaudible) and

earlier is the

heard from our

Japanese co errts

. WEBER: But the information was

prel ary, and the individual who we spoke with was

0 ooing off to confirm the information because the

S rting that they were getting over here was very

spotty from their counterparts.

MIKE: Okay.

MR. WEBER: They did tell us that they are

staffing up for a next shift, and certainly from the

seriousness with which we were communicating, it was
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evident that they were concerned and were taking

proper steps to make"certain that they maintained

control of the plant.

MIKE: Okay. Fair enough. We will wait.

MR. WEBER: Okay. Any other questions c,

public communications?

MALE PARTICIPANT: No.

MR. WEBER: Okay, well jus/ 7  emind

everybody that you know, in an event 1 swe are

going to get a lot of prelientm information.

(Inaudible) these emails. We a_4e nuing to monitor

that but at the same timejoý Va trying to get some

1:

it stands, without

regulator, who isbeing obtrusive

fully in charges

PARTICIPANT: Is there going to be

/ MR. WEBER: Yes, I think what we would

/ ly do is wait until we get some more information

we can provide you a meaningful update and then

we will schedule another call.

FEMALE PARTICIPANT: Thank you.

MR. WEBER: Any other questions?

CHARLIE: Hey Mike, it's Charlie. When

Chuck did his briefing, he didn't mention some of the
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U.S. possessions, like American Samoa or Guam or

Marshall Islands, and I know we have some licensees

there.

I am not sure if there's any category 1 or

2.

MR. CAIN: This is Chuck Cain. We

have any cat 1 or cat 2 licensees

possessions.

1:

1~

CHARLIE: Okay.

MR. CAIN: And we do

little effect if (inaudible,

of tsunami effects. W/V
CHARLIE: ha uc

MR. WE kay, if

everyone for he call.

going to se t the bridge now.

40orts of very

"any") in terms

that's it, thank you

leadquarters, we are

Thank you.

=oncludes at 11:02call

9 a.m.)
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

11:03 a.m./06:00 a.m.

MR. COLLINS: Hey Mike, I am just

thinking, it might be a good time for us to revisit

how we have shaped our response to this event. We ar

envisioning Region IV licensees and U.S. licensee

effect from the tsunami.

But it sounds like, Mike, as can

tell from the limited information we av there's

going to be a continuing issue ed with the

reactor in Japan, k that it lo / . until we hear

otherwise, could be in rea c e.

MR. WEBER: consistent with what we

are hearing here E

MR. S: Yes, so I would offer that

in terms o ge y response mode, that we continue

with mor g, but the focus is going to be -- the

need going to arise from our ability to capture,

• s idate and disseminate information associated

the status of the reactor in Japan, and then what

communication or assistance or whatever it is we need

to provide from an agency perspective, and

communication from an agency perspective.

MR. WEBER: Right. So you are thinking

Region IV would pull out and headquarters would retain
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the lead then for the international coordination,

communication and coordination function?

MR. COLLINS: Yes, that's a little unusual

since in monitoring mode, we typically -- it's driven

by an event at a U.S. licensee, one of our licensees/

So regions take the lead, always have had the le

take the lead if we are in the monitoring mo we

don't have a need, we get out of the monit de.

I'm just envisioning this 1 i alittle

different. The problem, we stil to retain a

capability to assess and dis information or

even (inaudible) support are

But it's n t to be a U.S. licensee

focus.

MR. : Right. And I think we have

done that Se ast, and our procedures provide the

flexibil at NRC would be led in monitoring by

head ters for this kind of an event.

MR. COLLINS: Yes, okay. Good.

MR. WEBER: So when do you anticipate

(inaudible) shutting down?

MR. COLLINS: Well, I'm not so much a --

leaving it at that or just -- I'm not sure that we

can't provide some element of assistance to you. What

we might need to retain, if anything, we would go back
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to a very low level of engagement, but we can

actually, if needed, keep our incident response

center.

I'm not sure what role we would perform.

If I'm just thinking Diablo Canyon, and any U.S/1

licensees, it's evident they are going to be se

from the unusual event. There's not going t ny

impact.

And that would typically l/ decision

point to secure for monitoring mod

MR. WEBER: Yes.

MR. COLLINS: t k we would have a

modified decision here th are -- I don't know if

we are there or we , at any rate, we are very

close to sayin n't need active monitoring from

the Region inident response center. But it's the

transfer o e lead for the activities and monitoring

at th eadquarters.

"< MR. WEBER: I see a lot of heads shaking

he affirmative back here, Elmo.

MR. COLLINS: Okay.

MR. WEBER: Okay.

MR. COLLINS: We can get back to you and

we got a little time to let it play out a little bit

longer. But I am expecting within an hour or two we
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Ii are going to hear. something that is going to say we

2 don"t actually have an active role for U.S. licensees.

MR. WEBER: Right. Sounds fine from here.

4 MR. COLLINS: Okay?

MR. WEBER: Thanks for all your help. I
MR. COLLINS: Okay. We'll -- we'll

7 the bridge open and we will be in contact.

8 MR. WEBER: Okay, thanks. (lt h

MR. COLLINS: Just one oth~h t Mike.

10 MR. WEBER: Go ahead E

11 MR. COLLINS: Unl get some really

12 good information that thet lva ble) reactor is not

13 in trouble, at some 0 e are going to need a

14 pretty wide-based which would include Eric

15 and the regiona istrator, I'm envisioning.

1E 'iWBER: Right. So I think when we find

17 out som substantial then we committed to have

18 sub e nt commissioner assistants briefs and they

19 certainly include Eric and other office

2q •ectors and OCA, OPA, right? Is that what you had in

2'i mind?

22 MR. COLLINS: Yes. Yes. I'm just -- it's

23 been a -- I can't eliminate that this is actually a

24 severe (phonetic) action and we obviously haven't had

25 one of those in a long time.
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MR. WEBER: I share your concern.

MR. COLLINS: Okay. I am going to sign off

and be in touch via Region IV (inaudible). We will be

communicating back as we think our role is needed and

what our recommendations are. I
MR. WEBER: Okay. Sounds good Elmo.

you.

MR. COLLINS: All right.

can you give me a call separately?

MS. PRUETT: I'll do i

MR. COLLINS: Than6 *1

(Conference :, nc.

a.m./06:06 a.m.)

now.

at 11:09
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

11:09 a.m./06:06 a.m.

MR. MCGINTY: Josh, are you on the bridge?

JOSH: Yes, I'm here.

MR. MCGINTY: How can we help you?

JOSH: Well, I didn't want to interrup

just had a couple of messages from the Chairmat

MR. MCGINTY: Okay.

JOSH: Do you want me to

MR. MCGINTY: Go aheadj

JOSH: Okay. The an just, well a

Secretary Chu. Theycouple of

press conference..

has forwarded the excellent

fact sheet

the Secretary asked to keep that -- at

MR. MCGINTY: Okay.

JOSH: on the information that we have and

that we know. So if we could please, going forward, as

we update the information that we have in that very

good fact sheet, if we could provide that to Dr. Lyons

and as well as our normal contacts with DOE.

The Secretary will probably be out
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speaking about this. He is going to say that we have,

you know, coordination with (inaudible) and

(inaudible)

MR. MCGINTY: Josh, are you still there?

JOSH: Yes, still here. Did you hear thav

part? Okay. The Secretary will be saying they ar

coordination with us as he goes about saying t s

The two specific things that -- I

don't know how often we plan to au e at fact

sheet, but if we could use thaf. our primary

communications vehicle. I don' f there's any IP

(phonetic) folks in there, •Vbe the emails going

around from Clarence, p we could sort of stop

those, now that we etter communication vehicle

that has what w as a regulator and from our

contacts an ro our information.

is that something you could convey to

IP or/ ould --

MR. MCGINTY: We will -- I will discuss

. with Nader.

JOSH: Okay. So if we could hold off on

those and replace them with these very good fact sheet

information that we have, updated as often as needed,

and if Congressional Affairs could fill -- if you guys

are comfortable with Congressional Affairs, can get
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those to the Hill as well, as what we know.

MR. MCGINTY: Okay.

JOSH: And then I will follow up with

Eliot. I think (inaudible) and build it in the room,

but just to make sure we are in coordination with DO*/

on what the messaging is.

MR. MCGINTY: Okay.

JOSH: And I think that was i that

make sense? Any questions on those?

MR. MCGINTY: Make e from our

perspective.

JOSH: Great. ka Sorry to butt in.

Thank you.

MR. MC V Just so you are aware Josh,

one of the th' talked to Elmo about is the

danger zon as assed for the U.S. facilities and

material • X likely that Region IV will stand down

fr r role in leading the response to the U.S. --

e U.S. plants.

•• JOSH: Got it.

MR. MCGINTY: And headquarters will remain

in the lead then for monitoring because of the

international communication and coordination function.

JOSH: Okay.

MR. MCGINTY: Okay?
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MR. MCGINTY: Okay. Well, there seemed to

be some frustration on the part of some of the

commissioner offices that we don't know more about

what is going on at the Japanese facilities.

JOSH: Okay. I w . le back with my

colleagues back here and know, I think the

Chairman's direction was\ we not overly interfere

with their activit, I will make sure they get

that understan well, that we know what we know

but, we are t ing to -- the most important thing

for the J ese nuclear plants right now is not

makin ure the NRC knows what is going inside them.

'\ for them to be able to address the challenges

•t they are facing.

So I will convey that message more clearly

to my friends up here as well.

MR. MCGINTY: And for us to provide

whatever assistance they may need.

JOSH: Exactly. Exactly. Okay. Great.
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1 JOSH: So we would technically stay in

2 monitoring mode, or Region IV would exit?

3 MR. MCGINTY: When we make a response mode

4 change, we make that as an agency.

5 JOSH: Okay.

MR. MCGINTY: So, when we went

monitoring this morning the NRC was in monito, r

JOSH: Right.

MR. MCGINTY: Normally, ii 'fe region

1 that leads in monitoring because • ) esponding to

1 an event at a specific plan .olving specific
~spbcific

12 materials. But we do have under our

13 procedures to have a headý ers lead in monitoring,

14 because of situati(• ' this, where the threat is

15 really not to a acility but it's something where

16 we as an ey are responding, communicating,

17 coordina ••

18 JOSH: Okay. So that would be consistent

19 h ur procedures to remain in that status.

2q MR. MCGINTY: Right.

21 JOSH: Okay. I will pass that on Tim.

22 MR. MCGINTY: Okay. And were you on the

23 commissioner assistants brief?

24 JOSH: No, I had left towards the

beginning of it to come back over.
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1 MR. MCGINTY: There is increasing

2 reporting on the news about the nuclear plant

3I emergency, small radiation leak possible, CNN.

4 JOSH: Yes, okay. And have we gotten the

fact sheet to them as well, to the commissione•

offices as well?

7 MALE PARTICIPANT: We'll get it to- em

8 JOSH: That might help a lit too.

I'll let them know that you guys are /i to send

1. them that as well. Okay great.

11 MALE PARTICIPANT: ht thanks.

12 JOSH: Thank vave much. Appreciate it.

Righto.

JOSH:

Bye-bye.

concludes at 11:15ýrence call

6. )
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

11:15 a.m./06:12 a.m.

CHARLIE: Just got off the phone with Elmo

*and they would like to have another ET level call at

1:30 central, 2:30 eastern. The purpose of that cal•

would be to talk about -- for simply shutting dowan.

headquarters taking the lead for monitoring d

the meantime, between now and then, Li her

staff would get with your staff and o out the

details behind the scenes as to who -- what that

transition looks like and wha s that we might

transfer over to your guys

MR. MCDERMOT Charlie, this is Brian

McDermott, I think ounds reasonable. One thing

that, I don't f you heard some of the other

conversatio / were going on on this bridge with

the Cha' .staff, but they are encouraging us to

share situation report with various entities and& e primarily had that as an internal document at

s point in time.

The last version of that, from 1300

eastern time kind of wrote through what we thought was

going to happen, which we now know was the case, there

were no major impacts.

But we could probably use some help
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forwarding that for the situation as it is today,

recognizing that we only want to provide a high level

summary of U.S. facilities and that we have closely

monitored and that there has been no impact.

I think that would be helpful to have yo

guys with the first-hand knowledge part of

process. I
MS. HOWELL: Sure, we can do

What time is your next update?

MR. MCDERMOTT: We hoqoý scheduled it

yet.

MS. HOWELL:

was improvising (inaudi

from that one that

status, is that O hi

,/Ie they working -- I
FEMA, are they working

ýu know, Region IV facility

1

2

2

2

2

2

1FDERMOTT: They used it as input and

then th y ged it with input from international

pro r and also the staff here.

MS. HOWELL: Okay. I'll give them another

te here in a little bit.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes, okay, I see what

it is Linda, it looks like yes, the status of NRC

agreement state facilities Region IV update current as

of 12:40 eastern standard time.

MS. HOWELL: Yes.
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MAIL PARTICIPANT: Yes. So that piece, if

we could just kind of keep in mind the new audience,

the new broader audience to include Dr. Lyons over at

DOE, perhaps the Hill.

MS. HOWELL: Okay, got it. I will rewor•

it and forward a version on in a little bit to li

staff. I'll probably give a little bit of tim sto

see if the (inaudible) clears their (ina . and

Brian, I'll give you a call separate kind of

review how we move on forward, oka

MALE PARTICIPANT:

MS. HOWELL: I a all right with you.

MALE PARTICIP . But do you want to do

that with Tim McGinO he liaison team?

There's E

MS. I can certainly do that.

n me site element to it which is why

suggest Brian, but I can do it both.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay. We have got Jane

here. Do you want to talk to her about that

2

2

2

2

MS. HOWELL: Yes.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Thanks.

MS. PRUETT: That sounds g

MALE PARTICIPANT: All rig

MS. PRUETT: Thanks.
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MALE PARTICIPANT: Thank you.

(Conference call concludes at 11:18

a.m./06:15 a.m.)

1

1.

1

1
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

11:19 a.m./06:16 a.m.

MALE PARTICIPANT: We have got Tim McGinty

on behalf of the liaison team to give us an update.

MR. MCGINTY: Yes. (Inaudible) thq

commissioners assistants brief the liaison came1

the action items that we are pursuing.

So the Yontinuing on our behalf in

that regard. nderstand how important that

(inaudible)

condly, I also took the action item to

dete ; wtther any of the Japanese plants exceeded

design basis earthquake value. That was

issioner Apostolakis and also a recognition that

(inaudible) so we will do our best to determine that

over the longer term.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Without distracting the

Japanese counterpart.

MR. MCGINTY: That is correct. And the
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third item was to request information regarding

Fukushima Daiichi unit 1 with respect to internet

reports or website reports (inaudible) containment

pressure, that we are trying through the international

counterpart, trying to get information (inaudible<

that.

I do have a request from Health a Hu an

Services that has come into the operat? nter,

requesting information with respt• o the

tsunami/earthquake, if possible like our

/1

1 response (inauedibe) 1500 east• da time.

4

5

6

21

3

4 i
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MANCIPANT: I think we are over-

thinking thf. 3ieI ion. Have you got Trish Milligan? If

she can a ipate in the 3 o'clock call?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

(Inaudible, multiple speakers)

MALE PARTICIPANT: She is the back

channel, they were checking through that. We have got

Region IV on it.

MALE PARTICIPANT: And it's a hypothetical

as far as I am figuring out.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay. So we will reach
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out to Trish Milligan and confirm. I am also going to

get back to HHS and try to seek clarification on what

(inaudible).

MALE PARTICIPANT: Let Trish speak to --

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes, that would b

suggestion. You have enough to do.

MALE PARTICIPANT: How did Tr ho

of (inaudible)?

1

1

MALE PARTICIPANT:

who handed the cell phone I

from HHS that she worked wi•'

;Lcalled Brian,

ýible), somebody

Right. Any other news

from Region IV?

have this

each of

ICIPANT: No other news. We did

6r ress release, which goes down for

'lants, Fukushima Daiichi and Fukushima

does indicate some level of concern with

%me Unit 3 appears okay, 4 okay, 5 okay, 6

okay. So if you haven't seen it --

MALE PARTICIPANT: I have not seen it. I

will make a copy of that.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Because that would

answer part of your question as you are trying to
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:track down what is the status of (inaudible) one.

(Multiple speakers)

MALE PARTICIPANT: And we may get more in

from our Japanese (inaudible).

MALE PARTICIPANT: (inaudible) safety

team, I did get a copy of a tabulated information

I have on (inaudible) QA (inaudible) but it's

MALE PARTICIPANT: Oh, beauti- .s is

what I recall.

1

1

MALE PARTICIPANT:

MALE PARTICIPANT: one of those

for every plant in the cc

(InaudibleL i speakers)

that level of detail.

These are a].1 t on IV plants.

ARTICIPANT: The Chairman wants it

•y. I would say the thing to do would be

't know if (inaudible) for every plant in

but I can't rule it out either.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Just get it for Region

and then if they want it for the otherIV plants,

plants -

211 (inaudible)

(Inaudible, multiple speakers)

MALE PARTICIPANT: I'll put these

and I'll make multiple copies. You want
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electronic do you think?

MALE PARTICIPANT: I would say that we

would want to ship it electronically to Josh.

MALE PARTICIPANT: All right.

MALE PARTICIPANT: And we would also givy•

it to Eliot and Bett Hayden (phonetic), I, •

Harrington.

MALE PARTICIPANT:

MALE PARTICIPANT:

(phonetic) information?

MALE PARTICIPANT:

this OUO. It's --

MALE PARTIC

Okay.

Anc

s we would call

(inaudible) SAR

(phonetic)?

MAI
4

[CIPANT: These are out of their

emergency

kting i

N

sir.

naudible, multiple speakers)

MALE PARTICIPANT: -- make sure we are

it --

(Inaudible, multiple speakers)

MALE PARTICIPANT: Understand, thank you

(Laughter)

MALE PARTICIPANT: Whatever you just said.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Well, if it's
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sensitive, we need to protect it --

MALE PARTICIPANT: I'll mark it OUO.

MALE PARTICIPANT: He was looking for you,

looking for Jack, (inaudible).

MALE PARTICIPANT: That's probably th

most expedient information I got.

(Inaudible, multiple speakers)

technical specifications or FSARs (]

referenced there (inaudible, B speakers)

multiple

speakers).

MALE PART:

information about

-- tsunami and more

that, but it's• •Jo take a little more time.

Vible, multiple speakers)

PARTICIPANT: I think the question,

the origin (inaudible). If it is

need to protect it. If not --

PARTICIPANT: I don't have the

1

1

2

2
/

2

2

2

n•ow what
.ve then we

MALE

(inaudible)

MALE PARTICIPANT: Who pulled it together?

MALE PARTICIPANT:. This was pulled

together actually by the region as part of our

phenomenal (inaudible, multiple speakers)
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MALE PARTICIPANT: Troy, are you familiar

with -- hey, can we keep it down? Are you familiar

with the information that Rick is talking about?

(No response)

MALE PARTICIPANT: Region IV, are youO

still there?

MS. PRUETT: Yes, go ahead.

MIKE: Sorry, I don't know were

listening in on the conversation, but ",W/ asked by

the Chairman to provide informatio r with respect

to the design basis of the power plants so

that it could be used a resource to answer

anticipated questions ha. come from the media or

other sources over end.

Ms. •T: Yes, so are you talking

tsunami or hake?

zKE: Both.

MS. PRUETT: Okay, yes, we talked about

sunami a lot, but based on the information we

4smled up, it looked like this earthquake in Japan was

a 0.26 G and so in Diablo terms, their operating base

earthquake is 0.2, so they would have exceeded that at

about the plant's -- their double design earthquake,

which is -- safety grade system is 0.4, so they were

under that, this earthquake was.
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And then they also have an (inaudible)

earthquake limit, which is up in the 0.6 range, so

this earthquake was below that (inaudible).

MS. PRUETT: Mike, to answer your

question, we can pull some of that together, some o1

the -- 11N

MIKE: Yes, I'm not asking you to

I
I think we already have that informationr

table that Rick recalls the region pull t(ý

MS. PRUETT: Oh yes, 'e t:hose for

every plant.

$ the licensee naturalMIKE: It wasS
phenomena response require

MS. PR•

MIoP qu

informationA& is

:es.

estion is, is that

that publicly

sensitive

available

MS. PRUETT: That's publicly available.

MIKE: Okay.

MS. PRUETT: That data is from the

> /(inaudible) It has been talked about in a number of

public meetings associated with the shoreline

(inaudible) analysis, the-new earthquake (inaudible).

MIKE: That's the answer we needed. Thank

you very much. Okay, we are going to put you on mute
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here.

(Conference call concludes at 11:30

a.m./06:27 a.m.)

1

1

1.

1

1

1.

1

I'

L

1
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

11:31 a.m./06:28 a.m.

MR. COLLINS: Region IV, this is Elmo

Collins. Are you on the bridge?

MALE PARTICIPANT: We are here.

MALE PARTICIPANT: I don't know

headquarters is back. There was a 15-minute de

MR. COLLINS: Yes, I gues• are

gathering -- I understand, some info id from the

&

international community, so I am en the right

time comes. So is there an lse we need to

discuss before we just wai 6 e call?

MALE PARTICI They were experiencing

quite a bit of wa along the coastline near

Diablo Canyon e ause of that, they -- initially

they were / i they would back out of the tsunami

warning ut 10 minutes, but they are not going to

do h It looks like they are going to leave it in

until at least midnight Pacific time.

MR. COLLINS: Can you describe what wave

action you are referring to?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Well, it was in the

coastal harbor areas, it was enough to capsize some

boats that were in the harbor or pull them up off

their moorings or have them break free of their
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moorings and things of that kind -- but --

FEMALE PARTICIPANT: That was at Morrow

Bay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: At Morroi

MALE PARTICIPANT: And Sant

MALE PARTICIPANT: Santa Cri

no impact at Diablo Canyon.

MR. COLLINS: Okay. And the

Canyon? We still getting data from that!

MALE PARTICIPANT: Ye

plot a while back. It wasn' R h

changes were not that sig c but

Geoff has a curren

comes.

* Bay.

* Cruz.

iz, but

showed me a

e wave height

let me see if

that. Here he

A±at harbor buoy that we were

and the insurge on, what is thatgetting t]

18 //N MR. MILLER: They are still there at the

19 e and it's been more of that three feet (phonetic)

2• we have been recording that. We haven't seen any

21 of the additional waves that they said they heard at

22 Santa Cruz and Morrow Bay.

2 MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

24 MR. MILLER: They are evaluating right now

2 whether they need to pull people from the intake
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structure again.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Did you hear that

MR. COLLINS: I didn't catch that

part again Geoff. Would you say that again?

MR. MILLER: That part, they

previously withdrawn all personnel from the i

Elmo?

last

8 had passed they restaffed and returned • urity

9 personnel and operators to the intake V u re, and

10 they are looking now, based on th formation of

11 the higher waves at Santa C at Morrow Bay,

12 whether they need to pull again.

13 MR. COLLINS: \ %y, interesting. I guess

14 experts tell us thi go on for an hour or two or

15 three.C

1E &PARTICIPANT: Yes, well they are

17 talking holding that warning open until

18i mi

19 MR. COLLINS: Local time.

2q MALE PARTICIPANT: Local time./J
21 MR. COLLINS: Yes, and I guess there's

22 been some aftershocks that I presume have the prospect

23 of creating more tsunami prospects, I don't know. But

24 I would expect that --

25 MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay. But I still think
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we are in a good spot with -- we haven't seen any

impacts to the plant --

MR. COLLINS: Yes.

MALE PARTICIPANT: and the surge level is

still in that three-foot range irrespective of th<

wave action locally.

MR. COLLINS: Yes. Okay good. Any iou

all have, or have you heard from i • .ional

( i(inaudible)? /

1

1

MS. HOWELL: No, the

pull some informgworking to

nothing new

Pi&team is still

: mo, so there's

last call.

MR.

MS.

you may have anj

the next one

I don't know.

Yes. I think it will be

. - MS. HOWELL: One other thing Elmo is that

&/have had some potential damage to telephone

,amunication lines in Japan, (inaudible) it may

become more difficult to get information back and

forth.

MR. WEBER: Region IV.

MR. COLLINS: Region IV is on.

MR. WEBER: I apologize for that delay. We
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had -- our Japanese visitors were here and popped in

to give us at least their personal thoughts on the

seismic issue. No information really about the status

of the reactor (inaudible).

MR. COLLINS: Okay.

MR. WEBER: We are just circling back

you. I understand that you wanted to have a d' on

about (inaudible) down in Region IV?

MR. COLLINS: Yes, this i I would

offer that what we want t(

shape the agency's response

MR. WEBER: Ok;

how to

IV's role

becoming

MR. COLLIN./\ lieve we envision Region

pecifich respect to U.S licensees

nin* aybe non-existent. But we -- I

eRegency probably still has a role and

in the monitoring mode.

MR. WEBER: Right.

MR. COLLINS: Okay.

MR. WEBER: Have the waves passed now

Diablo?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes, at Diablo they are

getting fluctuations in wave height in the local

coastal areas there, but nothing that exceeded the

anticipated surge at the plant itself.
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So that three-foot number is still a good

one for Diablo.

MR. WEBER: Okay, so nothing has surfaced

that would cause us to rethink where we are and --

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes, that's right. I

you look on TV you will see a lot of footage shI

wave action in some of the harbors that are om

the plant, capsizing boats and that kindo

But there has been no pla .:t other

than that three-foot surge volume.

MR. WEBER: Okay. you are going to

secure your IRC and --

MR. COLLINS: .Jell, yes, and let's

elaborate on that •Vlittle bit. So I'm going to

ask Troy and describe what we offer as to

what would .ehright role for us in support.

HOWELL: Okay, I have talked to Jane

Mar h Mike, about maintaining some level of

ance of what is going on, and I guess what we

discussed and would propose is that not seeing

any additional impacts at Diablo Canyon or anything

outside of the current projections, that we could

stand down here in Region IV but maintain a level of

cognizance on the international perspective, and

probably identify someone to join in any briefing
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throughout the evening and be able to get back to Elmo

if there were continual developments at the Japanese

plants, that he might have a level of interest in.

And what we could do is just give the HOOs

that individual's name and contact information an<

they would just join in on any scheduled brie

during the evening.

I guess they had some thougla e at

headquarters about bringing some addifolks in

to continue monitoring on the inte 1 front.

MALE PARTICIPANT: • correct.

MR. COLLINS: S, ke, this is Elmo. I

would add just a small el ion on what Linda said.

Part of the reaso nt to do this is to stay

cognizant wit )ect to our alternate site

Ni

WEBER: Yes, I think that's fine. It's

your . You know, we have the standard duty officer

'lity and we know how to track people down out

re, but if you want to make a special arrangement

for having somebody designated as the point of

contact, we can certainly work with that back here.

MR. COLLINS: Yes, good. I think that

would be appropriate for what I perceive as the level

of interest in what is going on.
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MR. WEBER: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT:

(inaudible)

(Inaudible) capacity

I guess we will use meMS. HOWELL: Yes,

Mike.

MALE PARTICIPANT: How long?

(Laughter)

MALE PARTICIPANT: We can' ' etic,

possibly "can") do it for another 24,4 ho

(Laughter)

MR. WEBER: You ar •ergizer bunny.

(Laughter)

MS. HOWELL/ then I guess the other

thing is we talke r, 'I will update the

plant status s t we have providing and forward

updates of a to the liaison team (inaudible)

forward.

<(MR. MCDERNOTT: Thanks Linda. This is

Just so you know, there was a press to get that

so what we did was we kind of did a little bit of

a slightly redacted version of the one that went out

earlier, just to eliminate questions that were raised

that they knew were not an issue and some forth, and

provided that to some of the external stakeholders.

But the sooner that we get an updated
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version out the better.

MS. HOWELL: I will work with Tim and his

group to get a copy of that and then add on anything

that we need to add on to bring that up to current

status. A

MR. WEBER: Thank you.

completed your turnover? I know you wei

offline, I guess with Tim and also with

MS. HOWELL: I did with

briefing as we were talking so IoQ

him right after this phone cal

MR. WEBER: A Are

things that we ought o. icused on

this transition froO "ersDective?

Have you

back to

there specific

as we complete

MAjt CIPANT: The only thing that --

there was o open things that I can think of. We

get th • X dents are still on their specific

count art link and we will have them drop off that

. and then any plant issues will be communicated

to the branch chief through our normal way of

doing business.

2

2

2

2

And then there's a -- you know we issued a

PEN (phonetic) and then once, according to the

guidance we have, the final PEN would be issued to

note the disposition of. the NRC response.
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So our thinking is that we would probably

update that PEN during the business day on Monday, the

region would do that and the project branch would have

the lead for taking care of that.

MR. WEBER: So you would be doing tha<

later today or are you thinking about doing tha

Monday?

MALE PARTICIPANT:

MR. WEBER: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT:

no change to plant status anc

the tsunami warning condit'

today.C

stay in

midnight

a point on

some of t]

MALE P T: Okay. I would just put

the f needing to provide updates to

h nonessional stakeholders. We have had

o one, two, three, four -- four offices

and then one from the appropriations

MALE PARTICIPANT: Congressional offices.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes, Congressional

offices. So we are going to be talking here shortly

about what staffing we need to maintain over the

evening.

2

2

2 MR. WEBER: You might anticipate questions
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that could evolve during the weekend regarding the

design basis for U.S. facilities, and if you had an

earthquake of this magnitude, is that within the

design basis, is the tsunami within the design basis.
I don't think we need to answer th

question beyond what we have in that nice sneed

table that we have, but there may be a need r

back at some point to get some speci 0 • stion

answered. _X.

//

MALE PARTICIPANT: Oka

MR. COLLINS: Yes,

support that Mike.

I
-- and we would

MR. HOWELL:.' Mike, this is Art, we

also have the same ar table for San Onofre and

we also have i ion on the INSTIC (phonetic) at

Humboldt Ba s ine criteria.

WEBER: Okay. All right.

MR. MCDERMOTT: And you may know -- this

an again -- and you may know better than we do

ause OPA is operating out of their normal offices

so they are not actually right here with us.

I don't know if they are looking for

support on anticipated questions for the media along

that line, written at a higher level, but maybe your

public affairs officer could engage them just to see
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that -- to get what they need.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes, she has been doing

that all along.

MR. MCDERMOTT: Okay, thank you.

MR. WEBER: Okay, anything else you

from us?

MR. COLLINS: Yes, Mike, this

Just a couple of thoughts. One, it seems b

and maybe you have more info than I do b

ways away from knowing whether or •b•re'D

i;

1:

s a severe

So it -- in

with communication, an

accident anywhere CS

tr/da'ýand time, you know,

d/V there were to be an

•Yworld, you know, we would

pond accordingly, at the risk

of stating

you know, I am getting some sense that

2 q %re's a high level of interest.

MR. WEBER: Any ideas on whether we have a

22 need (phonetic) to play in fulfilling that interest or

23 it's just an awareness?

24 MR. COLLINS: Well we have a -- right now

2 it's at least an awareness. We have a press release
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1 out indicating what we have done, where we are at in

2 our response. I think it's going to hinge on, Mike,

3I what's really going on with this reactor in Japan.

4 MR. WEBER: Yes, the latest info that we

5 have suggests that there's two units in trouble.

MR. COLLINS: Okay.
MR. WEBER: And that's based on ss

8 release from Tokyo Electric Power Company.

MR. COLLINS: Okay. Just / risk of

1 belaboring it, these station blac enarios at a

11 boiling water reactor, is th we are dealing

12- with?

MR. WEBER:

one with

% One with an ISO condenser and

(phonetic).

)LLINS: I got it. And so what that

rt we heard where they had to vent

presume is the containment, makes a

2

2

'No of sense. That's several hours into the event, I

think that's where you would find yourself.

MALE PARTICIPANT: That's what we were

thinking as well, Elmo. One thing, I am just talking

out loud, one of the things that we know from dealing

with NEI, INPO and EFRI on their plans for response,
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is that NEI was going to take the lead for the

communication piece on the industry side as opposed to

any of those other organizations weighing in.

So one of the things we could do when we

get more folks in here is start looking at what is NETA

putting out and you know, hopefully they are focT

on this. I can't imagine they wouldn't be tis

point. But we might touch base with them.

iD

1:

i:

i'

are we communicating with INPO?

MR. MAMISH: What

MR. COLLINS: iws

Ltion Elmo?

you

referring to, inti
I

MR.,O

erýYiM or domestic?

US: Well, it's international,

t information.

PARTICIPANT: Well, INPO gets info

but INPO

/

MR. COLLINS: Right.

MALE PARTICIPANT: And to my knowledge, we

haven't interacted with either organization in

response to this incident.

MR. COLLINS: I guess that would be

something to keep in the back of our minds.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes. In terms of those
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roles and the different industry organizations I

mentioned, INPO's role as they have structured it, is

to actually act as a clearinghouse, so for physical

equipment and hardware type things that they might

need in this country.

I am not aware of any agreement where

would be providing that internationally.

MALE PARTICIPANT: But cert (n an

emergency, if the operator decided th• n d help,

expert advice, they can certainly t --

MR. COLLINS: Rig h a resource.

MALE PARTICIPA• if they reach back

to us, we would conne with the right folks at

INPO and NEI.

MR. S: Right. That's right. Yes.

Okay.

17 LE PARTICIPANT: We have heard no

18 quae' s Elmo, from Japan at this point in terms of

19 ýu for resources coming through the State

2q artment or, you know, to NRC directly even, other

22. than that one request.

22 MR. COLLINS: There have been some really

2 bizarre reports, what I have seen on TV, you know

24 things like the Air Force is bringing in special

25 coolant material. Have you all heard that stuff?
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MALE PARTICIPANT

So something

translation somewhere.

MR. COLLINS:

may have gotten

Yes, well Itly, I

would offer, but --

(Laughter)

MR. COLLINS:

very much for

the IV.

15 MR.,"~ S: Yes, and we are ready and we

16 will do wha a e need to do. So --

17 LE PARTICIPANT: And we know that to be

19 MALE PARTICIPANT: So Mike, in about, what

2 ,Qou want to call it, 15:05, you guys took the lead

21 for monitoring?

22 MR. WEBER: That sounds fine.

23 MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

24 MR. WEBER: Thank you very much.

25 MR. COLLINS: Okay Mike. Thank you.
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MR. WEBER: Thank you.

(Conference call concludes at 11:51

a.m./06:48 a.m.)

2:

2d

2!
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

11:51 a.m./06:48 a.m.

MS. HARRINGTON: Hello, how are you.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Good, how are you?

MS. HARRINGTON: I am fine. I need to pas.

on to you, I can hear my echo, a request that we

gotten from USAID. / '

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

MS. HARRINGTON: Evident 1 v •eave beer

asked to put together a pot

government staff who might be

Q of federal

to Japan if the

in there. So thiey 44 alling, I guess, the public

they didn't know who else to

now what personnel and expertise the

-e to offer as part of this potential

1

1

2

2

2,

2.

2

2.

So I have a name and a phone number.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

MS. HARRINGTON: The contact person is
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Correct, and this isMS. HARRINGTON:

USAID.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

MS. HARRINGTON: All-righty?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Liaison is all over it

MS. HARRINGTON: Thank you.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Thank you.

MS. HARRINGTON: Bye-bye.

(Conference call conclu 11: 5

a.m.)a.m. /06:50
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4

E

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

17

18

is

2 Q

21

2

23

24

2 5

(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED)

11:54 a.m./06:51 a.m.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Hello?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Hello

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: How are

MALE PARTICIPANT: Good.

message from Patty? (Phonetic).

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Yes.

MALE PARTICIPANT: We a

through agency contacts that you!

request to participate in

meeting at five o'clock to.

CHAIRMAN JACZ Okay.

MALE P T: And wE

Chairman.

you?

Did you get

/

W anticipate a

uties committee

would certainly.

we know, beforeoffer to give riefing of what

you head ou^f/

eeIiAIRMAN JACZKO: What you are going to

ne do is you are going to need to have a book

for me that has all the information we need, and

that is a status and update on our plants and then

"Zinformation about all the facilities in Japan.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay, our plants are

all fine.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. So if I am in that

room everyone is going to look to me to know what is
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going on at the Japanese plants. So in the next 25, 30

minutes we need to put all that together in something

that I can take with me down to a meeting at the White

House.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: And you

plants are, what they are, what t•

whatever we know about them, what

there could be going on, and then I'

* know,

rpes of

1:

1!

MALE PARTICIPANT:

CHAIRMAN JACZKC,

the best person for that. •

think is

All right, we'll sort

that out here.

KAN JACZKO:

PARTICIPANT:

Good, now --

Are you going *down by

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Car.

•m MALE PARTICIPANT: Car. Okay.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: And I recognize that

this is a lot to do in a very short period of time but

it is probably what we will have to do. And the other

thing, I also have a call to the State Department that

I need to return and again, it's from their office
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that deals with basically helping coordinate resources

we can provide or requests for resources.

So I just want to confirm with you that at

this point we do or do not have requests for

assistance from Japan.

MALE PARTICIPANT: We have not receiv&

request for NRC assistance from Japan.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: We have d0call with

HHS on the availability of potassi e if it were

to be necessary.
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.)

MALE PARTICIPANT: We have not received a

request for NRC assistance from Japan.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: We have had a call wit<

HHS on the availability of potassium iodine if it

to be necessary.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: And we'

call, but it does not appear that

approach.

very viable

CHAIRMAN I, okay. Okay.

information? Is, is

the event escalati:

CIPANT: It appears to be so,

although we i 5have very limited information.

' IAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: And we're getting

o ation from a variety of sources.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: The most recent

information we got was from the IAEA, which suggested

that there's about 1.3 meters of water above Unit 1

2:

2:

21

2!

joule.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.
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MALE PARTICIPANT: And that's of concern.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: If we can, put that in

3 the updates that you've been doing and get that out in

4 the next 10 minutes and get that out to the

distribution that we've been giving that to.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay. We willa

every attempt to do that./

8 Jack, let me confirm that --

9 Jack Ramsey just gave me ifto ion that

10 says it's the Deputy's VTC.

11 JACK RAMSEY: Yeah \4 an, you're going

12 to -- we've been told t yor e going to get an

13 invitation through you 9 e to participate in the

14 Deputies Committee eleconference.

15 C ACZKO: Okay.

1 K SEY: That's currently for 5:30.

17 Apparent, s a bigger picture of Japan. It's not

a8 nyth specific to nuclear.

19 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. I tell you, but

2q Qy, they will look. to me for the nuclear

2/1 information, so I'm still going to need to have that.

22 JACK RAMSEY: Right.

23 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. Good.

24 JACK RAMSEY: But that least saves us the

25 time from going downtown.
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CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Absolutely. It

you a little more time.

JACK RAMSEY: Yep.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: But if we can ge

update out about what we know as credible inforn

about the level, you know, and, and then again,

accurate information. But I think if you,

from IAEA, we can trust that as accurate

get that out to, to the people thhve

distributing the information t quickl

possible.

gives

t the

i:
y as

JACK RAMSEY:

MALE PARTIC]

request from HHS,

that USAID? A Tl

!'. Chairman, your, your

the State Department, is

1E NAN JACZKO: Yes, it is.

17 LE PARTICIPANT: Okay. Is that the same

18 ree hat we've been responding to here?

19 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: I, I, I don't know.

2 0 a high-level phone call, so I'll, I'll, I'll let

2 you know after I have it.

22 MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay. What the, just

23 so you're aware, the issue we've been working with

24 here is, if we were requested to send NRC staff among

25 a group of government officials to Japan to provide
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support, what kind of support and people could we

provide for that function.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Got it. That's been in

the back of my mind, what they would likely ask.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: I'll let you know

I have that call.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Than]

Anybody else?

MALE PARTICIPANT:

let's see -- the VTC will

CHAIRMAN JaCZ,,.

will be over --

p ce in the SCIF?

Yeah, let's give it in

the SCIF.

'IPANT: In 2 White Flint

(phon)?

JACZKO: No, 1, let's do it in 1.

.ter.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah, I'm sorry, 1

Flint.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Right.

MALE PARTICIPANT: So we'll have to get

that queued up too.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, good. And again,

I think it's important for us to provide accurate
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information as timely as we can, and so, if you can,

continue with the updates as we get reliable and

accurate information.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, thanks evervbodvj
J w • • A

I appreciate it.

MALE PARTICIPANT:

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:

Thank you.

Sure.

1

1

1

1

1'

1!

21

22

2.'

21
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185

this is what, you know, is the bottom line from those.

BILL RULAND: Okay, well, no, it's really

just a short statement for all of these --

A TEPCO press release indicated loss of

off-site power, of course, loss of all power to th1

freight unit at 146 a.m. Eastern time, which was •

p.m. Japan time.

A TEPCO press release indicat1

4 was shut down due to the earthquake

were already in an outage.

A TEPCO press rele . sai

1 through 3 automaticall h/ down at

Eastern time, which is like it's ai

the earthquake.

d that Units

1:46 a.m.

n hour after

A ress release indicated that all

units' off- e ower was lost at about 1:46 a.m.

Eastern leading to automatic startup of the

emerg yr diesel generators.

A TEPCO press release at 2:41 a.m. Eastern

stated that the emergency diesel generator was

shut down to Units 1, 2 and 3, resulting in the

complete loss of AC power for those units.

And an IAEA of, as of 2:45 p.m. Eastern

time indicated that the Unit 1 water level was about

51 inches above the top of the core. For Unit 2, core
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coverage was about 138 inches. And for Unit 3, IAEA

indicated that power is being supplied.

And then we just got a recent TEPCO press

release that stated that they're implementing measures

to reduce the pressure of the reactor containmen<

vessel for those units that cannot confirm cera

levels of water injection by RCC in order ly

secure safety. And they also said t •ey're

monitoring off-site, and one of the i/ ng posts

is also indicating a higher than levels. "We

will continue to monitor di of radioactive

material from the exhaus ela and the discharge

canal," et cetera. /T

MALE P T: The only other issue to

1

1

add to Bill's

Japanese re

is that we know that NISA, the

y authority, declared a heightened

and a precautionary evaluation,

three kilometers were ordered, and

) if nts between three kilometers and 10 kilometersordered to stay in place and centrally, shelter

in place, stay indoors.

PATTY: Okay, thank you. I think others

may have questions.

MIKE WEBER: Just iterate, so, as Bill

Borchardt has cautioned us, this scenario that we
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developed would be consistent with this, but that's

all it was.

CINDY PETERSON: Bill, this is Cindy

Peterson in Region III. Just, we got some breaking

news here that might be of interest.

We been notified -- or not notifie

we've been informed that Exelon has been ask y

to run simulator runs on Dresden, which j 0  ar to

Unit 1, which is an iso-condenser Dnt and Ouad

1

1,

i:

ip

plant. And (audio feedback)

with running some scenario

evolve.

N:I!g supporting them

how the events will

BILL

hook up

we can

'IFRSON: So you may want to, Bill,

m~body in Exelon, and if you call me,

work out who it is you may talk to.

;ome additional information that could

use --

BILL RULAND: Okay.

CINDY PETERSON: -- should you wish to go

2

2

2

2,

that far.

MIKE WEBER: Cindy, again, who asked them

to run that calculation?

CINDY PETERSON: Our understanding is
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General Electric asked them, but the connection

clearly is with and, we believe, tied to a request

from TEPCO. That's not confirmed.

MIKE WEBER: We did reach out earlier in

the day to NEI, and also, Marty, you reached back t

INPO and WANO. Do you want to update on that?

MARTY: The information is still /ng

in. That was INPO that just called, ey're

containment pressure is about two

just gave the whole -- we•

pressures.

0,ts design. I

to confirm our

MALE PAR

MARTY: -

TI(ýIk Right.

ýýf•t about right?

>CIPANT: Right.

Radiation levels around Unit 1 to

Inning about a thousand times what

and that evacuations have been

control

for.

2

2

Z60 What INPO and NEI are going to be doing is
they're going to be setting up conference call and

sharing information at a regular interval. NEI source

is the Tokyo equivalent of NEI, and so they have been

communicating, but they're not getting much more than

we're getting. Most of the information is disjointed,
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1 and it's a little bit confused at this point in time.

2 But you can see -- and I've not been able

3 to connect with anybody from WANO yet.

4 MIKE WEBER: Thanks.

5 We have many preparations to continuet<

staff a skeleton crew overnight. We would expect4

1 situation to continue to develop, and we con e to

8 perform a communication/coordination funcv" e

9 the off-center.

.10 Anything else? Here?

11

12

13
14

15

16

1

2q

22

24

2j
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4

6

7

8

ic

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2Q

21

22

23

24

25

MIKE WEBER: Understood.

LARRY CAMPER: This is Larr C . What

are we doing to communicate exter I mean, I've

heard three or four--salient ere, which I'll

recap.

I mean, liar, you pointed out

that this is an e vent, and then there's this

question of, within design basis for our

facilities?

ere are certain analyses going on. You

kndy, you pointed out what's going on at

~ n and Quad cities.

We're staffing overnight and so forth and

so on.

I mean, it strikes me that there are three

salient points that come out of this discussion. Are

we communicating externally, and if so, how?

MIKE WEBER: What we've prepared to do is
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1
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to respond to questions as asked. But as an agency,

we do not intend to get out in frbont of the rest of

the US government or out in front of Japan. So, if

asked, you know, how is it preparing the United

States, what steps have you taken to prepare agains

it, we can answer those kinds of questions.

REBECCA: This is Rebecca, an as

interested to find out, is a protective m team

being put in place? Have we modeled to ee ether or

not, if this happened, what areago be impacted,

looking at the radiological da h ings like that?

Or have we thought about t.

MIKE WEE.-the protective measures

team has not beern place, but Bill has an

update.

LL UIAND: Yeah, there's about, about,

four p le And the reactor safety team is going to

be ,a•(t the same. These are skeleton crews,&illy a couple of analysts and a coordinator, so

6 s basically a, a bare-bones skeleton crew to be

,Iable-to help answer the questions if asked.

MIKE WEBER: If there were a release and

it was a sizable relief, we could expect that the

plume will migrate to the east towards Hawaii and then

to the United States, based on current meteorological
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conditions. And so we can anticipate, there could be

questions about, well, you know, what does that mean

to the United States? And, what actions need to be

taken? But that's hours down the road, and that would

not be done by NRC. That would be done i

coordination with other agencies like EPA,

Department of Defense, FEMA.

Other questions?(2

MIKE SNODDERLY: Yes, i is Mike

Snodderly. I just wanted to fol on what -- I

heard Bill say that they ha at some SORCA

analyses that had been do orP BWR plant that had

lost RCC for 14 hours ap are those conditions

consistent with wh ,

BI D: As to, to kind of reiterate

1

1

1J

1

i'

1:

21

what Bill :haNt had said, you know, we don't want

, the purpose of our analyses was to try

2:

2 :

21

2!

rWe< to answer questions about it. And what we did

we looked at the sort of analysis and we tried to

decide what the time line would be, what the time line

would be, and the time line is consistent with the

SORCA analysis --

MIKE SNODDERLY: Thank you.

BILL RULAND: -- including the, the
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venting. The timing of the venting is consistent-with

that SORCA analysis.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay, thanks. We're

going to go on mute here for a minute.

(Whereupon there was a long pause on thg

record.)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

MATT HAHN: Hey, this is Matt

ILTAB. Has there been anything new or di(

Diablo Canyon or Region IV, what they'&/pp

or what they're doing out there ri

MIKE WEBER: All c lear

and materials are not at k t this pc

Region IV has stood do n•, eir emergency

and the tsunami cause adverse

nuclear facilit,^. o, for US assets, we'r

So,

damage to

•e secured.

Mike, has that been communicated

y wi MIKE WEBER: I don't know.
LARRY: Well, I tell you, I'm not coming

&ywith a warm-and-fuzzy about public communication

here. I mean, the point you just made is, is a very

valuable point to be communicated, and in our entire

conversation, I've not heard some orchestrated

approach to how the United States government,

whichever entity that is, will communicate as to the
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status.

I, I'm concerned about eight, you know, a

strong public reaction or overreaction and I think

there needs to be some concern or attention to how

this all gets communicated. I mean, we have a role t

play here. It's, it's a refined role, that is t

but I'm not just not coming away comforta

public communication.

MIKE WEBER: Yeah, Larry, *d see the

press releases?

LARRY: No,

MTT.•. WVTV•-

I did

1

1

1'

Ip

1.

ELLIOTT: ýkA 's Elliot. We have put

out -- excuse me, r whoever was speaking -- we

got two releas p The most recent one was filed

probably a urago. You can f ind on the web. it

says t4Yorgofficials at the Headquarters areaU
follo0 g events. In addition, the agency's regional

a -1 will continue to monitor the notice of unusual

ts at Diablo for the duration of that event," and

it goes on.

LARRY: Great. Okay, sorry. I didn't see

2:

2,

2!

that.

ELLIOTT: And, in the keeping people

current department, I know we've all seen the last
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TEPCO press release. I had just been sent a, a short

little snap bulletin from Reuters. It says, "TEPCO

says it has lost the ability to control reactor

pressure at three of the reactors." And I don't know

whether that, technically, whether that supersede<

what we were looking at, but I just had a press p

ask me about it.

(Whereupon, the parties engage mic

conversation.)

MIKE WEBER: That's, t reaking news.

We haven't gotten that throu. 4 icial channels.

ELLIOTT: it' 0 ly a time lag with

TEPCO getting stuff up on nglish-language site.

MIKE eah' it may be.

MA!CIPANT: You know, and sometimes

they f e or vessel, containment vessels.

KE WEBER: Okay. Do we want to go back

on u

Are we done with the call?

No more questions from the commission

assistants?

The --

MALE PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible) -- and I

have a question. Are we planning on having a

regularly scheduled update call?
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1 MALE PARTICIPANT: That's what I just

2 trying to get to. Mike mentioned earlier, we're

3 staffing up -- I'm sorry -- planning for the second

4 shift to come in. Bill's noted it is sort of a

5 skeleton crew, but there's enough in terms o

6 communication going on within the government that 4

7 like to stay on top of this and use the Ops C r as

8 our focal point for that.

9 In terms of updated briefin, hink the

1 way we left it with you all las was that, as

11 significant events develop, t ould reach back

12 out. It just may be --

13 Eleven o'cl the turnover time?

14 MALE P ST: Turnover.

15 KAI••CIPANT: So, Mike, since he's,

1E he'll be t newho's going to be stuck here, maybe

17 if we t offer a brief at 11:15 so that you and

18 the , Sng the two parts, a relieving group and the

19 ( ard will both be here, then anybody else who's

2q erested in hearing the status would hear that

'A knowledge and then we'll look at that in full.

22 Do we have the next release planned?

23 MALE PARTICIPANT: Sure.

24 MALE PARTICIPANT: What time is that?

25 Seven a.m.?
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MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah, and we'll do it

again at 7:15.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Is that, is that all

right?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah.

JOHN MONNINGER: This is John M

I think the notion of any type briefing, you4
would agree with, if any, new, significant

comes along, it would be appropriate.

PATTY BUBAR: John, tb Pat

I was actually going to ask " I'm

spoke up. Will we get any/e Z k from what

out of the deputy's mea t the White F

with the White Hous

ty Bubar..

glad you

Is coming

rouse, or

tNGEA: To tell you the truth, I,

I'm not

TTY BUBAR: Okay.

2.

2.

2,

2.

JOHN MONNINGER: I think, you know, as
entioned -- I guess, as both Bills mentioned --

know, we did do some analysis, but what is really

important here is to make sure that we do not

inappropriately communicate, you know, the preliminary

analysis that the NRC has done for whatever purposes.

You know, the communications should be maintained

through Public Affairs and through, you know, other --
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PATTY BUBAR: Right. Well, why I thought

if there was a coordinated government communication

strategy that comes out of the discussion, that, you

know, that would be helpful to know.

JOHN MONNINGER: So we'll get back to yo

on that, Patty.

PATTY BUBAR: Thank you.

MIKE WEBER: If there ar ther

questions, we'll plan to have a fol w-u call at

11:15 tonight, 2315.

//

&

N
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.

KEVIN WILLIAMS

Williams. Can you hear me?

MIKE WEBER:

here.

Hello, this is Kevin

Go ahead, Kevin. We are

KEVIN WILLIAMS: Okay. I'm down

USAID and I was just talking with 0 4

(phon), and he wanted me to relate to yn

their needs are down here.

MIKE WEBER: Okay.

KEVIN WILLIAMS: A, •ink what they're

really wanting is someone r interpret, you know,

the information that, •ut in relation to the

plant. You know what's going on, what's

happening, how hey evaluating, how are they

responding., ndhey are going to have someone come

from D ( e down here as well. There's an

indiv al from Atlanta that's coming down just to

with USAID.

But what they're looking for more so is

the interpretation of the information that's being put

out. For example, I think I just saw something on

there that the radiation levels at the plant are a

thousand times normal.

MIKE WEBER: Yeah.
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KEVIN WILLIAMS: You know, and they want

to put it --

MALE PARTICIPANT: Kevin,. why are they

doing that versus the NRCC or just calling back here

to the Ops Center?

KEVIN WILLIAMS: I'm sorry. Repeatc•_

question.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Why, why

the need to do that instead of relyin N

inter-agency coordination mechanisp/i

just calling the Ops Center? •

the NRCC or

it. They're just, the-
• Wfre not wanting to do
3 t wanting to know how to

they're, you know, talking

to their

: Can't they just call our ops

1

2

2

2Z

2Z

2

2'

center w(twh stions

KEVIN WILLIAMS: I believe so, yeah.

JEFF TEMPLE: I have a --

KEVIN WILLIAMS: Pardon me?

(Whereupon, the parties engaged in

simultaneous conversation.)

JEFF TEMPLE: Yeah, this is Jeff Temple.

You mentioned about a nine o'clock conference call

they're having?
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KEVIN WILLIAMS: There's a nine o'clock

conference call, but I believe that's within their

organization and their, their scope of, of how they

interact. And I'm getting, now, a good appreciation

for their process. I wanted to participate in tha<

nine o'clock call so I'd have a better, b

understanding of what they're really trying to t.

And then I think really all th is a

point of contact back at the NR t r that's

calling in through the Ops Cent ollowing the
established protocol. I th s probably the

best way to do it.

that NRCC was likely

going to stand

mean, I

KEV N JAIAMS: I haven't heard that. I

ft nd that. I know, here, they're

do more of the 24/7 staffing.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah. Right.

MIKE WEBER: Kevin, do they have whole

KEVIN WILLIAMS: I don't know. I just got

here, actually. I'm trying to figure out what, you

know, what their, what their role is.

MIKE WEBER: So it sounds like it's an

international response coordination function rather
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than a domestic response.

KEVIN WILLIAMS: Yeah, and I'm just trying

to have a better feel for the, how I can convey that

back to them.

MALE PARTICIPANT: (Off mic) -- take

look at these?

7 MIKE WEBER: Hey, Kevin, two

you're on your on your BlackBerry, I know

notorious problem with over-modulating Ne

10 you kind of hold the microphonee 1V

11 little farther away from your, we'd

12 a little more clearly.

13 In terms fing here,

14 liaison team, and k,. the gateway,

hat tling a

probably be

Lf you will,

1.

1

hyrs to be asking for information.

rage whoever is helping coordinate

and asking these questions to use

So I wou.

I;

1

2i

2:

2'

2,

2!

KEVIN WILLIAMS: Okay.

MIKE WEBER: The second thing is I know

you just got that down there too long ago, but what

does the picture look like in terms of, do we need to

plan to have somebody down there around the clock?

KEVIN WILLIAMS: No. I think what they're

really looking for is just an, a point of contact.
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And I think the thing that Mike Weber has just talked

about it is something that we could put into, into

play, and they'd have a way of getting the

information.

MIKE WEBER: Okay, great.

KEVIN WILLIAMS: But there is, there

nine o'clock call tonight I wanted to get i

just get a better feel for, you know,

assist and probably get back and say, o y, re'

I think this ought to play out.

MIKE WEBER: Okay. good.

Do you need any additional p from us back 1

Kevin?

A

iere,

KEVIN : No. The only thing I

actually reall •ondering and this could go with

the initia, ha everybody was, you know, what, in

proper n , you know, what's really going on at

the p, t in Japan, you know, to have a better feel

• •at's going on there. Are they able to get, you

w, whatever they were trying to get back so that

they could provide the, get the cooling water going or

something like that?

MIKE WEBER: Yeah, we have no concern,

reports back, Kevin, in terms of restoration of

capabilities. You know, the, the scenario that, that
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we're hearing is, is what's in the press. So, and I'm

sure they have access to that down there as well.

KEVIN WILLIAMS: Yes, they do.

4 MIKE WEBER: So, you know, we're trying

5 not to speculate at this point. Although, you know

6 we, we do have folks looking at the event, we

7 want to be out too far because there could be t o

8 information that we don't have. But cln 2 s a

9 serious event.

10 KEVIN WILLIAMS: RightVrstood.

11 JOHN MONNINGER: rt of a thousand

12 times background -- it wor sense to say we're

1 venting containment?

14 KEVIN Yes, right, that's what I

15 understood. 5\

17 VIN WILLIAMS: And I can explain that.

18 JOHN MONNINGER: Okay.

19 KEVIN WILLIAMS: John, is there a specific

2q er under the, the basic number I called in to get

21 the (inaudible) too.

22 JOHN MONNINGER: Yes, you can just call

23 back into HOOs, and they'll, they'll patch you through

24 to the liaison team.

25 KEVIN WILLIAMS: Okay. Understood.
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1 JOHN MONNINGER: And, and they'll do that

2 for you or for, you know, who,. over the USAID people

3 are.

4 KEVIN WILLIAMS: Right, understood.

5 MIKE WEBER: And Kevin, so you know, w
A

6 are staffing up another shift that will turnove

7 about 11 o'clock here, and we will have • o er

8 Commissioner Assistants brief at 11:15. S nding

on where you are, you know, if somebo /lelieving

10 you, they'll want to call in for all, and you

11 should assure the USAID folk• there that, you

12 know, we're, we're going tVtb h"•&he to support them if

13 they have questions.

14 KEVIN Right. Okay.

15 JO• NGER: Thank you.

18

/

22

23

24

25
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.)

MIKE WEBER: Hey, Michael. Go ahead.

MICHAEL DUDEK: Just a brief update from

down here at FEMA. I have, I have a little bit of the

synopsis of the deputies meeting in case you haven'•

heard her, and I have a status of where they're I

and what they're doing over the weekend.

MIKE WEBER: Sounds good. Le it.

MICHAEL DUDEK: Do you, fi t all, do

you have any additional questions W

MIKE WEBER: Yes. s what you're

going to tell us. 'eft /
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MIKE WEBER: An'

MICHAEL DUDEK:

is standing down. They'

crew starting at e' cl

skeleton crew the

weekend.

yth• • Michael?

'5h than that, the NRCC

oing to affect skeleton

ock. They'll be having a

situation throughout the

UY I specifically requested that if they
nee thing from the NRC. They said, put your name

t ur number on your monitor, and so we know of a

tact information of you, but other than that, we

don't need anything from you. So I, I've been given

the okay to leave if, if, if and when you guys give me

the okay.

It's pretty quiet. It's starting to empty

out down here. I know there's a turnover briefing at
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eight o'clock that I'm going to stay, stay and listen

2 to. But other than that, they weren't anticipating

3 any major actions until Sunday, where one of the

4 senior FEMA representatives goes in front of Meet the

5 Press. So there was going to be a, a flurry of

information requests before that.

7 MALE PARTICIPANT: (Off mic).

MIKE WEBER: Sc you're going your,

the Ops Center and the Ops Center phone on your

1 monitor?

11 MICHAEL DUDEK: Th• rect.

12 MIKE WEBER: O . e can assure that we

13 have coverage.

14 MALE P T: So (inaudible) down, or

15 did you've got

16 EARTICIPANT: No, I don't.

17 KE WEBER: Oh, you don't have them.

18 MALE PARTICIPANT: Well --

19 MALE PARTICIPANT: Well, oh, all right,

2q J Chairman, the Chairman and Josh Baskin got them.

/2 MIKE WEBER: Okay, thank you, Michael.

22 Appreciate you heading out there. We'll be in touch.

23 I think he was planning to stay for the

24 eight o'clock call.

25 Do you need to do that, or can you depart
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now?

MICHAEL DUDEK: It's pretty empty here

right now. There may not even be an eight o'clock

call, so I'm going to ask a couple more questions and

probably head out.

MIKE WEBER: Yeah. That sounds 0.

Thanks, Mike. p

MICHAEL DUDEK: All right. T very

much.

need you

something,

to be the

MIKE WEE

to, you

but it do

focal poin

MICHAEI•

I

BER: And we'l

know, for e

touch if we

esn't •d c ike the NRCC's going

t f e deral response.

It doesn't appear so. I

town. I live two blocks away.

go to DHS or anywhere else, I'm

mean I'm,

MIKE WEBER:

it.

Great. Thank you, Michael.
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.)

MIKE WEBER: Good evening, Chairman.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Hello?

MIKE WEBER: Hello, Chairman. We're here.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Great. Any -- what'

the latest information you have?

MIKE WEBER: We have, now, a sub 4
update from the last time we briefed you.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. o 1 is on

now?

MIKE WEBER:

executive team here.

It' the Headquarters

CHAIRMAN Jlkp *Okay.

MIKE We have Bill, Borchardt,

Nader, Bill Rul• ke Weber, Brian McDermott, Scott

Morris, TiG•j y, and Eric Leeds is standing here,

as we er staff.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, good. Okay, well,

meone give me a rundown, then, of what our plans

for this evening and then tomorrow?

BRIAN McDERMOTT: Yes, sir. We've got --

this is Brian McDermott -- we've got folks coming on

at 11 p.m. this evening for a, for a second shift.

We're planning to have them come over. Dan Dorman

will be our representative for the executive team.
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Scott Morris will be here with him as the response

advisor.

The plan that have come in, in time for an

11:15 Commissioner Assistants briefing, so we'll keep

all the commissioner assistants up to speed at tha<

time, kind of do that as they're during

turnover.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Is there a

doing that at 11:15?

BRIAN McDERMOTT:

turnover was planned at that

would allow the, both te/

leads for the executiv tri

call.

the shift

ntime, and that

)n oming and off-going

.o, to take part in that

1

1

1

2,

C ACZKO: Okay, can I, can I just

make a s I, I think right now that -- and

I'd be )•ted in your thoughts on this -- I don't

know rt we want to interject that into a shift

,nWer. If, if we need todo a shift turnover, we

a shift turnover and let that -- I mean, we are in

monitoring, quasi-monitoring mode. So let's deal with

that issue separately.

If we need to do a briefing for commission

TAs or someone else, let's do that separately so that

it doesn't distract from the turnover and the
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12

13

14

IE

17

18

10

12

continuity of our, our monitoring activities.

BILS RULAND: Yeah, Chairman, this is

Bill. At 11:15 -- the turnover's really going to be

done by 11. The idea of 11:15 was just that we would

still have both teams there and sort of make sure we

had good continuity. So the actual turnover

happen between 10:30 and 11 --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

BILL RULAND: -- specifical d before

the off-going shift actually get o their cars

and gets and heads home, we, to do the phone

call and have that done.

CHAIRMAN O~rkay.

BILL R d so we're planning to do

it at 11:15, a 715. The day shift turnover

/

0o 7:00.

IRMAN JACZKO: Okay. And what do you

to keep me briefed and updated?

BILL RULAND: Whatever you want.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Well, what, what would

you recommend?

22

23

24

25

BILL RULAND: Well, I mean, I think we'll

just have the EP director probably give you a call as

he's, as the off-going shift is getting ready to

depart, to give you a call and give you the latest.
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1 So it will be sometime around 11 o'clock tonight

2 unless something more significant happens.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

4 BILL RULAND: But we're dying in a sea of

silence here actually.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Yeah.

7 BILL RULAND: There's no real in a

8 other than the few occasional press rel !oming

9 out.

10 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: And, t me just to

11 make an attempt to perhaps rec us a little bit

12 here. This -- and I thi J L11 know this -- but

13 this is not our even our function and our

14 focus, I think, g ward need to turn a little

15 bit more tow obably a public communication

1E strategy a a ublic communication effort in the

17 event tt mething were to go very badly in, in

18 Ja

19 •So I encourage all of you, in the time

2qt you're there, to be working on preparing

2 materials so that, in the event something were to

22 happen, we are prepared when that happens to have good

23 communication about whether something like this could

24 happen in the United States, what our plants are like,

25 how they're comparable, all those kinds of, kinds of
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issues.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah, actually,

Chairman, we've been working here recently and coming

up with a list of questions, and we're going to take

that and give them to each of the teams that are her

and work up draft responses. So we ought to hav .

least an outline tomorrow morning, and then, n w

we can circulate those around.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. ncourage

you to have that prepared for me . There's a

tremendous -- as much as therIa of silence for

you guys, there's a treme s cuum of information

within the federal faml )/ I think it's imperative

that we have info •arly that we can distribute

to fill that va• .

•~long

need to

AKEWEBER: Okay. We'll give it our

e of those things where it will continue

re as we develop that information.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: And that, that's fine.

as we have interim products, in the event we

use them, we have something ready to go.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Make sense?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. And again, just
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to come back to domestically, again, there's. no issues

at this point that we see with our facilities?

MALE PARTICIPANT: That is correct.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. Okay, good.

Anything else that you have for me?
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And again, I cannot reinforce enough the

importance of not speculating and not hypothesizing

about what may or may not be happening, and i

particular, publicly, so that we just stick to ,

facts as we know them and do our best to, s ay

there.

ERIC LEEDS: Okay.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: that you

have?

ithing else on this

end, sir.

anticipate,

something ý

.• qZKO: Okay.
/Yall at approximately

change dramatically, and

So I'll

11 unless

then give

1 MALE PARTICIPANT: Do you want me to call

19 rlier, like 10?

2q CHAIRMAN JACZKO: I leave it up to you to

/2 do whatever you think is best, the best, the best time

22 within your, within your, you know, your activities.

23 MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

24 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: So, sometime, I'll

25 expect a call sometime between 10 or 11, 10 or 11,
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again, unless something else changes.

MALE PARTICIPANT: I just don't want to

inordinately impact on your night.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: No, that's fine. I, I,

I'll probably be awake.

MALE PARTICIPANT:

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:

Okay.

Okay.

everybody. I appreciate it.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Thank

1

1

2
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(CONFERENCE CAL.L INITIATED.)

CINDY PETERSON: Cindy Peterson here.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah, folks, the ANS

message went out, and the message should have said

that the call would be at 2315 tonight -- that's 11:1

tonight -- for the Commissioners' Assistants brief s

CINDY PETERSON: I just got word my

duty officer that there was going to be call

at this time. _+k/

V

ANIKA (phon): Hello?
1%

MALE PARTICIPANT: b

this time? Let me check w'

bridqe. Hold on.

4 another call at

going to check the

SCOTT Ben Cindy?

CI IRSON: Yes?

T MORRIS: Scott Morris here.

0 NDY PETERSON: Yes, Scott.

SCOTT MORRIS: Yeah, there's no other call

Snow. The next call that's been scheduled was

the commissioners' assistants at 11:15 Eastern.

CINDY PETERSON: I was aware of that one,

but our duty officer just -- I wonder where he got

that message.

SCOTT MORRIS: Well, there may be a call,

but, but it isn't anything that we are aware of at
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Headquarters. It may be some .other thing.

CINDY PETERSON: Okay. Thank you, Scott.

ANIKA: This one at 2315 Eastern time, and

that's what the call from him was about. That's what

I gather. J

SCOTT MORRIS: Okay.

CINDY PETERSON: What was that,

ANIKA: I said that thel

Commissioner briefing, the phone call a"2

ANIKA: And

what the calls from the

he HOO, that's

about. I just

got one.

1

1

1

1

1,

1:

2'

CINDY Did you just get a call

from Billy?

No.

PETERSON: Okay, I'll call him

' \ANIKA: Okay.

SCOTT MORRIS:

ET room. Do I have one of

(No response.)

SCOTT MORRIS:

Goodbye.

This is Scott Morris in the

the HOOs on the line?

2:

2:

2,

2.

2'

Cindy, you're not still

there, are you?

(No response.)
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I (CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.)

2 MARK SATORIUS: I've gotten word from my

3 regional duty officer that there was going to be a

4 brief. Are we just standing by? If we are, I'll just

5 put go back on mute and wait.

E SCOTT MORRIS: Yes, we just learned

7 there's going to be a, a call with GE support, , 1

8 Electric support, and the vice president CU n at

7:45 to basically share with us wha ow about

10 what's going on.

11 MARK SATORIUS: ho's the vice

12 president for Exelon? Ju eise I probably know

13 him.

14 SCOTT

15 IUS: Okay, yes, know him well.

1E He's curre -y e site vice president at, at Byron,

1ý but he I was the site vice president at Quad for

18 abo t ght or nine years to just give you background.

19 SCOTT MORRIS: He's got a lot of boiler

2Q/ erience then.

21 MARK SATORIUS: Yes, okay. I'm going on

22 mute. Thanks.

23 SCOTT MORRIS: Okay, it should be in the

24 next few.

25
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I (CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.)

2 SCOTT MORRIS: Hey, Kevin, is it urgent?

3 We're, we're getting ready to listen in on a

4 conference call, a different conference call here in a

5 minute.

6 KEVIN WILLIAMS: Well, they wanto

7 if somebody from NRC can support them, th

8 team, and go to Japan.

SCOTT MORRIS: Say that a a

10 KEVIN WILLIAMS: The• request that

11 the NRC send one person with o their disaster

12 assistance response team t a

13 MALE PARTI Disaster assistance

14 response team.

15 SCO IS: Okay, and that's down at

1 Federal Tri le' or where is that?

17 ( VIN WILLIAMS: Well, they're going to --

18 no, n hat they want is somebody to go to Japan.

19 SCOTT MORRIS: Oh., I see. Okay.

2q KEVIN WILLIAMS: And they'd like you to go

2 as soon as possible.

22 SCOTT MORRIS: All right. We'll get, will

23 get back to you, Kevin.

24 KEVIN WILLIAMS: You want me to come back

25 in 20 minutes?
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BILL RULAND: They a name as soon as

possible or they want to send somebody as soon as

possible?

KEVIN WILLIAMS: They want

somebody as soon as possible.

BILL RULAND: To do what exactly?

KEVIN WILLIAMS: To, to support

this, this team.

BILL RULAND: As a technis

to send

what?

KEVIN WILLIAMS:

BILL RULAND: d

h. Yeah.

.t. We'll get back

to you.

2

2

2

2

2
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.)

PAM COWAN: Yes, this is Pam Cowan from

Exelon.

SCOTT MORRIS: Hi, Pam. This is Scott

Morris at NRC, and we're in, in the operations center<

I have several folks here with me. /

7 PAM COWAN: Okay. Well, why don' e go

ahead and do introductions. Why don't our

folks introduce themselves first, andw 1 ahead.

1 SCOTT MORRIS: Okay.

11 PAM COWAN: Okay.

12 (b)(6) (b)(6) site vice

13 president of Dresden sta is on.

14 (b)(6) di (b)(6) engineering

15 director at Qua s station, is on.

16 WAN: Okay, (b)(6)

17 (>.E PARTICIPANT: You're up, Scott.

18 =• SCOTT MORRIS: Okay, you've got, here at

19 arters, you've got Scott Morris, you've got Mike

2q \ er who's a deputy executive director for

21 operations, you've got Bill Ruland who's heading up

22 our reactor safety team, and a host of other folks

23 that, from just a technical staff.

24 MALE PARTICIPANT: I think we also have

25 Mark Satorius on, Cindy Peterson --
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Is there anybody else from your shop,

Mark?

MARK SATORIUS: Not that I'm aware of.

BILL RULAND: Okay, this is Bill Ruland,

and we, we heard through Cindy Peterson -- I gues•

through the resident staff -- that Exelon was ask•

run some scenarios for GE for what's going he

Japanese nuclear power plant.

When we heard that, we a.k.urselves

that maybe there's some informat _n t you could

pass on to us that we don't h Ihave high-level

information that we've got 4 press releases, and

as you're probably well EP, we'll have certain

inferences from th

Bu •, so we're, we're looking to, to

, information that you'd share withyou, if

N((b)(6)(: ' why don't you go ahead

- since you kind of, kind of spearheaded this for

•on, why don't you go ahead and describe what we've.

\ been doing and what information we've gotten.

I (6 Okay. Early this afternoon,

I received a call from General Electric, from (b)6)

(b)(6) ifwho's their nuclear vice president,

basically, and he asked if we could provide some help
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both with operating procedures and severe accident

management guidelines for th6 issue that's occurring

in Japan.

GE currently is basically trying to staff

up around the clock to support them in any wa<

possible. They had 70 GE people on the ground a

plant at the time of the event supporting _ e

given them some spotty information

exiting the facility just before t

(Whereupon, a

interrupted the telephone 9E ce.)

wave hit.

participant

call, we

the, the

both the

)(6) J:/\ , so after that phone

m procedures, which are the,

will, for the simulator for

vessel levels, the hundred block, and

the 200 block, for both Dresden and

-/• NAnd the reason that the request of those

O that the two plants in question, Fukushima 1 and

Fukushima 2 -- I believe I'm pronouncing it correctly

-- are very similar to Quad Cities in Dresden. The

No. 1 unit is the one that they're having the most

trouble with, and it is very similar to Dresden,

although about half the thermal power rating.
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So they do have an iso-condenser like

Dresden has. The Unit 2 is very similar to Quad

Cities, and it is 740 megawatts electric, so slightly

smaller but similar.

They do have a toric, and the concern tha

they had when they called with the fact that

containment pressure was increasing and the e e

it sounded like they were going to have the

containment. So GE was trying to prere support

them in any way possible.

What we know from hat they had no

source of off-site power A r approximately an

hour, they lost their d-i generators due to the

fuel oil storage being ripped from the

stanchions tha t them, and once the day tanks/
ran out of 1 they lost all the diesel. So they

were ba on battery power for some period of

time. We don't know much more than that as far as

a ters go.

There was some discussion during our call

that they were getting spotty information that the

containment was at approximately 80 PSI and, and that

they were going to vent.

We sent them our severe accident

management guidelines also, the SAM Gl and SAM G2,
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1 along with Dresden severe accident management

2 guidelines so they would have all those at GE in case

3 they were asked to support them.

4 They then asked for us to run the

5 simulators at both sites. Dresden was in the middl

of a license (audio interference) their exam, so

7 couldn't run Dresden at the time. So we sta e

Quad Cities simulator and ran the scenar•• about

two and a half hours to get some parame rs However,

1 we did not know exactly what the • g conditions

11 were, so we just assumed th• • had all their

12 equipment available. And n er approximately an

13 hour on the diesels, w ailed the diesels to see

14 what the containme oing to do.

15 We• get anything even close to what

16 they got fo on inment response, so we believe we're

17 missing ,6 vital information from them that, you

18 know, t, what happened or did they have a leak. It

19 .appear to us that, at least on the surface, they

2Q, d have had to have some kind of leak to have

2 gotten to those kind of containment pressures.

22 And at that point, after the two hours, we

23 froze the simulator and saved the, saved the scenario.

24 And right now, we've got connection with GE. If they

25 need anything through the night, they're going to call
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1 me directly, and then-we'll staff the simulator to put

2 in whatever information they give us to run a scenario

3 further to try to assess.

That's basically what we know at this

5 point in time.

SCOTT MORRIS: This is Scott Morris a1

7 Headquarters. The GE support staff tha ou re

8 interacting with, are these folks here s are

.9 the people that are over at the site in p

10 (b)(6) They' eside, from

11 Wilmington.

12 SCOTT MORRIS: e ey in contact? Do

13 they have -- one of i/ ifficulties that we're

14 having, and I imag on't come as a surprise, is

15 just getting a of reliable information out of

16 the site. u know, I was exploring that because

17 I was w e g if that was potentially an opportunity

18 to e me information. So I don't know if GE's been

19 c tact with their staff over there.

2, (b)(6) : They talked to their staff,

but the problem is that at the facility there, from

22 what they said, the building where they would house

23 all the engineering staff collapsed, and, and

24 basically, the people that left the site are calling

25 them on like either microwave phones or cell phones of
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1 some sort, and they're getting very spotty

2 information.

3 They have nobody at the site that's

4 providing any detailed parameters. They have a

5 translator that, I'll say, looking at every piece o

newspaper article and also talking to the peopl

7 the ground that they have in the area about he

8 conditions were prior to leaving the plan they

9 don't have any live-time data.

10 SCOTT MORRIS: Okay. anybody have

11 any questions?

12 MALE PARTICIP fk or Cindy, do you

13 guys have any questions?

14 MARK S . Yes, this is Mark Scott.

15 Yes, I was li with interest in the support

1E that, that • o is a providing via their simulators.

17 I don' 0 h any questions right now, no. I don't,

18 Cind she has.

19 SCOTT MORRIS: What I'd like to say on

2 alf of the NRC, we really do thank you, Exelon

2 making, making yourself available to provide this

22 information. This has been helpful. As you know, the

23 information is sketchy, and each piece fills in the

24 picture.

25 What, the new information we got was about
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1 the fuel oil tanks, and not only the fuel oil tanks,

2 but apparently this engineering building collapsed.

3 So it might be likely that the staff that would help

4 analyze the accident or, or analyze the event that

5 would be helping might have, might have been hurt whe

6 that building collapsed.

7 (b)(6) : And, and that is a

concerned that they don't know if o many

9 engineers they would have there to s em with

10 getting either water or power ed in some

1i fashion.

12 SCOTT MORRIS: and, and we, of

13 course, you know, in *ar ar if there's somebody

14 from GE listenin g - know, we feel, we were

15 concerned, of c 0  for the staff that you have over

1E there, and• s ect they're very, they're concerned

17 to. Any'Snow, we're thinking about them.

18 II I think GE was able to

19 • t for a hundred percent of their staff, the 70

291- le that they had there, and none of those people

2 were injured.

22 SCOTT MORRIS: Okay.

23 (b)(6) : So they do know that. That,

2 that's about as far as it goes though, from, from at

2 least the conversations we had earlier.
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MALE PARTICIPATION: Can I ask a

2 clarification question? Do either one of the

3 isolation condensers, is this thing the high

4 containment pressure nevertheless?

5=I (b)(6) 7 : That's correct.

6 MALE PARTICIPANT: So it's either

7 coolant safety relief valve into containment,

8 MARK SATORIUS: That shouldn'W ("\ S is

9 Mark Satorius. That shouldn't happe they're

10 getting containment pressure incre ere's got to

11 be in RCF leak, I believe.

12 (b)(6) I,/, mean, there's some

13 conflicting informatio the other thing to keep

14 in mind is if your M enser doesn't have make-up,

15 it loses its ef \ ness within about a half-hour.

1 SATORIUS: Right. It loses its

17 natural i ation drive if it doesn't have make-up.

18 (b)(6) Right. So, you know, we did

19 they could give us some specific parameters, we

2(Q t be better suited to help them. So, if we get

any more data, how should we get hold of the NRC?

22 SCOTT MORRIS: Just call. What you do is

23 you call into the Headquarters Operations Officer and

24 just say you want to speak to the reactor safety team.

25 (b)(6) Reactor safety team, okay.
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The next other thing -- we did, you know,

provide a suggestion that if they have any sort of

contingencies like we have for B5B regulations, that

would be probably the most effective use of resources

at this time. '

//

So if we get any more information,

get a hold of, you know, any m ore specific data,

get a hold of somebody at the reactor safe

SCOTT MORRIS: That' s gr -and

staffed, we're going to be staffed

(b)(6) The did say th

wave at the plant locatio/asike 35 feet

hit. *

iat the

hen it

(b)(6) And I, what I didn't know

about -- a co the things you might, I don't

know whethe now or not, all of the facilities at

the Ja • plants, everything is above grade.

There nothing buried, and that's why the tanks got

Oi off because they're actually aboveground. And

other thing is they don't *have event-specific

EOPs. They never transitioned to the symptom-specific

EOPs. So that's one of the reasons they wanted our

EOPs and our severe accident management guidelines, is

for addressing the symptoms instead of trying to

-follow the vent procedure.
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MALE PARTICIPANT: When you said the

entire unit's above grade, that includes the ECCS pump

rooms and all that?

(b)6) Well, those may be -- what I

mean, it's like, there's no buried tanks or piping.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay. Okay.

rock.

MALE PARTICIPANT: So

35-foot wave would do, wreak some

aboveground stuff.

(b)(6)

MALE P;

isolation condenser

provide long-term

ARTICIPAV/A 139, either one of the

s, do)' now if they were able to

~ake-up to the shell side?

We didn't get that

last information I saw on a press

release

wasn'NO term that I was used to. But, you know, that

h y concern, that the iso-condenser works fine if

Shave, have a make-up source. But it appeared to

me that they had no capability of making it up to the

shell.

SCOTT MORRIS: . I think we, we got the

information we needed.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah.
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I SCOTT MORRIS: So I, if. you get anything

2 new, just give us a, a call at the Ops Center and ask

3 for the reactor safety team.

4 (b)(6) Okay.

5 SCOTT MORRIS: We really appreciate it

6 Thank you.

PAM COWAN : Thank you.

(Whereupon, several• ants

disconnected.)

1 MARK SATORIUS: Hey, S

11 SCOTT MORRIS: Yes

1 MARK SATORIUS: Ruland?

13 BILL RULAND: Mark.

14 MARK S . Yeah, it's Mark Satorius.

15 Did Mark Ring 2  e bridge?

I1 ILXULAND: No.

17 Q RK RING: Yes, I did, Mark Satorius.

18 MARK SATORIUS: Okay. Mark Ring is

1 ly as knowledgeable -- he's the branch chief for

2Q Quad and Dresden. He's as knowledgeable as you

2'1 can get on issues such as make-up for the iso-/

22 condenser and things like that. If you would like to

23 ask him how Dresden works, he can help you.

24 SCOTT MORRIS: Yeah, just tell him to call

25 -- if you could -- tell him to call and just give us
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his cell phone number.

MARK SATORIUS:

SCOTT MORRIS:

MARK SATORIUS:

MARK RING: I'n

SCOTT MORRIS:

number?

Who's that? Mark Ring?

Yeah.

He's, he's on the bridge:

i on now.

Well, what's your
*%

MARK RING: I (b)(6)

MALE PARTICIPANT: Have

Center and put him on the --

SCOTT MORRIS:
I
Right. Right.

Right.

Mark, i

call back to the Or

I/

.f Y,
?dn' t mind, can you just

r and ask to be put on with

the reactor saf Mm?

iKXING: Sure.

)•OTT MORRIS: That'd be great.

( MARK RING: Yes.

SCOTT MORRIS: Anything else?

(No response.)

SCOTT MORRIS: Thank you.

MARK SATORIUS: Hey, Scott?

SCOTT MORRIS: Yes.

MARK SATORIUS: Just before vot

N

g Qo, as you

develop names for who might be the correct person or
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the most useful person to provide, if there's going to

be a team sent to Japan, give me a call because Mark

ring is one, and either the senior resident at Quad or

the senior resident at Dresden might be an option as

well.

SCOTT MORRIS: Okay. All right,

Thank you.

MARK SATORIUS: All right.

drop off.

briefing at

Hey, Scott, is

10:15?

SCOTT MORRIS: A

there a

going to be

bVeeve it's at, there's

istants, yes, your time.

Yeah, and 11:15 yours,MARK

okay.

%hMORRIS: Yeah.

SATORIUS: Thank you. Okay, dropping

2,

2.

2A

2!

PAM COWAN: Hey, Scott?

SCOTT MORRIS: Yes, ma'am.

PAM COWAN: This is Pam. Hey, I was

curious, did you 8ay you were sending a team to Japan?

SCOTT MORRIS: I don't think that

decision's been made yet. I don't know that we've

gotten any sort of formal request for that.
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PAM COWAN: Okay.

SCOTT MORRIS: In fact, I know we

gotten a formal request that yet. That's so:

that we have, we have, we have staff at

federal agencies around the city, and collec

the federal government is trying to figure out

the proper way to respond and support.

obviously be part of that, but at this poi

clear.

haven' t

mething

various

1

1

PAM COWAN: Okay.

just keep you up to date i:

new information comes aboul

new substantive

right, Pam. Thank you

very much.
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1 (CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.)

2 TOM D'AGOSTINO: I think we can just get

3 the job done across the board and answer any

4 questions.

5 We had an opportunity to talk to Genera /

Cartwright again after the meeting earlier

7 evening, and what we found out -- he an oppor to

8 talk to something

1

(b)(5)

10

11, 

* ey were okay.

1 They're very 'or le with where they

13 were on aerial measure so they did not need

14 her aerial monitor' em. So were standing down.
15 I mean, we ar mpletely standing down but we're

16 not going 1 hipping off something tomorrow. I

17 just wan e u to know that.

18 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Thank you.

19 TOM D'AGOSTINO: But the other thing he

2 Od, which was quite interesting, is his Chief of

21, Defense said they did need, and I think the term was

/22 "engineering assistance," and if they could get

23 engineering assistance from. the United States, that

24 would be good. And Cartwright told him, well, Energy

25 and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission are the right
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place for that assistance.

What they ended up agreeing to was that

the Government of Japan would officially put the

request through the Ambassador, which of course is the

right channel, officially through the Ambassador, an 6

that the Ambassador would have, would obviously

some specific information and would be in the 1 on

of channeling that to the right, to ther• U.S.

government organization to provide t"ineering

assistance that they're requesting

We told General Ca that, you know,

we -- in the Department of , as you note Gregg,

we do energy research o-- ously, we work with the

NRC. We don't do civil programs. You all

have the exper understand BWRs and PWRs and

have done a de analysis and the like.

t/at the siame time, we want to make sure
thallus know, you know, one, - that the Ambassador

:e tands, understands that and that, should the

ernment of Japan put in an official request for

engineering assistance, that it's very important that

it gets to the NRC, for sure, and to DOE as well, but

probably. the NRC, I mean, my guess is, has the more

up-to-date accident analysis on the civil power plants

out there.
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So we all, so that's kind of -- Steve, I'm

going to ask Steve if I think you could add anything

to what I've just said before we open it up for

questions.

STEVE AOKI: I guess the only other thinI

that we thought is, at some point, if they really a

looking for engineering support,. that we pro y 0

have to have a line out to GE, but we done

anything on that front yet. On that fr

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: H I'm Scott

Morris answer, but I think w k ightly ahead of

that, so -- tn

TOM DAGOSTI good.

CHAI 0: So we'll be ready to

provide resourc\ )

e, ott, maybe you can fill, fill him in

on where ' with GE.

'440' SCOTT MORRIS: Well, we just -- yes, this

tt Morris. We, just within the last hour, had a

'versation with, not with GE but rather with Exelon,

which, as you know, has a large fleet of reactors.

They were actually contacted today by GE support and

asked them for a bunch of their emergency operating

procedures, severe accident management guidelines,

they asked them to run some simulator scenarios and
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1 try to assess, you know, try to look forward a little

bit and see, you know, how much time they may have for.

3 various things.

4 So they, they've been in close contact

5 with GE. We have not been, directly. We did learn aý/

6 couple of things about what had occurred at the op

7 because, because apparently General Elect as

8 approximately 70 of their staff at that s --

9 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Well, To wl, we'll

10 make sure to reach out to GE and, if we do get

11 the request in, we'l1 have oe available and

12 we'll make sure that we ontact for GE that

13 they can, that they can

14 TOM D' Okay.

15 C ACZKO Does that make sense?

1. •• AGOSTINO: Yeah, absolutely

17

18

1

22

23 TOM D'AGOSTINO: Okay, great. That sounds

24 good. That would be, that would be awesome.

25 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, good.
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TOM D'AGOSTINO: Okay, good. Now, I, I've

just been notified, Michele Flournoy (phon) wants to

talk to me urgently. Has she, has she talked to you,

Greg?

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: No, she's not talked

me but I think our teams are in touch. Our techn

folks, I think, are talking with some of the

folks.

ii

i:

I:

L

D

1'

i!

TOM D'AGOSTINO: Okay

definitely on the modeling side fo0

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:

TOM DIAGOSTINO

I wanted to make sr had

engineers, engineer , Mstance. O

Well, thank you.

that about the

Michele,

W e JACZKO: We'll get a hold of

e shortly on another item.

D'AGOSTINO: All right, great. Thank
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.)

SCOTT MORRIS: Josh?

JOSH BASKIN: Yes, sir?

SCOTT MORRIS: Hey, Scott Morris and Mike

Weber.

JOSH BASKIN: Hello, gentlemen.

MIKE WEBER: Hello, Josh.

JOSH BASKIN: How are you?

MIKE WEBER: Good. How are ou

JOSH BASKIN: The Cha:'a, S

He's probably just going to wn an

for when you're ready to m and thE

head home to try and g t sleep for a 1:

MIKE ay.

till there.

d join you

en probably

NON: What time would you want to

:30-ish work for you, or what, whatdo that?

X\ MIKE WEBER: Yeah, that works.

JOSH BASKIN: Okay, so I'll ask him to do

t, come down around 10:30.

MIKE WEBER: Okay.

JOSH BASKIN: And then we'll probably pack

him patch in Elliott and maybe Becky as well if that

works. I think they have staff in the Ops Center, so

that might be sufficient, but they might jump on too.
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MIKE WEBER: Okay.

JOSH BASKIN: All right, great. And then

I will join also on the 11:15. And if, if there are

any questions that show that the participants don't

know quite understand where we are, I'll, I might jump

in

SCOTT MORRIS:

JOSH BASKIN:

SCOTT MORRIS:

JOSH BASKIN:

Okay.

That makes

Great.

10:3

will ask him

to come join you at about

MIKE WEBER:

I
JOSH BASKIN:/ JCfk you.

Thank you, Josh.
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12

13

141

IE

15

1617

18

10

120

(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.)

SCOTT MORRIS: The nuclear story's getting

more and more attention on the networks. They haven't

made the jump yet to what happens if this occurs in

the United States.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

SCOTT MORRIS: So, what are plants 'k

Our staff are outside the enter

getting increasingly concerned about is NRC

communicating all the (inaudible) k we've had a

number of urges for, hey, let e proactive.

CHAIRMAN JACZK Ye

SCOTT MORR we've not done that.

We did guage from the White House,

kI-%"- T w^" I Ap -- SI
*%,,.,# l,,J. I,,. ,.I,. • V L•..,,%. %,•l&

N

22

23

24

25

EEARTICIPANT: Okay.

E PARTICIPANT: Yes, I did.

SCOTT MORRIS: So it's basically, we're

aking a position we are working with the

anese.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

SCOTT MORRIS: And, but we still have

developed the Qs and As. And we just took a look at

those draft questions and answers, and they're off

making some tweaks to those.
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CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

SCOTT MORRIS: It's about three pages.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Questions and answe

- they're structured so that there's a pu

response, and then there's a more detailed techn

response so, as you're using them, you have t]

to draw from. O .n

rs -

bli<

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Right.

.d not want

to speak on

CHAIRMAN

SCOTT MOI

okay.

think we

Let me ask you, do you

ting more?

Um, I think, given that

, we should not be

MORRIS:

incident

cou ating.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

SCOTT MORRIS: But I think we need to be

ready to communicate when they make that jump to, what

are the --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: To the US.

SCOTT MORRIS: -- what are the US plants

designed to --
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CHAIRMAN JACZKO: They're designed to --

SCOTT MORRIS: If there is a release, is

that going to impact the United States. And that's

the kind of questions and answers that we had

developed. But it's so unlike NRC in terms of ourA
/

A

4

communication --

MARGIE: (Off mic.)

SCOTT MORRIS: Okay, I got

you.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: It f y.

SCOTT MORRIS: Be 're in a battle

communicate, / W, share with the

open, let 1!6 ow what we're thinking,

rhythm to

public, be

what we're do

Cdoig C
P
%, MORRI

:ZKO: Yeah.

S : -- it's not our role in

this

&y shift

through the

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Yeah.

SCOTT MORRIS: But it will become when

their focus to the United States.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. So should we go

latest status, and then --

SCOTT MORRIS: Sure. Sure.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: -- a couple questions

then.
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SCOTT MORRIS: Sure.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: An ovetview?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Unfortunately, there

hasn't been a lot of technical information that we've

gotten. 1

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Oh, yeah?

MALE PARTICIPANT: -- from

channels other than what we're getting fro

outlets and the occasional press rele~

actually been kind of few and far

SCOTT MORRIS:- ~ has

increased attention at thehe in reactor.

(Whereupon, parties macde of f-mic

that down.

IS: So we're trying to track

that precautionary evacuations

ýd for the unit, but we don't

Las some new information.

MARGIE: No.

SCOTT MORRIS: We don't have any

information about the plant status of the plant, so if

there is something going on there, you know, that's

news to us.

2

2

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

SCOTT MORRIS: We are reaching back
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through our Japanese counterparts a bit.

MALE PARTICIPANT: The best technical

information we've gotten actually came through out,

that call we had with Exelon, where we learned what

some of the damage, basically, the reason behind wh1

the diesel ran for a little while and then stof

running.

The reactor safety guys are

with GE right now. %

MALE PARTICIPANT 4 the, the real

headline out of that phor ca is that GE's folks

down in Wilmington ha e zero contact with their

people over there. know. that they're safe and

they weren't, I they were off site or something.

But they r ly ave no input from them at all about

the stat zf the facility. So it's frustrating.

And, of course, there's been a lot of

f speculating. I mean, (inaudible) was on and a

ful of, you know, professors from around the

country, but --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Peggy, is Elliott on?

PEGGY: No, I'm not sure he knew about the

10:30. He knew about the 11:15.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.
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Elliott, are you on?

2 ELLIOTT: Yes. Yes, I am. I, I had a

3 little difficulty connecting.

4 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Is there any value in us

5 even putting out something that just says, you knoW/

6 people shouldn't be speculating, or we're

7 speculating?

8 ELLIOTT: Here's, there's of

feedback here.

10 The, the only issue I that events

11 over there are unfolding so qu

12 CHAIRMAN JACZK rV.

13 ELLIOTT: It reach conclusion by the

14 time I put somethi

15 C ACZKO: Okay. Okay.

1 ARTICIPANT: You know, I guess to

17 put a f a. ought on that, they've already had Matt

18 Walls on) on, so they've got --

19 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Can we, can we

2q audible) one conversation here?

2 MALE PARTICIPANT: They've already had

22 one; I mean they've already had one reporter

23 interviewing another one right now.

24 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Right.

25 MALE PARTICIPANT: So there is obvious
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2q

22a
22

23

2

2

lack of factual information. You know, so --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: So, from a technical

standpoint, we don't know too much more than we did

two or three hours ago.

MALE PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible).

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: And so summarize fq

what you think the technical situation to be.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Well, we

MALE PARTICIPANT: We have 11

(Simultaneous conversa

BILL RULAND: Cha' e actually

on the phone right now witen . Electric.

CHAIRMAN J C Okay.

BILL R General Electric has

basically getti information off the wire thal

have, but aey e been using the simulator,

4

were

been

t we

the

iad simulators, to try to tease out the

.on.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: I'm sorry, can I just,

"ore you go on, can I just double back? We had an

earlier call that indicated we would get a request for

assistance. Did that ever --

PEGGY: You mean with USAID?

SCOTT MORRIS: No. No, this is from the

Ambassador of Japan.
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CHAIRMAN JACZKO: If we do get that

request, did get that request, did we identify a GE

point of the contact for them?

SCOTT MORRIS: Well, we were talking with

them --

BILL RULAND: We were talking to

right now.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: So, if we

from the Japanese for technical ass:

someone here we can provide and wei contact?

SCOTT MORRIS: Ye!

CHAIRMAN JACZKQ/

And it turns out nobody

from TEPCO

reached ou

NVJACZKO:

A again?

Okay, I

Okay. And have we

put you on the email

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MARGIE: We reached out to (inaudible) and

NISA, and (inaudible) sent her here.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MARGIE: -- have somebody within hours.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, that's -,

MARGIE: Because what Kirk is goina to
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need is -- someone in, a contact of his says we he

will be giving you the recent (inaudible), but he

hasn't gotten it yet.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MARGIE: You can be monitoring it on t/h

email and you'll get something from Kirk.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: What we di a, we

reached both directions to kind of me e pump.

But we have not received a formal le).

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:

MARGIE: (Inau le ust in case you get

something (inaudible) . e going to be getting

stuff from all ki eople. We've been getting

stuff from all f people. (Inaudible) break it

up.

/

/ P N udio interference.)

'SCOTT MORRIS: Do you want Bill to --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Yes.

SCOTT MORRIS: Okay, good. He's here.

BILL RULAND: Basically, the information

continues to be sparse. But just to reiterate, we --

and GE confirmed our view of what they have been

seeing. They did a simulator run --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Summarize for me what
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that is.

BILL RULAND: And -- basically that, you

know (inaudible) all the plants. Three of the plans

are, you know, have loss of off-site power; haven't

been able to restore any AC power. Their simulator

run, they predicted that Unit 1 would be about tws

a half to three PSIG. After three hours. i e
.......... r

indicates to them and us that there'

1i leak, you know, a loss-of-coolay/_*L.dent at the

1 plant. And it looks like that s the worst.

12 CHAIRMAN JACZ . know already that

13 they've already enterel t ase?

14 BILL R We checked the INES scale,

15 'and they're a at a Level III, which is a

16 serious inc t. And the only reason we don't think

17 there a more is we have sparse information.

18 think I told you that the reason the diesel

19 •iu is that all the diesel tanks were all above,

2q fuel tanks were all above ground, and the tsunami

J, •ripped the fuel tanks off, off their foundation.

22 GE said GE has like 70 people on site, but

23 they're now off-site. They were undermanaged.

24 But as far as we can tell, it continues to

25 proceed like we had thought. You know, our initial
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estimate is, if the worst plant, we start seeing any

damage, the earliest possible to see that damage would

be probably about midnight.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: And that was Unit 2;

right?

BILL RULAND: Right.

ELLIOTT: And you mentioned three X/k

BILL RULAND: Right. Right only

three plants, it -- and we just hearc GE that

apparently --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: ýee plants," the

three units.

1

1

2

ELLIOTT: units. Three units --

apparently, we hea r• 4E that there was an initial

earthquake at P o 'clock Eastern time, and that

additional "I ake caused the plant on the other

side of %sland a loss of power, and the entire,

tha ire island is completely dark.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Really?

BILL RULAND: Yes. And that's what,

that's what he just --

MALE PARTICIPANT: That's what he said.

BILL RULAND: And this is, you know, this

is secondhand, unverified, but they, GE has people on

the ground in Japan.

2

2

2

2
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CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Can we work to get that

confirmed and try and share that with the inter-agency

community?

BILL RULAND: So anyway, that's what we

heard. But as, as we said before, the same scenario<

you know, appears to us that there's been r

intervening actions or evidence that would a

they're not proceeding down that path. i t 's,

again, this is strictly, you know, gl rom wire

service reports.

that TEPCO

getting any

You know, what troii al a little bit is

is not talking You know, GE's not

informatio• han what we're getting.

ELLIOT - • [re's been no news, related

le •oactive steaming releases" from

h 's just --

LL RULAND: Right.

ELLIOT: But again, that's just, I don't

news coverac

Llid --

22

2:

2,

2ý

BILL RULAND: And, and that was, that's

the last report we saw was it was a thousand times

greater than background, which is consistent --

MALE PARTICIPANT: In the control room?

BILL RULAND: -- right -- which is

consistent with venting containment but not core
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damage.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:' Did we have these -- can

you put put these in a piece of paper for me, all of

these facts?

BILL RULAND: Sure. We, we, we have,

have the briefing sheet that Tony used, and we'll,-

if we can, we need to update that.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Yeah. An t

emphasize this. I think this is Andi~i ta~ll

communication error.

MALE PARTICIPAT

CHAIRMAN JACZK(

we have information,

possible for two r

reference f or )form

know, and J bj•'lws us to

it done into paper as

One, it allows us to have a

share that information as

1

2.

2

2

22

2

2

immediat 1 possible.

BILL RULAND: We can really make a point
ing that. As a matter of fact, we've been

anizing our press releases and, and that data.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, good.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Can I go?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes, please.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Yes.. If you can get

back to me -- and again, with all the information we
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have, let's make sure we've kind of resourced it, so

we indicate what the source of it is and---

(Simultaneous conversation.)

MALE PARTICIPANT: -- the previous sheet

we had, just, you know, all the press releases.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. Good. Thank

(Simultaneous conversation.)

MARGIE: I'm sorry -- we (inau C about

doing something similar. So it's re out, and

think about something similar and to a contact

in TV and just say, we're wor this, people are

working on this for you, ad n ible).

CHAIRMANJ Let's try to do that.

Let's do that.

MIInaudible) TEPCO. I can try --

PI

OT MORRIS: They should work through

MARGIE: -- okay.

SCOTT MORRIS: All right.

Yeah, Ruland, go ahead?

BILL RULAND: Yeah, the other thing I was

going to mention was that, with respect to providing

engineering assistance --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Yeah.

BILL RULAND: -- we've identified an
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individual who's ready to go.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

BILL RULAND: It turns out that military

flights, but I guess all commercial flights in and out

of Japan --

SCOTT MORRIS: I think Mark is going

are you going to talk to that?

MARGIE: Okay. Okay, so let' o to

it so I don't forget. /0 1

Okay, so we (inaudiblw , Gto my email

as well.

Jim Trapp is t has experience from

Dresden, so there's co p . We sat down with him

and briefed him on He seems like a very like

he's very focu rnationally. The one concern I

have is th e going into a rural area and don't

speak t h Japanese. (Inaudible). We've done

that Kirk, but the USAID team.

What we typically do is they're going, all

4 the team, we put the individual, the (inaudible)

individuals would get together with a (inaudible),

everything that they're doing, take advantage of what

they're getting from (inaudible). It turns out that

there's a military flight, but it's leaving too early.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, we've got to get
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somebody off the team --

MARGIE: It's leaving in an hour. T'

didn't tell us that, so --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, well, we need

get somebody on that.

MARGIE: Well, what they want to d

they want to fly into Narita.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Tomorrow mt•v

MARGIE: That's what USAID ant to do

hey

to

/

4

fly --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:

an earlier flig

: have anyone we

can get or

They, they

and say we

MARGIE: s leaving in an hour.

didn't, called --

CCZKO: Let's, let's double back

it et somebody on there.

GIE: I don't know --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: 11:30, that's all?

MALE PARTICIPANT: That's 45 minutes.

MARGIE: They-just told me 15 minutes ago.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Half an hour to

22

23

24

25=

anywhere.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, you have to solve

it. I'd like to run that into the ground and make

sure that we don't miss an opportunity to get somebody
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out there earlier. If it's not the best person, we

run that and we, we'll, yeah, we'll get the person on

AID flight later, but we'll --

MARGIE: No, no, no --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: But let's get somebody<

MALE PARTICIPANT: He's not, om

here, but we have --

MARGIE: They need a

They can't get onto the country

and that, I can't make happen.N

MALE PARTICIP h

(Simultaneous mic C

MALE P. T: We c

a passport,

onversation.)

an run down reactor

whole -- just giveIThey have thesafety team

call --

UYLE PARTICIPANT: We have an hour, less
1/ our, 45 minutes.

MARGIE: Can you, can you please ask

tudible) to call Kevin and see --

MALE PARTICIPANT: We lift off from Dulles

at 11:30.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, so you'll work on

that. If we can't find somebody, we can't, but let's

not -- yeah.
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All right. And we know1
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MARGIE: Okay.

there is --

MALE PARTICIPANT: But there is

commercial flight tomorrow.

MARGIE: There is. There is, there's sor

place in Korea and what we're working on that no=

getting him hooked up with the team.

I absolutely agree with yo juc

wanted to go separate, and they didn' IteiV s it wE

leaving 11 (inaudible) tomorrow mo& .)

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:

MARGIE: Okay. h Ss the (inaudible).

a

- I/

CHAIRMANJC Sure.

MARGIE: th working with other

countries, wha / d decided early on is that we

would not 0 o her countries anything that we were

analyzin •d on hypothesis -- that's my word for it

s decided, because that wouldn't be a good

\They'd say (inaudible) said, whatever.

Okay, so we have the Russians on the

ground. We didn't share much; only what was public.

IRSN has recently called. That's a

technical organization. And I said you are not to go

(inaudible). But we've asked them to call our number.

What they're comfortable with, which I think is okay,
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that'sis just giving them the specific information

been confirmed, not our analysis.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. Yeah,

fine. No problem then.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Bill

that's

(inaudible).

Rulan

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: I

1
_Let's put

time this other plane will e

morning, Bill is there.

0way. By the

ground in the

MALE P?ARTICWI . But it's not our event.

still (inaudible) hooking

o people working on that right

-rence) get somebody on the team who

them up.

now (audio

I'

/N BILL RULAND: Well, what's the viability

a ing DOD to or whoever to wait an hour --

MARGIE: I did. I said, you can go

tomorrow morning; wait.

BILL RULAND: -- we're not, we're not

going to wait.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: So let me get -- do you,

do you think it's worth grabbing the first plane?
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BILL RULAND: If the view is you need

somebody on the team and the only way to get them

there is to be with the initial team. I wouldn't send

Jack Ramsay because (audio interference).

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: So what's your, what'•

your thought? Do you think you're more valu

getting on a plane and going to Japan or stayi e

BILL RULAND: Well, it's eithe lses

or myself. Both have, I have a .(audio 4teerence) -

- taking my official passport.

MARGIE: By off" you (inaudible)

personal because it's

BILL RULAN not with me. I think

Tony Ulses might h official passport -- I mean

he might have •al.

2:

2:

21

2!

4 t N, let me.go check. Tony Ulses might

have a/1rss l passport with him. Let me see.

MARGIE: (Inaudible) because we don't

&ible) but I can see if I can get that --

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. So let's do

everything we can to get somebody on that plane.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Certainly, if it's

somebody in the NRC, it would be Northern Virginia.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. Keep, keep

working on it and let me know what we've got.
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MARGIE: Can you check -- we need

and Ki.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Dosimetry and --

MARGIE: We thought we had a CT scan.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah, we --

SCOTT MORRIS:

MALE PARTICIPANT: We did, he

is out of date and (inaudible).

SCOTT MORRIS: Ki?

MARGIE: We have Ki. ( (inaudible)

dosimetry

SCOTT MORRIS:

status report is (inau

He's going toward,

V great. And the

lives 15 minutes away.

1
1*

I'

JACZKO: Okay. Let's do

everything sto --

PARTICIPANT: But he would have to

geto e plane --

ý/&7 MARGIE:

: uutes, 20 minutes,

they --

Well, they're holding it for

I think. I mean, we can see

15

if

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, let's, let's do

what we need to do to notify people that we're working

to get somebody on the plane and see what we can do.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay. Sure.
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MARGIE: Can I just confirm?

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Sure.

MARGIE: I'm going to pi

message.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

MARGIE: And put together me

to give a contact if we need to get

(inaudible). We get somebody else on --

MALE PARTICIPANT: That's tA

MARGIE: Okay, we're iQ

going to get him on this flig we

them all the information we ust go

MALE PARTICI . We're gc

get him on on this

nedMAo ,I, I understanc

all I need

it together a

ssage ant4

that-Ni•

'll try to get

t from --

)ing to try to

i, and I'll do

/a
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- But again, it's not our event. We're not

interfering with the regulators.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Yeah, okay.

MALE PARTICIPANT: What I don't hav<

knowledge of -- Margie walked out -- is what,

know, what access have we had? Are we g n

frequent update from our NISA counterpart

MALE PARTICIPANT: I thinkha she said

was, no, we're not getting any.

MALE PARTICIPANT:

CHAIRMAN JACZK about IAEA? Are we

/

getting anything more

MALE P
PC

XIVMT:We've got one --

ýIS: One more press release just

in the b

IRMAN JACZKO: Do we have a contact

direc with their ops center?

• \ SCOTT MORRIS: Yes.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes.

SCOTT MORRIS: And we have been going back

to them on a periodic basis, you know, but again, all

they're --

N

MALE PARTICIPANT: All they're getting,

like GE and everybody else, we're getting --
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(Audio interference.)

MALE PARTICIPANT: Are you ready to leave?

MALE PARTICIPANT: I'm ready to go

whenever you are, to go to the airport, yes.

MALE PARTICIPANT: We'll get that proces 1 /

facilitated. We'll --

MALE PARTICIPANT: You want me t my

.passport? I don't keep my personal --

(Simultaneous conversation.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Per

MALE PARTICIPANT:

MALE PARTICIP fect. Follow me.

MALE PARTI IP . Okay.

MALE P T: Thanks.

C ACZKO: Thanks, guys.

0

EARTICIPANT: And as a backup group,

let's ke second person ready to go.

n• MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, so let's go back

n . So, diplomatic channels, that'll get better

access to information (audio interference) would be

worthwhile.

MALE PARTICIPANT: I agree.

MALE PARTICIPANT: You don't happen to

have your passport on you, do you?
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MALE PARTICIPANT: We're hamstrung in our

ability to provide anything meaningful in terms of

(inaudible).

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Have we done,

put together an update, the kind of update

had before with the latest information?

MALE PARTICIPANT: That's right.

going to go up then do --

(Simultaneous conversation. Z C

MALE PARTICIPANT: I ,kinc

I couldn't find it.

SCOTT MORRIS: tftt• we did o

report is that we plac 3 ty on the Qs &

SCOTT Okay.

have we

sheet W0

for it.

n the SET

As --

SCO •OqRIS: -- to get those ready

.I
because we 11 didn't have any substantive updates

based on r nformation

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. Fine.

SCOTT MORRIS: We can update them, but

a little bit of a longer time cycle than getting

the Qs & As in place.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: I think what Bill just

told me, I think is information that we probably

should share --

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.
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CHAIRMAN JACZKO: -- at an OUO, whatever

sensitivity level we need to share it.

SCOTT MORRIS: Okay.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: I'm going to forward you

an email from an individual at the White House an

make sure, if you could, make sure to add them t

of the distributions.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: I'll ao1o aat riaht

/

now, and I'll call him back.

(Audio interferenc

MALE PARTICIPA

that, that PMT is

with NNSA.

Cma4NACZKO P

#4

M1e you're looking at

scenarios with NOAA and

.1 MORRIS:

Okay.

We talked about three

them to do a fourthWe encouraged

( /NThe scenarios are the Unit 1 source term

Z " a a vented containment, like currently is going on.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

SCOTT MORRIS: Another one would be a 10-

percent tap release, filtered.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

SCOTT MORRIS: And then another one would
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1 be a 10-percent gap unfiltered release.

2 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

3 SCOTT MORRIS: And a fourth one we pushed

4 for was a core melt scenario, where we it goes through

5 the base mat and you have a ground release.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: And that would b 0

7 order of a larger scenario.

8 MALE PARTICIPANT: Right.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: And Qe fourth

10 one, they were reluctant to do, or

11 SCOTT MORRIS: T 't reluctant to

12 do it. They just weren •wo ng on it yet. It

13 sounded like they were having the first three

14 more or less done.

15 CHACZKO: Okay.

1E •EARTICIPANT: So they're really doing

17 the oth The other thing we talked about with

18 res e to the scenarios is whether we should be doing

19 d ario for Unit 1 or for Unit 2?

2q, CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Um-hmm.

2' MALE PARTICIPANT: They were using Unit 1

22 because (inaudible). Unit l's a smaller unit. Unit 2

23 seemed to be the one more in trouble.

24 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Yeah. So they're going

25 to go back and look at that, and what would the
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difference be in terms of the (inaudible).

MALE PARTICIPANT: There has been press

reporting about the Daiini facility.

SCOTT MORRIS: Right. We talked about

that before when Bill was in here, but we still don"

have, knowledge about what is their condition.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

SCOTT MORRIS: So I think the

substantive update. Ad

MALE PARTICIPANT: The As?

MALE PARTICIPANT:

SCOTT MORRIS: ApMow ese are, these are

drafts. We realize thesXN00 continue to evolve.

MALE PvT: We can share them when

MORRIS: Folks on the phone don't

MARGIE: I'll

SCOTT MORRIS:

BILL RULAND:

get these out of here.

Okay.

Do you have them?

Been Speaker.

FEMALE SPEAKER: I don't have them.

BILL RULAND: For those on the phone,

we've put together 10 or 11 Qs and As. We can share

those with you.
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1 MALE PARTICIPANT: That would be great.

2 SCOTT MORRIS: If you want to take those

3 with you.

4 MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah.

SCOTT MORRIS: We'll continue to wor

these overnight.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, good.

8 SCOTT MORRIS: And by tomorrow 9g we

9c should be better on the answers.

10 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay

11 SCOTT MORRIS: An think one thing

12 we can do is continue tow ws coverage and just

13 anticipate questions 4t ay continue to evolve

14 overnight and be r Kellrespond.

15 C CZKO: Yeah.

1E OTMO RRIS: At some point, the question

17 will be ou want to share these with the other

18 fed r partners? And --

19 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Probably not until we

2Q, like there's less draft.

/zJ MALE PARTICIPANT: Correct.

22 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Understand that I could

23 use these at any moment, so if there's anything in

24 here that is not accurate, let's not put it in. But -

25
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I'd say it's allMALE PARTICIPANT:

accurate.

SCOTT MORRIS:Yes, sir.

MALE PARTICIPANT: It may not be --

(inaudible) .

(Laughter.)

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, thank

we've reached out to people so they know w

Okay, thank you. I appreciate it.

Okay. What else?

SCOTT MORRIS: I t t's a

BILL RULAND: : Ird we're goi

turnover and we're going do a specifi

11:15.

.ng to do a

c brief at

C] And let's do it, keep

that shoo~the facts.

OTT MORRIS: Right.

$( CHAIRMAN JACZKO: I think they'll want

So become a what-if scenario.

SCOTT MORRIS: Right.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: So it's very important.

Josh will be on the line. If it gets that way, he'll

take the heat for cutting it off at the pass. Good

luck.
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At this point, would you say that there'

anything that I should respond to with that?

SCOTT MORRIS: I think it's --

MALE PARTICIPANT: Our, our d tion

based on what we know, seems to

turning in the wrong direction.

SCOTT MORRIS: that's not a

1

1

1

1

1

21

significant update --

update. Since

had anything tc

and things

It's not a significant

conference call, we haven't

t to us that it's, it's breaking

LE PARTICIPANT:

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:

or worse.

(Inaudible).

Okay. I tell you, if I

-- from what can gather,

2:

2Z

2,

2!

.s continuing --

MALE PARTICIPANT: If nothing else

changes, then it's going to continue to get worse.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay.

SCOTT MORRIS: And we're challenged by not

having plant status?
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MALE PARTICIPANT: No good news is bad

news. Very bad news.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, well, that's

probably, if we can get Bill if he gets back, a kind

of sense -- A

SCOTT MORRIS: In his --

7 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: -- in the u

8 and get that around to the federal famil,

possible in an email, that would be--

1 SCOTT MORRIS: Okay.Y /

11 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: s ir

12 SCOTT MORRIS: ht.

13 CHAIRMAN J Z It's not s

14 new information, , is informiat

ignificantly

ion, though

1

1'

I1

1:.

21

fer c haracterizing it.

:AII JACZKO: The last update really

I ummary of the status of the three units.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah, which was not

was the

2:

22

2,

2!

c NmeCHAIRMAN JACZKO: Yeah, right. But I

think putting in writing what generally you just told

me, again, would be appropriate in sourcing and put it

out to people. So we should have that by 11:30.

MALE PARTICIPANT: They have all the

facts. They have all facts.
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MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah, we'll get it

reviewed during turnover.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, so --

SCOTT MORRIS: Let's get them on.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: -- follow me closely,

I'll do my best. And if we need to postpone any i

to get that together -- you know, again, as n

about this, this is fundamentally a c •ation

event for us, so the priority is on ge n ccess to

information and getting it distri cause nobody

else in the federal government much information

as we do, nor does an se in the federal

government have the e )qx that we have. We want

to continue to giv ur expert judgment because,

otherwise, they• fillinQ in the dimensions.

ýARTICIPANT: We can interpret this -

22

23

24

25

< • CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Exactly.
SCOTT MORRIS: Okay. Great.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Thanks, everybody.

SCOTT MORRIS: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: And if things changed,

call me any hour. If you want to give me a call a

couple hours just to give me an update, then fine.

MALE PARTICIPANT: There'll be a new, new
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crew in here starting about seven tomorrow morning.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: And so, then, let's

plan, absent anything materializing overnight,

updating me at -- what would be a good time in the

morning? A

MALE PARTICIPANT:

The seven o'clock time?

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:

MALE PARTICIPANT:

How about 6:30,

Okay.

We'll come

Di

I'

at 630-ish.

MALE PARTICIPANT:

(Audio interfe

CHAIRMAN k

in at seven. And t.j Meri

, before you --

'Okay, I'll

ybody.

try to call

Scott will be here overnight

(inaudible

UO iAIRMAN JACZKO: And again, although the

thre Id, if something happened, if misinformation

r propagating, do what we need to do. I think

federal family is engaged as they can. The White

House is engaged as much as it can. But if there's

inaccurate information, then we need to correct, let's

get out there and correct it.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Excuse me, Mr.

Chairman.
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CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Yes?

MALE PARTICIPANT: Are you waiting fo:

that briefing sheet before you leave? (Inaudible

wanted to know how much time he had.

SCOTT MORRIS: It'll be thirty minutes

Close. If you've got it, I'd love to see it beforn

r

goes out, but --

first, I'm

MALE PARTICIPANT:

sure.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:

MALE PARTICIPANT:

It's going

we spell Tony's

last name?

MALE

clearance and all

We need that for

PARTICIPANT:

PARTICIPANT:

Ulses is U-L-S-E-S.

U-L-S-E-S, thank you.

there's a commercial

a non-military flight,

1

2

I5 S -

MALE PARTICIPANT: Anthony --

2

2

2

2

(Simultaneous conversation.)

MALE PARTICIPANT: Middle name, anybody?

Does anybody have it?

MALE PARTICIPANT: I should be in the NRC

director.
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1 SCOTT MORRIS: Just look in the NRC

2 directory. It should be in the NRC directory.

3 MALE PARTICIPANT: So, Dan, your tech tag

4 number?

5 CHAIRMAN JACZKO: I'm going to put you o

6 an email that (audio interference) head back to P

7 White House. Are you or Dan --

8 MALE PARTICIPANT: Dan's not

9 (Audio interference).

10 SCOTT MORRIS: Anythi the folks on

11 the phone?

12 ELLIOTT: Yea t is Elliott. I did

13 not hear what our star I n the morning was.

14 SCOTT The call with the Chairman

15 will be at seve• N ck.

1 I" T: Okay.

17 SH BASKIN: None from Josh. Thank you.

18 SCOTT MORRIS: Okay.

19k Becky, anything from you?

2 0 BECKY: No. I'll be there at seven in the

-/21 morning. I switch over with Jean.

22 SCOTT MORRIS: Okay, very good.

23 (Whereupon, there was a long pause on the

24 record.)

25 MALE PARTICIPANT: So who do we want share
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h?

SCOTT MORRIS: The people we've been

information out to in terms of our situation

including the additional name that the

(audio interference) said.

MALE PARTICIPANT: I just want to be

who we let out to.

SCOTT MORRIS:

appropriately.

4L

We need .. LL

N
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.)

MALE PARTICIPANT: I don't know whether

it's reliable information. We have it secondhand.

SCOTT MORRIS: They said that there was a

total blackout of --

MALE PARTICIPANT: On the island. 4
SCOTT MORRIS: -- on the island.

MALE PARTICIPANT: And that'w what

we're hearing.

SCOTT MORRIS: YE

MALE PARTICIPAN'

correct because we're tar

someone on one of thE

wattage. The Navy ad

island itself -0/s

r: T ; t's (inaudible)

c/ngV or have talked to

is that island that had

a loss of power. So the

^OOT¶% MORRIS: Yeah.

PARTICIPANT: -- is not a total

black I, I heard it in here, and I just want to

• ure that we don't --
suwe

SCOTT MORRIS: That's why we said, well --

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah, and we never saw

the outline press release.

(Simultaneous conversation.)

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah, but they may -- I

don't think they left all the power.
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MALE PARTICIPANT: There are two federal

liaisons team members. They're both ex-Navy or

current Navy, and both are in Japan, so they're

reaching out to their friends and (inaudible) piece,

and I think if they can establish any links and get u

a TBD, it would be whatever we can find•

information in order to preclude those (inaudi* X

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay. Thanr >

MALE PARTICIPANT: I'm Mig' o leave

after I turn it over to Sam.

MALE PARTICIPAN T ank you. IMALE ou.

I /

appreciate it.

MALE

worker on the ph(

SCOW

PARTI( There's a nuclear plant

IIS: No. She's on the phone off

and just --

E PARTICIPANT:

phone, we're going

All right, for those of

to go on mute.

22

24

2!€
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I (CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.)

2 (Roster playback.)

3 SCOTT MORRIS: Is this a Scott Morris in

4 the Headquarters Operations Center. As you probably

5 know, the NRC is in a monitoring mode right now

monitoring the after-effects of. the earthquakee

7 tsunami in Japan, which has affected the wo

8 units in particular that I'm going to disc ight,

the Daiichi Unit 1 and 2, both boilin wa reactor

10 facilities, Unit 1 being an old tage boiling

11 water reactor similar to Oyste or Dresden, Unit

12 2 being slightly more mod still an, an older

13 Mark 1 containment des n.

14 Before much about the technical

1 aspects of pening at those facilities, I

I1 just wante-t point out that most of what we're

17 getting s press releases from the company TEPCO,

18 some ormation from the Japanese regulatory agency,

is sentially media reporting that we're getting on

2q newswires and on the cable news networks.

21 So I will say that it's, the, the, the

22 level of, or, the quantity and quality of information

23 that we're getting is, is less than what we would,

24 that we're normally accustomed to, and it's been

25 rather frustrating.
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But aside from that, what we do know is

that the units are shut down. They have in fact lost

off-site power. The diesel generators apparently did

start and run for a period of time, but a 35-, what's

been reported as a 35-foot wave hit the site, and wha

we've learned is that most of the infrastruc

supporting the facility is above ground, incl N he

diesel fuel oil storage tank, which ap was

swept off its stanchions, and that's en ally the

reason why the diesel ultimately s oeaigand

the plants were eventually 5, tation blackout

scenario, with only their.b t y power and steam-

driven numns available..
. . . . .. _ _. . . . . . . . . . / 'M

Unit 1 iso-, isolation condenser

plant, so it's sive design for, you know, core

isolation d But Unit 2 has a reactor core

isolatio• ing system, what's basically a small

stm•m rbine that can provide makeup. And at least

such time as, or, while makeup water is

,Jilable. It's not clear at this point whether even

those are operating.

The, so, essentially, we're in a, what we

believe is a, a station blackout scenario, that it's

been that way for several, upwards of 12, 14 hours

now. What we also know from reporting is that
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containment pressure has, has risen substantially.

We've heard reports of upwards of 80 pounds, 80 PSIG,

in the containment building. That is in excess of the

design, design of those containment structures,

assuming, of course,. that they're built to the sam•/

specs that a similar design in the United State

built. L mmm,

We heard that, we also hea rting

that the operators were attempting 0 nt that

containment, to, you know, to r ome of that

pressure, obviously in an effo• sure that there

isn't some catastrophic of that containment

structure. It's n whether that's been

successful. We'v •conflicting reports in the

media about releases, radioactive steam

releases, '¶4e facility. None of that's been

confi e

Our reactor safety team here has spoken4 hGeneral Electric's support facility. They've

enwith Exelon Corporate, who was contacted by GE

\asking Exelon to run some simulator scenarios on their

Quad, Quad Cities simulator as well is their Dresden

simulators to run through a few different scenarios to

try to get a handle on the type of, you know, timing

of what they might expect certain things to happen in
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the facility.

Our own, the reactor safety team here --

again, given the sketchy information that we have and

using the knowledge and skills that our team has --

basically have determined that, you know, if thi,

continues, if this station blackout situ/ %

continues unabated, then there will likely s

kind of core damage, and if containment P gets.

worse, they're going to have to, they'r g0 to have

to somehow find a way to relieve t •ich obviously

would, is not a good thing, s better than a

catastrophic failure.

They'vethis would rate on

the INES scale, In nal Nuclear Event Scale, and

1

1.

1.

1.

l.

i'

11

ii

apparently it wd the Level III at least.

ited States federal family -- there

have be er of meetings convened at the White

Ho vel and we've had a number of interactions

our partners, both domestic partners and

ernational partners, and we are prepared to, or we

are attempting to -- let me back up.

The USAID, which is part of the State

Department, is putting together a team of technical

assistants from the federal family, including the NRC,

to, to get on a military flight this evening to travel
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to Tokyo -- I'm sorry, to travel to Japan; I'm not

exactly sure where they'll land -- but, in order to

provide technical assistance.

It's not clear whether our, the NRC

technical person will be able to make that militar<

flight tonight. We're hoping to get him on it.

was supposed to leave at 11:30. If not, ta

commercial flight. We're looking at tomor ning.

But the point I'm trying to make t we are

ythem.

the Japanese

getting engineeringgovernment is interested

assistance from us.

through certain ch

the sort of ae nit(

but rather 2't e ineerir

iat they're not looking for

t's see. We've put together a series of

quest1k and answers. We're continuing to refine

We have shared those with the Chairman. And

n, we'll, as we learn more, we'll continue to

refine those.

2

2

2

2

2

The staff is working shift work. We're in

the middle or just completed a turnover at 11 o'clock,

and we'll do another turnover tomorrow morning at, at

7:00 a.m. So we're looking at rosters and how to
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provide continuing support and follow-up to this event

going forward.

Subject to your questions, that's all I

have.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Scott, do you want

talk a little bit about the (inaudible) ET? A

SCOTT MORRIS: Yes. NS
I, I, I take it from the sl c h

aren't any questions.

Dan Dorman will be 1 he execut

team through the evening, as myself, will

here. We've also got a fu co ement of our liai

team. We've also got, 3p! safety team personn

ive

be

el,

as well as pro

of support sta:

s personnel and a variety

But not full teams?

But not full teams,MORRIS:

JOSH BASKIN: Scott, this is Josh Baskin.

just wanted to confirm, is there someone from

Commissioner Apostolakis's office on the phone? I

heard the other three, but not that one.

MALE PARTICIPANT: This is the

headquarters operations officer. I placed a lot of

people on mute because of the feedback. If you need
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25,

to speak, hit star-6 again.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay, well, I'll

here until, for another minute or so.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Josh, we did not

hear Commissioner Apostolakis's office come on.

JOSH BASKIN: Okay. (Inaudible.)

MALE PARTICIPANT: Okay.

SCOTT MORRIS: There hasn't

just add, there hasn't been a lo# th

obviously been a lot of media t n w

happening in Japan, but, but n , we at thi

have not received a lot V ries, at least

yet. That doesn't mean w not preparing for

and that's the bas putting together --

HOI::; contraire.

stay

also

I&

4

hat 's

e NRC

not

that,

MORRIS: Oh, well, Holly's here to

irently. She's just been putting themtell me

hess.

I/N HOLLY: We have been responding as

ropriate to media inquiries, but we've not been

anybody out in front of the camera.

SCOTT MORRIS: Well, that's fair.

HOLLY: That's our strategy for now. That

is likely to change over the 'weekend as, as

circumstances change.
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1 There are two press releases out, by the

.2 way, and two blog posts.

3 SCOTT MORRIS: Okay. Good.

4 HOLLY: And by the way, we got 200

5 visitors to the blog today -- I'm sorry -- 2,00

6 visitors.

SCOTT MORRIS: Two thousand vis

8 the blog today.

MALE PARTICIPANT: (Inaudib ?

1 HOLLY: There were a at had to do

11 with speculating what was h in Japan, and
/

12 those weren't posted. An e( ressed those in the

13 second post that we wee "sting comments based on

14 speculation.

15 SC IS: Okay.

16 Scott.

17 E PARTICIPANT: Scott is doing OPA

18 over t?

1 HOLLY: Scott will be in here all night,

2q Elliott will be in in the morning.

MALE PARTICIPANT: There have been a

22 variety of "technical experts" being interviewed by

23 various media outlets, including, including Ed Lyman

24 and a professor from MIT and a professor from the

25 University of Georgia.
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Are there any questions?

MIKE FRANOVICH: Scott, this is Mike

Franovich. I have just a quick question. I just want

to make sure, do we have any information on Daiini? I

thought the TEPCO site had indicated that the fou<

units there were now being directed to do contai

venting.

SCOTT MORRIS: I don't know --

heard that. What we have heard abou[

that -- and for those on the ph

it's fairly, there's four uni .ini

relative close proximity Daiich

What we've heard is ell, we've

reports, but we, w R N•1 t heard anything

dire as what w ) for the Daiichi unJ

don't know,

that are in

,i facility.

that was as

Lts, so what

ih us now is new to me, new to us.

FRANOVICH: Yeah, I think it just

*he TEPCO site here just before the

2Q SCOTT MORRIS: Okay. Well, we'll
/2 obviously look into that.

22 JENNIFER YULE (phon): Scott, this is

23 Jennifer Yule. What do they mean by "technical

24 assistance"? I mean, obviously, they're following the

25 EOPs, right, the plans for station blackouts?
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SCOTT MORRIS: Well, we can only assume

because we haven't been in direct contact with them.

The, the request that we got -- and by the

4 way, we do have a technical staff member down at USAID

5= who's been on their, participating in thei

6 discussions down there. I've not spoken with 01

7 directly in the last two hours, but the en e ng

assistance is all we've heard.

9 MALE PARTICIPANT: Yeah u i that

10 request comes in, Jennifer, we wonow-/1 , so -- they

11 don't have, by the way, sympto OPs.

12 JENNIFER YULE: , it's pretty clear

13 what's happening with tion blackout., I would

14 think.

15 CIPANT: Oh, yeah.

IE T %MORRIS: Any other questions?

17 NNIFER YULE: Just to point out, our

18 SOR A alysis for Peach Bottom Unit 1 -- it's a Mark

19 e gn, and this a long-term station blackout. It's

2q thing that we've analyzed, and so we've got a

2• pretty detailed time line if you want to look at that,

22 including what the consequences would most likely be

23 from whatever release may happen.

24 SCOTT MORRIS: All right. We, we actually

25 have the chart from that SORCA analysis sitting right
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here in front of us.

JENNIFER YULE: All right, good.

SCOTT MORRIS: Any other questions?

(No response.)

SCOTT MORRIS: All right, thank you.

JOSH BASKIN: Thank you guys very mu

2:

2:

2j

2!
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.)

DAN DORMAN: Go ahead, Chairman.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Hi, Dan. How are you?

DAN DORMAN: Hi, chairman.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Are you getting email?

DAN DORMAN: Yes.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Did you get t / m

that I just forwarded you?

DAN DORMAN: Hang on. I'ilihe_ .Yes,

did.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:

just a high-lp

get me back, in

Ls of what that10 minutes,

means?

DAN sir.

Ten minutes -- I need it

right

DORMAN: Okay./CHA IRMAN JACZKO: Just in an email --

41 just high-level assessment of what we think

means.

DAN DORMAN: Yes, sir. Will do.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. Thank you.

DAN DORMAN: Okay.

Hey, Bill?

BILL RULAND: I don't know what it is.
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(CONFERENCE CALL INITIATED.)

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Hey, Dan.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Dan is not here right

now, sir.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay. Is he working

get me an answer back on the information I gave hi

MALE PARTICIPANT: Yes.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Okay, Good.R kd

as soon as possible.

MALE PARTICIPANT: The

MALE PARTICIPANT: ý+,n

they're hovering in

went to go tap theirthe other room right

shoulders. A

C ACZKO: Okay. Thanks. Just if

you can get k o me in, as soon as possible.

E PARTICIPANT: Absolutely. Yes, sir.

.• CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Thank you.

MALE PARTICIPANT: Bye-bye.

CHAIRMAN JACZKO: Yes, sir.

(END OF SERIES.)

2:

2,

2!
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Stat"in Blackout Background

# WASH140••Reactor Safety Study," issued
1975, indic,, that station blackout (SBO)
could be an i , -'tant contributor to the total
risk from nuclea •4wer plant accidents

@ In 1980, the Comm' on designated the
issue of station SB3 \ Unresolved Safety
Issue (USI) A-44, "Sta Blackout"

* NRC issued the final SB1 le (10 CFR 50.63)
on June 21, 1988
SBO Rule requires each plan be able to
cope and recover from an SBO nt

12
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Station Blackout
taff Evaluations

* NRC issue egulatory Guide (RG) 1.155,
"Station BI ut," on August 1988 and
endorsed N- C 87.00 industry guidance
to implement t hBO Rule

* All 104 plants mett SBO rule requirements
at the time of the s review
- Safety Evaluations
- Pilot Inspections
License Renewal Applicat *eviews Staff
verifies the scoping and agi Management of
systems, structures, and com ts required
for SBO in accordance with 10 C 4.4(a)(3)
and 10 CFR 54.21
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Rtion Blackout New
Reactors

* All new st 4  rd reactor designs must
include an alt te ac (AAC) power
source with divt s design to cope
with an SBO for 8m rs

* New reactors with ive designs
cope with an SBO with E~ttery power
for 72.hours

L4
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B.5. uirements

NRC Impi d Requirements after
the events' eptember 11, 2001

s Interim Com, satory Measures
Order EA-2.

e License Conditio

.1 0 CFR 50.54

5
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10 50.54(hh)(2)'

"Each lc ee shall develop and
implement 'dance and strategies
intended to tain or restore
core cooling, c' inment, and
spent fuel pool c g capabilities
under the circumst s
associated with loss I rge areas
of the plant due to expl ns or
fire..

6
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SBO ule

# Rule in Feral Register IOCFR50.63
"Loss of aternating current power"

# SBO Rule req es each plant to be able
to cope and reb er from an SBO event
of specified dur h\

s NRC issued Reguldt Guide (RG) 1.155,
"Station Blackout," ugust 1988 and
endorsed NUMARC 87 industry
guidance to implement tt 5BO Rule
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SBO Coping

, Rule pr l ed guidance on how to
calculate plant specific SBO duration.

* The copin ration based on
following fa
* The redunda, of the onsite

emergency ac po r sources
a The reliability o onsite emergency
ac power sources
w The expected frequ r of loss of

offsite power '4
a The probable time nee qto restoreoffsite power

* SBO event ends when eithe site or
onsite power is restored
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Coping Methods

* AC ii 4 endent
-44 plan ely on batteries only

- Maximu ration 4 hours

* Alternate A {:
-60 plants in th i•tegory

- Emergency Diese nerators from
adjacent unit with 4 ,ss capacity

- Gas turbine generato4esel
generators and hydro units

- Appendix R Diesel generat ,*

4
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Staff Review of SBO Rule
I Implementation

# NRC sta ,iewed and approved by
safety eva ons all 104 plants SBO
submittals.

* NRC staff cond ed pilot inspections
at 8 sites (2 per on) using NRC
Temporary Instruc 1 25151120

# Inspection results rev d that the
licensees were implem J ig the SBO
Rule consistent with NRY
requirements and staffs sa
evaluations

5
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Design Overview

* Battei 9 ping plants- maximum coping
duration i hours

* Battery life be extended to required
duration by lo hedding

@ Effects of loss o iyntilation.

* Condensate, comp ed air and RCS
inventories verified adequacy

e Procedures developed SBO

e Operator training

6
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SBO Procedures

1. Specifi ctions for restoration of
AC powe

2. Ensure sup equipment
functional wi t AC

3. High priority on mdriven
pumps %

4. Identify RCS leakage hs

7
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Grid Interface

o Grid In'tv" ce Enhancemeni
- Grid opera valuates network or

basis
-cPlant procedure •rdegraded grid

conditions 1

Plant controlled wor switchyan
High priority for TSO t tore pov

- New guidelines from NE4

i daily

I
ier

8
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Summary

* Only o6 .S plant has h;
SBO, it in 1990 (App

* SBO comp i ce evaluati
- License renewi

- Power uprates

- License amendment ests
- New Reactors Q

* Staff interfacing with FE I
reliability with future chan
generation mix and transmil
system upgrades.

ad an
.1 hour)

ed for

o maintain
•sin

I#
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Ext sive Damage
Mitiga Guidelines
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BI.5. t

. Details

ies

inated Official Use
tv Related

Information

* Flexible, Depl6
Providing Alterni
Accomplish Key

e Strategies
SMeans to

Functions

2
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Pha, Approach

* Phase I't eadily Available
Materials' Personnel

*Phase2 - Fuel Pools

# Phase 3- Core \oling and
Containment (9

3
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Ph4 Read-ily Available

* Existing rams & Equipment

* Best Practi from Initial Response

* Lessons Learr AnalysesQ nlye
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Pha 4 Str

s Memora' a

s Fire Fight

s Passive Me

ategies

of Understanding

i Enhancements

5
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Phal"
Cooli,

s Make-ui

# Cooling

# Power I

a Spent Fuel Pool

[ter

6
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Pha% 3 Core Cooling and
Conta4 ent

* Key Saf Functions Based on
Plant Spec

Boundary Cond 1lns:
* Loss of All Inter P1g, ower

Distribution

* Minimum Staffing

7
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UtiliW 1 f B.5.b Strateg
SBO '

Entry C ,tions More
Conservat than SBO

lies in

. Use of Strat6e
Extend Durati
Key Safety Fu

Has Potential. to
Dr Supplying
A

8
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,S

o gating Strategies
Requirelffll:s from Order EA.02.
026, Sectio .5.b, the
Subsequent 1 se Conditions,
and 10 CFR 50., h)(2)

* SBO - Station Blac t
(I

9
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Section lOCFR5O.63 Page I of 2

[Code of Federal Regulations]
[Title 10, Volume 1]
[Revised as of January 1, 2003]
vrom the U.S. Government Printing Office via GPO Access

:TE: 10CFR50.63]

[Page 783-784J

TITLE 10--ENERGY

CHAPTER I--NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

P 0--DOMESTIC LICENSING OF PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES--
T•a~.of Contents

Sec.. 50.63 Loss of all alternating current power.

(a) Requirements. (1) Each light-water-cooled nuclear power plant
licensed to operate must be able to withstand for a specified duration
and recover from a station blackout as defined in Sec. 50.2. The
specified station blackout duration shall be based on the following
factors:

(i) The redundancy of the onsite emergency ac power sources;(ii) The reliability of the onsite emergency ac power sour/

(iii) The expected frequency of loss of offsite power; a
(iv) The probable time needed to restore offsite power
(2) The reactor core and associated coolant, control, a ection

systems, including station batteries and any other nece pport
systems, must provide sufficient capacity and capabi sure that
the core is cooled and appropriate containment inte s maintained
in the event of a station blackout for the specif d ion. The
capability for coping with a station blackout o s ified duration

ill be determined by an appropriate coping 'si . Licensees are
ýpcted to have the baseline assumptions, ana1 I, and related

i1f06mation used in their coping evaluation va able for NRC review.
!':(b) Limitation of scope. Paragraph dc •" is'section does not
apýly to those plants licensed to oper t'.rr•vr to July 21, 1988, if the
6i±lity to withstand station bla ou . asgspecifically addressed in
thf-bperating license proceeding and s xplicitly approved by the NRC.

[fPage 784]]

(c) Implementation--(1) Oration Submittal. For each light-water-
cooled nuclear power pla Nlsed to operate on or before July 21,
1988, the licensee sha•ls 1b•t the information defined below to the
Director of the Offiqe o ear Reactor Regulation by April 17, 1989.
For each light-water-c led nuclear power plant licensed to operate
after the effect' dadt-of this amendment, the licensee shall submit
the information 6ened below to the Director by 270 days after the date
of license is e..

(i) A pf'oooei station blackout duration to be used in determining
compliance d ragraph (a) of this section, including a justification
for the o based on the four factors identified in paragraph (a)
of this se'on;

(ii)//A description of the procedures that will be implemented for
station blackout events for the duration determined in paragraph
(c)(1)(i) of this section and for recovery therefrom; and

(iii) A list of modifications to equipment and associated
pr0!edures, if any, necessary to meet the requirements of paragraph (a)
os-this section, for the specified station blackout duration determined

`"-paragraph (c) (1)(i) of this section, and a proposed schedule for
3lementing the stated modifications.
f 2) Alternate ac source: The alternate ac power source(s), as

de'fkibd in Sec. 50.2, will constitute acceptable capability to withstand
station blackout provided an analysis is performed which demonstrates

httpl/ledocket.access.gpo.gov/cfr_2003/1 Ocfr5O.63.htm 3/25/2011
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that the plant has this capability from onset of the station blackout
until the alternate ac source(s) and required shutdown equipment are
started and lined up to operate. The time required for startup and
alignment of the alternate ac power source(s) and this equipment shall
* demonstrated by test. Alternate ac source(s) serving a multiple unit

:e where onsite emergency ac sources are not shared between units must
,e, as a minimum, the capacity and capability for coping with a

station blackout in any of the units. At sites where onsite emergency ac
sQ)4rces are shared between units, the alternate ac source(s) must have
the capacity and capability as required to ensure that all units can be
btought to and maintained in safe shutdown (non-DBA) as defined in
Se.50.2. If the alternate ac source(s) meets the above requirements
aIan be demonstrated by test to be available to power the shutdown
bu .. within 10 minutes of the onset of station blackout, then no coping
a~naysis is required.

(3) Regulatory Assessment: After consideration of the information
submitted in accordance with paragraph (c) (1) of this section, the
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, will notify the licensee
of 'the Director's conclusions regarding the adequacy of the proposed
specified station blackout duration, the proposed equipment
modifications and procedures, and the proposed schedule for implementin4.6
the procedures and modifications for compliance with paragraph (a) t
section.

(4) Implementation Schedule: For each light-water-cooled nuccera
power plant licensed to operate on or before June 21, 1988, th . 'ne ee
shall, within 30 days of the notification provided in accrda c/
paragraph (c) (3) of this section, submit to the Director o 0• ice
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation a schedule commitment for i Lng any
equipment and associated procedure modifications necess oest the
requirements of paragraph (a) of this section. This smst
include an explanation of the schedule and a justifi tzi f the
schedule does not provide for completion of the di ons within two
years of the notification provided in accordanc wt paragraph (c)(3)

Lthis section. A final schedule for implemeni m difications
I' e9sary to-comply with the requirements of pa h (a) of this

sq&ýUon will be established by the NRC sta n nsultation and
d6rdination with the affected licensee.efý'

[5SFR 23215, June 21, 1988, as amen ed t"63 FR 50480, Sept. 22, 1998]

http :/edocket.access.gpo.gov/cfr.2003/1 Ocfr50.63.htm 3/25/2011
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This section of the FEDERAL REGISTER essential for preserving the Integrity of that station blackout could be an
contain reluiatoy documents haring the reactor core and the containment important contributor to the total risk
0eneral appPcatBt and kleal effect, most building, respectively. The reactor core from nuclear power plant accidents.
of which are keyed to and codified in decay beat can also be removed for a Although this total risk was found to be
the Cods of Federal Ftlea•ons, which Is limited time period by safety systems small and not undue, the relative
publaishd under 50 tis pursuant to 44 that are independent of ac power. Importance of the station blackout
U.S.C. 1510.
The Code of Federal Reguations Is ad The term "station blackout" means accident was established. Subse
by the Superintendent ci Documents. the lose of offeite ac power to the the Commission designated th
Prices of new books are listed In the essential and nonessential electrical station blackout as an Unre e/V
FWrt FEDERAL REGISTER Issme of each buses concurrent with turbine trip and Safety Issue (USI); a Task
week. the unavailability of the redundant (TAP A-44) was lsue in J and

onsite emergency ac power systems studies were initiated et• Ine
(e.8. as a result of units out for service whether addition ae rements

NUCLEAR REGULATORY of maintenance or repair, failure to start were needed. Fe Idered in'the
COMMISSION on demand, or failure to continue to run analysis of ri n blackout

after start). If a station blackout persists included: (1)q• l I d and duration
10 CFR Part 60 for l time beyond the capability of the of the oss o sitowen (2) the

ac-independent systems to remove rellabi f th site ac power system;
Stattion ascliotut decay heat. core melt and containment andAW tial for severe accident
AOENCY. Nuclear Regulatory failure could result. e a a lose of al ac power.
Commission. The Commission's existing regulations onaideration of the capability
ACTIOIC Final rule. establish requirements for the desn a core decay heat without ac

and testing of onsite and offsite elo r for a limited time period.
SuMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory power systems that are intended to e technical findings of the stafis
Commission is amending its regulations reduce the probability of losing _ 7 tudies of the station blackout issue are
to require that light-water-cooled power to an acceptable level. (W/ Ipresented in NUREG-b032, "Evaluation
nuclear power plants be capable of General Design Criteria 17 111. 0 of Station Blackout Accidents at Nuclear
withstanding a total lose of alternating CFR Part 50, Appendix A.• "teting Power Plants. Technical Findings

irrent (ac) electric power (called regulations do not requ• pl• hat Related to Unresolved Safety Issue A-
Itation blackout") for a specified nuclear power plants P to 44." Additional information Is provided

duration and maintaining reactor core assure that core cm ' in supporting contractor reports:fo _i : NUREG/CR--3220, "Station Blackout
cooling during that period. This maintained forP ci riod of
requirement is based on information loas of all ac p•w•r• Accident Analyses," published in May
developed under the Commission's As nce has 193 NUREG(CR-2M "Reliability of
study of Unresolved Safety Issue A-., accumul t• ern has arisen Emergency AC Power Systems at
"Station Blackout." The amendment is hat bil of both the onsite and Nuclear Power Plants." published in July
intended to provide further assurance 1 es e ac power systems 1983; NUREG/CR-8992, "Collection and
that a loss of both offaite power and ' ss than originally anticipated. Evaluation of Complete and Partial.
onsite emergency ac power systems will ye designs that meet the
not adversely affect the public health ulrem nts of General Design Criteria Loses olants Power at Nuclear18. anyopertin plats ave Power Plants," published in February
and safety. 111. Many operating plants have and NUREGICR-4347. "Emergency
EFFECTIVE oATE: July 22,1981o. xperienced a total loss of offaits power, Diesel Generator Operating Experience.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 0 ' in d more occurrences can be exped 1961-193," published in December 1905.
Aleck Serkiz Division of Rea or in the future. Also, operating experience The major results of these studies are
Planti Systes, Ofivon of Nue r with onsite emergency power systems given below.Peglato SysemOce of N a has included many instances when g Losses of offente power can beRegulatory Research, U, )c~a

Regulatory Co.misal - hs]ingi n, diesel generators failed to start. In a few caLosses of e per can be302435. cases, there has been a complete loss of plant-centered faultst utility gridDC 20555, Tleiho both the offalte and the onsite ac power placent ered weats trid
SUPtJEM• AYT I T•• systems. During these events, ac power fblackout sod sevoeieweater-induced
Background nwas restored in a short time without any failures of offaite power sources. Based

serious consequences.on operating experience, the frequency
The site t (ac) electric In 1975, the results of the Reactor of total lossea of offaite power in

power for a and nonessential Safety Study (WASH-1400) k showed operating nuclear power plants was
service in a nuc or power plant is found to be about one per 10 site-years.
supplied primarily by offte power. Cos o aThe median restoration time was about

Redundant onsite emergency ac power public onspection a nd c half hour. and 9o percent of the
systems are aloe provided in the event publc Document Room at 1717 H Street. NW.. offsite power losses were restored
that all offeite power sources are lost. WashnSton. DC 2055. Copies of published within approximately 3 hours (NUREG/
These systems provide power for documents may also be purchased throa the U.S. CR-3992).
various safety functions, including Governmtot Printint Officetby cabliny{01o V5- a The review of a number of

reacor cre dcay eat emovl a d me or by writing to the Suiperintendent of
reactor core decay beat removal and Documents. U.& Goverment Nnttn OffSice, P.O. representative designs of onsite
.ontainment heat removal, which are Sox Maz waahlnston. DC 2=.3%-70=Z emergency ac power systems has

lieinOnline -- 53 Fed. Reg. 23203 1999
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kndicated a variety of potentially design and operational characteristics, acceptable period "of time)..snd to have
omportant failure causes. However, no plus site-dependent factors (such as procedures and training to cope with
mingle improvement was Identified that anticipated weather conditions) such an event. Licensees may use an
could result in a significant introduce a level of variability which alternate ac power source if that source
Improvement in overall diesel generator warrants a need for plant-specific meets specific criteria for Independence
reliability. Data obtained from operating coping analyses to provide greater and capacity and can be shown to be
experience in the period from 1976 to assurance that core cooling can be available within one hour to cope with a
1950 showed that the typical individual maintained until ac power is restored. station blackout. A coping analysis is
emergency diesel generator failure rate Thus the Commission believes that not required for those plants that choose
was about 2.5 x 10" per demand (i.e., 1.50.63 of 10 CFR Part 50 will bring this alternate ac approach if the
one chance of failure in 40 demands), about a significant increase in alternate ac can be demonstrated.y
and that the emergency ac power protection to the public health and test to be available to power th Op.
system unavailability for a plant which safety. As a result of station blackout shutdown buses within 10 mImn r the
has two emergency diesel generators, coping analyses, improved guidance will onset of station blackout.
one of which was required for decay be provided to licensees regarding alternative ac source, on -..
heat removal, was about 2 x 10'" per maintaining minimum emergency diesel minimizes common mo8 ktlre.7'i• a
demand (NUREG/CR-29891). generator reliability to minimize the preferred option sin cthiBp ach will

a Compared to the data in NUREG/ probability of losing all ac power. In also benefit othe cor erns.
CR-2M9, updated estimates of addition, the Commission is amending On the basis f1'qckout
emergency diesel generator failure rates its regualtions by adding a new 5 50.63 studies co or SI A-44 and
Indicated that diesel generator to require that all nuclear power plants apreente no h a referenced
reliability has improved somewhat from be capable of coping with a station above, th eft has developed
1976 to 1983. For the period 1981 to 1983, blackout for some specified period of Regia try 1.155 entitled "Station
the mean failure rate for all demands time. The period of time for a specific 1"1 it ch presents guidance on
was about 2.0 x 1Os per demand (i.e.. plant will be determined based on a me ng a high level of reliability
one chance of failure in 50 demands). comparison of the individual plant's r am ency diesel genevel (2)
However, the date also indicate that the design with factors that have been r ie procedures in training to
probability of diesel generator failures identified as the main contributions t r tore ofrite and onsite emergenicy ac
during actual demands (i.e., during risk of core damage resulting from wer shouithea onsie emrgtencom
losses of offoite power) is greater than stao blackout. unaiable, and (3) belectin a plant-
that during surveillance tests [NUREG/ These factors, which vary s acceptble eletin alac tCR--4347). significantly from plant to plan nlcl se pecilic acceptable station blackout

Ck-447) sinifianty fom ie Ito ie se duration which the plant would be
* Given the occurrence of a station of considerable differrnelh des of duratiof surviving without core

blackout, the likelihood of resultant core plant electric power s ' well as pable ofsrivin without cr
damage'or core melt is dependent on the site-specific consid 1r , lude: (1) deramge. Application of the methods in
reliability and capability of decay heat Redundancy of onniyte n c ac
removal systems that are not dependent power sources '/num er of sources- acceptable station blackout duration

on ac power. If sufficient ac- minus the nuffi e~d for decay heat (e.g., & 4,8, or 18 hours) which depended

independent capability exists, removal •(2re| •iIy of onsite on the specific plant design and site-
additional time will be available to emergen 'bpower sources (usually related characteristics acceptable to the

restore ac power needed for long-term dies a e 6" . (3) frequency of loss . staff. However, applicants and licensees

cooling [NUREG/CR-3=2e). 0 er, and (4) probable time could propose alternative methods to
* it was determined by reviewingo-e ore site power. The frequency those specified in the regulatory guide in

design, operational and site-dependent a of. and time to restore, offaite order to justify other acceptable
factors that the expected frequency o p0 are related to grid and durations for station blackout.
core damage resulting from station switchyard reliabilities, historical capability. Additionally, the regulatory
blackout events could be maint i ether data for severe storms, and the guide on station blackout presents
near 10'6 per reactor-year with availability of nearby alternate power guidance on quality assurance and
achievable diesel generator I biliti . sources (e.g.. gas turbines). Experience specifications for alternate ac source(s)
provided that plants are deaugse has shown that long duration off'ite and.non-safety-related equipment
cope with station uk'16 a power outages are caused primarily by required for coping with station
specified duration. ddrtion for a severe storms (hurricanes, ice, snow. -. blbckout. The equipment installed to
specific plant is b fn a coriparison etc.). meet the station blackout rule must be

of the plant's charectee tics to those The objective of the rule is to reduce implemented. so that it does not. degrade
factors that h %n i tified as the the risk of severe accidents resulting • . the. existing safety~relpted systems. This
main con rb s to isk from station from station blackout by maintaining . is to be accomplished by making the
blackout ( 2). highly reliable ac electric power systems " non-safety-related equipment.

The rrcal findings show and, as additional defense-in-depth. independent to the extent practicable
that at out does not pose an assuring that plants can cope with a from existing safety-related systems.
undue risk public health and safety. station blackout for some period of time. :The guidance provided in the'regulatory.
The findings summarized above show The rule requires all plants to be able to guilde illiustrates the specifications that
that recovery from loss of offsite power cope with a station blackout for a the staff would find acceptable for non-
occurs for the most part in less than 4 specified acceptable duration selected safety systems.and equipment. The
hours. emergency diesel generator on a plant-specific basis. All licensees quality assurance guidance for the non-
reliability Is high [i.e.,O.95), and that and applicants are required to assess safety-related equipment for which there
given a station blackout the likelihood the capability of their plants to cope are-no existing NRC quality assurance
of core damage is moredependent on with a station blackout (i.e.. determine requirements (e.g., Appendix Bi-
decay heat removal systems that are that the plant can maintain core cooling • Appendix R).embody the following'
non-ac-dependent. However. plant with ac power unavailable for an e'ements: (1) Design control and

HeinOnline -- 53 Fed. Reg. 23204 1988
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rocurement document control, (2) be viewed as being in the same accident would resolve this issue without
setructions, procedures and drawings, prevention context as the ATWS rule rulemaking. Thirty-nine of the industry
4) control of purchased material. (1 50.02) and the fre protection rule letters supported NUMARC's submittal.

equipment and services, (4) inspection, (R 50.48) in that it recognizes, as the NUMARC proposed a fifth initiative (see
(5) test and test control, (6) inspection, other two rules recognize, multiple item 21) by letter dated October 6.1987.
test and operating status, (7) non- failure possibilities resulting from On the other hand, the Union of
conforming items, (8) corrective action, common cause effects that should be Concerned Scientists, the Illinois
(9) records, (10) audits. NRC inspections addressed. This concern has been Department of Nuclear Safety, and the
will focus on the implementation and recognized in the Introduction fo citizens group supported the
the effectiveness of these quality Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 50. Commission's objective in the proposed
controls s described in the regulatory Proposed Rule rule, but did not believe the rule and /
guide, guidance associated with the rule ',n

Based on the rule and regulatory On March 21.1986, the Commission for enough to reduce the possibii
guide, those plants with an already low published a proposed rule in the Federal serious accident that could bb
risk from station blackout would be Register (51 FR 9829) that would require by a total loss of ac powerrequired to withstand a station blackout [1) light-water-cooled nuclear power Evr7ete e ovee ,

for a relatively short period of time and plants to be capable of coping with a. considered by the staff in.a ting

probably would need few, It any, station blackout for a specified duration, the flnaJ resoltion o Si . Because

modifications as a result of the rule. and (2) licensees to determine the of the large sum pltain0 nt i wase

Plants with currently higher risk from maximum duration for which their not practical to l ormbaw nal

station blackout would be required to plants as currently designed are able to np ni 6 ptaorutl

withstand somewhat longer duration cope with a etation blackout A go-day responses W n parately.

blackouts. Depending on their existing comment period expired on June 19, on simiar, c omments were
capability. these plants might need to a96 n similar .Mo urn'come, s the discussionhv beand

capabi he pda n migt nOn April 3, IM8(13 days after the reap e'o Uowments have been
make hardware modifications bsuch or proposed rule was published), the NRC I a following subjects:'
increasing station battery capacity or published in the Federal Register (51 FR t coassiflcation of modiflcations.
condensate storage tank capacity) in 21494) a notice of availability and ,'tl•.kA.er the backlfit analysis adequatelyorder to cope with the longer station reuetfo omet•onadrfnlammt tile Bhaifit Rule.

blackout duration. The rule requires that request for comments on a dra I and whether i 50.63 meets

each light-water-cooled nuclear power regulatory guide entitled uStatin bant-al increase in the overall prot&ction

plant licensed to operate must be able to Dlackout" (Task SI t02-4). This the public health and safety".

withstand for a specified duration and guide provided guidance for li 05 4. Whether NRC should require substantial
recover from a station blackout. The rule comply with the proposed amati provements in safety that go beyond those
requires each plant to perform a coping o k rouped ru le tls n a proposed in this rulemaking.cu~ g on the proposedrunlie a dlul anJ ld 5, The need for 8enerlc'rulemaking.

inelysis and identify the coping e fIorsnecllmaig

duration, along with the basis therefor comments on the dr guide. 0. Applicability of the proposed § 50.03 to

and a description of procedures Responses to th e provided specific plants.

established for coping and recovery If below addres "h bh mments on 7. Plant-specific features and capabilitles.

modifications to equipment or plant the draft gu.d on the L The source tem used to estimate

procedures are necessary, these are to 9. Specificity on the extent of required
be identified and a schedule provided Co Proposed Rule coping studies.
for implementing such changes. sin n receives 53 letters 10. Acceptable duration for coping with astation lackout

It should be noted, based on all ti on the proposed rule.s 11. Credit for alternate or diverse sc power

evidence that staff has on hand, that no F -five of these wr fromsthe pcow.
undue risk exists with, or without, thefucle Industry comprised of electric m. Treads on the reliability of .C power
promulgation of the station blackout t ._/e • idties, consorium e of electric utilities, sources.

rule. However. station blackout m vendors, a trade association, and an 13. Sharing of emergency diesel generators
remain an important contributor architect/engineering firm. Other letters between units at multi-unit sites.
residual risk. This station blaockt e were submitted by the Union of 14. Certification of the defiitilons ofretation
will enhance safety by acwinn Concerned Scientists. the Department of blackout and diesel generator failure.
prevention and thereby read,6 Ihe Nuclear Safety of the State of Illinois, a 1& Specificity and clarification of
likelihood of a core, doage'scident representative of the Professional requirements.bieing d r c ors e d •Iny s^ 1 6u 16 Technical conmments on NURWG-to•. 2

bein caused'bya a ablackout Reactor Operator Society, a citizens en.
occurrence. Tig. Relationship of Ut1 A-44 to other NRC
occurrence. eli eajjaean group, a consultant, and three Ceneric Issues.
however, that i dunha cements In individuals. Largely. the industry 18. An alternative ofploant-apeclllc
red th avIidual risk are not comments were opposed to generic probabilitic assements.
achievable b tot al improvements rulemaking to resolve the station 29. Procedures and operator actions during
in severt 3 d management, given blackout issue. The Nuclear station blackout.

vseuoe am 2M. Schedule provisions in the proposedthe assu n • at core damage occurs, Management and Resources Council •0S ro
wheth lotion blackout (NUMARC), formerly the Nuclear 5 s0.63.m/e 2rm1 . Industry inftiatives.
seq Ifes or other causes (such as U.ilities Management and Resources

1 llor large loss-of-coolant accident Committee, submiitted, along with" its The comments end responses to each
sequences). Initiatives that provide such comments on the proposed rute, a set of of these subjects are presented on the
safety enhancements (through four industry Initiatives that J.t believes following pages.
Improvements of core damage
management procedures) are currently CAptas are available for public tnspection and I The fbit four subjects are ones en which the
being pursued apart from the station copyina for a feast the NRC Public Document Room Commtssioneruspeclfically raqusiaed public
blackout rule. Therefore, this rule should at V717 H Suret. NiI. Washlngtonk O.. comments when tbp proposed rule vwas published.
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1. Quality Classification of modifications; however, detailed 3. The relationship to proposed and
.Modifications guidance is provided in Regulatory existing regulatory requirements should'

The Commission requested comments Guide 1.155 dealing with quality be considered further;
on whether the staff should give further assurance and equipment specifications 4. Potential Impacts of differences-in
consideration to upgrading to safety for non-safety-related equipment. Any facility, type, design, or age should be
grade the plant modifications needed (if safety-related equipment used either considered further.
any) to meet the proposed rule. presently, or in modifications resulting 5. The reduction in risk from offsito
Upgrading to safety grade would further from this rule, should meet the criteria releases to the public has been
ensure appropriate licensee attention is currently applied to such equipment, overestimated.
paid to maintaining equipment in a high The technical analyses performed for On the other hand, the Ohio Citizens
state-of operability and reliability. USI A-44 (NUREG-1032) show that for Responsible Energy (OCRE) and the

Comments--The prevailing view by plant-centered events (i.e., those events Union of Concerped Scientists
Industry on this subject is represented in which design and operational commented that the backfit rul d
by the following comments submitted by characteristics of the plant itself play a not apply to the proposed
NUMARC: role in the likelihood of lose of offalte took the position that "a ic a

2ua~ity clousifiction is unnecessary-- power), and area- or weather-related backfit rule to INRCr nrgs
Equipmtent used to prevent or respond to a events (e.g., grid reliability or external is plainly illegal," a the iseion
station blackout should be sufficiently influences on the grid) are the dominant is not empowere I costs to
available and operable to meet its required causes of lose of offaite power. Neither licensees.In de r to impose
function. To this extent, the Commission's seismic events nor events related to new requi Union of
desire that appropriate attention be paid to single failure causes were found to be Concerne I ornmented that
maintaining a sufficiently high state of r contributions to los of offite the cost-befit alyuis shou
operability and reliability is appropriate. The major co trbuio se becaus s anet

point of departure begins with the method for power. Therefore, both the ataifs app It e
achieving this objIectve. Specifically. by findings and public comments received I en are needed to secure
itself. a "safety grade" classification scheme do not support an explicit need for plant In I ith existing NRC e
does not solely equate with high states of modifications for coping with station a ns, specifically General Design
equipment operability and reliability. Such blackout to be seismically qualified. e 17, Electric Power Systems
classification systems too often can become a The substantial increase pendix A to 10 CFR Part 50).
documentation exercise more than a process seins&--NUMARC i comments on
for providing the requisite level of system sought by this rule can be achievs s. M cm t
functionality, modifications which meet t ebackfit analysis were taken into

somewhat less stringent thang account by the staff in revising the draft
Duquesne light agreed with this view required by safety gradedwa . version of NUREG--109, "Regulatory

relatedrequipment modlowtngocomtonmeet Backfit Analysis for the Resolution ofand xprssedthefolowin coment: rlatd equipment modi " etBci

Any plant modifications or additional all safety-grade-rela d te" would Unresolved Safety Issue A-44, Station
equipment required to meet the proposed rule be more burdensome d sive and Blackout," and a separate appendix that
should not be specified safety grade. For would likely ac ye on very small addresses the factors in I 50.109(c) was
equipment which Is io be manually started further reducti on Te m a r dded to. that report. All but Item 2
and placed in service for testing or in the contributorg/oA. er~Iual rik of loss above are on the same subjects as
event of a lass of power condition there is no offite"%UA'adeutel dealt letr fo o m t n
necessity for specifying safety grade since • disc from othere d eti nders ets

adequate reliability can be obtained through with nr a4catrons which conform to discussed In more detail under subjects

normal survel[lance testing and the pror the, as rance and equipment 3 (Item 1), 6 (Item 4), 8 (Item 5). and 17
maintenance of commercial power plant cai uidnc p (Item 3) in this section. NUMARC's Itemequipment. The cost difference in safety a guidance provided in . z the potential impact on radiological
grade vs. commercial grade modification tor Gud 1,- exposure of facility employees, would
significant and must be emphaisIzed. . qIWWI]ther the Bockfit Analysis need to be assessed in detail only If it

The opposite point of view was tal In4r44#quotely Implements the Bockfit Rule were a major factor in the value-impactIn analysis. The effect of radiological
by the Illinois Department of Nu t ''% In addition to comments on the merits
Safety. In of dthe p oposedtrule the m eits exposure on facility employees, if any,

cd od be gpecpicll rqulethe Commesson would be extremely small in comparison
No credit should be given for, specifically requeted conuments on to the reduction In radiological exposure

of equipment to respond to a i•sfl. ba-..lout whether the backfit analysis for this rule to the public from accident avoidance.
unles the equipment wa.zjgraly adequately implements the Backfit Rule, Therefore, this factor would have no
designed, constructed. d, '* 150.209 of 10 CFR Part 50."
performance tested, quafl, certified for the impact on the overall value-impact
intended safety- r •p a. and the Comments.-The Commission analysis.
equipment is me a to the highest received two differing views In response Contrary to OCRE's and the Union of
industry safe •]s7da to this request. On one hand, NUMARC Concerned Scientists' comments, the

commented, expressed the view that the proposed Commission may subject the rulemaking
Thef • doesnotprovided rule does not meet the backfit rule process to internal controls. Moreover,
The p does not provide standard because the analysis of the the Comssion Is empowered to

sufficient direc'on on the quality factors set forth in 5 50.109(c) were not
classification a plant modifications that may consider the costs of incremental safety
be required to meet the rule. * * * the quality aImprovements which go beyond the
classification of plant modifications Specifically, NUMARC stated: level of safety necessary to ensure no
implemented to meet the proposed rule 1. Installation end continuing costs undue risk to the public health and
should be commensurate with classification associated with the backfit have been safety. See UC& at al., v. NRC, D.C. Cir.
of the system they support. underestimated. Nos. 85- -57 and 08-1219 (August 4,.

Response-The proposed J 50.63 does 2. Potential impacts on radiological 1987). The unprovements embodied in
not specifically address the topic of exposure of facility employees should be 150.63 go beyond the level of safety
safety classification of plant . further addressed, necessary to ensure no undue risk.
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inally, contrary to the Union of low. Commonwealth Edison and other percent to almost 140 percent seater
oncemed Scientists' comment on GDC utilities felt that performance of an than the estimates in NUREG (CR-3840,

-17. new station blackout measures analysis to determine the maximum depending on the specific modification
cannot be imposed on licensees as a duration a nuclear plant could cope with considered. On average, the cost
matter of compliance with GDC 17. a station blackout would be estimates for hardware backflt were
under the compliance exception in the substantially costlier than what is found to be approximately 80 percent
backfit rule, J 50.109(a)(4)(i). GDC 17 estimated In NUREG-1109. Industry also greater then estimated in NUP.EGCR-
does not explicitly require that each expressed concern that the 3540. However, the cost estimates in
plant be able to withstand station interpretations associated with the NUREG/CR-3840 were not used by the
blackout for a specified time, or that proposed rule could lead to substantial staff in the value-impact analysis in the
each licensee perform a coping costs above those addressed by the draft version of NUREC-1109 Where
assessment and make whatever NRC staff in its backfit analysis. AIF estimates approximately 100 pe I~ t
modifications may be necessary In the commented that "The estimate of 120 greater then the NUREG/CR-3
light of that assessment. Nor are any of NRC man-hours per plant [for NRC estimates were used. There&gr&IE
these highly specific requirements review' * * * appears inadequate to revised cost estimates usI a
logically compelled by any part of GDC account for technical review and value-impact analysis
17. Moreover, GDC 17 has never been evaluation of the determination of significantly differeo•t frohuloj ljstimates
interpreted by the staff or the maximum coping capability and of the used in the draft ve•.
Commission to contain these specific description of station blackout ITtIndustry's c~oigifnl e costs to
requirements. Thus, to impose them procedures which the rule would require assess a plant' Ity to cope with
under GDC 17 would amount to a each licensee to submit." a station t based on the
backfit which resulted from a new staff (B) Several commenters expressed the proposed th required an
and Commission interpretation of GDC view that the NRC failed to consider all assessmi maximum coping
17. the risks associated with a station Cape . an aTh potentially

The Issue in this rulemaking is blackout in its value-impact assessment. slurs of such an
whether some additional protection is The Union of Concerned Scientists seas e . Based on public comments.
warranted beyond that already thought independent failures, in additi mission has revised the final
provided. The Commission is entitled to to failures that lead to a station L modify the requirement for
inquire, and seek public comment on. blackoul, should be included. One It nsees to determine the maximum
whether additional safety measures individual stated that "both Roping capability. (See response to
should be imposed where there is a [NUREt0o and NURt•-1 ar , public comments in subject number 9.1
substantial increase In the overall completely deficient in that I Instead, a coping assessment i required
protection of public health and safety at sabotage." OCRE conwe tidlf only for a specific duration. The cost for
and the cost of implementation is seismic events should a o such a study is estimated to be from 70
justified In view of this increased considered. to 100 percent higher than the original
protection. (C) With respect to estimates by the staff, and these revised
3. Cost-Benefit Analysis and Whether improvements a eVra1e sk, different costs are used in the final value-impact
§f5a#3 Meets the "Substantial Increase points of vieyiA ? ssed. On one analysis.
in the Overall Protection of the Public hand. N AR" ented that, while The staff revised Its estimate of the
Health and Safety" the risk re ight be large for a resourtl burden on NRC for review from

Chairman Zech and Commissioner limite u a plants, the risk 120 to 175 person-hours per reactor. This
Roberts requested comments on the re s9 ciated with the majority revision was based on tec hnical review
analysis of cost benefit, value impact, I s be small. Thus, as a required for other comparable NRC
and safety improvements and the gel( "al matter, the reductions In risk activities.
station blackout standing on the over offe by the proposed rule constitute a (B) The technical analyses performed
risk (e.g.. is the reduction of risk onl all percentage of the oveall risk, a for USI A-44 indicated that the
small percentage of the overall A, n . which is already small (and contribution to core damage frequency
it a major component of an siee y acceptable). AlP stated that there is no from independent failures, in addition to
small risk?). Chairman Zech ndb . standard by which to conclude that failures that must occur to get to a
Commissioner Roberts we pI ltiy "substantial additional protection will station blackout, Is low. LUkewise,
interested in specific commerji be realized." results of USI A-44 studies and other
assessing whether or t i proposal A different view was expressed by the probabilistic risk assessments have
meets the "substant l~erease in the Union of Concerned Scientists who shown that, for station blackout
overall protectiol jzsblic health stated that "station blackout is clearly a sequences. the contribution to core
and safety" "i t-• hol now major component of the total risk posed damage frequency from seismic events
required by 81A rule. by operating nuclear plants. The . is low.

Comments e of the major magnitude of the total risk is largely Not all events can be analyzed on a
,ommenl stry on the cost- unknowable due to the-enormous probabilistic basis. Sabotage Is an

nefitani•e was that the costs of uncertainty which surrounds example. Even though sabotage was not
impleme! i a proposed probabilistic assessments." explicitly considered In the staffs value-
requirements have been underestimated. Response-(A) In order to adequately impact analysis, it is discussed in
NUMARC and the Atomic Industrial respond to industry's comments above, NUREG-1109 under other
Forum (All) commented that the cost the staff and NRC contractors reviewed considerations. These considerations
estimates for hardware modifications the cost estimates'associated with support the conclusion that a station
reported In NUREG(CR-3840. "Cost implementing the station blackout rule. blackout rule will provide a substantial
Analysis for Potential Modifications To Based on this review, the estimated safety benefit.
Enhance the Ability of a Nuclear Plant costs for hardware modifications were (C) The revised value-impact analysis
To Endure Station Blackout." were too reviewed and are in the range of from 20 performed for the resolution of USI A-44
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Idicates that there are substantial plants. In fact. they said, "The French 5. The Need for Generic Rulemaking
,enefita In terms -of reduced core approach to station blackout does not
damage frequency and -reduced risk to appear to depart significantly from Comment&--Five letters from the
the publicthat result from the station current regulatory approaches in the nuclea industry commented that
blackout Mde- and the costs are U.S." Similarly. AIF stated. "The generic rulemaking is not necessary to
warranted in light of these benefits. The assertions of extensive station blackout resolve the station blackobt issue. Their
best estimate for the overall value- coping capability at foreign [notably reasons for -his issue were as follows:
Impact ratio s 2,400 person-rem per European) nuclear power plants are not Ageneic rUlemaklng Is inappropriate since
million dollam Even if those plants with sufficiently substantiated to serve as the historic number of iltes experiencing a
the highest aick (and therefore the even part of the basis for the proposed loss ofall oifsitepower'I small. (Texas
greatest risk reduction) were not requirements." Utilities)The station :blaclioutissus should
considered, the value-Impact ratio for Three other letters (Union of handled on b plan.pectfcas shu
the remaining plants is still favorable Concerned Scientists, OCRE, and not and to be resolved by gene
(i.e.. about 1,500 person-rem per mnlon Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety) rulemaking Each plant has
doll•ars). supported the NRC rulemaking to probability fora. loss-or- d

Analyses reported in NUREG-11 50, require all plants to be able to cope with on transmission system. I fplant.
"Reactor Risk Reference Document" a station blackout, but urged the and onsite power sys a. u a light)
(draft Issued for comment in February Commission to go beyond the proposed The Commissi, I ue'pneric
1987),4 indicate that station blackout is rule. The Illinois Department of Nuclear ruisae.ing In Ian non-.eneric
a dominant dsk contributor to overasl Safety stated that: issue. In the an ilackout rate.
residual risk for most of the six plants the numris
analyzed. These results support the The goal of holding the expected frequency acknowle fitllmited. INUMARC)
comment by the Union of Concerned orcore damage from station blackout to 10-6 Station a. as been found not to be aScntinenti Iby tespnon of t ne d per reactor-year is not sufficiently stringent. gemi asue, ion blackout risk Is plant
Scientists in response to the With relatively modest modifications to the td, tothetaffewa
Commissioner's request for comments proposed ule,. a frequency of 10-' appears 11i11fwC posal to ieatare
on tWhis subject. achievable at reasonable coast. Specifically, , te to residt In modifications at mo

I. Whether NRC Should Reqxire the rule sbould require no less than 20 5o a•. few facilities, if at any. Requiring.decay beat removal capacity Instead ofI a licensees to underta'k extelie analyses
Substontial sIprovements in Sety that four or eight hours in the proposed rule, a er the provisions oI he proposed rules

Beyond ievent o a blackout. when only a small group of plants may have
Commissioner Aeglatine requested Response-The staff agrees h a need for remedial action ts not appropriate.
comments on whether the NRC should industry'a comments that

sbttioiroments in whetherthecountries may have val' as no or Response.-The Commission believes
equire substantial improvements in imposing requoreme t di r from that a rule Ia appropriate to ensure that
afety with respecto station blackouL or exceed thosetIn th example, station blackout is addressed at all

fike those being accomplished in some it appears that t Will her nuclear power plants. The plant-specific
othersoounabes, which can be achieved &equency of 10op f ie power in features that contribute to risk for
at reasonable cost and which go beyond Fiance tAnhc' . is experience, station blackout (e.g. diesel generator
those proposed in this rulemaking., along wi 'c . foety objectives, led configuration. probability of loss of

Coet menrs --NRC received eiot me F zi dsn their new standard offalte power) are considered by the
letters that Included commentsmn this nu ow, plants to be able to cope staff In the station blackout regulatory
subjct Fiv noe ofthese were from athe ejng duration station guide to determine an acceptable coping
nuclear industry, none of which felt that ut (i.e., up to three days). The duration foreach plant. Even though not
the approach to station blackout taken Fre safety approach and their statibn all sites have experienced a loss of
In European countries should be d blackout design features are offsite power, there Is not sufficientjustfy sfet impovemntsthat sojtyonsa"e provem t go0 . mented in NUREG-U06, "Analysis assurance that such events would not

of French (Paluel) Pressurized Water occur in the future. Since historic
Justification for industry's argu t Is Reactor Design Differences Compared to experience has shown that a total loss
that foreign countries may haMr• eas Current U.S. PINR Designs." June 1986. of offaite power occurs about once-every
for requirtng activities tha Ir h 10 site-years. and many nuclear plants
or exceed, those in the S. ir example. The Commission believes that the
Washington Public oer Suply staff has adequately considered foreign have operated for less then 10 years, it

Systems /PPSS) +d ented. "It is not approaches in preventing core melt from is not surprising the t some plants fiave

apparent that. ails u .S. r station blackout in developing the experienced a loss of uffsite power

stabilities andMnite ower reliablties resolution of US[ A-44. Although thie while others have not.

are substan 'llImnr enough to those rule requires plants to be able to cope Even though it is likely that many
found a aUwmnt a simple with station blackout for a specific plants will not need hardware
adopti•a• a .I-uropean] measures." duration, that duration 1s not specified modifications to comply with the rule,

in anoth mrnent from industry on .in the rule. Guidance to determine an the assessment of station blackout
this subject. ARC stated that there acdeptable duration is included in coping capability fore specific duration
are several reasons why many of the Regulatory Guide 1.155. This guidance and implementation of associated
features for coping with a station should apply to most plants, but if there procedures will affect - safety benefit
blackout in new French nuclear power were adequate justification, different for all plants. The "limited number of
plants may already exist at most U.S. requirements (either more or less plants of concern'"in NUMARC's letter

stringent than the regulatory guide) refers to those plants having the highest

From si4e copies may be obtained fronilhe could be applied to specific plants. The risk from station blackout (i.e.. those
Division of Inorimalion Support Services. U.S. use of alternate ac sources provides a that would need hardware
%,u¢eerReplatory Commission. Washinaton, DC means to achieve further incremental modifications). Without a plant-specific
!055 decreases in core melt frequency. assessment, these plants can not be
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"•ntified. Even excluding these plants diesel generators. gas turbines, or term research can be taken into
consideration, the staff's analysis nearby "black start" ac power sources. account." They based this statement on

-as shown that the improvements in 9 Extremely reliable offsile power the premise that if the consequences
safety associated with the rule are supplies because of multiple right-of- used in the stafrs value-impact analysis
consistent with backfit considerations ways or underground feeders to back up were reduced by a factor of 10, none of
set forth in § 50.109. above ground transmission lines, the alternatives would be feasible.

* Dedicated shutdown systems and The Union of Concerned Scientists
8. Applicability ofthe Proposed §50.63 associated diesel generators to meet the expressed a different point of view in
to Specific Plants fire protection requirements of their letter which said ".... available

Comments-Four letters included Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. evidence indicates that the
comments or questions regarding the * Common or shared systems consequences of an accident involving
applicability of the rule to specific between two units at multi-unit sites station blackout may be even wvr
plants. For example, does the rule apply such as direct current (dc) power, than those estimated either in W .
to high-temperature gas-cooled reactors auxiliary feedwater, or diesel 1400 or the NRC's more recent eligpil.
(HTGR) (i.e., Fort St. Vrain)? What generators. Respons--NRC has ha
about TMI-2 or plants that are near Response-The analyses performed research effort underwa
completion but will not have an for USI A-44 clearly show that plant- 1981 to evaluate severe a t source

operating license prior to the specific features do affect the risk from terms. The staff has iew e results
amendment's effective date? Houston station blackout, and the station of this research t to count the
Power and Lighting Company wrote: blackout regulatory guide takes this into public comment 'n this

Proposed Section 50.0 provides schedular account in providing guidance on subject. Sin is 11 a great dealP r o o s e S e ti o 5 0 6 3 p r o i d e s c e d u e r d i ff e r e n t a c c e p t a b le c o p in g d u r a t i o n s a fu ., r r a l y r • d ~ B g s u c e n

guidance for implementing station blackout- depending on the most significant o of andertsaTy/• source terms
related modifications on plants that already depe onathe most siant of and associ d c equences, the staff
hold operating licensees or will be licensed to these features. Those plants with A its v pact analysis for US[
operate prior to the effective date of the extremely reliable offeite and onsite ac g
amendment.i Plants who may be NTOL's power supplies need only have a very d ngarag of a esttion te
Inear-term operating licensel but will not be short (e.g., 2-hour) coping durationes of a station blackout.

licensed prior to the amendment's effective acceptable. Plants that have a dedicat e C research on severe accident
date should be accorded the same shutdown system with its own n;rm has resulted in the
compliance period under parts (c) and (d) of independent power supply could tak e elopment of significant new
this section. Otherwise this proposed rule credit for this system to cope wi > hlytical tools by NRC contractors, as
coud be interpreted to imply that plants not station blackout. The fi I ' discussed in NUREG-0959,
licensed ptior to the effective amendment Regulatory"Ressessment of the Technical Bases
date must comply with the rule and make all•clriie"togvecrdi for m n urce Terms," Juy 1988.
-necessary modifications prior to receiving an i mte The analytical methods developed,

.L [opersting licensel. The rule should be power supplies (see es se t subject generally referred to as the Source Term
mended to address plants which are CoeP11).STP.haebenuedcheduled to receive an O.L within a short Therefore. the Corpi i lieves e Package (STCP). have been used

time following implementation of this rule. that for almost a zes, t-specific to analyze a number of severe accident

differences d'-,e tquately sequences for five reference plants.
Response-Rather than identifying accountes3 f6uin •in. irolution of USI namely: Peach Bottom, a BWR Mark I

specific plants for which the rule does A-44, but ,r.orIs open to licensees design; Sequoyah. a PWR ice condenser,
not apply. I 50.63(a) specifies when it who lbe . rplants have additional Surry, a PWR with a sub-atmospheric
does apply (i.e.. "each light-water- cai should be considered byGulf. BWR with a
cooled nuclear power plant licensed to I n monstrating compliance Mark 1! containment: and Zion, a PWR
operate"). Since Fort St. Vrain is an __ ue with a large dry contatnment (NUREG-
HTGR, the generic rule would not appe rule. 1150, "Reactor Risk Reference
Station blackout will be considered / The ource Term Used To Estimate Document," Draft for Comment.
individually for that plant based on i, Epsequences Febrary 198).
unique design. Since TMJ-2 is ne•e/ Comments--NUMARC and others in The results of these analyses show
licensed to operate, likewise e e the industry commented that the that releases from station blackout
would not apply to that plant.l, .ql. consequences of offsite releases that sequ'ences can be expected to vary
licensed to operate after thW (ie te would result from a station blackout significantly depending upon the plantliene to opett ate tnew an h pciieunc.Atog

rule becomes effective Orll'c Ily with event are overestimated. nd new and the specific sequence, Although
the same 270-day ec le for • source term information would lead to generalizations are difficult, it appears
information submittl lied to plants the prediction of much lower that calculations using the STCP yield
previously lice Is. ords*NTOLs consequences for this event. Several release fractions for most of the
the same comp ,,'sa c atures as plants commenters felt that the approach taken sequences range from about one third of
already lice rate. by the staff to estimate consequences of an SSTl release (for the case of Surry.

Z plant-,YW otures and a station blackout event was Improper,-- without condensation) to roughly one
Cp •abel decreasing by a factor of three the order of magnitude less than this.

/ estimated consequences of the siting However, the uncertainties in our
oomments-A number of utilities source term (SST1) from NUREG/CR- present understanding also do not

desraibed plant-specific features and 2723. "Estimates of the Financial preclude the possibility of a large
capabilities that reduced the risk posed Consequences of Nuclear Power Reactor release, approaching that of the SST1
by a station blackout event compared to Accidents" (September 1982). estimate.
the staffs analysis. Examples of such AIF felt that "implementation of any To determine the consequences tn
features are given below, requirements resulting from the terms of person-rem, given the above

9 Availability of alternate. resolution of USI A-44 should be range of release fractions, data taken
',ndependent ac power sources such as deferred until the results of the source from NUREG/CR-2723 indicate that the
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"',riatlona in person-rem associated plant can cope with a station blackout would ge beyond the -coping analysis for
'ith Teleases of magnitude SSTI. SST2 are not well defined and could a specified duration end recovery from
A dSSTS are vhitua;y identical to the potentially.be unbounded.These station blacicout. Therefore, the Mule and

Ariatlons in latent cancer fatalities for comments focused on Awo'main points. regulatory guidelhave been revised
the same three releases. Hence. the Elrst. the proposed rule required plants accordingly todelele the Tequirement for
estimated'change in latent cancer to determine the maximum duration the licensees to determine a plant's
fatalities with release fractions provides plant could cope with a station blackout, maximum coping capability.
a reliable'Indicationof change in yet the draft regulatory guide included With regard to the comments on
person-rem as well. specific guidance on acceptable coping assessments to determine equipment

Table 10 in'URWEG/CR-2723 presents durations (e.g.,4 or hours). operability during a station blackout, the
variations an estimated latent cancer Determining the maximum duration, staff feels strongly that such
fatalities associated with changes in rather than assessing the plant's assessments are necessary to detene
SSTI release fractions (for all elements capability for a specific acceptable a plant's reqponse lo station ble t U
except noble gases). This table shows durhtion. could be an open-ended By deleling The requirement to te
that a release fraction of one-third of an requirement. Along these lines, a plant's "maximum" copI pil1N
S'TZ release would yield a value of NIJMARC stated: the assessment oT equip ty
about 50 percent of the latent cancer Unless the required coping demonstration would nottbeas costly as a by
fatalities (andperson-rem) of an SST1 cifically bounded by clearly stated industry. Guidance on I ie coping
release. Similarly, a release fraction of definitions. assumptions. and:riterla, there assessments I pr •ostation
one-thirdeo[anSSTr release would yield could conceivably bebundreds of supporting blackout regulato Also.
an easimated peron-rerc of about 15 special elfects analyses which licensees may
percent o•fthat associated with an SST2 haves o.consaler as a ,esult oulbe exercise of o eficns tofl e .effects of loss
release. Consequently, for value-impact discretion byi ndltdualstafof reviewers. of ventatlo -te titon blackout
calculations. the staff estimated the Under the Me alsproposed, iloensees cannot conditinus a ded In Appendix E
range of consequences of station ascertain the ultimate requirements they will of. • "GuideUnes and

be expected tomeet (including the potential Teq for N•JMARCblackout, In terms of person-rem, to be plant modifications they will need to make) i at~vi Btstton Blackout
from 0.15 to 0.5 of the estimated person- to demonstrate compliance. tivi Re ator Thes kout
rem of an SSTI release. As noted, the n yteon e Reactorsna These efforts
original value-impact analysis was Second. industryalso ommented an aaddiflonal deliritious, criteria.
based on 0.3 times the estimated person- the potential open-endedness of a andards for licensees'
rem of an SSTi release. analyses to determine the operab ements ofequipment operability

With regard to a possible delay in the equipment in environmental con ODD "thout the need for-prescriptive
resolution or USI A-44 until "better" resulting from a station blackout , < regulations" byjIRC.
source terms become available, key without heating, ventilatio d atr In-order to f•rther evaluat industry's
L-nsiderations appear to be when better conditionings. Unless the anal es comments = this subject. NRC

4u'ce terms are lely to become were well defined, ind lit requested Sandia National Laboratories
rilable and to what degree analyses could be much 1 ly to iden"ify specific tasks necessary to

uncertainties in phenomenology as well than estimated by e!tae .owever, determine operability of equipmentas differences between investigators NUMAnRC madto Le•n statement
will be resolved. Aithough research on relating to th a fotauted estimate tbe cost to perform these tasks.
source terms is expected to continue prescatptive ipents by NRC that Results of this study were used in the
well into the future, improvements in our appears crevised value-mpact analysis performed
knowledge are expected to be a r gely stat for this issue I"Equipment Operability
evolutienary beyond this point. in that t is not that regulations must Durina Station Blackout Event,"the major phenomena appear to have be preeiptive by their very nature. NU]EGCR-4042.
been accounted for, at least in a first- Jw-srlP]h'e regulations, which outline in
order fashion, both in NRC as well as ail exactly what steps-are required by 10 Acceptable Dation for Coping with
industry models. Resolution and as to satisfy a proposed regulation. a Station Blackout
narrowing of the remaining uncert, .in manyi u nstances. cComents-Several comments with
would elso benefit from improved cvunterproductive. ens--ever cen wt
experiments and analytical u-aiotelt fesaponse-With regard to the differin views wer regtrycted at
are likely to become availabl uealy, proposed requirement that each plant
For these reasons. g er determine its ,ifaximum duration for acceptable elation blackout copingFonr tee re s n, a= isnd rtin n r etfrpansl c m l

scrce ters than tho mlsny coping with station blackout. the staff deraions iaorderoPlantsto comply
available are likely • coming8- agrees with the industry comments. First with the Proposed rule.
only after a n ars. ince the of all, it would be difficult to adequately Weshington Public Power Supply
range of sae dent ource terms define "maximum duration" in this commented that 'It should be possible
and conaee an' qn. ted above from sense. Second. if licensees determine for certain utilities to demonstrate [an
estimating ac out sequences is that their plants can cope with .a station acceptable] zero hour blackout." One
suffticienly cover likely blackout for a specified duration and individual recommended "that a 30
improvemen•ts surce term restore ac power through an acceptable minute period be a margin, and that no
knowled, tie resolution of USI A-44 coping analysis, the additional safety duration under 4 hours be accepted by

should not be delayed, benefit gained from simply the the staff." NucleDyne Engineering

9. Specificity on the Extent of Required
Coping Studies

Comments-Several letters by
industry expressed concern that the
tudies necessary to demonstrate that a

knowledge that a longer, or "maximum
duration," coping duration exists is
small. Third, the costs for assessing
"maximum duration" will be higher'
since more extensive analyses will be
required to analyze a transient which

commented hat "advanced reactors
should require the capability 1o safely
withstand a statlon blackout of at least
8 hours," and the Illinois Department of
Nuclear Safety wrote that "the rule
should require no less than 20 hours
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iy 'heat removal capability instead of approach taken In [the proposed resolution], to plant-centered events, and a slight
1 4 or 6 hours." however, will not permit taking credit for the improvement in average diesel generator
"esponse--Although diverse same diesel engine when used as a generator reliability from 1978 through 1983. These

,mments were received on this subject, though the actual reliability for the machine factors have been taken into account in
none provided supporting analysis or is the same. (Toledo Edison) the staffs analyses and the resolution of
information to back up the opinions Response-The proposed regulation USI A-44. However, data also
expressed. However, the staff did did not intend to ignore the alternative demonstrate that there are practical
reanalyze the estimated risk from of adding additional power sources or limits on ac power reliability, and the
station blackout events for different taking credit for such sources if they defense-in-depth approach of being able
plant- and site-related characteristics already exist. For example, as specified to cope with a station blackout is
and revised its guidance on acceptable in the regulatory guide, if a licensee warranted.
coping duration accordingly based on a added an emergency diesel generator to
goal of limiting the average contribution one of its plants that had minimum Is. Sharins of Emerrnecy Diesel
to core damage from station blackout to redundancy in the onsite emergency ac Generators Between Units atMu

about 10" per reactor-year. Most plants power system, the acceptable station Sites
would still need a 4- or 8-hour coping blackout coping duration could be Commentp-Several le
capability. Those few plants with the reduced. For some plants, however. industry stated that some wi
most redundant onsite emergency ac adding a diesel generator would not two units on a site he th ility to
power system, coincident with result in a reduction In the acceptable crastle electrical • tw units
significantly lower than average coping duration, and the point made by and therefore havbility
expected frequency of loss of offaite Tqledo Edison is a valid one. The rule i providing a ic• a the
power, would need only a 2-hour and regulatory guide have been revised magnitude € i loads
capability to be acceptable. Any plant to clarify that alternate ac power necessary t( vi, core cooling during
with minimum redundancy in the onsite sources are given credit to cope with a a $tati b significantly less
emergency ac power system coincident station blackout provided that certain the ujjed for a design basis
with low reliability and a significantly criteria are met (e.., independence, ao a dN dbe possible to provide
higher than average expected frequency redundancy, high reliability, a e asoth units at the site using
of loss of offaite power would need to maintenance, and testing). a diesel generator.
substantially improve its ac power 1 Trends on the Reliability of AC /s epos-The proposed rule and
reliability or be able to cope with a Power Sources r reulatory guide do not prohibit
station blackout for 16 hours. 'l rhe approach discussed above. if

siL Cr out forAhte r s.ate oreDiverse AC Celu iicenseea can demonstrate that such
Pper. Soure. o A comments on the'reliability of c croosatie'capability exists, proceduresPowerSources sources. Four letters from f are in place to accomplish the crosatie

'amments--Ten letters from the that improved ac power! iabili and shed nonessential loads (if
ty Industry commented that more should be factored necessary), and no NRC regulations are

-edit should be allowed for the technical analysi Exa a o these violated (such as separation. minimum
availability of alternate power sources comments include oil in redundancy. and Independence), then
such as onsite gas turbines. The . h f0 s•-1t, of offalts power credit would be given for this capability
comments below represent the utilities' activities hae uing ... as shown in Regulatory tuide 1.155 (i.e.,
viewpoint. (Washington Pwer Supply System)k, reduced acceptable station blackout

The station blackout rule should be .h.p . e ] availability in the coping durations for greater diesel
clarified to allow credit for diverse and very b Ion has siifictly generator redundancy.
reliable offalte power aouwrcc or diverse and tm v ove a past decade. (Southern
very rellable onsite electrical generation. Cal ia Edison Company); 14. Clerifcation of the Definitions of
(Public Service Company of Coloredo) • /CR43471 ' * * shows an Station Blackout and Diesel Generator

The option of providing an additional rovement in diesel generator reliability RailuMe
alternate source of ac power it elimingl at shown in the earlier document
Iths proposed resolution]. The inconal n c• • 'RC/CR-29691 (General Electric); and Commants.-(A)'Three commenters
in this approach can best be undervo b Typically the reliablilty of onsite power frofn the utility industry recommended
considering an example at a 8engri n systems increases during the first few years that the definition of station blackout In
power station. (Toledo Edison) ' following startup. (Gulf States Utilities) g 50.2 should be clarified to exclude ac

If the lice-s were to P deV The Illinois Department of Nuclear power from the station batteries through
additional Independence s*•eryeeaor Safety, on the other hand. felt that inverters. This source of ac power from
capable of providing th cry ' c power potential vulnerabilities still exist in the station batteries would be available
to prevent btatin nbr d ..tIte ntleat.4 onaite emergency ac power systems. and in the event of a lose of both the offaltewould still be requtldatlas

hours without p y would receive licensees should demonstrate that they and onsite emergency ac power sources
no credit for thejh diesel generator have taken steps to reduce the (i.e., diesel generators).
in the copidmi If the licensee were to probability of lose of ac power. (B) Several from industry commented

us that esmm eeTngine to power m Response-The staff and its that the definition of diesel generator
charging puum'p, ai though it would be of contractors have extensively analyzed failure should be clarified, particularly
less Sagn•f~sce to mitigation of reactor core the industry experience and trends In ac with respect to the treatment of short-
damaap'thsn the diesel generator, the power reliability as documented in term failures that can be recoveredliesecudtake credit for It in coping with
licensee coul edo fd ison NUREC-1032, NUREG/CR-2989, quickly. Sargent and Lundy Engineers
treabldckoul.poled Ed in) pump will NUREG/CR-399., and NUREC/CR- commented that.
'Since a dlesal-powered chargin upwl

not provide for equipment loading fnexibility. 4347. Trends have shown that two A definition of failure on demand for
lighting. ventilation, instrumentation. etc.. it is aspects of ec power reliability have emergency diesel generators needs to be
nbviously of lower value than an additional improved somewhat--the reduced provided. Under the context of a station

trce of sc power. The fixed category frequency of losses of offrite power due blackout, a diesel generator which falls to
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start automatically upon detection of in ]a Technical Comments on NUREC- Coolant Pump Seal Failures). Other
offaite power loss, but is successfully started 1032 related issues mentioned in the public
manually from the main control room or from Comments--n addition to comments comments were A-30, Adequacy of
the local control panel. should not be o t proposed rule and draft Safety-Related DC Power Supplies, and
considered a failure en demand. regulatory guide, several letters Implementation of safe shutdown

Response-(A) The staff agrees with contained comments on the staif's draft facilities to meet the fire protection
comment A and revised the definition of technical report, NUREG-103Z requirements of Appendix R.
station blackout accordingly. "Evaluation of Station Blackout Response-The question that needs to

(B) Based on actual experience, Accidents at Nuclear Power Plants." be addressed Is "should a requirement
failures of diesel generators to start due Response--NUREC-4032 was issued be imposed now to reduce risk, or
to failures in the auto-start system make in draft form for public comment in May should it be postponed until related
up less than 20 percent of all diesel 1985 (50 FR 24332). The comments issues are resolved sometime i e
generator failui-es. Therefore, received were reviewed and considered future?" Potentially. this cou e1 It in
discounting these failures would not by the staff and resulted in a re- substantial delays. thereb • 1 1eer 8
have a significant impact on overall evaluation of the technical analysis. generic safety Issues In t
diesel generator reliability statistics. Details of the specific comments and The staff has conside tion
However, the staff agrees in principle responses are not presented here. of US[ A44 in light of ted i ssues
with comment Band has clarified the Rather. NUREG-I032 was revised mentioned In the me Ithough
station blackout regulatory guide so that extensively over the past year to these issues a ere 9s separate
auto-start failures of diesel generators address the public comments. In general, tasks within y are all managed
need not be counted in determining the the overall conclusions on the risk from in a well !0 ITsarogram that
failure rate if the diesel generator is station blackout events did not change coordinaes sl issues. A brief
capable of being started manually significantly as a result of the discussli ot most relevant issues Is
immediately after it does not start reanalysis. One of the major changes P nt . (Additional
automatically. resulting from the reanalysis was a 1°sio ry Is provided in NUREG-l0io,

revision to the definitions of plant "R ry Analysis for the Resolution
1. Specificity and Clarification of characteristics, especially the d uste U• solved Safety Issue A44, Station
Requirements of plants into site snd weather-relat°ut")

Comments-Public comments were groups (Appendix A in NUREG-1ItV Resolution of USI A-45 will occur at

received regarding the specificity and These changes are reflected Ijii some time following Issuance of the

clarification of the proposed rule and to the guidance in the statio sc h t station blackout rule if 50.53) and afterdrft1~t lat pcii station blackout copi§5063 ng fe

draft regulatory guide. These ranged regulatory guide to determine n plant-specific station blackout coping

from general to specific comments as the specific acceptableat Wit evaluations have been performed by

following two excerpts Indicate: coping durations. licensees per NUMARC/NUGSBO
Initiative 5. utilizing guidelines provided

We are concerned that, it the proposed rule 17. Relationship Of .t 'o Other in NUMARC-5700. Further, the
is adopted. the staff will promulgate NRC Generic ulues resolution of USI A-45 is expected to be
regulatory guidance criteria which will be Comment ýI7.- or public highly plant-specific and focused on loss
unrealistic and excessive. i.e.. compounding commen t'e•8dij 1e relationship of of decay heat removal considerations
the event with other accidents, imposing USI A- t#b}ae? NRC generic safety from other causes beyond station
passive failare criteria, applying seismic, iss wa a • the proposed rule may blackout. Utilization will be made of A-
environmental qualification and other c sary or should be 44 evaluations (as applicable) and any
qualifications to equipment that could a ecause of ongoing work to plant equipment modification needs
otherwise be used in response to such an ye related generic Issues. Some' Identified from A-45 will be carefully
event, etc. (Maine Yankee Atomic Power o etents were general in nature such evaluated to maximize effective use of
Company) Table 3 as the following one from Southern previously identified A-44 equipment

Deflinitons OF PI and P2 (in Tiaorle Edsn3may ~ nei
draft Regulatory Guidel use frequ lifornia Edison Company. needs
extremely severe weather and e re Promulgation of a final station blackout Maintaining emergency diesel

weather interchanseably. thu •r. rulemaking at this time will unnecessarily generator reliability, the purpose of B-
confusion in th dfitio complicate the final resolution of related 58. is an integral part of the resolution of

Public Supply Sytem) ~ ~ generic technical issue* The NRC must USI A-411. However. the Commission
develop and implement a program to believes that additional defense-in-

Responae-Soaf th'comiments on coordinate the resolution of all power-related depth will achieve a substantial
this subject re to a er subjects generic issues prior to fInalizing any Increase in protection to public healthdiscussed el in is section. individual proposed ule. and safety.
Some o tsaw quite specific All? suggested that the The resolution of C1 23 (reactor
while othe neral in nature or implementation of any requirements for coolant pump seal leakage) deals with
exprptlI that were not station blackout be deferred until the loss of reactor coolant system Inventory
subtash with backup material. The requirements from USI A-45, Shutdown and associated-degraded core
staff hao n these comments into Decay Heat Removal Requirements, are conditions. USI A-44 deals with station
consideration and revised and clarified known and until the effect of source blackout induced effects, which result in
the rule and regulatory guide term changes can be evaluated, loss of mc power, thereby impacting a
accordiglSy. Additional guidance Is NUMARC mentloned specific broader.spectrum of plant equipment

rovided in NUMARC-8700 which has proposed and existing regulatory and safety-related functions. Although
een reviewed by the staff and requirements that should be considered the resolution of GI 23 will contribute to

referenced in the regulatory guide as because they could reduce the need for establishing a higher level of assurance
providing a method the staff finds a station blackout rule (e.g., B-56, Diesel that seal leakage will be minimized
acceptable for meeting the rule. Generator Reliability, and C1 23, Reactor (thereby minimizing the need for power
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place water Inventory losses over merit the conduct and submittal of a be modified after licensees have
•.tation blackout duration and probabilistic assessment as part of determined an acceptable station

,overy phase), resolution of CI 23 by achieving compliance of I 50.63. The blackout coping duration and evaluated
itself will not address the broader scope Commission's experience also indicates their plant's response to a station
of USI A-44 safety concerns. that probabilistic assessments are blackout of this duration.

Some licensees have implemented resource intensive and can be of (B) The staff agrees with the
dedicated shutdown systems that are marginal utility if their only end result is comments related to operator actions
independent of normaland emergency to delay rule compliance, outside the control room, and the
sc power to meet Appendix R regulatory guide was revised
requirements. If applicable, these 19. Procedes and Opertor Acions rgly
features would be credited in the During Station Blackout accordingly.
resolution of USI A-44 by providing the Comments--(A) Several letters from 20. Schedule Provisions in Proposed
capability to cope with a station industry commented that, in response to §50.63
blackout. Generic Letter 81-0M. "Emergency Comments-Two letters co

Thus, the resolution of USI A-44 is Procedures and Training for Station comments on the proposed
coordinated with related generic issues, Blackout Events," dated February 21. § 50.& OCRE felt the
and implementation of a final resolution 1981, utilities already have procedures provisions In the pro far
should not be delayed further. in place to prepare plant operations for too generous. One
(Response to comments on the effect of station blackout events. Owners' groups recommended tho s be
source term changes is included in have established generic guidance for modified to re to submit,
subject number s.) station blackout operating procedures within 9 mo a a of the

19 An Alternative of Plant-Specific for licensees to use in developing plant- aemn edifications along
Probabilistic Assessments' specific procedures. A representative of with a ' t ule to implement

Comments-Several utilities the Professional Reactor Operator th ca na. (According to the
suggested that, in lieu of the Society commented that- p censees would not have
requirementst n thet rule li seuf es Generic procedures are used by most mit schedule for implementingrequlbements in the rule, licensees operating facilities. These procedures are not modifications until after theshould be permitted to submit plant- carried into adequate depthof specific pow elved and reviewed licensees'specific evaluations to demonstrate that plant operations. The industry has relied to ittal on their plant's acceptable
the frequency of core damage from heavily on generic procedures and has
station blackout events is 10- per given a real look at what specific ste must ation blackout duration.)
reactor-year or less. In a similar vein. be taken. Extrapolation of these pro Response-The staff a"re~d in part
the suggestion was made that NRC must be required. Specific m Panjlc with these comments, and the schedule

luld specify a target level of procedures must be establish a I flUowed. was revised accordingly. Section
ability for ac power systems in order (B) Other comments e dlIs 50.O3(c)(1)(iil) now requires that
atisfy NRCs criteria for core damage related to the timeline or licensees submit within 9 months after

irequency. A few licensees submitted actions, both insid d ould the the rule is issued a list of equipment
limited probabilistic assessments to control room, H ijto ng and modifications and a proposed schedule
show that for some plants station Power suggested s for implementing them. A final schedule
blackout could have a very small In Section,% a o the regulatory would be developed after NRC has
probability of severe consequences. guide), t rs n ce should be reviaed to reviewed the licensees' submittal of

Response-The Commission does not rMad., should be given to their plant's acceptable station blackout
preclude licensees from submitting time- ato tions both inside and duration.
plant-specific probabilistic assessments ousI the contrlroom that .*,' , so
to support a determination that station at can be taken for existing
blackout would have a vry small ,ipmen that may not have actuation and Comments-In addition to comments
probability for causing core damage. 2.W/ (fl3U from the control room. on the proposed rule. NUMARC
However, the requirements of the Illinois Power Company endorsed the following five initiatives'
must be.met. The Commission w~ozul ) recommended that to address the more important
observe that the use of probe tis .*., * Section CA3.3 Item 3.a. of the contributions to station blackout:
assessments was important i't to proposed regulatory guide should be modified 1. Each utility will review their site(s)
the regulatory decIsionn o to read. aSganst the criteria speclted in NUREG-120%
culminated in the ststi~• Is le a. The system should be capable of being and if the sitege) fail Into the category of an
and related guidance., as ressed in actuated and controlled from the control eightho sits fto the all owea
the Commission's, Go.Policy room. or if other means of control ar eisht-hour vite after utilitin l a kl power
statement of A t 19.(51 FR 28044), required (e.g., manual jumping of control sources available, the utility will take actions
the Commiasir a logics or manual operation of valves). It to reduce the site(s) contribution to the

reasonsbI confidence about should be demonstrated that these steps can overall risk of station blackout. Non-
lue of probabilistic be carried out ins timely fashion. hardware changes will be made within onethe use/ .e1 n u fpoaiitcyear. Hardware changes will be made within

e nt sisating regulatory Response--(A) Licensees may takea goeos nest n a reasonable time thereafter.
dec lonmaking on complex safety credit for station blackout procedures

i es. In short, such assessments are of already in place to comply with the
value In complementing and focusing the station blackout rule. However. for the NUMARC t ies. ily propoaed a set of fate

tnitiattves. The 111th initiative regarding the
more traditional and deterministic most part, these procedures were performance of a copin assessment was provided
defense-In-depth approaches. On the developed without having the benefit of in NUNMARC•-7cM which was submlited by letter
other hand, any licensee must decide a plant-specific assessment to determine rWm I. )-eka INUMARC) to T. Spats (RIS dted
whether or not its plant-specific ac whether a plant could withstand a November 2. 197. A coi is available ror public

frcean specifcd duths tind . inspection and copying for a Foe at the NRC Public
wer configuration and other related station blackout for a specific duration. Document Room at in? H Strest NW. Washinron.
ýipment are 'sufficiently unique to Therefore, these procedures may need to oC.
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L. Each utility will implement procedures at additional radiological exposure to the Radiation protection, Reactor siting
each of its tite(s) for: general public or plant employees, and criteria. Reporting and recordkeeping

a. Coping with a station blackout event, plant shutdown is not required so there requirements.
b. Restoration of ac power following a are no additional environmental impacts For the reasons set out in the

station blackout event, and
c. Preparing the plant for severe weather as a result of the need for replacement preamble and under the authority of the

conditions (eg.. hurricanes aid tornadoes) to power. The environmental assessment Atomic Energy Act of 2954, as amended.
reduce the likelihood and consequences ofa and finding of no alsnificant impact on the. Energy Reorganization Act of 2974,
loss of offoite power and to reduce the overall which this determination is based are as amended, and 5 U.S.C. 553, the NRC
risk of a station blackout event, available for inspection and copying for is adopting the following amendments to
3. Each utility will, it applicable, reduce or a fee at the NRC Public Document io CFR Part 50..

eliminate cold fast-starts of emergency diesel Room, 1717 H Street NW., Washington, O
generators for testing through changes to DC. Single copies of the environmental PART 60-DOMESTIC LICE OF
technical specifications or other appropriate assessment and the finding of no PRODUCTION AND LTIUZ
means.

4. Each utility will monitor emergency ac significant Impact are available from Mr. FACILITIES
power unavailability utilizing data utilities Warren Minners, Office of Nuclear
provide to INPO on a regular basis. Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear 1. The authority ci r 50 is

5. Each utility will assess the ability of its Regulatory Commission, Washington, revised to read a .o)
plant(s) to cope with a station blackout. , DC 20555, Telephone: (301) 492-7827. Authoe•l S4• 34, 105s, 161,12.
Plants utilizing alternate ac power for station Ius log. 169.1, tM j , 9ts 946M
blackout response which can be shown by Paperwork Reduction Act Statement 954. " 9 aF• Jd. ec 234.3 Stat.
test to be available to power the shutdown This final rule amends information 1244,5 .S.C. 2132,2 33, 2134,
busses within 10 minutes of the onset of , Z 2)astation blackout do not need to perform any collection requirements that are subject 2135, ,22 23. 2262); sacs.to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 0 200, U StaL 1242. asc oping assessm ent. Rem ainin g alternate sc a 12 6[4 . . .58 1 5 7
plants will asseas their ability to cope for (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). Theses i . 245(42 U.S.C. 5841,5842.
hour. Plants not utilizing an alternate ac requirements were approved by the Se .7 also issued under Pub. L. 95-
source will assess their ability to cope for 4 Office of Management and Budget 01 M092 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C 5851).
hours, Factors Identified which prevent approval number 3150-0011. n 50.10 also Issued under secs. 101.185.
demonstrating the capability to cope for the Stat. 93 955. as amended (42 U.S.C. 2131.
appropriate duration will be addressed Regulatory Analysis ): sec. 102. Pub. L 91-190 83 Stat 853 (42
through hardware and/or procedural changes The Commission has pre U.S.C. 4332). Sections 50.23. 50.35, 50.55, and
so that successful demonstration is possible. regulatory analysis on this 1 50.56 also Issued under sec. 18M 66 StaL o95

NUMARC previously opposed generic regulation. The analysis exax ae (42 U.S.C. 22-5). Sections 50.33i. 50.%% and
rulemaking and felt that the first four costs and benefits of Uteftern a s Appendix Q also issued under sec. 102. Pub.initiatives would resolve the station considered by the C sls A copy L 92-190. 63 Stat. 653 (42 U.S.C. 4332).wlc ou ld resolvef hetheuutby a • ?E-10,Sections 50.34 and 50.54 also issued under
blackout issue. of the regulatory a REt,•0or.e 9. am. 2o#, Be S66 t. 1245 (42 U.S.C. 544),

Response-These five initiatives now 11 u1ary ft i~s for the Sections 50,58.W Me. and 50.2 also issued
include many of the elements that are Resolution of roly Safety Issue under Pub. L 97-415, 90 Stalt. 2073 142 U.S.C.
included in the NRC resolution of USI A-44. St is available for 239. Section 507 also issued under sec
A-44. The staff has followed up on the Inpecoand'(bp ng for a fee at the 122.66 Stat 939 (42 U.S.C. 2152). Sections
NUMARC initiatives through a series of NRC AfL mnnt Room, 1717 H 60." 1 olso Issued under sec. 64 Slat
meetings in 1988 through 1987. The rult St ashington, DC 20555. 954. as amended (42 U.S.C. 2234). Section
has been the development of NUMARC- 50. €103 also Issued under sec. 106 .8 Stat. 939.
8700 which provides guidelines and lexibility Certification as amended (42 U.S.C. 213). Appendix F also
criteria acceptable to the staff. The a required by the Regulatory issued under ec. 187, 8 Stat..955 (42 U.S.C.
procedures in NUMARC-8700 have ibility Act (5 U.S.C. 605(b)), the 2=37).procedures For the purposes of sec. 223.668 Stat. 958.5a
referenced in Regulatory Guide 1. a Commission certifies that this rule does amended (42 U.S.C. 2M73); 150.10 (a). (b).
providing guidance acceptable ot have a significant economic impact and (c). 50.44. 50.4 50.48.50-.. and 50,80(s)
staff for meeting the require on a substantial number of small are issu6d under am 1615b, 66 Stat. 948. as
rule. Table I in Regulatory,,dP- 1.1 entities. The rule requires that nuclear amended (42 U.S.C. ,Z0(b), I k 50.10 (b) and
provides a cross-referencW.to. C- power plants be able to withstand a (c), and 60.54 are Issued under sboc 201, 09
8700 and notes where th u tory total los of ac power for a specified StaL 949. as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(i)); and
guide takes preced '. N lMARC's time duration and maintain reactor core i 509., 50.65(e). 50.59b). 50.70. 50.72.50 5.7
previous conce - ve beenoaddressed cooling during that period. These 50.73. and 50.76 are issued under sec. 161oe6
in the develop to egulatory Guide facilities are licensed under the Stat. 9 as amended (2 U.S.C 2301(o)).
1.155 and N . provisions of If 50.21[b) and 50.22 of 10 2. In I 50.Z definitions of "alternate sc
Finding Enviromental CFR Part 50. The companies that own source", "safe shutdown" and "station

amental these facilities do not fall within the blackout" are added in the alphabetical.scope of "small entities" as set forth in sequence to read as follows:
Tre ion has determined the Regulatory Flexibility Act or the

unider the tional Environmental Policy small business size standards set forth 150. •
Act of 1959. as amended, and the in regulations issued by the Small
Commlijslon's rules in Subpart A of 10 Business Administration in 13 .CFR Part "Alternate ac source" means an
CFR Part 51, that this rule is not a major 121. alternatin current (ac) power source
Federal action significantly affecting the that is available to and located at or
quality of the human environmen t, and Lat of Subjects in 20 CFR Part 50 nearby a nuclear power plant and meets
therefore. an environmental impact Antitrust. Classified information. Fire the following requirements:
statement is not required. There are not prevention, Incorporation by reference, (1) Is connectable to but not normally
any adverse environmental impacts as a Intergovernmental relations, Nuclear connected to the offsite or onsite
result of the rule because there is no power plants and reactors, Penalty, emergency ac power systems:

- . - . .
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!2) Has minimum potential for recover from a station blackout as section, and a proposed schedule for
rmmon mode failure with-offsite power defined in 150.2. The specified station implementing the stated modifications.
the onsite emergency ac power blackout duration shall be based on the "(2) Alternate cc source: The alternate

.rurces• following factors: ac power source(e), as defined in J 50.2.
(3) is available in a timely manner . (i) The redundancy of the onsite will constitute acceptable capability to

after the onset of station blackout; and emergency ac power sources: withstand station blackout provided an
(4) Has sufficient capacity and (ii) The reliability of the onsite analysis is performed which

reliability for operation of all systems emergency ac power sources; demonstrates that the plant has this
required for coping with station (liI) The expected frequency of loss of capability from onset of the station
blackout and for the time required to offsite power, and blackout until the alternate ac source(s)
bring and maintain the plant in safe (iv) The probable time needed to and required shutdown equipment are /shutdown, (non-design basis accident)." restore offaite power. started and lined up to operate. The mne/

Safe shutdown (non-design basis (2) The reactor core and associated requiredfor startup and alopnment.The
accident (non-DDA))" for station coolant, control, and protection systems, alternate mc power source(s) and
blackout means bringing the plant to including station batteries and any other equipment shall be demonstu•,a•

those shutdown conditions specified in necessary support systems, must test. Alternate ac sourcefsa
plant technical specifications as Hot provide sufficient capacity and multiple unit site whereo~ q D
Standby or Hot Shutdown, as capability to ensure that the core is emergency a c sources ,no h ied

appropriate [plants have the option of cooled and appropriate containment between units musjnve einimum,
maintaining the RCS at normal Integrity is maintained in the evenit of a the capacity and 6ia•wdiI coping
operating temperatures or at reduced station blackout for the specified with a etatioz~st•15iitj any ,of the

temperatures), duration. The capability for coping with units. At sit w , ate emergnc
"Station blackout" means the a station blackout of specified duration le dhar btee ntsdh

complete loss of alternating current (mc) shall be determined by an appropriate csorne ahin!bewenunt, h

electric power to the essential and coping analysis. Utilities are expected to al. apa)mut hveth
nonessential switchgear buses in a have the baseline assumptions, cap, dlpabdty as requiredgh to

ea poblity can bbroughed to
nuclear power plant (i.e.. loss of offsite analyses, and reiated information used n ineed in safe shutdown (non-

turbine~~~~~ ~ tri ananviabltnfte R eiw

electric power system concurrent with in their copinn evaluations available for• efined in 5 50.2. If the

onsite emerency ac power system). (b) Limitation of sco~pe, Prgraph ( re aen ac d sources meetostheaboed

Station blackout does not include the of this section does not apply to remet an can ailble deo nstwrated

loss of available ac power to buses ted plants licensed to operate prior Ut7l y, testI tob..tin1..nte.fh
bysainbteisthog netr r 21. 198& if the capability to withs/ lld shutdwbseWiin0 nu ote

'yby alternate~tt~ bteic sourcesash~eo defined netrin or station blackout wasfa spec ~dy • onset of station blackout, then no coping
addrsse in he q~e ati '~ie analysis is required.

'is section, nor does it assum e ba sis[3addressedy in the' lacete
mnecurrent single failure or design bss proceeding and was e a a roved (onsider~ation o tsese. Anfoatern

accident. At single unit sites, any by the NRC. cnieaino h nomto

emergency mc power source(s) in excess (c) Implementa .,4• m ormoion submitted in accordance with paragr-aph
of the number required to meet Submittal. Fo .ei 1 user-cooled (cM(1) of this section, the Director, Office

minmumredndacy equremnts(i~., uclar oye'.p ! ,ed to operate of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, will

sinlefilumre)dac f rsae sutdowent (no.e. on or befor ~2,986, the licensee notify the licensee of the Director's
DBA) Is assumed to be avaiiable and shall as itA inr~irmation defined cnluisreadgthaeqcyo

may e dsigcte as n aterate beloiwa 'Yke flactor of the Office of the proposed specified station blackout

poeaore s)po aiedtherappicbe N•aeam Regulation by April1I7, duration, the proposed equipment

power~~~~~~~ rocee roie h apial

reurmnsare met. At multi-unit i~er each light-water-cooled modifications and procedures. and the
requiement "'~ea~q'ower plant licensed to operate proposed schedule for implementing the

sites,~~~ii whrihnomiaino

siemwergen ae power io s oure exced ter the effective date of this procedures and modifications for

temnmmerg e dudncy rco e q s u ircseeed "''Ifffldment, the licensee shall submit compliance with paragraph (a) this
forsae shniut rdowunoancyA aeme ----NJe information defined below to the section.th Safe shutdown (non-dg s) bais ( h Director by 270 days after the date of (4) Implementatuon Schedule: For each

units. h eann emergen~ ~cal , license issuance, light-water-cooled nuclear power plant
power sources may be used ~ajrnw.• (i) A proposed station blackout licensed to operate on or before June 2"1,

ac~~~ 
eoe ore d e

acpwrsucsProVid dte~net duration to be used in determining 2988. the licensee shall, within 30 days

the~~~I appicbl reuieere tes

th plcaberqioriteria are not met. sI~tb'l blackout compliance with paragraph (a) of this of the notification provided in
assmed'u~i1~ii~nas.section, including a justification for the accordance with paragraph (c)(3) of thismust be A, e for staselection based on the four factors section. submit to the Director of the

, 50.S ,Ametd_ 7 identified in paragraph (a) of this Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation a
3. In I al50.0 p1tW(b.isert the section; schedule' commitment for implementing

section nalt i3 in numerical order (it) A description of the procedures any equipment and associated
intelito ion nubr.that will be implemented for station procedure modifications necessary to

in~~~t thc lit0o 'n es

4. A ne I is added to read as blackout events for the duration meet the requirements of paragraph (a)

folles/determined in paragraph (c)(1l](i of this of this section. This submittal must
folwa'section and for recovery therefrom; and include an explanation of the schedule

950.63 Lma. of .l alternsting current (iii) A list of modifications to and a justification if the schedule does

power, equipment and associated procedures, if not provide for completion of thin
(a) Requirements. (1) Each light- any, necessary to meet the requirements modifications within two years of the

water-cooled nuclear power plant of paragraph (a) of this section, for the notificetion provided in accordance with
licensed to operate must be able to specified station blackout duration paragraph (c)(3) of this section. A final

vithptand for a specified duration and determined in parferaph (c)(1)(i) of this schedule for implementin8 modifications
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pecessary to comply with the rule is presented in NUREG-1109, reactor risk. In general, active systems
uirements of paragraph (a) of this "Reguiatory/Backfit Analysis for the required for containment heat removal

section will be established by the NRC Resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue are unavilable during station blackout.
staff in consultation and coordination A-44, Station Blackout. The estimated Therefore. the offilte risk is higher from.
with the affected licensee. benefit from implementing the station a core melt resulting from a station

Dated at Rockville. Maryland. this 1Sth day blackout rule is a reduction in the blackout than it is from many other
of June 19s8. frequency of core damage per reactor- accident scenarios.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. year due to station blackout and the Although there are licensing
Samuel 1. Ctii&, associated risk of offaite radioactive requirements and guidance directed atseretary ofecommission. releases. The risk reduction for 100 providing reliable offeite and onaite acoperating reactors is estimated to be power, experience has shown that there
Backdit Analysis 145,000 person-rem and supports the are practical limitations In ensui tm e
Analysis and Determination That the Commission's conclusion that j 50.83 reliability of offeite and onsitet
Rulemaking To Amend 10 CFR Port 50 provides a substantial improvement in emergency ac power syste UjConcerning Station Blackout Complies the level of public health and safety vulnerabilitie to commo a f a
With the Backfit Rule 10 CFR 50.109 protection. associated with design andThe cost for licensees to comply with environmental fact rs _ t sa

The Commission's existing regulations the rule would vary depending on the power system reel,,.tl example, if
establish requirements for the design existing capability of each plant to cope potential co I uIS urea of
and testing of onsite and offaite with a station blackout, as well as the emergency ie k tore exist (e.g.
electrical power systems (10 CFR Part specified station blackout duration for in servicewer support
50, Appendix A. General Design Criteria that plant. The costs would be primarily systemsi), 'en esti mted core
17 and 18). However, as operating for licensees (1) to assess the plant's dema e from station blackout
experience has accumulated, the capability to cope with a station eveM can increase significaptly. Also,
concern has arisen regarding the blackout, (2) to develop procedures, (3) t recent data indicate that
reliability of both the offaite and onsite to improve diesel generator reliability If e av c emergency diesel generator
emergency ac power systems. These the reliability falls below certain levela ty has improved slightly since
systems provide power for various and (4) to retrofit plants with additlo these data also show that diesel
safety systems, including reactor core components or systems, as neceserator failure rates during unplanned
decay heat removal and containment meet the requirements. emend (e.g., following a loss of olfelte
heat removal, which are essential for The eatimated total cost for power) were higher than that during
preserving the integrity of the reactor operating reactors to comply surveillance tests.
core and the containment building, resolution of USI A-..44 t The estimated frequency of core
respectively. In numerous instances million. The average per ct T
emergency diesel generators have failed. would be around r ng from damage from station blackout events Is
to start and run during tests conducted $350,000. directly proportional to the frequency of
at operating plants. In addition, a assessment a and training the initiating even. Estimates of station
number of operating plants have are necessav.ijdo dnanum of about blackout frequencies for this USI were
experienced a total loss of offaite Si mi]]i r|flu a modifications based on actual operational experience
electric power, and more such are cneudtng requalification of -with credit given for trends showing a
occurrenes are expected. Existing a d~l~ jeg'• reduction in the frequency of losses of
regulations do not require explicitly that e era value-impact ratio, not offaite power resulting frm plant-
nuclear power plants be designed to •dent avoidance costa, is centered events. This Is assumed to be a
withstand the loss of all ac power for 2,400 person-rem averted per realiatic indicator of future performance.
any specified period. .n n dollars. I! the net cost. which An argument can be made that the'

This issue has been studied byit e/' n llu es the cost savings from accident future performance will be better than
staff as part of Unresolved Saf Is odance (i.e. cleanup and repair of the pest. For example, when problems
(USI) A-44, "Station Blackout"."De1h• onsite damages and replacement power with the offaite power grid arise, they
deterministic and probabilistic gna following an accident), were used. the are fixed and. therefore, grid reliability
were performed to determin~thjm overall value-impact ratio would should improve. On the other hand. grid
and consequences ' varios acc improve significantly to about 6,100 power failures may become more
sequences and tp -denefy -ominant person-rem averted per million dollars. frequent because fewer plants are being
factors affectinr the elih;ood!f core These values, which exceed the $,00O/ built, and more power is being
melt accid nts fro e on blackout, person-rem interim guidance provided transmitted among regions, thus placing
Althoug per l e rience shows by the Commission. support proceeding greater stress on transmission lines.
that r is t hubIeath and safety with the implementation of 150.63. The factors discussed above support
Is not undu tase a %dies. which have The preceding quantitative value- the determination that additional
evalual ma/•fet n features and site- impact analysis was one of the factors defense-in-depth provided by the ability
depend in detail, show that considered in evaluating the rule, but of plant to cope with station blackout
blackout cbe a significant contributor other factors also played a part in the for a specific duration would provide
to the overa residual risk. decision-making process. Probabilistic substantial increase in the overall
Consequently. the Commission is risk assessment (PRA) studies protection of the public health and
amending its regulations to require that performed for this USL, as well as some ' safety, and the direct and indirect costs
plants be capable of withstanding a plant-specific PRAs, have shown that of implementation are justified in view
total loss of ac power for a specified station blackout can be a significant of this increased protection. The
duration and to maintain reactor core contributor to core melt frequency. and, Commission has considered how this
cooling during that period. with consideration of containment bacicilt should be prioritized and

An analysis of-the benefits and costs failure, station blackout events can scheduled In light of other regulatory
of implementing the station blackout represent an important contributor to activities ongoing at operating nuclear
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er plants. St'ation blackout warrants required by the licensee or applicant in significant increa
1h proiority ranking based on both order to complete the backfit. exposure is expet

status as an "unresolved safety In order to comply with the resolution and maintenance
issue" and the results and conclusions of USI A-44, licensees will be required with the rule. Eq,
reached in resolving this issue. As noted to- modifications con
in the implementation section of the rule • Maintain the reliability of onsite require work in a
(I 50.63(cJ(4)), the schedule for emergency ac power sources at or above coolant system at
equipment modification (if needed to specified acceptable reliability levels. expected to resul
meet the requirements of the rule) shell • Develop procedures and training to radiation exposu
be established by the NRC staff in restore ac power using nearby power 5. Installation ant
consulation and coordination with the sources if the emergency ac power associated with t
licensee. Modifications that cannot be system and the normal offaite power the cost of facilit
schedule for completion within two sources are unavilable. of construction di
years after NRC accepts the licensee's * Determine the duration that the
specified station blackout duration must plant should be able to withstand a For 100 operati

be justified by the licensee. The NRC station blackout based on the factors estimated cost as

retains the authority to'determine the specified in 1 50.63, "Station Blackout." station blackout

schedules for modifications. and Regulatory Guide 1.155, "Station million. This esti
Blackout." fllows:

In addition, some foreign countries, * If available, an alternate ac power follows:
including France, Britian, Sweden, source that meets specific criteria for
Germany and Belgium, have taken steps independence and capacity can be used
to reduce the risk from station blackout to cope with a station blackout.
events. These steps include adding * Evaluate the plant's actual
design features to enhance the capability to withstand and recover
capability of the plant to cope with a from a station blackout. This evaluation
station blackout for a substantial period includes:
of time and/or adding redundant and -Verifying the adequancy of station istsioa

diverse emergency ac power sources. battery power, condensate storage o ------
ank capacity, and plant/inProcds

Analysis of §50.109(c) Factors aity, an plantistru
air for the station blackout du~o Wpm" de

1. Statemeni of the specific objectives -Verifying the operability of equf ieenede o pzed eqi Otior

I the backfit is designed to achieve, needed to operte .blackout and the rec fo• the Aaqusetv eiaN,
he NRC staff has completed a review blackout for envaron 0the eqln. dwel.

blackot for "8irditions
,.J evaluation of information developed Wa s power hasidws t6s afe y sassociated with oteay ac power icas OWsince 198 on Unresolved I(i.e., loss of heat yven ion, and capabOay to coap
(USI) A-44. Station Blackout. As a result air conditionli p / with stwoo
of these efforts, the NRC Is amending 10 0 Depn . th p ant's existing bladW ....
CFR Part 50 by adding a new f 50.63. capabil'ty to ,' wIth a station Totls..
"Station Blackout." black . en as may or may not need

The objective of the station blackout to It are modifications (e.g., 6 The potential 9
rule is to reduce the risk of severe attery capacity) to comply with changes in plant
accidents associated with station th (See item 8 of this analysis for complexity, inclu
blackout. Specifically, the rule requires ditioffa discussion.) licensees will be proposed and exi
all light-water-cooled nuclear power red to have procedures and training requirements.
plants to be able to cope with a et to cope with and recover from a station
blackout for a specified duration, to 'Blackout. The rule requir
have procedures and tralningA rPe cope with a stati,n evnt.A r gulatr ude~o~j:uP S. Potential change in the risk to the add to plant or ol
an evert. A regulatory g ideso l n public from the accidental offaite 'release The station blacn
issued along with the ru , poýAdes an of radioactive material. related to severe
a cceptable method to ermine Thereadtosvs
station blackout durai rIeach plant. Implementation of the.station and proposed an'
The duration isbtl'ck terdIrned for blackout rule will result in an estimated requirements as

eh laa i total risk reduction to the public ranging indicates.

Individual plantith factors that from 65.000 to 215,000 person-rem with a Ceneric Issue B-
dve a bee . ta crs theai best estimate of about 145,00Operson-ha ebeend as the main re .Reliability

conbutoyrins U "of core melt The resolution
resultin rom ation blackout. These 4' Potentfal impact on radiological regulatory guide
facto'are (1) the redundancy of onsite exposure of facility employees. specifies the foil
q nergency ac power sources, (2) the For 100-operating reactors. the - diesel generator
reliability of onsite emergency ac power -estimated total reduction in • -- Guide 1155, Sect
sources. (3) the frequency of loss of occupational expbsure resulting from Te minimum en
offaite power. and (4) the probable time reduced core damage frequencies and" - DI) rella•ilitty sa
needed to restore offeite power. . . associated postaccident cleanup and per demand for eat

2. General description of the activity repair activities is 1,500 person-rem. No emergency ac Grou

se in occupational
cted from operation
activities associated
ipment additions and
itemplated do not
nd around the reactor
nd therefore are not
t in significant
re.

d continuing costs
he backfit, includi•n

y downtime or th 8sV
elay.
ng reactors 9 atsociated•, •'S0•

rule range S42 to
ibes 06 $d

wn as

0rorae W12 W Ow

tor 
sT 

_

100 25 40 20

10o so 15 5

10 2.5 4 1.5

2 5.5 11 2.5

27 17 24 13

1.....4 0 14 42

afety impact of
or operational
ding the relationship to
isting regulatory

ing plants to be able to
on blackout should not
peratlonal complexity.
:out rule is closely
I NRC generic programs
d existing regulatory
the following -discussion

56, Diesel Generator

of USI A-44 includes a
on station blackout that
owing guidance on
reliability (Regulatory
Ions Cl.a. and C.1.2]:
nergency diesel generator
tould be targeted at 0.85
ch EDO for plants in
ps A. B. and C and at
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0.973 per demand for each EDG for plants in USIA-45. Shutdown Decoy Heat be reevaluated before any actual
emergency sc Group D (see Table 2). These Removal Requirements modifications are made so that anyrelisbility levels will be considered minimum m
targt relabilities and esch plant bsould have The overall objective of US! A-45 is to contemplated deign changes resulting
tanget relabilityandeh prg am sould he evaluate the adequacy of current from the resolution of USI A-45 can be
principal elements, or their equivalentI licensing design requirements to ensure considered at the same time.
outlined in Regulatory Position 12.. Piants that the nuclear power plants do not Generic Issue A-30, Adequocy of
that select a target EDO reliability of 0.975 pose an unacceptable risk as a result of Sofety-RelatdDCPowerSupply
will use the higher level as the target In their failure to remove shutdown decay heat.
EDG reliability prgams. The study includes an assessment of The analysis performed for USE A-44

The reliable operation of onsite emergency alternative means of shutdown decay assumed that a high level of dc power
ac power sources should be ensured by a heat removal and of diverse "dedicated" system reliability would be main lnrd
reliability program designed to maintain and systems for this purpose. Results will so that (2) dc power system f 0 U.es
monitor the reliability level of each power include proposed recommendations would not be e significant or
source over time for assurance that the regarding the desirability of, and losses of all ac power an ) a
selected reliability levels are being achieved, possible design requirements for. station blackout occur ty ofAn EDG reliability program would typicatly improvements in existing systems or an immediate dc power sy
be composed of the following elements or alternative dedicated decay heat would be low. WheAi( Ca Issue
activities [or their equivalent): removal method.

2. Individual EDG reliability target levels The USI A-44 concern for maintaining A-30 focuses oe a u attery
consistent with the plant category and coping adequate core cooling under station reliability, thab nofl I A-aion
duration selected from Table 2. blackout conditions can be considered a aimed at uate station

L. Surveillance testing and reliability subset of the overall A-45 issue. battery the event of a station
monitoring prograem designed to track EDG However, there are significant back o~u i -fled duration.
performance and to support maintenance differences in scope between these two 7h r.tese two issues are
activities, issues. USI A-44 deals with the to id compatible.

3. A maintenance program that ensures probability of lose of ac power, the " tec'on PrrmM
that the target EDG reliability Is being capability to remove decay heat uei
achieved and that provides a capability for systems that do not require ac po action 50.48 of 10 CFR Part 50 states
failure analysis and root-cause and the ability to restore ac pow eb at each operating nuclear power plant
investigatlion, timely manner. US[ A-45 deal L must have a fire protection plan that

4. An information and data collection iidest thinormatservicen dthe lementof the overall reliability of the deca at satisfies GDC 5. The fire protection
system that servicd the elements or the removal function in term f tee to features required to satisfy GDC 3.arm
reliability program tnd that monitorof.loo nt specified inAppendix R to 10 CFR Part
achieved EDG relisbility levels against target accidents, and Ipe I erg cles such 50. They include certain provisions
values, responsibilities for the major as fires, floods. ael and regarding alternative and dedicated

pg Id entifie d a management sabotage / shutdown capability. To meet these

oversight program for reviewing reliability Althouglh datione that provisions, some licensees have added,
levels being achieved and ensuring that the might sul Is- of US[ or plan to add, Improvied capability to
progam s functoning properly. A-45 a a some could affect restore power from offsite sources orthe a Ai.oaOut capabtilty. while onslte diesels for the shutdown system.

The resolution of 9-4 will provide ot oul ot. Recommendations A few plants have installed a safe
specific guidance fqr use by the staff or v new or Improved decay shutdown facility for fire protection that
Industry to review the adequacy of moval system that is ac power includes a charging pump powered by
diesel generator reliability programs de dent but that does not include its its own independent ac power source. In
consistent with the resolution of USI own edicated ac power supply would te event of a station blackout. this
44. e no effect on USE A-44. te can ovide makeup ty

Recommendations that involve an system can provide makeup capebillty
Generic issue 23, Reactor Cool additional ac-independent decay heat to the primary coolant system as well as
Seal Failures .•f•/ removal system would have a very reactor coolant punp seal cooling. This

Reactor coolant pump (Pbe modest effect on USI A-44. could be a significant benefit In terms of
integrity is necessary r•ms•itaining Recommendations that involve an enhancing the ability of a plant to cope
primary system inv 'ry duri station additional decay heat removal system with a station blackout. Plants that have
blackout conditio. eastimates of with its own ac power supply would added equipment to achieve alternate
core damage - scy etation have a significant effect on USI A-.44. safe shutdown in order to meet
blackout ever- for I A-44 assumed Such a new additional system would Appendix R requirements could take
that RCP a d oul eak at a rate of 20 receive the appropriate credit within the credit for that equipment, if available,
gallons - . esults of analyses USI A-44 resolution by either changing for coping with a station blackout event.
performu 23 will provide the the emergency ac power configuration
inforNmatio ecessary to estimate RCP group or providing the ability to cope
opal behavior during a station blackout. with a station blackout for an extended NRC associated with the backfit and the
The industry coping analysis guidelines period of time. Well before plant availability of such resources.
(NUMARC-8700J recognize the modifications, if any, will be The estimated total cost for NRC
possibility of leakages exceeding an implemented to comply with the station review of industry submittals required
assumed 25 gpm per pump and blackout rule, it is anticipated that the by the station blackout rule is $1.5
incorporate the need to reevaluate the proposed techncial resolution of US! A- million based on submittals for 100
plant-specific coping analysis if the 45 will be published for public comment. reactors ond an estimated average of
resolution of 0123 identifies higher Those plants needing hardware 275person-houro per reactor.
levels.- modifications for station blackout could -
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*h4e potential impact of differences in
lily type. design, or age on the
ivancy and practicality of the backfit.

The station blackout rule applies to all
pressurized water reactors and boiling
water reactors, However, in determining
an acceptable station blackout coping
capability for each plant, differences In
plant characteristics relating to ac
power reliability (e.g. number of
emergency diesel generators, the
reliability of the offsite and onsite
emergency ac power systems) could
result in different acceptable coping
capabilities. For example, plants vwith an
e1t*SU4U In,. ... r,L frm .nliinn htnlnmn*t

and eliminate an unnecessary burden on
the public.
EFFECTIVE DATrE: June 30, 1988..
ADDRESSES: Information pertaining to
this action may be examined at the
Rules Docket. Office of the Regional
Counsel, Room 1558, OM East 1zth
Street. Kansas City, Missouri 64106.
FOR FUWTHER "IFORMATIoN CONTACT.
Mr. Paul 0. Pendleton, Aerospace
Engineer. Wichita Aircraft Certification
Office, ACE-140W. FAA. 1801 Airport
Road. Room 100. Mid-Continent Airport.
Wichita. •ansas 67209; telephone (316)
940-44.7.

preparation of a Federalism
Assessment.

The FAA has determined that this
regulation is not major under section 6
of Executive Order 12291. It is
impracticable for the agency to follow
the procedures of Order 12291 with
respect to this rule since the rule must
be issued immediately to relieve an
unnecessary burden on the public. If this
action is subsequently determined to
involve a significant regulation, a fi;0/
regulat6ry evaluation or analysis,
appropriate, will be prepared and
placed in the regulatory dockEq
(otherwise. an evaluation Isti,

because of multiple, hihly reliable ac sut ME.YArY IFORMATOa required3. A copy of it. , maypower sources aregrequ red to withstand Airworthiness Directive AD 80-04-09 be obtained by contac•, mea

a station blackout for a relatively short (Amendment 39-3697) (46 FR 89M0; Docket under the cwlj• Dsus"
period of time; and few, if any, February U,1980), effective February at the Iocaten idept
hardware backlfta would be required as 16, 2SM0, requires inatallation of an __of Subj 4 Part 39
a result of the rule. Plants with currently insulated fuel hose in accordance with L iPr
higher risk from station blackout are Cessna Single Engine Customer Care Air transp• iat .Aircraft, Aviaton
required to withstand somewhat longer Service Information Letter SE79-60 on safety, Viety. 4
duration blackouts; and, depending on certain Cessna Models MO20M, T21ON Ad IAmendment
their existing capability. may need some and P21-N airplanes.
modifications to achieve the longer The FAA has now determined that c_ g y, pursuant to the authority
staItan blackout capability. installation of the insulated fuel hose in e the Administrator.accordance with AD 80-04--09 does na / deral Aviation Administration
9. Whether the backfit is interim or final provide an increase in protection a , 39.13 of Part 39 of the FAR as
and. if interim, the justification for against fuel vapor problems asso e 0 owe:
imposing the backfit on an interim basis. with these airplanes. AD 79-1.5-RT

The station blackout rule is the final which required a placard de w PART 39*-[AMENDED)
,olution of US] A-44; it is not an fuel flow fluctuations, has n. The authority citation for Part 39
!rim measure. determined to be most ivei continues to read as follows:

=. 68-13652 Filed &-20-,e 8:45 am) addressing the fuel vs Audiot•1 .49 U.C 135 a). 1421 mad 1423.which has not bee with any 49 U.S.C. 105(8) (Revised, Pub. L 97-.449,
BRuis am ac-s u regularity over the se ral years. January A2, i983] and 14 CFR 211.M

Therefore, theF is.•n ding AD a0-04-02. By rescinding AD 8004-WDEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION Thisa Amendment 39-3a07.
Federal Aviation Adminlatration previo 0 o ea in accordance with This amendamut becones effective on June

AD , * ther operate with the 30. 988.
14 CFR P•rl 3i fuel hose or return to the bsued in Kanisa City. Misse, on June 15,..gin onfiguration. This action also 198.
[Docket No. 80-CE-O4-AD; Amdt. 39-59611 rmits ose airplanes affected by AD Paul KD. br,
. . .. . .Direct-Cessna but not currently in compliance Dimfor. Cental egIon.
... ...... ..... ~N rceith this AD to remain the original [FR Doec. es--386 Filed 8-2043•.•:45smm)
Models T21OM,T21ON and P21UN / c nfieuration. CODE s11-04
Airplanes -t / This rescission will not result in sny
AOGENCY Federal Aviation <.•.t increase In cost to the private sector and
Administration [FAA). D will remove an unnecessary burden on 14 CFR Part 71
Acino: Final rule, re "on the public. Therefore, it is found that

notice and public procedure hereon are (Airspace Docket No. 66-,O-$l
SUMMARr. This itscinds impractical and contrary to the public Amendment to
Airworthiness D Ive 1,D)80-o4-09, interest. and good cause exists for Contr Zone;
Amendment 3 . a icable to making this amendment effective in less Jacksonville, NC
Cessna M 0 , ION and than 30 days. AoENCv Federal Aviation
P210N ai a. sequent tothe The regulations set forth in this Administration (FAA), DOT.
issuance of the FAA amendment are promulgated pursuant to ACTION: Final rule.
compklied a detailed review and authority in the Federal Aviation Act of
analysis of the service history of these 1950. as amended (49 U.S.C. 1301 et sUMMARY: This amendment changes the
airplanes and has determined that the seq.). which statute is construed to published hours during which the
actions required by that 'AD do not preempt State law regulating the same control zone is effective. This action
provide an increase in protection subject. Thus, in accordance with extends the effective hours to include
against fuel vapor problems. This action Executive Order 12812, it is determined periods of increased Instrument flight
will delete the necessity of installing an that such regulation does not have activity at the MCAS New River

;ulated fuel hose on these airplanes, federalism Implications warranting the (McCutcheon) Airport.
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',row less each way than the arrangement
ýf the top layer, the arrangement of the
mniddle layer may be the same as the top
layer, or may be one row less one way
than the arrangement or the top layer. In
the 3 YW-4x5 and 3 V#-4x4 packs the
face of each half of the crate shall be
packed as a unit, with no shim between
the two baskets.

"(2) The diameter of the smallest and
largest plums in any Individual pack orcontainer shall not vary more than one-

and that a two pound subsample of the
smallest plums in each eight pound
sample contains not more than the
number of plums listed for the variety In
Column C of said table.

TABLE I

ColA. WWI*.W

fourth (V41 inch. except that plums which ,A ZZ.L.Z
are placed in volume-ildl or tight-fill type A .
containers and have a diameter of two Ama .
and one-fourth 12%) Inches or larger Aumn aa.............

shall not very more than three-eights s Gm.. ....-
(%) inch. A total of not more than five Me k _
(5) percent. by count, of the plums in any B Vw ...

package or container may fail to meet 5h ..
this requirement. w No*_ _ -

(d) When used herein "diameter" shall a,,m-o-.........
have the same meaning as set forth in E 7eX
the U.S. Sandards for Grades of Fresh _ _

Plums and Prunes (7 CFR 51.1520 to -a . .. .
51.1538) and all other terms shall have Ffm,_

the same meaning as when used in the -
amended marketing agreement and Cu m..
order. "No. 12B standard fruit box" Mu - ...
measures 2% to 7 x11½x16% inches. x,".. .
"No. 2ZD standard lug box" measures "s DW.. ..
2% to 7%x13%xl61/s inches, "No. 22G ,
standard lug box" measures 7% to • ._

7Ysx3V4x15% inches. All dimensions UN s Pm
ire given in depth (inside dimensions) tu- . .n.m
by width by length (outside dimensions). • -

3. Section 917.480 would be revised to
read as follows:

Subpart-Grade and Size Regulation oMM.-

I917.460 PlumRegulatlon f.-
(a) No handler shall ship any lot of

packages or containers of any plums
unless such plums grade at least U.S.
No. 1, except that maturity shall be
determined by the application of Coal__
standards by variety or such ott S"
as determined to be proper by tjemj a No -.

Federal-Slate Inspection Sqr*'i,&......
Internal discoloration notl ' dere
serious damage and h leo'growth
cracks emanating f . sjend (c) No handler shall shi
which do not caus us damage or container of any varie
shall be permi oad ion to the specifically named in par
above, any/lot ffra dy or Kelsey this section, unless such
plums shal "d and additional size that an eight pound a
10 Pc nce for defects not representative of the size
consdepep, a damage. in the package or contain

(b) ha ler shall ship any package more than 139 plums, anc
or ot ercontainer of any variety of pound subsample of the a
plums listed in Column A of the in each eight-pound saml
following Table I unless such plums are . more than 38 plums.
of a size that an eight-pound sample, (d) As used herein, "U.
representative of the sizes of the plums "serious damage" mean
in the package or container, contains not defined in the United Sta
more than the number of plums listed for for Grades of Fresh Plum
the variety in Column B of said table. CFR 51.1520 through 51.11

Cet . Ap.M

Pie

54 17
87 Is

07 15
67 #8
72 1 9
65 11

as Is

as 1:
54 14
os 17
153 IT

74 3

so .1:
so Is

57 7I
S 56 'lI

* 55 15

71 15

0 '4
64

. 14 14

5. Is

17

74 7
8 217

. 0 13

6I 14

ip any package
ty of plums not
gr~papb (b) of

plums are of a
ssmpie
a. o the plums
•er contains not
I that a two

smallest plums
pie contains not
S. No. 1" and

the same as
tes Standards
a and Prunes (7
,38).

Dated: March 14.1968.
Thomas IL Clark,
Deputy Director. Frvit and Vegelobl
Division.
IFR DOC. 06"141 Filed $-20-ft M45 aml
imuN coM 3410-02-H

NUCLEAR REGULATORY

COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 50

.Station Blackout
AOENHc Nuclear Regulst
Commission..
ACTION'. Propose

SUMNANY. The u latory
Commissio ' s to emend its
regulatio~ em at light-water-
cooled nderwer plants be capable
of total loss of
aq •ng firrent (AC) electric power

a on blackout") for a
t id duration and maintaining

, core cooling during that period.
9ls proposed requirement Is based on
ormation developed under the

Commission's study or unreoived
Safety Issue A-44. "Station Blackout."
The proposed change Is intended to
provide further assurance that a station
blackout floss of both off•ite power and
onsite emergency AC power systems)
will not adversely affect the public
health and safety.
DATE: The comment period expires on
June 19, 198. Comzments received after
this date will be considered if It Is
practical to do so, but assurance of
consideration cannot be given except as
to comments received before this date.
ADoESSEM: Send comments to- The
Secretary of the Commission. U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington. DC 20555& Attention:
Docketing and Service Branch. Copies of
comments received may be examined
and copied for e fee at the NRC Public
Document Room, 17'17 H Street. NW.,
Washington. DC.
FOR FURTHER IFORMAION COMaM'r
Alan Rubin. Division of Safety Review
and Oversight. Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation. U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commissioix Washington.
DC 20555. Telephone: (301) 492-30M.
suppLEMrxTAxy NFOnuAIIOt The
alternating current [AC) electric power
for essential and nonessential service In
a nuclear power plant Is supplied
primarily by offaite power. Redundant
onsite emergency AC power systems are
also provided in the event that all offeite
power sources are lost. These systems
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-- ovide power for various safely as an Unresolved Safety Issue (USI): a indicated a variety of potentially
Stems including reactor core decay Task Action Plan (TAP A-44) was important failure causes. However, no
at removal and containment heat issued in July 1980, and work was single improvement was identified that

4moval which are essential for initiated to determine whether could result in a significant
preserving the Integrity of the reactor additional safety requirements were improvement in overall diesel generator
core and the containment building, needed. Factors considered in the reliability. Data obtained from operating
respectively. The reactor core decay analysis of risk from station blackout experience show that the typical
heat can also be removed for a limited included: (1) The likelihood and duration individual emergency diesel generator
time period by safety systems that are of the loss of offaite power, (2) the failure rate is about 2.5 x I0D- per
independent of AC power. . reliability of the onsite AC power demand (i.e.. one chance of failure in 40

The term "station blackout" means system; and (3) the potential for severe demands), and that the emergency AC
the loss of offsite AC power to the accident sequences after a loss of all AC power system unavailability for a plant
essential and nonessential electrical power, including consideration of the which has two emergency diesel
buses concurrent with turbine trip and capability to remove core decay heat generators. one of which is requldjl
the unavailability of the redundant without AC power for a limited time decay heat removal, is about
onsite emergency AC power systems period, per demand (NUREG/CR-9g)Lt
(e.g.. as a result of units out of service The technical findings of the stafrs a Given the occurrenc aft
for maintenance or repair. failure to studies of the station blackout issue are blackout, the likelih or u nt core
start on demand, or failure to continue presented in NUREG-1032, "Evaluation damage or core min erilent on the
to run after start). If a station blackout of Station Blackout Accidents at Nuclear reliability snd ca]i• 'q•I •cacy beat
persists for a sufficient time during Power Plants, Technical Findings removal syste ork not dependent
which the capability of the AC- Related to Unresolved Safety Issue A- on AC powY Rs' Eit AC-
independent systems to remove decay 44." 3 Additional information is indepedankcpollty exists.
heat is exceeded, core melt and provided in supporting contractor additia . be available to
containment failure could resullt reports: NUREG/CR-3226, "Station rest po er needed for long-term

The Commission's existing regulations Blackout Accident Analyses" published cr Itst/CR-8228).
establish requirements for the design in May 1983: NUREG/CR-Zg89, t1w etermIned by reviewing
and testing of onsite and offsite electric "Reliability of Emergency AC Power er oatio nal, and site-dependent
power systems that are intended to System at Nuclear Power rs that the expected frequency or
reduce the probability of losing all AC Planta"published In July 1983; and damage resulting from station
power to an acceptable level. (See NUREG/CR-3992, "Collection an• ckout events could be maintained
General Design Criteria 17 and 18.10 Evaluation of Complete and Pa~ na " cor eelsow l 1 per ainto-ain
CYR Part 50, Appendix A.) The existing Losses of Offaite Power at NucJ any nearcor below 10 per reactor-year for
.regulations do not require explicitly that Power Plants" published breru anynch lear Plant with readily

,1clear power plants be designed to 1985.2 The major results teas studies achievable diesel. generator reliabilities,

* sure that the core can be cooled and are given below. proded wth stationeblackont id geo

,.,e integrity of the reactor coolant • Losses of offsite ,• cop with station blackout for a• /specified duration. The duration fora
pressure boundary can be maintained characterized as &e Ing from specifie duatio The on foria
for any specified period of loss of all AC nt-centere specific plant is based on a comparison

rpower.ysl blackout,a a e ather-inducd of the plant's characteristics to thoseAs operating experience has failures of e tjp hoier onurces. Based factors that have been Identified as the

accumulated, the concern has arisen on opeiKng L ri~nce, the frequency main contributors to risk from station

that the reliability of both the onsile and oft as offaite power In blackout (N 1032).
offaite emergency AC power systems o ati n ear power plants was As a result of the station blackout
might be less then originally anticipated, [Io o be about one per 10 site-years. studies, improved guidance will be
even for designs that meet the a m ian restoration time was about provided to licensees regarding
requirements of General Design Crite a-half hour, and 90 percent of the maintaining minimum emergency diesel
17 and 18. Many operating plants h power losses were restored in generator reliability to minimize the
experienced a total loss of offwite w pproximately 3 hours (NUREG/CR - probability of losing all AC power. In
and more occurrences can be x cted 3992). addition, the Commission is proposing to

in the future. Also, operalia •e The review of a number of amend Its regulations by adding a new
with onsite emergency pow miyems representative designs oand by ddin a new final
has included many Inst cesa AIwen emergency AC power systems has paragraph to General Design Criterion
diesel generators faa o start. In a few 17, Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 50. to
cases, there has be a plete loss of ,Draf NUREC-1022 was issued for public require that all nuclear power plants be
both the offaite on e AC power comment on June 1s. IMa. Copies of this report am capable of coping with a station
systems. Dui• a ents. AC power availsble for public inspection and copying for a faa blackout for some specified period of
Yares i u a the NRC Public Document Room t 1717 H Street. time. The period of time for specificseetoriois m without any NW.. W zhinglan, DC WOS. Fro sle Copies of plant would be determined based on the

serious c~ eN. DraW NUWE-lOn may be requeInted by writins to
In 197I . re a of the Reactor the Publication Services Section. Room P-It&A. existing capability of the plant as well

SafOtJ Study ASH-1400) showed that Division of Technical informatton and Document as a comparison of the individual plant
station blackout could be an important Control. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commlusion. design with factors that have been
contributor to the total risk from nuclear Washington. DC 2M identified as the main contributors to

I Copies of these documents are available for
power plant accidents. Although this public Inspectlon and copying for a tee at the NRC risk of core melt resulting from station
total risk was found to be small, the Public Document Room at 1717 H Street. NW., blackout.
relative importance of the station Washington. )C 2M055. Copies may also be These factors; which vary
blackout accident was established, purchased by calling () v275-Sin or Z7- significantly from plant to plant because

2060 or by writing to the Superintendent of
Subsequently, the Commission Documents, US. Government Printing Office. p.O. of considerable differences in design of
'esignated the issue of station blackout SBx 37oaZ. Wauhington. DC 2=3-7082. plant electric power systems as well as
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site-specific considerations, include: (1) in this guide would result in selection of on station blackout. We will be
Redundancy of onsite emergency AC a 4-hour or 8-hour station blackout interested In comments received and
power sources (i.e., number of sources duration, depending on the specific plant staff responses associated with analysis
minus the number needed for decay heat design and site-related characteristics, of cost benefit, value impact, and safety
removal (2) reliability of onsite However, applicants and licensees improvements and the station blackout
emergency AC power sources (usually could propose alternative methods to standing on the overall risk (e.g.. Is the
diesel generators), (3) frequency of loss that specified in the regulatory guide in reduction of risk only a small percentage
of offsite power, and (4) probable time order to justify other minimum durations of the overall risk or is It a major
to restore offsile power. The frequency for station blackout capability, component of an already small risk)
of loss of, and time to restore offsite If the proposed rule and regulatory This will be one of the first proposed
power are related to grid and guide are issued, those plants with an rules to be evaluated by the NRC under
switchyard reliabilities, historical already low risk from station blackout its new backfitting requirements aWe!

weather date for severe storms, and the would be required tQ withstand a station would be particularly intereste(Jn
availability of nearby alternate power blackout for a relatively short period of specific comments assesshp er
sources (e.g., gas turbines). Experience . time and probably would need few, if ' not this proposal meets ts' al
has shown that long duration offaite any, modifications as a result of the rule. increase in the overall 1 0!WlI the
power outages are caused primarily by Plants with.currently higher risk from public health and a ety '.'Jireshold
severe storms (hurricanes, ice, snow, station blackout would be required to now required by * k a.
etc.). withstand somewhat longer duration n

The objective of the proposed rule is blackouts. Depending on their existing Separate Vie oaer
to reduce the risk of severe accidents capability, these plants might also need A/Mletlf /
resulting from station blackout by to make modifications (such as I sippo e posed rulemaking but
maintaining highly reliable AC electric increasing station battery capacity or believe su additional safety
power systems and, as additional condensate storage tank capacity) in im ents eyonid those called for In
defense-in-depth, assuring that plants order to cope with the longer station are achievable and
can cope with a station blackout for blackout duration. The proposed rule b .How to prevent and
some period of time. If the proposed rule would require licensees to develop, in a station blackout event is one
is adopted, all licensees and applicants consultation with the Office of Nuclei e most significant unresolved safety
would be required to assess the Reactor Regulation, proposed plant.*, I ues associated with nuclear power
capability of their plants to cope with a specific schedules for implemen ants. Extended station blackout can
station blackout (i.e., determine the any needed modifications. result in core meltdown and loss of
amount of time the plant can maintain Additional Comments by the containment integrity. Since existing
core cooling and containment integrity Commission mitigation features such as containment
with AC power unavailable), and to/ -spray would be inoperable, a station
have procedures and training to cope The proposed rul ot quire blackout could result In a large release
with such an event. Plants would be that a single failure
required to be able to cope with a concurrent wit qttt lackoutroaemte
specified minimum duration station because statjpoqfb o•pgoesbeyond environment.
blackout selected on a plant-specific the normal in*l1X3 criterion. That Countries abroad that have made abasis, is. for a i• 'blnickout to occur, four serious commitment to nuclear power

On the basis of station blackout AC waer 'p'.ie must fail (two offslte and to nuclear safety have, or are

studies conducted for US] A-44, and so d o safety-related onsite plannrin, backfet features w risch
presented in the reports referenced e nc sources). The staffs markedly reduce station blackout risks.
above, the NRC staff has developed a e tied probability of the concurrent nucFear example, thenew French1300 Mewth
draft regulatory guide entitled Station fi of all four power supplies leads nuclearpower plnts a sign wit
Blackout,"3 which presents guidenc a to elieve that the staff should give a goal of coping with a station blackout
(1) maintaining a high level of relika!l . ther consideration to upgrading to for at least t0 hours, According to the
for emergency diesel generatorsa safety grade the plant modifications NprC affd , the dcsili features that
developing procedures and trai ji.toj needed (if any) to meet the proposed provide this capability (listed below)
restore offaite and onsite emirreRg rule. Upgrading to safety grade will permit the plant to withstand a station
power should either one o-bo ' become further ensure appropriate licensee blackout for three days.
unavailable, and (3) 9ectir raplant, attention is paid to maintaining a high A A steam-driven generator provides
specific minimum tion'or sftation state of operability and reliability. The power for a smal positive displacement
blackout capabili to ply with the Commission believes that the question pump that supplies cooling for reactor
proposed ame to General Design of quality classification of modifications coolant pump (RCPJ seals and also
Criterion 17'.•l,4 ~n of the methods should be addressed by interested provides power for instrumentation and

parties In comments on the proposed controls and control room lighting
--A not ty and request for rule. necessary to withstand a station

comments a i• regutalory guide wilt be In addition to comments on the merits blackouL This design feature, which is€ o m m e n h a lRRRRRRRRR e d ' I e u ~ o • g i e w l e8 s o b e i ng b e c k fi t te d o n t o a l l o p e r a t i ng

published 4tihIl few days alhibis Notice of of the proposed rule. the Commission
ProposeýIltulenmu'ing. Copies of the draft regulatory specifically requests comments on 900 MWe nuclear plants in France.
guide ea available for public inspection Bud whether the backfit analysis for this rule addresses two factors that Impact the
copying fora fee mi the NRC Public Document Room
at 1717 H Street. NW. Washington. DC ZO. and adequately implements the Backflt Rule, ability to cope with a station blackout-
will be distributed to those on the automatic 10 CFR 50.109. RCP seal cooling with AC power
ditlribution list for draft regulatory guides. Free unavailable and battery depletion.
single copies of the draft regulatory guide may be Additional Comments by @ Two turbine-driven auxiliary
oblainqd by writing to the U.S. Nuclear Regulotory Commissioners Roberts and Zedc feedwater (AFW) pumps included in the
Commission. Washington. DC Z0555. Attention:
Director. Division of Technical Information and We agree with soliciting public 1300 MWE French design in addition to
Document Control. comments on the proposed rulemaking two motor-driven AFW pumps. Most
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pressurized water reactors have
i turbine-driven AFW pump in

Iditlon to two-motor-driven pumps.
Therefore, the French design provides
additional redundancy in the AC-
independent trains of the AFW system.

0 Gravity feed back-up water supply
from onuite sources to the condensate
storage tank provides additional water
for decay heat removal via the AFW
system for long-duration station
blackoutevents. i.e.. up to three days.

This three-day station blackout
capability would permit sufficient time
to connect a mobile gas turbine
generator to provide power If AC power

assessment and the finding of no
significant impact are available from Mr.
Warren Minnere, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington.
DC 20555, Telephone: (301) 492-7827.
Paperwork Reduction Act Statement

This proposed rule amends I
Information collection requirements that
are subject to the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1950 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et'seq.). This
rule has been submitted to the Office of
Management and Budget for review and
approval of the paperwork
requirements.

Intergovernmental relations. Nuclear
power plants and reactors. Penalty,
Radiation protection. Reactor siting
criteria. Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements.

For the reasons set out in the
preamble and under the authority of the
Atomic Energy Act o(.1954, as amended,
the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974.
as amended, and 5 US.C. 553, the NRC
is proposing to adopt the followi
amendments to 10 CFR Part 50. :v.,/

PART 50-DOMESTIC
PRODUCTION AND U1
CA *i1l Ivice

could not be restored from otner, Regulatory Analysis rwdfl..iw'rg .1x

preferred sources. A mobile gas turbine
genertor is located at, or in the vicinity The Commission has prepared a 1. The authority t. Pfo art50

of, every nuclear power plant site in regulatory analysis for this regulation, continues to reae

France. These improvements in safety The analysis examines the costs and AuthouitTe oi.l1in,183.. is
are being achieved at not unreasonable benefits of the rule as considered by the Isn. as Stat. . . , 954.955, 956, as
costs and are being driven by the French Commission. A copy of the regulatory mended. aes lit. 1t44. as amended
goal of achieving a probability of one in analysis. NUREG-liog. For Comment, (42 U.8 213,3 22D0, 2232. 2233. 22A ,
ten million (10-1 per reactor-year for a "Regulatory Analysis for the Resolution 2M.LZOO .01 8z Szast 1242.
major event such as station blackout. of Unresolved Safety Issue A-44, Station 1 mendedt (42 U.S.C. 584. 5542.
The Commission's rule proposes much Blackout" (Published in January 198M). Is un otherwise noted.
less. It proposes an objective of one in available for inspection and copying for / ction 50.7 al e d
one hundred thousand (10.-) per reactor- a fee at the NRC Public Docpment . sec 10 as issued under Pub. S.C

year for station blackout caused core Room. 1717 H Street, NW, Washie 0.2 .2851 (nd

meltdown and an objective of only DC 20555. Free single copies of ft 5851). Sections 5057(d), 50.58.50.91. and

about four hours coping capability. NUREC-1109 may be obtained b 50.92 also Issued under Pub. L 97-415,96

1 would appreciate comments on writing to the Publication .emIeps Stat. 2071, 2073 (42 U.S.C. 2133, 2239).

•hether the NRC should require Section, Room P-130A. l I f Section 60.78 also Issued under sec. 122.

)stantlal improvements in safety with Technical informationunU ocint 88 Stat. 039 (42 U.S.C. 2152). Sections
ipect to station blackout, like those Control, U.S. Nuclear RihW• 50.80-50.81 also issued under sec. 284, 68

Leing accomplished In other countries, Commission, Wa ngt6n.C 20555. Stat. 9.54, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2234).
which can be achi' eved at reasonable The Com ulc Sections 50.100-50.102 also issued under
cost and which go beyond those commenton e, analysis. sec. 188, 68 Stat 955 (42 U.S.C. 2238).
proposed in this rulemaking. Commentso d d ,ft analysis may be For the purposes of sec. 223, 66 Stat.

oNm submit od t RC as indicated under 958A as amended (42 U.S.C. 2273).
Finding Availability the 5 eading. I I 50.10(a), (b), and (c), 50.44,50.40,

50.48. 50.54. and 50.80(a) are Issued
The Commission has determine under I exibility Certification under sec. 282b, 88 Stat. 948, as

the National Environmental Policy Act ordance with the Regulatory amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b]) J I 50.101b)
of 195 as amended, and the exibi ity Act of 1980. 5 U.S.C. 605(b), and (c) and 50.54 are issued under sec.
Commission's regulations in Subpart ommiss ion hereby certifies that 1611. 8 Stat. 949, as amended (42 U.S.C.
of 10 CFR Part 51, that this rule, if' this proposed rule, if promulgated, will 2201(i)t and I1 50.55(e), 50.59(b). 50.70.
adopted, would not be a major F• "eot have a significant economic impact 50.71, 50.72. 50.73, and 50.78 are issued
action significantly affecting/te I n a substantial number of small under sec. 161o. 68 Stat. 950. as
of the human environment, in-d entities. This proposed rule specifies amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).
therefore an environmejlal bm ct that nuclear power plants be able to 2. In 1 502. a defmition of "station
statement is not requjW. There ould withstand a total loss of AC power for a blackout" is added in the alphabetical
not be anyadverse -vi/] mental specified time duration and maintain sequence to read as follows:
impacts as a res 'e posed rule reactor core cooling during that period.
for the followin9reýsio : (1) There These facilities are licensed under the 1 50.2 Defiiltions.
would be no d1n adiological provisions of 10 CFR 50.21(b) an4 10
exposure/•!h• ][ public or plant CFR 50.22. The companies that own "Station blackout" means the
employees plant shutdown is these facilities .do not fall within the complete loss of alternating current (AC)
not required Nthere would be no scope of "small entities" as set forth in electric power to the essential and
additional environmental impacts as a the Regulatory Flexibility Act or the nonessential switchgear buses in a
resu#,f the need for replacement small business size standards set forth nuclear power plant (i.e., loss of the
power. The environmental assessment in regulations issued by the Small offaite electric power system concurrent
and finding of no significant impact on Business Administration in 13 CFR Part with turbine trip and unavailability of
which this determination is based are 121. the onsite emergency AC power
available for inspection and copying for
a fee at the NRC Public Document List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 50 system).
")om. 1717 H Street, NW, Washington, Antitrust. Classified information, Fire 3.VA new 1 50.53 is added to reed as

"Single copies of the environmental prevention, Incorporation by reference, follows:
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1 50.63 Loss of all alternattng curr•nt Commission will notify the licensee of likelihood of their simultaneous failure under
pwowr. its determination of the specified station operating and postulated accident and

(a) Requirements. Eich light-water- blackout duration to be used in environmental conditions. A swilchyard
cooled nuclear power plant licensed to determining compliance with General common to both circuits Is acceptable. Each
operate must be able to withstand and Design Criterion 17 of Appendix A of of these circuits shall be designed to be
recover from a station blackout as this part, available in sufficient time follwing a loes Ofdefined in r 50.2 for a specified duration pd) rmplement.ton-Scheduleo sit onsite alternating current Power supplies
dnin accordanc w2 toraecuifmed s d ion dtfor and the other offsite elecurtc power circuit, to
in accordance with the requirements in Implementing Equipment Modifications. asure that specified acceptable fuel design
paragraph (e) of General Design (1) For each light-water.cooled nuclear limits and design conditions of the reactor
Criterion 17 of Appendix A of this part. power plant licensed to operate on or coolant p1essmue boundary are not exceeded.

(b) Limitation of Scope. Paragraphs (c) before [insert the effective date of this One of these circuits shall be desined to be
and (d) of this section do not apply to amendment], the licensee shall, within available within a few seconds folowing a
those plants licensed to operate prior to 180 days of the notification provided in loss-of-coolant accident to assure thj10
(insert the effective date of this accordance with paragraph (cXz) of this cooting. containment Integrity, fl al
amendment) if the capability to sections submit to the Director of the sft functions are intad.

withstand station blackout was Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation a (dl Provisions shall beim
conidre inth oertin lceseminimize the probability owa~uuconsidered in the operating license schedule for implementing any power front any of the re pplies as

proceeding and a specified duration was equipment and procedure modifications a result of or cotncid wt, of
accepted as the licensing basis for the necessary to meet the requirements of power generated b power unit.
facility. General Design Criterion 27 of Appendix the loss of powerj".sm isslon

(c) Implementation-Determinotion Of A of this part. This submittal must network, oth.lIssce r from the onshte
Station Blackout Duration. (1) For each include an explanation of the schedule (eleatirc d associated
light-water-cooled nuclear power plant and a justification if the schedule does coolant r c
licensed to operate on or before [insert not provide for completion of the c eooanon battetios. systeg bhe onttef, as.all provide
the effective date of this amendment). modifications within two years of the ty and capability to assure
the licensee shall submit to the Director notification provided in accordance with., a cooled and containment
of the Office of Nuclear Reactor paragraph (c)(2) of this section. tis maintained in the event of a
Regulation by [insert a date 270 days (2) The licensee and the NRC staff ,ackout (as defined in 50.2) fora
after the effective date of this shall mutually agree upon a final fled duartion. The following factors
amendment): schedule for implement*ng modiIU be considered in speciflrin the station

(i) A determination of the maximum necessary to comply withthe ckout duration: (I) the redundancy of the
duration for which the plant as currently requirements of Criterion 17. onsite emergency AC power sources. (2) the
designed is able to maintain core,, retiabitity of the onepts emgquency AC poweo
cooling and containment integrity in the 4. In Appendix A, Ge~ Des sources, (3) the expected frequency of loss of
event of a station blackout as defined in Criterion 27 is revised d a offsite power, and (4) thi probable time
e 50.2f sollows, needed to restore offaite power.1 50 .2.D 

t d a as i g o ,D , h s i t a
Jil) A description of the procedures Appendix A-GoC n ' g Criteria oted at Washington, DC, thi 17th day

that have been.established for station for Nuclear Pow M Forhthe Nuclearn Reglatory Commissooh
blackout events for the duration or
determined in paragraph (t{](1{i) of this ik Samuel J. lk,
section and for recovery therefrom; II. Protec& Muiliple Fission Product Secretary of the Commission.

(iii) An identification of the factor(s) Born i
that limit the capability of the plant toI * * Dackfit Analysts
cope with a station blackout for a longer .-Electric power systems. (a) Analysis and Determination That thle
time than that determined in paragraph ite electric power system and an ProposedRu/emakjin To Amend 10 CFR

S sectionelectric power system shall be 0 Concerning Station Blackout[iv) A proposed vided to permit functioning of atructures, Complies With the Backfit Rule 10 CFRduration to be usedion deerkn Items, and components important to safety.duratompliane usw in p The safety function for each system
compliance with paragraph le) (assuming the other system is not Te Commission's existing regulations
General Design Criterion 17 xpen functioning) shall be to provide sufficient es Comlis sionts esig n
A of this part, including a 6ti capacity and capability to enstue that-W establish requirements for the design
for the selection based o . specified acceptable fuel design limits and te msing of onsite and offs0te electnc

(A) The redundan I>ohe onisite design conditions of the reactor coolant power systems (10 CFR Part 50,
emergency AC poiypurces; pressure boundary are not exceeded as a Appendix A. General Design Criteria 17

(B) The reliabj ko uha onsiae result of anticipated operational occurrences and 18). However. as.operating
emergency A ow% soulces; and t(l the core as cooled end containment experience has accumulated, theC) The m ee of lss of integrity and other vital functions are concern has arisen regarding theoffsite pow9 .. led e ls maintained in the event of postulated reliability of both the offsite and onsite

(D) Im e time needed to 1b) The onsile electric power supplies, emergency AC power systems. These
restoredef epWwerp and including the batteries and the onsite electrc systems provide power for various

(vAnide ification of the factors, if distribution system, shall have sufficient safety systems including reactor core
any. that limit the capability of the plant independence. redundancy. and testability to decay heat removat and containment

meet the requirements of Criterion 17 perform their safety functions assuming a heat removal which are essential for

for the specified station blackout single failure. preserving the Integrity of the reactor

duration proposed in networe tosos t os(c) Electrc dm mssion core and the containment building,
paragraph (c)(1)(iv) of this section. system shall be supplied by two physically respectively. In numerous instances

(2) After consideration of the independent circuits bnot necessarily on emergency diesel generators have failed

information submitted In accordance separate rights of way) designed and located to start and run during tests conducted
with paragraph (c)(1) of this section. the so as to minimize to the extent practical the at operating p!ants. In addition, a
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Iimber of operating plants have The estimated total cost for 17

perienced a total loss of offsite operating reactors to comply with the
Octrlc power, and more such proposed resolution of USI A-44 is
acurrences are expected. Existing about $40 million. The average cost per

regulations do not require explicitly that reactor would be around $600,000
nuclear power plants be designed to ranging from $zo0.,oo if only a station
withstand the loss of all AC power for blackout assessment and procedures
any specified plerod, and training are necessary, to a

This issue has been studied by the maximum of about $4 million if
staff as part of Unresolved Safety Issue substantial moditflcations are needed,
(USI) A-44, "Station Blackout." Both including requalification of a diesel
deterministic and probabilistic analyses generator.
were performed to determine the timing The overall value-impact ratio, not
and consequences of various accident Including accident avoidance costs, is
sequences and to identify the dominant about 2,000 person-rems averted per
factors affecting the likelihood of core million dollars. If cost savings to
melt accidents from station blackout. industry from accident avoidance (i.e..
These studies indicate that station cleanup and repair of onsite damages
blackout can be a significant contributor and replacement power) were included,
to the overall plant risk. Consequently, the overall value-impact ratio would
the Commission is proposing to amend improve significantly to about 8,000
its regulations to require that plants be person-rams averted per million dollars.
capable of withstanding a total loss of This analysis supports a
AC power for a specified duration and determination that a substantial
to maintain reactor core cooling during increase in the protection of the public
that period, health and safety will be derived from

An analysis of the benefits and costs the backfit in the proposed station
of implementing the proposed station blackout rule, and that the backflt is
blackout rule is presented in NUREG- justified in view of the direct and
1109. Draft Report For Comment, Indirect costs of implementing the N
"Regulatory Analysis for the Resolution proposed rule.
of Unresolved Safety Issue A-44, Station The quantitative value-impact J
Blackout." 4 The benefit from analysis discussed abo.ve 2te4 lih
implementing the proposed rule is a factors considered in eveaptingJhe

duction in the frequency of cowe melt -proposed rule, but othfo so
-r reactor-year due to station blackout played a part in the d "CZ sn

and the associated risk of offaite process. ProbabiliV qrisk ssment
radioactive releases. The risk reduction (PRA) studiesFpe•5R "q'dJbr this USI, as
for 67 operating reactors is estimated to well as some spiMllc PRis. have
be 80.000 person-rems.5 shown tha ti. blackout can be a

The cost for licensees to comply with signific at!Vco Ilou•br to cors melt
the proposed backfit would vary freqe q ndn ith consideration of.
depending on the existing capability of co en ure, station blackout
each plant to cope with a station evtan represent an important
blackout, as well as the specified station ntrior to reactor risk. in general,
blackout duration for that plant. The lJ/tive containment systems required for
costs would be primarily for licensees movel, pressure suppression, and
develop procedures. to improve di dioactlvity removal from the
generator reliability if the reliabllI.• . containment atmosphere following an
falls below certain levels, ano /re accident are unavailable during a
plants with additional compt * or station blackout. Therefore, the offsite
systems, as necessary, t eet' k risk is higher from a core melt resulting
proposed requiremen from station blackout than it is from

_ _pl many other accident scenarios.
Draft NUREC-it &am d public Although there are licensing

commenl in lanuap, Cp m requirements for guidance directed at
available for I dp •o dring for a fee at the providing reliable offeite and onsile AC
NRC Public [,lameU 717 H StmeeL NW..
Waulthngton a single copies of Draft power, experience has shown that there
NUR.C-1,~~ osmined by writing to the are practical limitations in ensuring the
Publication Servic t lion. Room P.-1030A. reliability of offalte and onsite
Diviskon of Technical Information and Document emergency AC power systems. PotentialControl U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.Waonrm. D =s5 vulnerabilities to common cause failures

S11Th value-impect analysis in NUREGC-1109 was associated with design. operational and
based on plant-specific informarton for a total of 07 environmental factors can affect AC
reactors. Although there are currently about 100 power system reliability. For example, if
opertilng reactors. the overall va•me-mpoct ratio n potential common cause failures of

UR •.EC--log would not change significantly
because of the Increase In the number of operating emergency diesel generators exist (e.g.,

"mute. .in service-water or DC power support

systems), then the estimated core
damage frequency from station blackout
events can increase significantly.

The estimated frequency of core
damasge from station blackout events is
directly proportional to the frequency of
the initiating event. Estimates of station
blackout frequencies for this USI were
based on actual operational experience.
This Is assumed to be a realistic
Indicator of future performance. An
argument can be made that the futu
performance will be better than p
For example, when problems wi
offsite power grid ariseh l
and therefore, grd relabi•i
improve. On the other he power
failures may become r u I
because fewer pl -t! mIet built.
and more power b milled
between regli pcing greater
stress on tr4Isind nes.

A numbet jforgn countries,
includ P7ia retain. Sweden,
G eimindgelgium, have taken steps
to~edticikiik from station blackoqt

to. •ese steps include adding
atures to enhance the

bility of the plant to cope with a
t on blackout for a substantial period
tof time, and/or adding redundant and
diverse emergency AC power sources.

The factors discussed above support
the determination that additional
defense in depth provided by the ability
of a plant to cope with station blackout
for a specific duration is warranted. The
Commission has considered how this
backfit should be prioritized and
scheduled in light of other regulatory
activities ongoing at operating nuclear
power plants. Station blackout warrants
a high priority ranking based on both its
status as an "unresolved safety issue"
and the results and conclusions reached
in resolving this issue. As noted in the
implementation section of theproposed
rule (I 50.63(d)). the schedule for
equipment modification (if needed to
meet the requirements of the proposed
rule) shahf be mutually agreed upon by
the licensee and NRC. Modifications
that cannot be scheduled for completion
within two years after NRC accepts the
licensee's specified station blackout
duration must be justified by the
licensee.

Analysis of 50.109(c) Factors

1. Statement of the specific objectives
that the proposed backfit is designed to
achieve.

The NRC staff has completed a review
and evaluation of information developed
over the past 5 years on Unresolved
Safety Issue (USI) A-44, Station
blackout. As a result of these efforts, the
NRC is proposing fo amend 10 CFR Part
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VO, by the introduction or new § 50.03. training to cope with and recover from a For 07 operating reactors, the
-Station Blackout." and an additional station blackout. estimated total cost for NRC review of
paragraph to General Design Criterion 3. Potential change In the risk to the industry submittals required by the
17, "Electric Power Systems" in public from the accidental off-site proposed rule is U500,000 (based on an
Appendix A. release of radioactive material, estimated average of 120 person-hours

The objective of the proposed rule is Based on an analysis of potential per reactor, see Table 8 in NUREG-
to reduce the risk of severe accidents consequences presented in Section 4 of. 11D9).
associated with station blackout by NUREG-110 , if the proposed rule were &. The potential Impact of differences
making station blackout a relatively implemented, the estimated total risk in facility type. design or age on the
small contributor to total core melt reduction to the public from 67 operating relevancy and practicality of the
frequency. Specifically, the proposed reactors is 80,000 person-rem;proposed beckfit.
rule would require all light-water-cooled 4. Potential impact on radiological The proposed rule applies t
nuclear power plants to be able to cope exposure of facility employees. pressurized water reactors ansi
with a station blackout for a specified For 07 operating reactors, the water reactors. However. in a ni
duration, and to have procedures end estimated total reduction in the specific minimim stttl k
training for such an event. A draft occupational exposure resulting from tepingcapinitfm stat
Regulatory Guide, to be issued along reduced core melt frequnces and differences in plant es e number
with the proposed rule, would provide associated post-accident cleanup and of emergencygens anla t eel ae nmbe
an acceptable method to determine the repair activities is 2,000 person-rem reliability of genera a ite
station blackout duration for each planL (Table 8 in NUREG-109). No Increase emrgeacy o •f stems could
The duration would be determined for in occupational exposure is expected remergen AC s could

from operation and maintenance or Fresult in • capbilities.
each plant based in it comparison of the implementing the proposed rule. Fris em ,'p•,asl wth n already low
individual plant design with factors that Equipment additions and modifications risk from o lackout would behave been identified as the main cotmltddwo eqiewr n rq o latnd a station blackout

cotrbuor t is o cremetcontemplated do not require work in requ o •llto n
contributors to risk of core melt and around the reactor coolant system e short period of time: and
resulting from station blackout. These and therefore would not be expected to 1 if qp.'ardware backfits would be
Factors are: (1) The redundancy of onsite result In significant radiation exposure 11P as a result of the proposed rule.
emergency AC power sources, (2) the (Table 8 in NUREC-1109).. L •n with currently higher risk from
reliability of onsite emergency AC 5. Installation and continui cos a tion blackout would be required to
power sources, (3) the frequency of loss associated with the backfit. Inc thatanid somewhat longer duration
of offaite power and (4) the probable the cost of facility downtime of t, blackouts: and, depending on their
time needed to restore offaite power. of construction delay. existing capability, may need some

2. General description of the activity For 87 operating react ., e toWt' modifications to achieve the longer
that would be required by the licensee estimated cost for asses n th station station blackout capability.
Dr applicant in order to complete the blackout coping cap• edures 9. Whether the proposed backfit is
backfit. and training. insilllo a ware interim or final and, if interim, the

In order to assure that each nuclear backfits (if n ees y), p t downtime, justification for imposing the proposed
power plant is able to withstand and and operatipn. enance is $46 backfit on an interim basis.
recover from a station blackout for a million. ( -6b5ei nd 8 in NUREG- The proposed rule is a final resolution
specified minimum duration, licensees 11209- of USI A-44: It is not an- interim
would be required to assess their plants' _ ot in safety impact of measure.
capability to withstand and recover t or operational
from a station blackout. This evaluation tyncluding the relationship to IFR Doc. 8-m284 Filed 8-26-55 &45 eaml

would include: . sed and existing regulatory ow.n. coso 71W41-U

0 Verifying the adequacy of station requi ments.
battery power. condensate storage teIa he proposed rule for plants to be
capacity, and plant/instrument aj a e to cope with a station blackout DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
the station blackout duration. - should not add to plant or operational

* Verifying adequate reacloricp u complexity. The relationship between Federal Aviation Administration
seal integrity for the station bb~kpit the proposed station blackout rule and
duration so that seal leake, iao lack of proposed and existing regulatory 14 CFR Part 71
seal cooling would not tin a 4lcent requirements is discussed in Section 4.2
primary systenmn coolrentory reduction of NUREC-12109. This discussion tAirspace Docket No. 86-ASW-11
to losw the ability ti re. includes the following NRC generic

* Verifying eh "ty of equipment programs:

needed to o du a station * Generic issue B-58 "Proposed Are;, Dallas/Fort Worth, TX

blackou e ental conditions Actions for Enhancing Reliability of Correction
assocat 1 tal loss of AC power Diesel Generators at Operating Plants."
(i.e.. Iga. o s•ating. ventilation and air • Generic Issue 23, "Reactor Coolant In FR Doc. 88-4939, beginning on page

con tioning). Pump Seal Failures," 7950. in the issue of Friday, March 7.

epending on the plant's existing e USI A-45, "Shutdown Decay Heat 1986, make the following corrections:

capability to cope with a station Removal Requirements." 1. On page 7951. third column, thirty-

blackout, licensees may or may not need @ Generic Issue A-30, "Adequacy of first line, at the end insert "to latitude

to backfit hardware modifications (e.g.. Safety-Related DC Power Supply." 33"13'00" N.,".

adding battery capacity) to comply with 7. The estimated resource burden on 2. On same page, third column, thirty-

the proposed rule. (See item 8 for the NRC associated with the proposed fourth line. before "thence" Insert

additional discussion.) Licensees would backflt and the availability of such "longitude 97'39'3W0" W..,".
be required to have procedures and resources. M.mo cOcD 150"e.A
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PLANT N
Arkansas Nuclear
Beaver Valley 1 & 2
Braidwood 1 & 2
Browns Ferry 1,2 & 3
Brunswick 1,2

ALTERNATE AC
DG

assist- not AAC)

Byron 1,2
Callaway
Calvert Cliffs 1,2
Catawba 1 & 2
Clinton
Columbia Generating Station

Comanche Peak 1,2
Cooper Nuclear Station
Crystal River 3

D.C. Cook I & 2
Davis-Besse

Diablo Canyoni & 2
Dresden 2 & 3

Duane Arnold
Farley I & 2
Fermi 2
FitzPatrick
Fort Calhoun
Ginna
Grand Gulf 1

Harris I
Hatch I & 2

Hope Creek I
Indian Point 2

No

COPING TIME
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours

x
x

x
x
x

AAC Copig

x
X

HPCS DG (A
HPCS DG (AC as
No
No

No
No
Non- class 1E DG
No

2 Non- class 1E DGs

not AAC)
it!AAC)

x

x

No
EDG
Non- class IE CTG
No
No

x

x

No
No
No
EDG
No
GTGs

4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours

4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
8 hours

1
1

x
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Indian Point 3
Kewaunee

La Sallel & 2
Limerick 1 & 2
McGuire 1 & 2
Millstone 2
Millstone 3
Monticello
Nine Mile Point 1 & 2
North Anna 1 & 2
Oconee 1,2 & 3
Oyster Creek

Palisades
Palo Verde 1,2 & 3
Peach Bottom 2 & 3
Perry 1
Pilgrim 1
Point Beach 1 & 2
Prairie Island 1 & 2
Quad Cities 1 & 2
River Bend I
Robinson 2
Saint Lucie 1 & 2
Salem I & 2
San Onofre 2 & 3
Seabrook 1
Sequoyah 1 & 2
South Texas 1 & 2
Summer
Surry I & 2

DG
DG

4 hours

4 hours
x

X

.RDG

lE DG

No V

Non-4dass

Apendix R E
2 Non- class IE JM,
No

2 Non- class IE GTGi

Hydro
HPCS DG (AC assist
Non- class 1E DG
Non- class 1E GTG
EDG

2 Non- class 1E DGs
No
Apendix R EDG
EDG
No

No
No

No
EDG
No
DG

4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
8 hours
8 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours

4 hours
4 hours
4 hours

4 hours (Revised to
8 hours

x

X

X

x

x

x

x

x

X

X

X

4 hoek
4hoA
8 hours

4 hours
4 hours

4 hours
4 hours

4 hours
8 hours
4 hours
4 hours

x

x

2
2

x
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Susquehanna 1 &
Three Mile IslandI1
Turkey Point 3 & 4
Vermont Yankee
Vogtle 1 & 2
Waterford 3

Watts Bar I
Wolf Creek I
TOTAL

No

Non- class IE DG
EDG)ýn- class IE Hydro

4 hours 2 x
4 hours 1 x

8 hours 2 x

8 hours 1 x
4 hours 2 x
4 hours I x

4 hours 1 x
4 hours 1 x

60 units 44 un

10 sites with 8 hr 104

1 site with 16 hr
56 sites with 4 hr

its
No
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION AV"ut 18

REGULATORY GUIDE
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH Wes

*toceonsct

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.155 'Tables 1,
(Teak 815014) 5, and 6.

STATION BLACKOUT

A. INTRODUCTION

Criterion 17, "Electric Power Systems," of Appendix
A, "General Design Criter for Nuclear Power Plants,"
to 10 CFR Pat 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production
and Utilization Facilitic," includes a requirement that
an onalte electric power system And an offsite 6jectric
power system be provided to permit functioning of
structures, systems, and components important to safety.

Criterion 1, "Quality Standards and Records," of
Appendix A to 10CFR Part50 includes a requirement
for a quality assurance program to provide adequate
ap .ince that structures, systems, and components
ftportant to safety will perform their safety functions.

:.C.riteion 18, "Inpection and Testing of Electric
Pfwer Systems," of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50
includes a requirement for appropriate periodic testing
and Inspection of electric power systems important to
safety.

The Commsbsion has amended its regulations in
CFR Part 50. Par-graph (a), "Requirements," of § S
"Loss of All Alternating Current Power,"
each light-water-cooled nuclear power plant be t
withstand and recover from a station bL;1outie,
loss of the offWaite poe lect
with reactor trip and n ty of 0ej le emer-
gency sc electric pow" stem) of duration.
Section 50.63 requires 1Oat, statiol- bilacout
duration, the plant be cepab, taning core
cooling and approppriate c in tegrity. It also
identifie the fators thaty be iderdIn specify-
Ing the statipn blackout 9o.

criteria 1 ad of Ap ,dix A to 10 CFR Part 50
iiity-i safety. iulpmen ineeded to cope with lta-
tlilfl Wack'out- cit-iiaction-s. Appendix A of

/ •~~RCS' REGULATORY GUIDE.S

-~ lt% ids areise odenieadmkeaalbet

icacceptable to the NRC staff of IMPIemen n
specific Pa•r• the ilWlon's regulatons, to delineate tertt doa used by t tA f In w ls tiang S Wecifl = Mo• 9mR or" ot
fated eddent% or to prOVide guidance toppia.
Guides =r not regulatI=:nS And Torn 1hieiice wtthumb not required. Met ods and solutions ditheent from thse set
out In the guies will be acceptable provde a i fotr the
findings requislte to the issuance of continuanc of a permit or
license by the Commission.

This guide was luud aifter 9o01er1"att~ of comments received from
the public. Comments and suggutfion for Improvements In these
guides are encouraged at all times, nd guides Will be reMlled, AS

Mapinmm te commAs and to reflect new Informe.

this regulatory guide provides quality assurin
for zion-safety systems and equipment used
requirements of § 50.63.

This guide describes a method accep
staff for complying with the Com *
requires nuclear power plants tP
with a station blackout for au
guide applies to all lig nu
plants. MP

that

nation. This
clear power

The Advisory
been consulted c
in the regulatorxa

n Reactor Safeguards has
guide and hal concurred

Any in Ls. collection activities related to this
gulat~lJ(jdlW contained as requirements in the
:silrf'•OfVR Part 50 that provides the regulatory
•ds4tl guide. The information collection require-
Mhts in Wrt 50 have been cleared under the Office of
naement and Budget Qearance No. 3150-0011.

B. DISCUSSION

The term "station blackout" refers to the complete
Ion of alternating current electric power to the essential
and nonessential switchgear bues in a nuclear power
plant Station blackout therefore Wivolves the loss of
offate .power concurrent with turbine trip and failure of
the onsite emergency ac power system, but not the los
of.available ac power to buses fed by station batteries
through inverters or the los of power from "alternate
ac sources." Station blackout and alternate ac source
are defined in § 50.2. Because many safety systems
required for reactor core decay heat removal and con-
tainnent heat removal are dependent on ac power, the
consequences of a station blackout could be severe. In
.the event of a station blackout, the capability to cool
the reactor core would be dependent on the availability

The guides are issued In the following ton broad divisions:

1. power Reactors S. Products
2. paseerch and Test Reactors 7. Tranprtatn o h
3. Fue and Materiles Facilities a. Occupatona Helt
4. Environmental and Siting 9. Antitrust and Financial Review
5. Mmterals and Plant Protection 10. GeneraJ

Copies of Issued guides may be Purchase from Vti Government
Printing Office at the current GPO price. information an current
GPO prices may be obtained by contectinl the Superintendent of
Documents. U.S. Government Printing Office, Post Office box

issued :u may also be purchased from the National Technical
Information Service on a standing order basis. Details on this
service may be obtained by writing NTIS, 5285 Port Royal Road,
Springfield, VA 22161.

Written comments may be submitted to the Rules and Procedures
= ,rench, DRR, ADM, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commisslon,Washlngton, DIC 20555.
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of systems that do not require ac power from the essential with design, operational, and environmental factors. Exist-
and nonessential awitchgear buses and on the ability to ing standards and regulatory guides include specific design
restore ac power In a timely manner. criteria and guidance on the Independence of preferred

(offatte) power circuits (see General Design Criterion 17,
The concern about station blackout arose because of "Electric Power Systems," and Section S. 1.3 of Reference

the accumulated experience regarding the reliability of ac 8) and the independence of and limiting interactions
power supplies. Many operating plants have experienced a between dissel generator units at a nuclear station (see
total loss of offaite electric power, and more occurrences General Design Criterion 17, Regulatory Guide 1.6, "Inde-
are expected in the future. In almost every one of these pendence Between Redundant Standby (Onsite) Power
loe-of-offelte-power events, the onsite emergency ac power Sources and Between Their Distribution Systems," Regula-
supplies have been available Immediately to supply the tory Guide 1.75, "Physical Independence of Aectdc
power needed by vital safety equipment. However, In some Systems," and Reference 9). In developing recommenda-
instances, one of the redundant emergencyac power supplies tions in this guide, the staff hasassumed a ering to
.has been unavailable. In a few cases ther has been a con- such standards, licensees have minI9 e- extent
plete loss of ac power, but during these events ac power was practical, single-point vulnerabili - operation
restored in a short time without any serious consequences. that could result in a loss of alln wer or all ondite
In addition, there have been numerous instances when emer- emergency no power.
gency. diesel generators have failed to start and run In
response to tists conducted at operating plants. Onsite emergency ac p em unavailability can

be affected by o from testing and mai*.:
The results of the Reactor Safety Study (Ref. 1) showed .tenance. Typically, ability is about 0.007

that, for one of the two plants evaluated, a station blackout (Reference S),w compared to the minimum
event could be an important. contributor to the total risk emergency reliability specified in Regulad
from nuclear power plant accidents. Although this total risk tory Poregulatory guide (i.e., 0.95 or
was found to be small, the relative importance of station 0.9 r demand). However, in some caes
blackout events was established. Ths finding and the outagesd aintenance can be a significant con-
accumulated diesel generator failure experience increased tribu / 0 rgency diesel generator unavailability.
the concern about station blackout.d on can be kept low by having hlgh-quality

/ tenance procedures and by scheduling regular
In a Commission proceeding addressing station black- eraor maintenance at times when the reactor is

out, it was determined that the Issue should be anal own. Also, limiting conditions for operation in the
to identify preventive or mitigative measures that specifctions are designed to limit the diesel
should be taken. (See Florida Power & Light Co tor unavailability when the plant is operating. As
(St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No. 2) " t long a the unavailability due to testing and maintenance is
12 NRC 30 (1980); modified CLI-81-12, 13 8 not excessive, the maximum emergency diesel generator
(1981),) failure rates for each diesel generatorspecified in Regulatory

Position 1.1 would result In acceptable overall reliability for
The Issue of station blackout Inv /the emergency ac power system.

and duration of the loss of offalta dancy
and reliability of onit•e power systems, Based on § 50.63, all licensees and applicants are
and the potential for sevre accd af sequences afer a required to asseas the capability of their plants to maintain
loss of .ll ac power. Ref provide detailed adequate core cooling and appropriate containment integrity
analyses of these topics. Be dies performed to during a station blackout and to have procedures to cope
date, the results indicate a"ted coremeltfrequancies with such an event This guide presents a method accept-
from station blackout ai co -ably for different plants able to the NRC staff for determining the specified dur&-
and could be a atgnihfan ontrlbutor for some plants. tion for which a plant should be able to withstand a stationn.
In order to reduce & g, action should be taken to resolve blackout in accordance with these requirements. The
the afety coen t ming from station blackout. The application of this method results in selecting a minimum
issue ,i of c•c for both PWRs and BWRs. acceptable station blackout duration capability from 2 to

' 16 hours, depending on a comparison of the plant's charec-
This primarily addresses the following three teristice with those factor. that have been Identified as

tamning highly reliable ac electric power significantly affecting the risk from station blackout. These
eveloping procedures and training to restore factors include redundancy of the onaits emergency ac

f onste emergency ac power should either one or power system (Le., the number of diesel generators available
avan~ilable, and (3) ensurn that plants can for decay heat removal minus the number needed for decay

cope with a station blackout for some period of time based heat removal), the reliability of onaite emergency ac power
on the probability of occurrence of a station blackout it a sources (eg., diesel generators), the frequency of los of
site as well as the capability for restoring mc power in a offalte power, and the probable time to restore offaite
timely fashion for that site, power.

.1

One factor that affects ac power system reliability
is the vulnerability to common cause failures associated

Licensees may propose durations different from those
specified in this guide. The basis for alternative durations

1.155-2
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would be predicated on plant-specific factors relating to the
.reliability of ac power systems such as those discussed in
Reference 2.

The information submitted to comply with § 50.63.
is also required to be incorporated in an update to the
FSAR in accordance with paragraph 50.71(eX4).. It is
expected that the applicant or licensee will have available
for review, as required, the analyses and related informa-
tion supporting the submittal.

Concurrent with the development of this regulatory
guide, and consistent with discussions with the NRC
staff, the Nuclear Management and Resource Council
(NUMARC) has developed guidelines and procedures for
assesuing station blackout coping capability and duration
for light water reactors (NUhfARC-8700, Ref. l0) The
NRC staff has reviewed these guidelines and analysis
methods and concludes that NUMARC-8700 provides
guidance for conformance to § 50.63 that is In large
part identical to the guidance provided in this regulatory
gaide. Table I of this regulatory guide provides a section-
byteection comparison between Regulatory Guide l.155
aii". NUMARC4700. The use of NUMARC-8700 is
further discussed in Section C, Regulatory Position, of
this-guide.

Diesel Generators at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants"
(Roe. 11), or equivalentAl

2. Calculate the nuclear unit "average" EDG reliability
for the last 20, 50, and 100 demands by averaging
the results from step 1 above.

3. Compare the calculated "average" nuclear unit
EDG reliability from step 2 above against the
following criteria:

Last 20 demands > 0.90 reliability
Last 50 demands > 0.94 reliability
Last 100 demands > 0.95 reliability

4. If the EAC group Is A, B, or
three evaluation criteria in
nuclear unit may select an P,
of either 0.95 or 0.975J,
cable coping duration &iF

of the

If the EAC
evaluation cr1
EDG reltabillt3

any of the three

5. Ithe Is'A, B, or C and NONE of the

Sseieuo cmcg min step 3 are met, an DiG
C. REGULATORY POSITION • T of 0.95 must be used for determin-

ie .zikb coping duration from Table 2.
This regulatory guide deseribes a meano acceptable AdI ly, if the "averaged" nuclear unit EDG

to the NRC staff for meeting the requirements of Mob is les than 0.90 based on the last 20
, 50.63 of 10 CFR Part 50. NUMARC-8700 (Ref. 10) de snds, the acceptability of a coping duration
iso provides guidance acceptable to the staff for meet- \ b on an EDG reliability of 0.95 from Table 2

,og -these requirementa. Table I provides & cross-reference e/% must be furtherjustified.
to NUMARC4700 and notes where the regulatory gdeAW. ,pN
takes precedence. ,6 V If the EAC group is D and NONE of the three

1. ONST EMERGENCY AC POWER SOUl
(EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS)

evaluation criteria in step 3 are met, the required
coping duration (derived by using Table 2) should
be increased to the next highest copWng level (Le.,
4 hours to 8 hours, 8 hour to 16 hours)

1.1 Emergency DIel Gartos i iwbpLel

The minimum emergjey. di h or (EDG)
reliability should be targeted demand for
ead:•EDG for plants in emer Qc ) Groups A,
D,•nd C and at 0.975 ped~ or etch EDG for
plhJt In EAC Group D (s able 2). These reliability
lv 'will be consid im " target realabilitles and
eaa plant should an EDG reliability program
cohtiinn the IsUalli• imeuts, or their equivalent,
outlined In Re to osltion 1.2. Plants that select a
target EDG fat e 0.975 will use the higher level
as tle tart EDG reliability programs.

The G bilty for determining the coping
duratlon for a station blackout will be determined as
follows:

1. Calculate the most recent EDG reliability for
each EDG based on the last 20, 50, and 100
demands using defliitions and methodology in
Section 2 of NSAC-108, "Reliability of Emergency

1.2 Reility Progm

The reliable operation of onsite emergency ac power
sources should be ensured by a reliability program
'designed to maintain and monitor the reliability level
of each power source over time for asurance that the
selected reliability levels are being achieved. An EDG
reliability program would typically be composed of the
following elements or activities (or their equivalent):

1. lrdividual EDG reliability target levels consistent
with the plant category and coping duration
selected from Table 2.

2. Surveillance testing and reliability monitoring
programs designed to track EDG performance and
to support maintenance activities.

t nis XDG reliability is not suitable for probabilistic risk
anadyesa for deutl basi sededeats because of the differln8
EDG start-rllabfilty requirement that would be applicable
foz such probablistic risk analyses.

.155-3
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L.. . ..

3. A maintenance program that ensure 'that the. the probability of a station blackout at the site qij
target EDG reliability is being achieved and that well as the capability for restoring ac power for that,
provides a capability for failure analysis and site. Each nuclear power plant has the capability to
root-cause hIestigation&. remove decay heat and maintain appropriate containment.

Integrity without ao power for a limited period of time.
"4. An information and data collection system that Regulatory Position 3.2 provides guidance for determining

services the elements of the reliability program and the length of time that a plant is actually able to cope
that monitors achieved EDG reliability levels with a station blackout. It the plant's actual station
against target values, blackout capability is significantly less than the acpct-• /

able minimum duration, modifications may be necessary
S. Identified responsibilities for the major program to extend the plant's ability to cope w station

elements and a management ovenright program for blackout. Should plant modifications jW eceuary,
reviewing reliability levels being achieved and Regulatory Position 3.3 provides on aking
ensuring that the program is functioning properly, such modifications Whether or am m er t ons ar

necemary, procedures and in blackout
1.3 Procedures for Restoring Emergeicy AC Power events should be provided guidance in

Regulatory Position 3.4,
Guidelines and procedures for actions to restore

emergency ac power when the emergency so power 3.1 tdIn m ABb DoutD tion
system is unavailable should be Integrated with plant- Capabity
specific technical guidelines and emergency operating
procedures developed usi the emergency operating Each nucle should be able to withstand.

procedure upgrade program established in response to and recover ' ftion blackout lasting a spocifiied
Supplement 1, "Requirements for Emergency Response minimum he specified duration of station.
Capability" (Generic Letter No. 82-33),2 to NUREG-0737, blacko based on the following factors:..
"Clariflcation of TMI Action Plan Requirements"'
(Ref. 12). undancy of the onuite emergency '"

/1) system (Le., the number of power sourcd,
2. OM POWER ffable minus the number needed for decay heat;

moval),
Procedures should include the actions

restore offate power and use nearby power so 2. The reliability of each of the onsite emergency aw
when offalte power is unavailable. As a m 111m,",/ power sources (e.g, diesel generator),
following potential causes for loss of o 0o
should be considered: 3. The expected frequency of loss of offsite power.

6

Grid undervoltage and collapse
Weather-induced power loss
Preferred power distributio(
could result in the los of
tial switchar buses

and

4. The probable time needed to restore offsite power.
efyaultB4 that
power to essen-

3. ABILITY TO COP: TATION BLACKOUT

The ability t co a station blackout for a
certain time pro . additional "defenwse-n-depth should
both offate d a emergency as power systems fail
concunenti. tryPosition 3.1 provides a method

to dia / acceptable minimum time that a plant
0 be~Latq.c0P~yith _A. sftaln MtkckqqL mjjkat-9

,,oa or additions to generic tecMnical guide-
wer necessary to dea with a station blackout for

' 4 pint desisa should be Identifed as deviatloas
a planf?." WUc i technaical sldelnes s required by

a enat I to NUREG-0737 (Rute. 12) and outlined In
NBG-.OS9P, "Guidelines tot me Preparation of lmar-
pa•y Operating Psoeadures ".(Ref. 13).

3 This includes such items as nearby or onuite pas turbine
generators, portable Senerstors .hydro generators, and
lac fosslu power plants.

. 41ncludea such failures as the distribution system hard-
wae, switching and maintna-nce erors, and .1isinJ.
induced faults.

A method for determining an acceptable minimum
station blackout duration capability u a function of
the above site- and plant-related charactedrstics is given
in Table 2. Tables 3 through. 8 provide the necessary
detailed descriptions and definitions of the various
factors used in Table 2. Table 3 identifies different levels
of redundancy of the onsite emergency ac power system
used to define the emergency ac power configuruiloo.
groups in Table 2. Table 4 provides definitions of the
three offalto power design characteristic groups used in.
Table 2. The groups are defined according to various
combinations of the following factors: (1)independencd
of offilte power (I), (2) severe weather (SW), (3) severe
weather recovery (SWR), and (4) extremely seie_
weather (ESW). The definitions of the factors I, S W
SWR, and ESW are provided in Tables 5 through'".;
respectively. After identifying the appropriate groups
from Tables 3 and 4 and the reliability level of the
onsite emergency ac power solrces. (determined in accor-
dance with Regulatory Position 1.I), Table 2 can be
used to determine the acceptable minimum station
blackout duration capability for each plant.

I$S-4
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3.2 Evaluation of Plant-Specific Station Blackout
Capability

Each nuclear power plant should be evaluated to
determine its capability to withstand and recover from a
station blackout of the acceptable duration determined
for that plant (see Regulatory Position 3.1) The follow-
ing considerations should be Included when determining
the plant's capability to cope with a station blackout

3.2.1. The evaluation should be performed assuming
ihat the station blackout event occurs while the reactor
is operating at 100% rated thermal power and has been
at this power level for at least 100 days.

3.2.2. The capability of all systems and components
ngcessary to provide core cooling and decay heat
removal following a station blackout should be deter-
-mied, Including station battery capacity, condensate
S'orage tank capacity, compressed air capacity, and
instrumentation and control requirements.

3.2.3. The ability to maintain adequate reactor
coolant system inventory to ensure that the core is
cooled should be evaluated, taking into consideration
shrinkage, leakage from pump seals, and inventory loss
frbin letdown or other normally open lines dependent
on ac power for isolation.

environments if an assessment has been performed that
provides reasonable assurance that the required equip.
ment will remain operable.

3.2.5. Consideration should be given to using available
non-safety-related equipment, as well as safety-related
equipment, to cope with a station blackout provided
such equipment meets the recommendations of Regula-
tory Positions3.3.3 and 3.3.4. Onsite or nearby alternate
as (AAC) power. sources that are independent and
dives from the normal Class IE emergency ac power
Sources (e.g, gas turbine, separate diesel enine, t
supplies) will constitute an acceptable station ut
coping capability provided an analysis is
demonstrates the plant has this capab-/•
onset of station blackout until the AA uree
or sources are started and lined up equip-
ment necessary to.cope with sta ut for the
required duration.

In general, equipment req •Cp with a station
blackout during the first 8 tJ~rsjiould be available on
the site. For equipmen •otled on the site, consid-
eration should be 6I .$ lbrlity and accessibility
in the time req dh consideration of weaither
conditions a& 0 during a loss of offaitepow er. 4ý 1

SIf t~ bhurce or sources meet the recommends-
3.2.4. The design adequacy and capability of equip- tionsoN t 3.3.5 and can be demonstrated by test

ment needed to cope with a station blackout for the te a to power the shutdown buses within 10
-equired duration and recovery period should be addressed of the onset of station blackout, no coping
ýnd evaluated as appropriate for the associated environ- required.
mental conditions. This should include consideration
appropriate of the following: 3.2.6. Consideration should be given to timely opera-

or actions inside or outside the control room that
1. Potential failures of equipment necessary t e would increase the length of time that the plant can

with the station blackout, / cope with a station blackout provided it can be demon-
strated that these actions can be carried out In a timely

2. Potential environmental effects on e/ ty fashion. For example, if station battery capacity is a
and reliability of equipment nto cope limiting factor in coping with a station blackout,. shed-
with the station blackout, ,• possible ding nonessential loads on the batteries could extend
effects of fire protection systd jlmra.d the time until the battery is depleted. If load shedding

0~3' Potential effects of other 7at. , ch as weather, or other operator actions are considered, correponding
o e aprocedures should be incorporated into the plant-specific

on station blackou rev o equipment (e.g., technical guidelines and emergency operating procedures.
..auxiliary equipment .•-0erate onsite buses or to
recover EDGe o/ , equipment as needed), 3.2.7. The ability to maintain "appropriate contain-

meat integrity" should be addressed. "Appropriate
4. Potential blfd6~h concerns for those areas that containment integrity" for station blackout means that
• would ruir&'perator access during the station adequate containment integrity is ensured by providing

blacko & rovery period. the capability, independent of the preferred and blacked-
out unit's onsite emergency ac power supplies, for valve

Evalu sis t have already been performed need position indication and closure for containment isolation
not b/luph ted. For example, if safety-related equip- valves that may be in the open position at the onset of
Inet required during a total loss of ac power has been a station blackout. The following valves are excluded
qualified to operate under environmental conditions from consideration:
exceeding those expected under a station blackout (e.g.,
loss of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning), addi- I. Valves normally locked closed during operation,
tional analyses need not be performed. Equipment will
be considered acceptable for station blackout temperature 2. Valves that fail closed on a loss of power,

1.155-5
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3. Check valves,

4. Valves in nonradioactive closed-loop systems not
expected to be breached in a station blackout
(this does not Include lines that communicate
directly with containment atmosphere), and

5. Valves of less than 3-inch nominal diameter.

3.3 Modifications To Cope with Station Blackout

If. the plant's station blackout capability, as deter-
mined according to the guidance in Regulatory Position
3.2, is slsnflcintly less than the minimum acceptable
plant-specific station blackout duration (as. developed
according to Regulatory Position 3.1 or as justified by
the licensee or applicant on some other basis and

other means of control are required, it should be
demonstrated that these steps can be carried out
in a timely fashion, and

2. If the system must operate within 10 minutes of a
loss of all ac power, it should be capable of being
actuated from the control room.

3.3.S. If an AAC power source is selected specifically
for satisfying the requirements for station blackout, the
design should meet the following criteria:

1. The AAC power source sho . :!Mally
be directly connected to thpj '-or the
blacked-out unit's onsite e/j cy ac power
system .%L /

accepted by the stif), modifications to the plant may 2. There should be.a m g tential for common
be necessary to extenid the time the plant is able to -caume failure 'rQj,.d or the blacked-out
cope with a station blackout. If modifications are unit's onsitee .. ac power sources. No
needed, the following itenms should be considered: single-point should exist whereby a

weather- , or single active failure could
3.3.1. If, after consdldeing load shedding to extend disable of the blacked-out unit's onsite

the time uptil battery epletion, battery capacity must eme s wa r sources or the preferred power
be extended further to'meet the station blackout dum- ously fall the AAC power
tion recommended l& R'egulatory Position31l, it is
considered acceptable either to add batteries or to add a
charging system for the existing batteries that is lade- 3 power source should be available in. a
pendent of both the offaite and the blacked-out unit's y manner after the onset of station blackout
onsite emergency &o power systems, such as a dedicated d have provisions to be manually connected to
diesel generator. one or all of the redundant safety buses as required.

The time required* for making this equipment
3.3.2. If the capacity of the condensate o available should not be more than I hour as

is not sufficient to remove decay heat for demonstrated by. test. If the AAC power source.
blackout duration recommended in Regulatory can be demonstrated by test to be available to
a system meeting the requirements of R si- power the shutdown buses within 10 minutes of
tion 3.3 to resupply the tank from an tar the onset of station blackout, no coping analysis
source Is an acceptable means to I capacity is required.
provided any power s6urce provide addi-
tional water Is independent of boW offsite and the 4. The AAC power source should. have sufficient
blacked-out unit's onsite em sC power systems, capacity to operate the systems necessary for

coping with a station blackout for the time required
3.3.3. If the comp acity is not sufficient to bring and maintain the plant in safe shutdown.

to remove decay e4pi, and o maintain appropriate
containment int gation blackout duration S. The AAC power system should be inspected,
recommended in tory Position 3.1, a system to maintained, and tested periodically to demonstrate
provide sufC• ct ~ yfrom an alternative source operability and reliability. The reliability of the
that meets t Position 3.5 is an acceptable AAC power system should meet or exceed 95 per-
means to e air capacity provided any power cent as determined In accordance with NSAC-108
source s to provide additional air is independent (Ref. 11) or equivalent methodology.
of bo kpfsite and the blacked-out unit's onsite

power systems. An AAC power source serving a multiple-unit site
where onsite emergency ac sources are not shared

a system is required for primary coolant between units should have, as a minimum, the capacity
charging and makeup, reactor coolant pump seal cooling and capability for coping with station blackout in any.
or injection, decay heat removal, or maintaining appro- of the units.
priate containment integrity specifically to meet the
station blackout duration recommended in Regulatory At sites where onsite emergency sources are shared
Position 3.1, the following criteria should be met: between units, the AAC power sources should have the

1. The system should be capable of being actuated
and controlled from the control room, or if

capacity and capability to ensure that all units can bel
brought to and maintained in safe shutdown (Le., those
plant conditions defined in plant technical specifications

. 155-6
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as Hot Standby or Hot Shutdown, as appropriate). Plants Position 3.1 and to restore normal long-term core cooling/
have the option of- maintaining the RCS -at normal decay heat removal once so power is restored.
'erating temperatures or at reduced temperatures.

3.5 Quality Assurance and Specification Guidance for
Plants that have more than the required redundancy Station Blackout Equipment That Ih Not Safety-

of emergency ac sources for loss-of-offsite-power condi- Related
tions, on a per nuclear unit basis, may us one of the
existing emergency sources as an AAC power source Appendices A and B provide guidance an quality assurance
provided it meets the applicable criteria for an AAC (QA) activities and specifications respectively for non-safety.
source. Additionally, emergency diesel generators with related equipment used to meet the requirements of § 50.63
l-out-of-2-Ahared and 2-out-of-3-shared ac power configura- and not already covered by existing QA requirements in
tions may not be used as AAC power sources. AppendixfB or R of Part S0. Appropriate activities ould

be implemented from among those listed In t p
."3.3.6. If a system or component is added specifically dices depending on whether the non-safety

to. meet the recommendations on station blackout being added (new) or is existing. This Q
d•rrtion in Regulatory Position 3.1, system walk downs applicable to non-safety systems and equ ect-
and, initial tests of new or modified, systems or critical kig Efe iequirements' o-f 5•0.63 of i'0 Part 50.
components should be performed to verify that the The guidance on QA and spe iose
modifications were performed properly. Failures of lesser degree of stringency byl - ments for
added components that may be vulnerable to internal or involvement of parties outside t • l e orgpization.
external hazards within the design basis (e.g., seismic NRC inspections wlfl focuse I ementation and
events) should not affect the operation of systems effectiveness of the quality tio l described in Appen-
required for the design basis accident. dices A and B. Additio yt4 uipment installed to

meet the, station b mbu i'ust be implemented
3.3.7. A system or component added specifically to such that it does n de tii existing safety-related

meet the recommendations on station blackout duration systems. This mplish.i by making the non-
in Regulatory Position 3.1 should be inspected, main- safety-relate t as independent as practicable
tained, and tested periodically to demonstrate equipment from / related systaels. The non-safety
operability and reliability. n in Appendix B are acceptable to the

NRC for ig to a station blackout.
3.4 Procedures and Trinn To Cope with Stationu

BrackoutaiigT/ D. IMPLEMENTATION

Proceduress and training should include all perat purpose of this section is to provide information
actions ncessary to cope with a station blackout for, t pplicants and licensees regarding the NRC staff's plans
least the duration determined according to Re or uof this regulatory guide. Except in those cae in

,.. which the applicant or licensee proposes an acceptable
alternative method for complying with specified portions

!Procedures should be intepreted with of the Commission's regulations, the method described in
technical guedelines and emersency opCIAi oe Ur this guide may be used in the evaluation of submittals byUawloped using the. emeus~ency operstin •pi~edure up-
devel prope am U stboing r eepope uppslmead s of applicants for construction permits and operating licenses

NUflEG-O737 (Ret. 12). The tasks porti. of the (as appropriate) and will be used to evaluate licensees who
anaraency operatig proer um • • m stngoula are required to comply with f 50.63, "Lou of All Alter-

blank of uatrument e durig..ating•• noting Current Power," of 10 CPR Part SO.
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TABLE I

CROSS-REFERENCE BETWEEN REGULATORY
GUIDE 1.155 AND NUMARC.700

Rqpe osy Position
In R.G. 1.135

1.1

1.2

1.3

2

3.1

3.2.1

3.2.2

3.2.3

3.2.4

Sectire ,, NUUARC-8700

3.2.3,3.2.4

Appendix D

4.2.1,4.3.1

4.2.2,4.3.2

3

2.2.1, 2.2.2

2.9,7.2.1,7 •••2.

2.7,42, 4 .2 •.2A.

3.2.5

3.2.6

3.2.7

/iNL N47ml, Appendices B and C

V4.2.3.1, 7.21.1,7.2.2.7.2.3

7.2.2

7.2.1

7.2.3

2.5

2.3.1, 7.1.1, 7.1.2, Appendices A,
B, and C

None (Use Regulatory Guide L.ISS)

4.2.10(2), 4.3.1(12), Appendices A
and B

3.3.5

3.3.6

3.3.7

3.4

3.S

Appendix A

Appendix B

4

None (Use Regulatory Guide 1.155)

None (Use Regulatory Guide 1.ISS)

None (Use Regulatory Guide 1.15S

1.155-8
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TABLE 2

ACCEPTABLE 5TATIONMBLACKOUT DURATION CAPABILITY IHOURS)a

Emergency AC Power Configuration Grodpb

B

Unit "Averae" EDG

0.975 COffsite Power Design.

Characteristic Groupa

PI

P2

P3

.95

aVailations from these times will be considered by the staff fjustification,
by the licensre. The methodolog" and sensitivity studies presented in NUREG-1
justiflication.

be Table 3 to determine emergency ac power configuration goup.

cSee Regulatory Position 1.1.

dsee Table 4 to determine groups PI, P2, and P3.

onefit analysis, Js provided
acceptable for us in tiks

x

1.1554 9
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TABLE 3

EMERGENCY AC POWER CONFIGURATION GROUPF"

EAC Power
Configuration
Group

Number of E.jC
Power Sources

Number of EAC Power Sources
Required To Operate AC-Powered
Decay Heat Removal Systemsc,

aspecial-purpose dedicated dieselkhqgg such as those associated with high-pressure core
spray systems at some BWRs. are n ou -•ld in the determination of EAC power configuration
groups.

b'f any of the EAC po shared among units at a multi-unit site, this is the total

number of shared and dedicat for those units at the site.

OThis number is n the ac loads required to remove decay heat (including ac-powered
decay heat removal a and maintain safe shutdown at all units at the site with offaite
power unavs Iad bnot i

]Fr p sore otsae wt teruis

guer sources shared with another unit at a multi-unit site.
EAC power sources in which each diesel generator is capable of providing ac power

one unit at a site concurrently.

1.155-10
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TABLE 4

OFF$ITE POWER DESIGNCHARACTERISTIC GROUPS

Group Offaite Power Desigr Characteristics

Sites that have any combination of the following factors:

18 swb SWRC ESWd

PI 1or2 1 or2 I or2 1 or2
I or2 1 I or2 .3
lor2 3 1 1or2

P2 All other sitem notIn PI or P3.;z

Sites that expect to experience a total loss of offuite P4
caused by grid failures at a frequency equal to or great
once in 20 site-years, unless the site has procedures to
ac power from reliable alternative (nonemergenq2ylk
sources within approximately one-half hour fo b
failure. , or

orf

Sites that have any combuiation 1 Wing factors

P3 I
AnylI

Any I
Any I
Any I
I or2

3

SW SWR ESW

2 AnyBSW
I or2 5

1 Any ESW
2 1,2,3, or 4
2 4
2 3 or 4

I

2See Table 5 for de
bSee Table 6 for

0See Table 7 .1d
dgec Tablý$8 or)do

f independence of offaitO power (I) groups.
Iti_.ns of severe weather (SW) groups.
dons of severe weather recovery (SWR) roups.
ions of extremely severe weather (ESW) groups.

/N
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TABLE S

DEFINITIONS OF INDEPENDENCE OF OFFSITE POWER GROUPS

Categozy 12

1. All offsite power sources are l.a. All otfaite power sources are c e to the
connected to the plant plant through one switchyar
through two or more
switchyards or separate OR
incoming transmission

1. Independence of offsite lines, but at least one of L.b. All offslte power so connected to the
power sources 4 the ac sources Is electrically plant through tw r it hyard

independent of the others, the switchy y connected.representatAve 
ofths 

esg(The independent 69-kV (The 345. an I 'itchyards In Figures
llnein Flge I jS 2 and3 design featur)
representative of this desRgnfeature)

2. Automatic and manual
transfer schemes for the
Class IE buses when the
normal source of ac power
fails and when the back-
up sources of offsite
power fail.

a. The normal source of
ac power is assumed
to be the unit main
generator.

Class IE buses
normally designed

o be connected to the
preferred or alternate
power sources.

f 2.a. After loss of the normal ac
sources

(1) Thereusanautom
transfer, of allsae
shutdown buses to
a separate p•
alternate pe.

(2) Theres au~to one

t preferred power
soure or to alter.
nate offaite power

Sour= r

2I f the normal
(~source, there is

lag 'Kx ,omatc tanser Of
" uldow-b•utdownuses

&M, pne pezifd alter-
nate power source. I
this source fails, there
may be one or more
manual transfers of
power source to the
remaining preferred
or alternate offaite
power sources.

OR

2.a. If the normal
source of ac
power fails, there
are no automatic
transfers and
one or more
manual transfers
of an safe-shut-
down buses
to preferred or
alternate off-
site power
sources.

OR

There is one auto-
matic transfer
and no manual
transfer of all
safe-shutdown
busesto one
preferred or
ozle alternate
offsite power
source,

OR

2.b. Each sfe-shutdown bus is
normally connected to a
separate preferred alter-
nate power source with
automatic or manual
transfer capability
between the prefrred
or alternate sources.

2.b. The safe-shutdown buses are normally aligned
to the same preferred power source with
either an automatic or manual transfer to the
remaining preferred or alternate ac power
soUrce.

4

1.155-12
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TABLE 8

DEFINITIONS OF SEVERE WEATHER (SW) GROUPS

Estimated Frequency of Lou of Offiste Power Due to
SW Group Severe Weather, f (per Site-Year)*

I f < 3.3 x 10-3
2 3.3x10-3  <f< lx10"2

3 lx10"2  f<3.3x 10-2

4 3.3x10.2 f< lxlO 1

5 111 0'1 <f

The estimated frequency of los of offuite power due to severe weather,
1, is determined by the following eqtation:

(1.3 x 10"4)hl + (b)h 2 + (0.012)h 3 + (c)h 4

where h, - annual expectation of snowfall for the site, in inches 0
h2 annual expectation of tornadoes (with wind spot

or equal to 113 miles per hour) per squ •na,/he site

b = 12.5 for sites with transmission lines more rights-
of-way spreading out in differen o from the switch-
yard, or j

b - 72.3 for sites with on one right-of-way

h3= annual expectation of a t site with wind velocities

between 75 and 124 m h

4 =annual expectaio .As at the site

a - 0 if w yar not vulnerable to the effects of saltspray

c 0.7 ard it vulnerable to the effects of salt spray

The annual ex tinod snowfall, tornadoes, and storms may be obtained
from Natio Service data from the weather station nearest to the
plant or lation, if appropriate, between nearby weather stations.
The b o pirical equation for the frequency of loss of offsite power

r, 1, is given In Appendix A to Reference 2.

1

1. 155-13
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TABLE 7

DEFINITIONS OF SEVERE WEATHER RECOVERY (SWR) GROUPS

SWR Group Definition

1 Sites with enhanced recovery (Lea, sites that
have the capability and procedures for restor-
ing offalte (nonemergency) ac power to the
site within 2 hours following a loss of offiato
power due to severe weather).

2 Sites without enhanced recovery.

TABLED)

DEFINITIONS OF EXTREMELY SE E THER (ESW) GROUPS

Annual ex f storms at a site with wind
veloc.,e•u o or gpeter than 125 miles perESW Group hou

# Nor < 3.3x1O-
2 1 1074'So < I 1"3

3• I x 1003 •e < 3.3 x 10-3

3.3x10-3 e<€<x10-
2

I x 10.2 <e

Th annual expectation of storms may be obtained from National Weather
Service data from the weather station nearest to the plant or by interpola-

N tion, if appropriate, between nearby weather stations.

-W

/N
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APPENDIX A (
QUALITY ASSURANCE GUIDANCE FOR NON-SAFETY SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

The QA guidance provided hae is applicable to non-
safety systems and equipment used to meet the requirements
of § 50.63 and not already explicitly covered by existing
QA requirements in 10 CFR Part 50 in Appendix B or R.
Additionally, non-safety equipment installed to meet the
station blackout rule must be implemented so that it does
not degrade the existing safety-related systems. This Is
accomplished by making the non-safety equipment as
Independent, as practicable from existing safety-related
system.. The guidance provided in this section outlines an
acceptable QA program for non-safety equipment used for
meeting the station blackout rule and not already covered
by existing QA requirements. Activities should be Imple-
mented from this section as appropriate, depending on
whether the equipment is.beins added (new) or is existing.

1. Design Control and Pzocemmt Docmt Control

Mea should be established to ensure that all design.
related guidelines used in complying with § 50.63 are
included in design and procurement documents, and
that deviations therefrom are controlled.

2. Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings

tion drawings and test procedures for accomplishing the
activities.

S. Testing and Test Control

A test program should be established
to ensure that testing Is performed and'
tion and audit to demonstrate co
and system readiness equirment%
perormed in accordance with tt
results should be properlya

6. Imspactioun, Tedt, and~W~ tatn

•procedures; test
cted on.

Lentify items that
and inspections.

Measurue hould
have satisfactorllt

told
tests

7.

SAcdon

Inspections, tests, administrative controls, and tain J Measures should be established to ensure that failures.necessary for compliance with § 50.63 hould be p ib alfunctio deiecs deviations, defective componets,

by documented instruictions, procedures, and draw&'and and nonconformances are promptly Identified, reported,
should be accomplished in accordance with thes and corrcted.

3. Control of P hdmed Materil,

Measures should be established
material, equipment, and services
meat documents.

9. Records

Records should be prepared and maintained to furnish
evidence that the criteria enumerated above are being met
for activities required to comply with § SO.63.

10. Audits

Audits should be conducted and documented to verify
compliance with design and procurement documents,
instructions, procedures, drawings, and inspection and test
activities developed to comply with § 50.63.

4. Inspection

A p for/JWdh"dt inspection of activities
requied to omp '• 0.63. should be established
and executed,,_ (or..4) the organization performing the
activity to Donfoamence with documented Itall-

0,
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APPENDIX B

GUIDANCE REGARDING SYSTEM AND STATION EOUIPMENT SPECI FICATIONS

Alternate AC Sources Alternate Battery Systms

Safety-Related
Equipment
(Compliance with
I.EPP279)

Redundancy

Diversity
from Existing
EDGs

Independence
from Existing
Safety-Related
Systems

Seismic
Qualification

Environmental
Consideration

-Not required, but the existing Class IE electricil Not required, but the existing Class I B battery
systems must continue to meet all applicable systems must continue to meet all applicable
safety-related criteria. safety-related criteria.

Not required. Not required.

See Regulatory Position 3.3.5 of this pride. Not required.

Required if connected to Class I E buses. Separa- Required if co I E battery
tion to be provided by 2 circuit breakers in systems. Separati provided by 2 circuit
sflee (I Class IE at the Class IE bus and breakersin riea• lE at the Clas IE
I non-Class IB). bus and 1 EX

Not required. Not A d

If normal cooling is lost, needed for station cooling is lost, needed for station
blackout ivent only aind not for design basis %ut event only and not for accident condi-
accident (DBA) conditions. Procedures should X j Procedures should be in place to effect
be in place to effect the actions necessary aohe actions necessary to maintain acceptable
maintain acceptable environmental cond0oma environmental conditions for the required
for the required equipment. See Regulato equipment. See Regulatory Position 3.2.4.
Position 3.2.4. and

Capacity Specifid'in § 50.63 .And
3.3.5.

Qality Indicated in Regulato~

T~hrdcal
SWiciflction
fit66Maintenance,
Limiti Condi-
tid, PSAR, etc.

Insttrumentation
and Monitoring

Should bet con•tewith the Interim CommissionPolicy St aa Specifications
F'Rptice 52 FR 3789) as applicable.

sme system functional requirements.

ot required.

Design should, to the extent practicable,
minimize CCF between safety-related and non-
safety-rclated systems.

Specified in § 50.63 and Regulatory Position
3.3.1.

Indicated in Regulatory Position 3.5.

Should be consistent with the Interim Com-
mission Policy Statement on Technical
Specifications (Federal Register Notice
52 FR 3789) as applicable.

Must meet system functional requirements.

Not required.

Design should, to the extent practicable,
minimize CCF between safety-related and non-
safety-related systems.

Single:

1.155-19
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APPENDIX 8 (Continued)

water Sow"ce (xis
Condensate Storage Tank
or Alternative)

Water Delivery System
(Alternative to Auxia
Feedwater System, RCIC
System, or Iolation
Condenair Makeup)

Instrument Air
(Compresd Air Systen)

Safety-Related
Equipment
(Compliance with
IEEE-279)

Redundancy

Diversity

Independence
from Safety-
Related Systems

Seimmic
Qualification

Environmental
Consideration

Not required, but the existing
Class IE systems must continue
to meet all applicable safety-
related criteria.

Not required.

Not required.

Ensure that the existing safety
functions are not compromised,
Including the capability to
isolate components, subsystems,
or piping, If necessary.

Not required.

Need for station blackout
event only and not for DBA
conditions. See Regulatory
Position 3.2.4. Procedures
should be in place to effect
the actions necessary to
maintain acceptable
environmental conditions
for required equipmentq..~

Not required, but the existing Not required, but the existing
Class I B systems must continue Class I E systems must continue
to meet all applicable safety- to meet all appli le s~fety-
related criteria, related critera(

Not required. Notre

Not required. No

Ensure that the existing safety the existing safety
functions are not compro•• hs are not compromised,
Including the capability to4/=]M0ng the capability to
isolate components, subsyst late components, subsystems,
or piping, if necessary. or piping, if necessary.

Not required. Not required.

Needed ~1ki• / kout Needed for station blackout
event tforDBA event only and not for DBA
Conditbq S• Regulatory conditions. See Regulatory

j . Procedures Position 3.2.4. Procedures
beInplace to effect should be inplace to effect
ns necessary to the actions necessary to
acceptable maintain acceptable
ental conditions environmental conditions

for required equipment for required equipment.

Capacity Capability to
water for core
event of a no
the pecifle,44
§50. 4 eI
guidea¶ Aw

Quality A s Indated i
Assurance 'de osition 3.5.

n Regulatory

Sufficient compressed air to
components, as necessary, to
ensure that the core is cooled
and appropriate containment
Integrity is maintained for the
specified duration of station
blackout to meet j 50.63 and
this regulatory guide -"

As Indicated in Regulatory
Position 3.5.

Should be consistent with the
Interim Commission Policy
Statement on Technical
Specifications (Federal
Register Notice 52 FR 3789)
as applicable.

Must meet system functional
requirements.

The capacity to provide suffi-
cient cooling water flow to
ensure that the core is cooled
in the event of a station black.
out for the specifed duration
to meet § 50.63 and this
regulatory guide.

As Indicated in Regulatory
Position 3.5.

Should be consistent with the
Interim Commission Policy
Statement on Technical
Specifications (Federal
Register Notice 52 FR 3789)
as applicable.

Must meet system functional
requirements.

Should be consistent with the
Interim Commission Policy
Statement on Technical
Specifications (Federal
Register Notice 52 FR 3789)
as applicable.

Instrumentation
and Monitoring

Single Failure

Must meet system functional
requirements.

Not required. Not required. Not required.
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

Water Somre (Exstn
Condensate Storap Tank
or Altetmve)

Water Delivery System
(Alternatif to Auxliary
Feedwater System, RCIC
System, or olation
CouMAMerMW)

Insrument Air
(Compresed Air System)

COiMUou CaM Design should, to the extent
Failure (CCF) practicable, minimize CCF

between safety-related and
non.sfety-.elated systems.

Design should, to the extent Design should, to the extent
practicable, minimize CCF practicable, minimize CCF
between safety-related and between safety-related
non4sfaty-related systems. nonaafety-related "Ostre~a
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APPENDIX B(Continusd)

Instrumentation and Cntol
Room Indications for Verifilm-
On of RC Natural Cirulaflon
(PM asend BWRs Witlmbut IC)

RCS Makeup System
(PWRs and UW~WlWthout CIQC

Isolation Codenser
(SWIRa Wihout RCIC)

Safety-Related
Equipment (CQm-
pilance with
IEEE-279)

Redundancy

Diversity

Independence
from Safety-
Related Systems

seismic
Qualification

Environmental
Consideration

Not required, but the existing
Class IE systems must continue
to meet all applicable safety-
related criteria.

Not required.

Not required.

1. Safety-gade isolation
devices required between
this RCS makeup system
and existing safety-related
makeup water systems.

2. A malfunction of this non-
safety-grade makeup system
should not affect the design
safety function of any safety-
related systems.

Not required, but the existing Not required, but the existing.
Class II systems must continue Cass lEsystemsmust continue
to meet all applicable safety- to meet all applicablesafety-
related criteria. related crit•pt./ '

Not iequired. Not re

Not required. Not d.74

1. Safety-grade isolation ipmZ toion of this ins•a.i-
devices required between ! tation and monitoring
this system and exl st4' em should not affect the
safety-related ysteu / s design safety function of any

safety-related instrumentation
and monitoring systems

2. A malfun n powered by onaite or offaite
non-safW-httystem ac power buses

dion of
! systems.

Not required.

Needed for station blackout X• *Afded for station blackout
event only and not for A /%• event only and not for DBA
conditions if normal Xlis conditions if normal cooling Is
lost. See Regulat AI lost. See Regulatory Position
3.2.4. Procedures In 3.2.4. Procedures should be in
place to effao place to effect the actions
necessary accept- necessary to maintain accept-
able ean conditions able environmental conditions
for tkL re equipment. for the required equipment.

capacity SIV .OKCS makeup so that
c P are maintained
/a ceptely lw values con-

a los of RCP water

inventory through a postulated
RCP seal fualre during the
specified duration of station
blackout, with a minimum
assumed RCP seal leakage of
20 gpm per RCP, unless a lower
value isutified. J

As indicated in Regulatory
Position 3.5.

Provide sufficient capacity for
decay beat removal. During
the specified duration of
station blackout, the isolation
condenser pool side requires
a water makeup system
powered by sources inde-
pendent from onsite and
offaite ac buses.

As indicated in Regulatory
Position 3.5.

Not required.

Needed for station blackout
event only and not for DBA
conditions if normal cooling is
lost. See Regulatory Position
3.2.4. Procedures should be in
place to effect the actions
necessary to maintain accept--
able environmental conditions
for the required equipment.

Provide sufficient instrument-
tion and control room idlad :
tions for parameters required
for verification of RCS natural
circulation during the specified
duration of station blackout.

As Indicated in Regulatory
Position 3.5.
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

RCS MOMu System
(PWRa and IW~s ithoutRCIC

Isolation Condeusa
(BWRs Without RCIC)

instrumention and Control
Room Indclo os for Verifick-
tio. of RCS Natura Circulation
(PWRs and mWs without WC)

Technical Specifica-
tons for Mainte-
nance, Surveillance,
Limiting Condition,
FSAR, etc.

Instrumentation

and Monitoring

Slinge Failure

Common Cause
Failure (CCF)

Should be consistent with the
Interim Commission Policy
Statement on Technical
Specifications (Federal
Register Notice 52 FR 3789)
as applicable.

Must meet system functional
requirements.

Not required.

Dedga should, to the extent
practicable, minimize CCF
between safety-reated and
non.afety-mrlated systems.

Z/

Should be consistent with the
Interim Commission Policy
Statement on Technical
Specifications (Federal
Register Notice 52 FR 3789)
as applicable.

Must meet system functional

requirements.

Not required.

Design should, to the extent
practicable, minimize CCF
between safety-related and
non-safety-related systems.

Should be consistent with the
Interim Commission Policy
Statement on Techka
Specifications (Federal
Register Notice 52 FR 371))
as applicable. k lý

e

1%

Not eqt4

1 the extent
ibllminimize CCF
uefety-related and
fty-related systems.

wr

1%

*4, / N
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS

A separate regulatory analysis was not prepared for this available for inspection and copying for a fee at the NRC
regulatory guide. The regulatory analysis prepared for the Public Document Room, "1717 H Street NW., Wahington,
station blackout rule, NUREG-1109, "Regulatory/Backfit DC 2055S. Copies of NUREG-I 109 may be purchased from
Analysis for the Resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue the Superintendent of Documents,.U.S. Government Printing
A-44, Station Blackout," provides the regulatory basis'for Office, Post Office Box 37082, Washington, DC 20013-7082;
this guide and examines the costs and benefits of the rule as or from the National Technical Information Service,
implemented by the guide. A copy of NUREG-1109 is Springfield, VA 22161..
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